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Preface

Twenty years after the first ISA workshop (Tilburg, 2004), this is the year of the 20th edition of
the series. The ISA workshops were inspired by the decision of the International Organisation
for Standards ISO to start developing annotation standards for language data, including lexical
information, typed feature structures, morphological and syntactic information, and the Semantic
Annotation Framework (SemAF), a multi-part standard for annotating aspects of meaning.
As the development of such standards is the work of small groups of experts nominated by
ISO member countries, the ISA workshops were set up with the intention to (a) promote the
involvement of all interested scholars in these processes, and (b) to inform scholars in language
studies and developers of language resources and linguistic applications of the ISO activities
and the standards under development. To support this two-way interaction, the ISA workshops
were organised as a joint initiative of the ACL Special Interest Group in Semantics (SIGSEM)
and of ISO Working Group TC 37/SC 4/WG 2, Semantic annotation. apart from ISA-3 (Marina
del Rey, 2008) and ISA-8 (Pisa, 2012), all ISA workshops have been organised as satellite
events of large conferences such as LREC, ACL, IWCS and COLING.

This year’s workshop at LREC-COLING 2024 has seen a higher number of submissions, full
papers as well as short papers, than any previous edition of the ISA series. Since most of the
submissions were of excellent quality, we have been forced to follow the LREC policy of having
not only the accepted short papers but also some of the accepted full papers presented as a
poster plus a flash presentation. True to the original intention of the ISA workshop series, the
ISA-20 program features a mix of papers, presented in these proceedings, on developing new
ISO standards such as VoxML (visual information) and QuantML (quantification), on ways to use
multiple standards defined by SemAF parts, and on topics not directly related to ISO activities
but to semantic annotation as such.

Many thanks are due to the Program Committee members for their diligent and fast review work.

The organisers,

Harry Bunt, Nancy Ide, Kiyong Lee, Volha Petukhova, James Pustejovsky, and Laurent Romary.
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The MEET Corpus: Collocated, Distant and Hybrid Three-party Meetings 
with a Ranking Task 

 

Ghazaleh Esfandiari-Baiat, Jens Edlund 
Speech, Music and Hearing, KTH  

Stockholm, Sweden 
geb@kth.se, edlund@speech.kth.se 

Abstract 
We introduce the MEET corpus. The corpus was collected with the aim of systematically studying the effects of 
collocated (physical), remote (digital) and hybrid work meetings on collaborative decision-making. It consists of 10 
sessions, where each session contains three recordings: a collocated, a remote and a hybrid meeting between 
three participants. The participants are working on a different survival ranking task during each meeting. The 
duration of each meeting ranges from 10 to 18 minutes, resulting in 380 minutes of conversation altogether. We 
also present the annotation scheme designed specifically to target our research questions. The recordings are 
currently being transcribed and annotated in accordance with this scheme. 

Keywords: meetings, multimodal corpora, annotation scheme

1. Introduction 

The declaration of COVID-19 as a global 
pandemic led to widespread implementation of 
social distancing measures, resulting in a shift of 
various human social activities from offline to 
online. In other words, the enforced social 
isolations in the physical world significantly 
increased humans' social interactions in the cyber 
world (Yan, 2020). In a professional context, this 
was most noticeable as a shift from collocated to 
remote meetings that changed the work 
environment. The shift is backed by staggering 
numbers. As an example, Zoom added >2 million 
active users monthly during 2020 (Video 
Conferencing Market Size, Share & Covid-19 
Impact Analysis, 2021). 

The change subsists in the post-pandemic era, 
and remote meetings have become a prevalent 
part of modern work culture. and it is safe to 
assume that we currently have more people that 
are well-versed in the art of remote meetings than 
ever before. 

Notwithstanding, important questions have not 
been adequately addressed, such as: 

• How is the structure and dynamics of 
remote meetings best described?  

• Are they as effective as collocated ones?  

• How do they differ?  

• How, for that matter, is effectiveness 
evaluated?  

The actualization of these questions has 
motivated us to study remote meetings, with the 
aim of describing, analyzing and comparing 
spoken interaction behaviors and the resulting 
efficiency in collocated, remote and hybrid 
meetings. 

In this paper, we focus on the corpus construction 
explaining the recording phase (setting, 
participants and the tasks) and also the 
annotation phase providing a detailed description 
of the used annotation scheme. 

1.1 Scope 

According to Merriam-Webster, the term 
"meeting" simply refers to "the act of coming 
together." Other definitions, such as Google's 
English Dictionary by Oxford Languages, specify 
a more deliberate gathering, defined as "an 
assembly of people for a specific purpose." Here, 
we are concerned with this latter kind of 
purposeful meeting - the kind that Goffman 
considers “the natural unit of social organisation 
in which focused interaction occurs”, where 
focused interaction is “when people effectively 
agree to sustain for a time a single focus of 
cognitive and visual attention, as in a 
conversation, a board game, or a joint task 
sustained by a close face-to-face circle of 
contributors” (Goffman, 1961). We will however 
interpret “close face-to-face circle” loosely to allow 
the inclusion of remote and hybrid meetings. 
Other constraints typically associated with the 
term meeting include synchroneity among the 
participants and a limitation in time, denoted by a 
beginning and an end (Fulk & Collin-Jarvis, 2001). 

We further limit the scope to professional 
meetings, and more specifically those that occur 
in the segment of the workforce that has been 
labelled “knowledge workers”. The term was first 
used by Drucker around 1960 (Drucker, 1959, 
1961). Although it is not a particularly well-defined 
concept (Scarbrough, 1999), it commonly 
includes occupations such as doctors, lawyers, 
scientists and academics. Around the turn of the 
century, Drucker explicitly included what he 
labelled “knowledge technologists”, exemplified 
by computer technicians, lab analysts, paralegals, 
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software designers, into the group (Drucker, 
1999). 

2. Background and Related Work 

2.1 Studies of Meetings 

The study of meetings has received attention in 
several disciplines. A key body of work is what we 
may term the social psychology of small groups, 
a field that reached a peak in the 70s. (Davis et 
al., 1976) presents a comprehensive overview 
that is particularly relevant. The focus here is not 
as much on meetings as it is on the dynamics of 
work in small groups in general, and although the 
two are clearly associated, they are not the same. 
Goffman points to several reasons to hold the two 
concepts apart, with the strongest being that the 
crucial meeting attribute of “maintenance of 
continuous engrossment in the official focus of 
activity” is “not a property of social groups in 
general” (Goffman, 1961). 

In literature more directly focused on meetings 
there are several directions that are worth specific 
mention here. The study of the effects of meeting 
facilitators blossomed in the 1990s, in part 
because of the increase of team-based 
organizations, but also because “the advent of 
group support technologies” (e.g., audio-video 
conferencing) created “a special demand for 
facilitation” (Niederman & Volkema, 1999; here 
you will also find a brief overview of the field). 
Directly related to the same technology 
development are studies of the effects of distance 
(e.g. in audio-video conferencing). (Fulk & Collin-
Jarvis, 2001) provides a comprehensive overview 
of 20th century work in this field. 

2.2 Meeting Types 

McGrath (1984) takes off from Hackman’s three 
classes (e.g. Hackman & Morris, 1975; Morris, 
1966), where “production” and “problem-solving” 
becomes generated (ideas and plans, 
respectively) and “discussion” becomes choose 
or negotiate depending on the situation. He then 
adds “execute” as a fourth alternative. Each of 
these four basic “quadrants” is then divided into 
two using features from several other 
classifications. This results in eight task types: 
planning tasks, creativity tasks, intellective tasks, 
decision making tasks, cognitive conflict tasks, 
mixed-motive tasks, competitive tasks, and 
psycho-motor tasks. This classification - the 
circumplex model - has been quite influential. In 
this terminology, our main interest is in the 
“choose” quadrant, and more specifically in 
“decision making tasks”. 

2.3 Mediated Meetings 

A great deal of theoretical work on mediated 
meetings took place quite some time ago. There 
is relevant work in the group decision support 
systems (GDSS) field, although it targets groups 

rather than meetings.  DeSanctis & Gallupe, 
(1987) proposed a division of electronic support 
systems (for group decisions) into three levels. 
Level 1 contains “technical features aimed at 
removing common communication barriers”. This 
is the most relevant level for the present work, as 
it contains audio/video conferencing. 

Fulk & Collin-Jarvis (2001) makes a three-way 
distinction between group support systems (GSS, 
which do not seem to differentiate from GDSS, 
and which refers to all three levels of DeSanctis & 
Gallupe). Here, their notion of “teleconferencing”, 
which refers to “meetings held through audio-
conferencing and video-conferencing systems” is 
the main area of interest from our perspective. 
Review papers on teleconferencing started 
appearing as early as the 1970s (Williams, 1977). 
We note, however, that even though audio and 
video conferencing technology has improved by 
leaps and bounds since its infancy, acceptance of 
distant meetings may not have increased at the 
same rate (Blenke et al., 2017), at least not before 
the pandemic. We also note that the main issue 
may not be acceptance but rather that video 
conferencing and face-to-face meetings simply 
work differently (Denstadli et al., 2012) and that 
attitudes vary with the type of video conferencing 
system used (Julsrud et al., 2012). 

Face-to-face interaction is another research field 
that has taken a keen interest in video 
conferencing, targeting its presumed inability to 
faithfully transfer communicative cues and the 
resulting deterioration on quality of interaction. 
Various complex technical video solutions have 
been proposed from near the dawn of video 
conferencing until the present (e.g. Adeboye, 
2020; Nguyen & Canny, 2007; Okada et al., 1994; 
Sellen et al., 1992), as well as considerably more 
complex solutions involving avatars in order to 
achieve telepresence over low bandwidth (Al 
Moubayed et al., 2012; Beskow et al., 2009) 

Directly related to the same technology 
development are studies of the effects of distance 
(e.g. in audio-video conferencing). Fulk & Collin-
Jarvis (2001) provides a comprehensive overview 
of 20th century work in this field. 

For more direct comparisons of remote and 
collocated communication, digital interaction has 
been shown to reduce perceived social presence 
between communicators, potentially hindering 
relationship-building among collaborators, and 
leading to a stronger focus on self (their personal 
goals) and less on their interaction partners 
(Scholl et al., 2020). Collocated interactions 
involve richer visual, auditory, tactile, and 
contextual information, helping people pick up 
important social cues and share intentions and 
emotions resulting in feelings of social closeness 
(Newson et al., 2021). More generally, media 
richness theory posits that interactions held 
through “richer” communication media (i.e. media 
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that involve more cues) lead to better 
communication. Nesher Shoshan & Wehrt (2022) 
showed that meetings held through video 
conferences cause more exhaustion, indicating 
that so-called Zoom fatigue may objectively exist. 
Moreover, participants involved in remote 
meetings described difficulties in reading social 
cues of others, while perceiving pressure to 
provide such cues themselves (ibid). 

Concerning efficiency, Denstadli et al. (2012) 
showed that while remote meetings save time 
(both in planning and in the duration of the 
meeting itself) they are not suitable for 
participants who do not know one another 
beforehand, and it makes developing contacts 
difficult. From a more organizational point of view, 
collocated meetings are preferred because of the 
desire to develop social relations and social 
capital and to handle tasks with high ambiguity 
(ibid). Similarly, Alge et al., (2003) examined the 
effect of teams' past experiences on their ability to 
communicate in collocated and remote contexts. 
Results indicate that teams without knowledge-
building experience (no shared past) 
communicating collocated reported higher 
openness/trust and shared more unique 
information than remote teams communicating 
through a synchronous computer-mediated 
medium. 

3. Method 

3.1 Corpus Collection 

3.1.1 Participants 

The corpus consists entirely of three-party 
conversations. Altogether thirty individuals (13 
females and 17 males) participated in this study. 
They were mainly recruited through the Accindi 
digital platform where researchers and study 
participants can interact. They were compensated 
by four cinema tickets. Participants were between 
23 and 48 years old. They were all fluent English 
speakers and had no hearing problems. They 
formed groups of three while participating in 
meetings (three individuals per session having 
three types of meetings consecutively, no 
individual took part in more than one session). 

3.1.2 Tasks 

Three different ranking tasks were used during 
the meetings: NASA moon survival (Hall & 
Watson, 1970; Littlepage et al., 1995), Desert 
survival (Lafferty & Pond, 1974; Littlepage et al., 
1995) and the Camping game survival (Hare, 
1952). In all three tasks an imaginary situation is 
explained during which participants must find a 
way to survive. There is a list of items (10 to 15 
items dependent on the task) which could help 
them in their survival. Participants were asked to 
rank these items from one to fifteen according to 
their importance for their survival. The aim of this 
type of task is to arrive at a group consensus by 

the end of the meeting. The reason for choosing 
these survival tasks was that they were well 
studied and vastly used in the literature. During 
each meeting the groups had to complete one 
task and the order in which the tasks were used 
was randomised. 

3.1.3 Setting & Equipment 

All meetings took place in the Division of Speech, 
Music and Hearing (THM) at KTH. Meetings were 
performed and recorded (both audio and video) in 
three different settings. The collocated meeting 
took place in the seminar room at TMH, where 
participants gathered around a table working on 
their task. Their meeting was recorded using the 
meeting owl pro (360-degree camera, mic, and a 
speaker) which was placed at the center of the 
table and connected to a host computer. In 
addition, separate Xoom voice recorders were 
used to capture audio of each individual. For the 
digital and hybrid meetings, Zoom video 
conferencing software was used and participants 
were placed in separate booths while connecting 
over Zoom. They were asked to use full screen 
mode while selecting the gallery view and “Hide 
self” in the gallery options. The meetings were 
recorded both through zoom and voice recorders. 
During the hybrid meeting, two participants were 
sharing the same room while the third participant 
was connected through Zoom. 

3.1.4 Process 

In each session, participants in groups of three, 
joined three consecutive meetings (collocated, 
remote, and hybrid) while working on one of the 
survival tasks in each meeting. The order in which 
the meetings took place was randomized for each 
group. Before the start of each session recording, 
participants were provided with instructions and 
asked to sign a GDPR consent form and fill out a 
demographic form. Each meeting, regardless of 
the setting, consisted of three phases: the pre-
meeting, the in-meeting and the post-meeting 
phase. Before the meeting (the pre-meeting 
phase) participants were asked to work on the 
given task individually and write down their 
individual preferred order of items. They were 
given 5 minutes to complete this. During the 
meeting (the in-meeting phase) they had 15 
minutes to discuss the same task with their group 
mates and come up with a group consensus. After 
the meeting (the post-meeting phase) they were 
again given 5 minutes to review their initial 
individual ranking and modify it if necessary. Each 
session was completed within 2 hours. 

3.2 Corpus Annotation 

3.2.1 Data Processing & Annotation 

Tool 

The recordings have been segmented and 
annotated on various levels using ELAN 6.3 
multimodal annotation tool (Sloetjes & 
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Wittenburg, 2008). With ELAN a user can add an 
unlimited number of textual annotations to audio 
and/or video recordings. Annotations can be 
created on multiple layers, called tiers. Tiers can 
be hierarchically interconnected (child and 
parents tier). An annotation can either be time-
aligned to the media or it can refer to other 
existing annotations. The content of annotations 
consists of Unicode text and annotation 
documents are stored in an XML format (EAF). 

3.2.2 Annotation Scheme 

The conversations are annotated on various 
levels using separate tiers for each layer. On the 
first level, conversations are manually 
decomposed into TURN UNITS. These units are 
defined as stretches of speech produced by one 
participant who occupies the speaker role, 
bounded by periods of inactivity (i.e. silence) of 
that speaker. (Brady, 1968; Bunt et al., 2020; 
Heldner & Edlund, 2010). An annotation segment 
on a tier starts with the start of the vocalisation by 
a participant and ends with its end. The minimum 
silence from a participant required to end 
aTurnUnit was 500ms. The TurnUnits related to 
each participant were annotated on separate tiers 
(TurnUnit_A, TurnUnit_B and TurnUnit_C). If 
there were any other vocalisations by anyone that 
isn’t one of the participants, it is annotated on a 
separate tier (TurnUnit_Other). 

On the second level of annotation, the FOCUS tier 
tracks entities currently under discussion in the 
conversation. This can be seen as a linear, 
incremental, and simplified version of the 
‘questions under discussion’ concept (Ginzburg, 
2001; Larsson, 2002). The FOCUS tier has three 
child tiers (ITEMS, RANK and 
SPEAKER).  Parent and child tiers are linked in 
such a way that some changes made on a parent 
tier will also affect its child tires (child tiers are 
shown with the same color, see Figure1). 

 

Figure 1:  Screenshot of the annotation in ELAN. 

Survival tasks only allow for two types of task 
internal entities to focus on: the ITEMS on the list, 
the RANK on which each item belongs. Task 
externally, we are also interested in which 
SPEAKER is behind an utterance. Anything else 

is either not immediately related to the task, or an 
attribution, argument, etc. that is associated with 
one or more of these three entities. In our model, 
each time an item or a rank is mentioned, the 
entity becomes the focus of its kind. The ITEMS 
tier Shows which item from the list is under 
discussion (the items are different in different 
tasks). Focus item changes are defined by a 
simplistic rule: any mention of an item sets that 
item in focus. In other words, the mention of a list 
item sets the item focus to that item. In a similar 
manner to items, the RANKS tier shows which 
position on the list is considered. In the NASA 
moon survival and the Desert survival task there 
are 15 items while in the Boys scout survival task 
there are only 10 items to rank. And finally, the 
SPEAKER tier shows which speaker made the 
contribution (is talking). 

Furthermore, using controlled vocabulary (CV) in 
ELAN, we annotate focus-changes as one of 
proposal, question, decision or decision-
repeat. When a certain linguistic type with a 
limited number of annotation values is frequently 
used it might be a good idea to associate it with a 
CV. Such a CV consists of a number of predefined 
values that a user can choose from when editing 
an annotation, in order to make the task of the 
annotators less error-prone. 

• A proposal leaves both Item and Rank 
set. For example, a participant says: “I 
think map (Item) should be in position 2 
(Rank)” or responds “In the second 
position” to the question “Where should 
we place the map?”.  

• A question sets one of Rank or Item and 
in effect vacates the other: “what do you 
think should go first” (sets Rank to 1 and 
Item empty) or “Where do you think map 
should be placed?” (sets Item to map and 
Rank to empty).  

• A decision marks the point where the 
group announces the final consensus on 
an item and its rank:” Okay, we put map 
on fifth position”.  

• A decision-repeat marks the instances 
where a ranking is repeated during the 
conversation after the decision is made. 

Note that in this version of the annotation, we do 
not annotate grounding and repetitions before the 
decision at all. The only time we include 
repetitions (of an already focused Item or Rank, 
or of a proposed mapping between the two), is 
when it is a repetition of a decision already made 
(see decision-repeat above). Other repetitions are 
simply left unannotated. 

LAUGHTER/SMILE are annotated on separate 
tiers for each speaker when it is audible or visible 
(Laughter/Smile_A, Laughter/Smile_B and 
Laughter/Smile_C). The start of the laughter or 
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smile is marked as the starting point of the 
annotation segment, and its end is the end of the 
segment. Laughter is distinguished from smile by 
a simple token: the former produces an audible 
sound while the latter does not. 

BREATHING (In_breath and out_breath) were 
also marked on separate tiers (Breathing_A, 
Breathing_B and Breathing_C) for each speaker 
and are annotated only when it’s audible. The 
starting point of the annotated segment is when 
the breathing begins, and it ends when the 
breathing ends. 

Acoustic SILENCE (SIL) was defined as a 
segment in which no participant vocalizes, flanked 
by segments in which some participant vocalizes. 
Silences were not annotated explicitly but found 
by extracting segments with no TurnUnits. 

Although annotators were instructed to produce 
adjacent TurnUnits when no silence could be 
heard, there were a few mistakes of this sort in the 
original annotations. In a semi-automatic post-
processing step, we removed any within-speaker 
silences of less than 500 ms (which is the 
minimum duration of gaps to be annotated 
according to the annotation scheme). A total of 
4% of the automatically extracted silences were 
removed by this process. 

In addition, we removed any between-speaker 
silences of 50 ms or less. The reasoning here is 
that these acoustic silences are not perceivable 
as silences, or gaps, in the terminology of Sacks 
et al (Sacks et al., 1974). On average, the group 
decision threshold for perceivable acoustic 
silence between speakers is considerably longer 
- 120 ms, but as some listeners perceive gaps 
robustly at as little as 58 ms of acoustic silence, 
we opted for a conservative threshold of 50 ms 
(Heldner, 2011). Whenever a silence was 
removed, the adjacent TurnUnits were corrected 
so that they become adjacent to each other, by 
growing the larger of the TurnUnits. Removing all 
between-speaker silences below the group 
decision threshold of ~120 ms, another 4 % of the 
between-speaker silences were removed. 

Finally, a new entity was added: the Unbroken 
Speech Sequences (USS). This is a continuous 
sequence during which at least one participant 
vocalises at each moment, flanked by silence on 
both sides. Large proportions of overlap, high 
intensity, and long TurnUnits all contribute to long 
USSs, whereas large numbers of pauses, short 
utterances and general inactivity contribute to low 
USS durations.  

3.3 General Statistical Observation 

In total, the corpus consists of 6 hours and 20 
minutes. The average total active meeting time in 
a session ranged from 21 to 46 minutes with an 
average and median of 38 and 39 minutes, 
respectively. The average single meeting duration 

ranged from five to 20 minutes with both average 
and median at 13 minutes. 

In terms of TurnUnits, the corpus contains a total 
of 8149 TurnUnits. The number of TurnUnits 
produced by a group (in one session) ranged from 
587 to 1120 with an average of 815 and a median 
of 816 TurnUnits. The number of TurnUnits in a 
single meeting ranged from 117 to 411 with an 
average of 272 and a median of 277 per meeting. 

The total number of unbroken speech sequences 
(USS) is 5293, with a range from 328 to 689 in a 
single session, an average of 530 and a median 
of 567. That means that a typical USS contained 
1.5 TurnUnits (average and median), with a 
highest session TurnUnits/USS at 2.7 and a 
lowest of 1.3 (note that the floor is 1, here, as each 
USS holds at least one TurnUnit). The number of 
USSs in a single meeting ranged from 79 to 270, 
with an average of 176 and a median of 180. A 
USS contains on average 1.6 TurnUnits, while the 
corresponding median was 1.7, with a lowest 
observation of 1.1 and a highest of 4.1 
TurnUnits/USS. 

The median TurnUnit duration in the entire corpus 
was 1.5 s, and the median silence 0.7 s. Medians 
within sessions range from 1.1 to 2 s for TurnUnits 
and from 0.6 to 1 s for silences. 

4. Summary & Future Work 

We have presented the MEET meeting corpus 
and its annotation scheme. Ten three-person 
groups were recorded, each in a single session 
consisting of three separate meetings, each with 
a different task and condition, for a total of 30 
meetings. 

This corpus was constructed with the aim of 
systematically describing, analysing and 
modelling interaction patterns during different 
types of meetings plus evaluating the outcome of 
these different meeting setups. We wanted to 
know in which setting the participants were more 
cooperative and had the highest influence on the 
group consensus. 

Although the current legislation does not permit us 
to share the corpus recordings, we plan to release 
the interaction models together with a detailed 
description of how they were derived. As for future 
work, we will release tools that facilitate work with 
and analysis of the kind of interaction model we 
have created. We will also include more of the 
annotation, for example filled pause annotation 
(any spoken sound or word used to fill gaps in 
speech) in the model. Currently, these are 
manually segmented for all the meetings in the 
corpus, but not included since they have not been 
validated. We also plan to have the corpus 
transcribed. Currently a section of it is transcribed 
using whisper ASR. It is however unclear how 
much of the transcriptions can be shared freely.
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Abstract
While extensively explored in text-based tasks, Named Entity Recognition (NER) remains largely neglected in
spoken language understanding. Existing resources are limited to a single, English-only dataset. This paper
addresses this gap by introducing MSNER, a freely available, multilingual speech corpus annotated with named
entities. It provides annotations to the VoxPopuli dataset in four languages (Dutch, French, German, and Spanish).
We have also releasing an efficient annotation tool that leverages automatic pre-annotations for faster manual
refinement. This results in 590 and 15 hours of silver-annotated speech for training and validation, alongside a
17-hour, manually-annotated evaluation set. We further provide an analysis comparing silver and gold annotations.
Finally, we present baseline NER models to stimulate further research on this newly available dataset.

Keywords: Spoken Named Entity Recognition, Spoken Language Understanding, Speech Dataset

1. Introduction

In an increasingly interconnected world where lan-
guage knows no boundaries, the field of Speech
Processing is undergoing a transformative shift to-
wards multilingual applications. One such pivotal
area is Spoken Named Entity Recognition (Spoken
NER). Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a natu-
ral language processing (NLP) task that involves
the identification and categorization of named en-
tities within a text, typically into predefined cate-
gories such as names of persons, organizations,
locations, dates, numerical values, and more. The
primary objective of NER is to automatically recog-
nize and extract specific pieces of information from
unstructured text, making it easier to analyze and
understand the content. NER plays a crucial role
in various NLP applications, including information
retrieval, question answering, sentiment analysis,
and language understanding. In contrast, Spo-
ken NER extracts named entities from audio docu-
ments, a task that is considerably more challenging.
Indeed, aside from the inherent difficulties associ-
ated with speech processing, Spoken NER requires
not only to identify and classify the entities, but also
to transcribe them correctly. Variability in pronunci-
ation, accents, and dialects can make the detection
and especially the spelling of named entities very
challenging. On the other hand, prosody, intonation
and emphasis are cues that may be crucial for NER
but are not readily available in written text. Recog-
nizing the pressing need to facilitate cross-lingual
research and to provide comprehensive evaluation
resources for Spoken NER models, we have un-
dertaken the task of manually annotating the pop-
ular speech dataset VoxPopuli’s test sets in four

languages: Dutch, French, German, and Spanish.
Additionally, we also provide machine-made anno-
tations on the training and validation sets.
In the following sections, we provide a detailed
overview of our efforts in the domain of Spoken
NER. First, we give an overview of related works
and datasets. Then, we introduce the newly anno-
tated dataset and provide information about its size,
multilingual coverage, and its potential significance
in advancing Spoken NER technology. Addition-
ally, we describe the methodology employed in the
dataset’s creation, breaking down the annotation
process and data preparation. We also introduce
the user-friendly annotation interface we’ve devel-
oped for this purpose. Furthermore, we present
the results of various experiments and benchmarks
conducted using this dataset. These experiments
demonstrate its utility in evaluating Spoken NER
models across the chosen languages, highlighting
its role in advancing research and development in
this field.
In summary, this article describes our contributions
to the field of multilingual Spoken NER, includ-
ing the dataset’s creation, annotation methodology,
and its role in advancing research in this domain.

2. Literature Review
In the field of NLP, there is not one unified la-
bel set. Both generic and specialized datasets
exist with their own label sets defined. Special-
ized datasets might cover large amounts of topics
with specific vocabulary and entities. For exam-
ple, a NER system for doctors would include medi-
cations, dosages, medical reasons, etc. (Uzuner
et al., 2010), and biomedical entities include names
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of proteins, chemical, disease, or species (Crich-
ton et al., 2017). Other datasets provide more
generic entities that cover broader landscapes.
One of the most widely used is CoNLL-2003 (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003), although it
comes with only four entity types (LOC, ORG,
PER and MISC). OntoNotes v5 enriches this set
with 14 more classes (Table 2), to include things
such as numbers, dates, and laws. Its high qual-
ity makes it one of the most widely used NER
datasets, although it only covers three languages:
English, Arabic and Chinese. Another notable men-
tion is Tedeschi et al. (2021), which adds a few
more generic classes to OntoNotes definitions to
cover things such as animal names, diseases, food,
and plants, and released a dataset derived from
Wikipedia where named entities were annotated
automatically with an annotation pipeline that effec-
tively combined pretrained language models and
knowledge-based approaches. A follow-up dataset
was published covering more languages (Tedeschi
and Navigli, 2022).
Currently, we know of only one Spoken NER
dataset that is openly distributed as SLUE (Shon
et al., 2021). This is an annotated subset of the
larger VoxPopuli dataset (Wang et al., 2021), which
comprises audio recordings and corresponding
transcripts of sessions held in the European Par-
liament. The annotated portion of the dataset in-
clude approximately 25 hours of speech, divided
into three subsets: 3/5 for training, 1/5 for validation,
and 1/5 for testing purposes. While this initiative
is a significant step forward, SLUE exclusively cov-
ers the English language. They used the same
entities as OntoNotes (Weischedel et al., 2013) al-
though in practice, they combine some types and
remove rare ones to produce a new label set (Table
2, Column 2).
Another task in spoken language understanding
is similar to Spoken NER: slot filling. This is the
identification of information relevant to specific ap-
plications, such as flight booking (Hemphill et al.,
1990). Although they share many grounds, there is
a major difference: slot filling relates to a specific
application, and in this regard, covers a much nar-
rower domain than NER, often consisting of short
commands for a computer interface (Lugosch et al.,
2019; Saade et al., 2018; Bastianelli et al., 2020;
Lugosch et al., 2021; Renkens and Van hamme,
2018) or a booking system (Hemphill et al., 1990).
Since the vast majority of entity recognition
datasets are text-based, the same goes for the
applications. Consequently, NER is often framed
as a token classification task, where each word or
word piece must be assigned an entity type. Since
an entity can cover many tokens, the entity classes
are redefined in the BIO format, a widely used tag-
ging scheme in NER tasks (Ramshaw and Marcus,

1995). This format provides a structured way to
label and distinguish the boundaries of named en-
tities within the text. Each word or token is tagged
with one of three labels: “B” marks the beginning,
or first word of an entity, “I” indicates the continua-
tion of the named entity and always follows the “B”
tag, and “O” is used for words that are not part of
an entity. This marker, together with the entity type,
makes the target for the classification task. Other
annotation schemes are extensions of this (e.g. IO,
IOBES, IOE, etc.). The major drawback of the BIO
format is its inability to represent nested entities.
The modern approach to NER is to add linear layers
to a pretrained language model and fine-tune it on
the chosen NER dataset. Sometimes, a conditional
random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) is added
to learn the transition probabilities between the la-
bel classes (Ushio and Camacho-Collados, 2021).
In Spoken NER, the two main approaches are
pipeline and end-to-end models. As the name sug-
gests, pipeline models first use automatic speech
recognition to transcribe an audio recording, then
use NER to predict the entities. In contrast, end-to-
end models do not force the model to make hard
decisions by choosing one token over another. In-
stead, it predicts entities directly from the hidden
states. Finally, hybrid models or multitask mod-
els predict both the entities and the transcriptions
simultaneously (Meeus et al., 2023).

subset language duration size entities

train

DE 224.5 h 86,410 97,492
ES 141.5 h 47,611 66,482
FR 186h 65,952 80,255
NL 38.5 h 16,533 19,566

dev

DE 4h 1,610 1,880
ES 4h48 1,529 2,094
FR 4h22 1,527 1,884
NL 2h16 963 1,074

test

DE 5h 1,966 2,061
ES 5h 1,512 2,198
FR 4h30 1,656 2,004
NL 2h30 1,120 1,272

Table 1: MSNER Dataset statistics

3. Dataset description
The MSNER dataset is an annotated version of
the VoxPopuli dataset (Wang et al., 2021) in four
languages – Dutch, French, German, and Spanish.
VoxPopuli is a collection of recorded sessions from
the European Parliament, segmented to contain
one or more sentence by one speaker. For each
language in scope, we provide three annotated sub-
sets (Table 1): a training and development set with
machine-generated “silver” annotations, and a test
set with manual “gold” annotations. The subsets
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OntoNotes5 SLUE DE ES FR NL Examples
date WHEN 307 276 243 113 125 years ago, 15 maart, 1815—1830, 1997
time 12 21 10 8 24 hours, acht uur, de hele dag, mañana
cardinal number

QUANT

136 167 123 91 1, 10, 10 miljoen, 11, 11 billion
ordinal number 82 100 79 45 First, Ten derde, dritten
quantity 6 2 5 1 one and a half meter, two inches
money 26 16 18 8 200 million EUR, Dertig miljoen euro
percent 21 28 13 22 1 procent, 100%, 15 Prozent
geopolitical area PLACE 259 285 283 176 Amsterdam, Australië, Barcelona, Belgium
location 128 139 214 110 Afrika, Balkanlanden, Europe
group NORP 229 244 285 213 African, American, Christian
organization ORG 621 638 527 362 Amnesty International, Charlie Hebdo
law LAW 64 108 33 22 Paris Accords, US Constitution
person PERSON 123 131 100 67 Angela Merkel, Barroso, Beyoncé
facility - 6 2 8 12 Guantánamo, White House
event - 23 25 21 8 Europees Semester, Rio conferentie
work of art - 6 3 4 4 Green Book, Koran
product - 4 1 2 8 2G, 4G, 5G, iPhone
language - 3 12 6 2 Latin, Nederlands, Español

Table 2: Number of annotated entities per entity type in the test sets. Column SLUE correspond to the
‘combined’ entity set proposed by Shon et al. (2021).

of the four languages in scope were annotated ac-
cording to OntoNotes’ 18 classes. The test sets
were manually annotated by the authors following
the methodology outlined in Section 4. Each exam-
ple in the annotated dataset contains the VoxPopuli
ID to identify the relevant audio recording in the
original dataset, the transcribed sentence and the
annotated named entities, that is, the list of entities,
each composed of a text and a label component
(Figure 1). For the silver label datasets, we also
provide a probability score of each predicted entity.
We discuss in Section 6 how this number is related
to the uncertainty of the model.
We use the 18-classes OntoNotes label set
(Weischedel et al., 2013). However, following the
example from Shon et al. (2021), we provide anno-
tations by using an alternative label set that com-
bines entity types like places or numbers and dis-
card the rarest classes like languages, events, and
work of art (Table 2 Column 2).

ID 20090423-0900-PLENARY-26-fr_20
090423-21:55:26_4

Audio

Text 200 milliards d'euros qu'il faut rapprocher aussi 
du niveau des déficits des pays européens.

Entities (MONEY, 200 milliards d’euros)
(NORP, européens)

Figure 1: Annotated example

4. Methodology
We provide two kinds of label quality: machine-
generated “silver” labels and human-annotated
“gold” labels. For obvious reasons, the silver labels
are much cheaper and easier to produce. There-
fore, we only provide human-made annotations for
the test sets, and the training and validation sets
annotations are entirely machine-generated. The
methodology follows these four broad steps: (1)
filtering out recordings without or with misaligned
transcripts, (2) generate silver labels for all subsets,
(3) manually annotate the test sets and (4) verify
the human-made annotations to identify and rectify
potential labelling errors. We detail each step in
the following paragraphs.

4.1. Filtering
The VoxPopuli dataset contains a few alignment
errors between the spoken content and its corre-
sponding transcript. To address this issue, we
employed an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system, initially transcribing the spoken utterances
and subsequently calculating the word error rate
by comparing the ASR-generated sentence to the
provided transcript. For this task, we opted for
the Whisper large v2 ASR model (Radford et al.,
2022), because it showed near state-of-the-art per-
formance across the selected languages. Notably,
this model has been meticulously trained on ex-
tensive, well-curated data to perform both audio
translation and transcription tasks.
For the training and development sets, we filter out
examples with a WER larger than 20%, without
verifying that the excluded examples were indeed
problematic. This discards about 20% of the Ger-
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Figure 2: Evaluation of text-based pretrained NER model against our annotations. Bright colors correspond
to the F1-score and faded colors correspond to the label-F1 score, a metric that ignores spelling mistakes
and segmentation errors.

man and Dutch utterances, 10% of the French ex-
amples and 6% of the Spanish utterances.
For the test sets, instances where the word error
rate (WER) between the machine-generated tran-
scription and the original transcript exceeded 20%,
we conducted a meticulous review process. This
involved listening to the audio recording and cross-
referencing it with the existing transcript. When
feasible, we made necessary corrections to the
transcript. However, in cases where multiple speak-
ers were heard in the recording or no speech is
present, we removed the problematic utterance
from the dataset.

4.2. Pseudo-annotations
We employed an established text-based Named
Entity Recognition (NER) model to predict entities
within the gold transcript. We chose to use the XLM-
RoBERTa large pretrained model (Conneau et al.,
2019), fine-tuned specifically on the OntoNotes v5
dataset (Weischedel et al., 2013). This model is
readily accessible through the HuggingFace repos-
itory1.
While it’s important to note that this particular
model’s fine-tuning was conducted solely on En-
glish data, its robustness and efficacy across multi-
ple languages were remarkable. In our evaluation,
we observed impressive performance, with most
sentences annotated correctly.

4.3. Annotation Tool
For each of the 6,254 pre-annotated sentences
in the test sets, we corrected the annotations pre-
dicted by the model. For this purpose, we have
developed a command line tool to quickly add, edit,
merge or remove annotations in a sentence. This
utility displays the pre-annotated sentence with a
summary of the annotations below. Annotations
appear as colored XML tags both in the text and
in the summary. An annotated English translation
can be displayed. The annotator then has access

1https://huggingface.co/asahi417/
tner-xlm-roberta-base-ontonotes5

to both the original sentence and the translation
to make sure that the annotations are as accurate
as possible. When presented with a sentence, the
annotator has the choice to add a new annotation,
delete an existing one, merge two annotations to-
gether or modify an annotation, either by changing
the type or by adding or removing words. Once a
sentence has been annotated, it is saved to a file
in JSON format. Following this methodology and
with the help of this tool, we were able to save a lot
of time and effort without sacrificing accuracy. For
this reason, we make the tool available online so
that others will have the opportunity to contribute
to this field of research by easily annotating more
data in many more languages.
As mentioned in Section 3, we not only provide an-
notations according to OntoNotes 18 classes, but
also the 7-classes combined set proposed in Shon
et al. (2021). However, we chose to completely re-
annotate the examples where entities are removed,
instead of simply removing all the annotations of
the same type from the dataset. To illustrate this,
consider the following example:

<event> 15th conference on
speech of Toronto </event>

According to the combined set conversion rules
(Table 2), all the entities of type <event> are to be
discarded. Doing that would lead to two unanno-
tated entities, ‘15th’ as a number and ‘Toronto’ as a
place. Instead, we re-annotate the examples con-
taining removed entities to make sure that we are
not penalizing the models for correct assumptions.

4.4. Verification
Finally, we verify the integrity of the test annotations
by deriving a number of heuristics and rules that
the annotations must abide. This involved grouping
the annotations by category and verify each list one
by one, comparing them to one another, searching
in the text for frequent annotated terms to identify
missing annotations, etc. In this last step, we also
fix some remaining transcription issues. For exam-
ple, we realized that VoxPopuli transcripts omitted
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Figure 3: Distribution of predicted probability score per class given the target class for the text-based
model’s predictions

Figure 4: Confusion matrix, normalized to show the
probability distribution of the tags predicted with the
text-based model.

the symbol “%”, and sometimes the word “thou-
sands” (in all languages). Consequently, for all
entities marked as cardinal number, we added the
missing tokens when necessary, following the rules
specific to the language2. Another error often made
by the text-based NER model is to predict the arti-
cle as being part of the entity. As multiple sources
advocate against doing so, we abided by the main
guidelines (Maekawa, 2018; Benikova et al., 2014).

4.5. Distribution
The annotated datasets are distributed in two for-
mats: As JSON Lines files available on GitHub3,
and on the HuggingFace repository (Wolf et al.,
2020). There is one file per subset and per lan-
guage, where each line is an annotated example.
The audio files can be obtained by downloading
VoxPopuli and matching the audio ID. The dataset
version hosted on HuggingFace contains the audio

2In French and in Spanish, the symbol “%” is generally
used, but in German and in Dutch, the word is more
commonly spelled as Prozent or procent, respectively.

3https://github.com/qmeeus/MSNER

recordings and the preprocessed annotations in
BIO format, so that a researcher can already use
the dataset after only two lines of code.

5. Evaluation Metrics
Following Shon et al. (2021), we recommend eval-
uating model predictions with the micro-averaged
F1-score. The F1-score is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, calculated from an unordered
list of named entities predicted for each utterance.
Precision is the proportion of correctly predicted
entities among all predicted entities, and recall is
the proportion of ground truth entities that were
correctly detected. An entity is considered to be
predicted correctly if both the type and spelling are
identical to the ground truth. To allow multiple enti-
ties with the same spelling and type in a sentence,
we add a unique identifier to each entity/type pair.
We recommend using the micro-averaged F1-score
because the dataset is unbalanced. The label F1-
score only considers the predicted type of the entity
for correctness, leaving the transcribed entity out
of the computations. This metric ignores spelling
mistakes and segmentation errors. We provide an
evaluation script4 to compute these metrics and
generate a breakdown of the prediction results per
entity type.

6. Experiments
6.1. Setup
The first analysis compares the annotated test sets
to the pseudo-annotations generated by the text-
based NER model. Since the silver-label training
and validation sets were generated with this model,
this analysis is valuable for anyone intending to use
these datasets for training. Indeed, it gives insights
into the entities that are often confused with one
another or remain undetected. It also gives some
insights on the reliability of the model’s confidence
score in assessing whether a prediction is correct.

4https://raw.githubusercontent.com/
qmeeus/MSNER/main/src/evaluate.py
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We also consider two methods to predict named
entities from speech, with a pipeline and an end-
to-end model. The end-to-end model is a trans-
former encoder-decoder trained to perform both
ASR and NER with a multitask objective (Meeus
et al., 2023). This model is initialized from Whis-
per Large V2 (Radford et al., 2022), with an addi-
tional SLU module connected to the layers of the
decoder with an adaptor. The end-to-end model
was fine-tuned on English SLUE-VoxPopuli (Shon
et al., 2021). The pipeline model transcribes the
audio files and subsequently annotates the tran-
scriptions. For the ASR model, we use Whisper
Large V2 (Radford et al., 2022). For the pipeline
model, we provide two options to allow for a better
comparison. In Table 3, we use XML-RoBERTa fine-
tuned on OntoNotes v5 (Weischedel et al., 2013)
and compare it to the predictions generated by the
text-based NER model from the gold transcripts.
In Table 4, we fine-tuned the same XML-RoBERTa
on SLUE-VoxPopuli (Shon et al., 2021), which pro-
vides a fair comparison to the end-to-end model.
Although both models rely on multilingual pre-
trained models, the fine-tuning dataset is entirely
in English. Therefore, we evaluate the ability of
these models to generalize from one language (En-
glish) to other languages (Dutch, French, German,
and Spanish). Before computing the F1-scores, we
normalize the text by putting it in lower case and
removing symbols. It should be noted that the eval-
uation script does normalize the text further, which
could have its importance depending on the model
to be evaluated.
All results are presented on the human-annotated
test sets proposed in this article.

6.2. Results
Figure 3 shows the distribution of calculated proba-
bilities for predicted ‘B’ and ‘O’ tags conditional to
whether they were predicted correctly or not. For
each token position k, the probability of the most
likely tag i∗ is computed as follows:

P (yk = i∗) = max
i

ez
k
i

∑
j e

zk
j

where zk1..N are the logits predicted by the model for
the token at position k. We observe that, on aver-
age, annotations for which there was no agreement
between the annotator and the NER model were
predicted with a lower probability than annotations
that were correctly annotated from the start. How-
ever, we observe major differences between the
class distributions. For the most frequent classes,
like ‘O’, ‘organization’ or ‘date’, the probability dis-
tributions overlap considerably, and one should be
careful if using this score as a proxy for the model’s
uncertainty. This is not surprising, as transformers

are known to be overconfident (Ye et al., 2023). For
rare quantitative classes like ‘percent’ and ‘quantity’,
the model shows confidence when predictions are
correct, and uncertain otherwise. This indicates
that for those particular classes, the given prob-
ability could be relied upon when estimating the
model’s uncertainty. The score breakdown by entity
and language (Figure 2) indicates that in general,
there are no major differences across languages,
except for rare classes, where the variability in-
creases significantly.
Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix of the NER
model predictions against the manual annotations.
Most errors are undetected entities (bottom row in
Figure 4) and segmentation errors (I-tags predicted
instead of B-tags and inversely, are visible on the
lighter diagonals above and below the main diago-
nal). Some entities remain undetected more often
than not, e.g. “work of art” and “event”, which is
a sign that predictions are less reliable for these
rare classes. Some other types are often confused
with one another, like “money” and “cardinal num-
ber”. However, all types seem to have at most two
confused types. We notice that “geopolitical area”
is most often confused with “location” and “law”.
In the latter case, this is because many laws are
named after cities (e.g. the Paris Agreement, the
Warsaw Treaty).
Table 3 compares the text-based NER predictions
with the NER predictions obtained from the ASR
transcript and generated by the same text-based
NER model. The OntoNotes dataset, although in
English, provides many well-curated annotations
and the NER model trained on this dataset seem
to generalize well to the other languages. How-
ever, this model was not trained to handle auto-
matic transcripts and we observe a considerable
drop in performance when it is asked to process
ASR outputs. To make a fair comparison with the
end-to-end model, we fine-tune XML-RoBERTa on
SLUE-VoxPopuli and report the results in Table
4. The fine-tuning dataset being of much modest
size (14.5 hours of training data), the models do not
have many examples to learn from. The end-to-end
model has a slight advantage because it learns si-
multaneously the ASR and NER tasks, and it is able
to share part of its architecture between both tasks.
For example, it seems well able to identify the pres-
ence of entities despite a lot of transcription and
segmentation errors, as evidenced by the large la-
bel F1-score. In contrast, the pipeline suffers much
more from the transcription errors because it was
pretrained on curated texts and is not expecting
noisy ASR transcriptions.
The text-based NER model performs best for Dutch,
then German, French and finally Spanish. As the
model was trained on English annotations, this rank-
ing is not a surprise, although the ability of the
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model to transfer to other languages is impressive.
However, for the speech processing models, the
same conclusion cannot be drawn. The entity F1-
score seem to be correlated with the word error rate,
which is influenced by the availability of the different
languages in the pretraining set. In other words,
for speech models, this is the model’s ability to
transcribe foreign languages that will drive the qual-
ity of the predictions, rather than how similar the
evaluation and the pretraining language are. The
label-F1 indicates how accurate a model is at de-
tecting the presence of entity types, disregarding of
its ability to transcribe it correctly. Looking at those
numbers, we observe again the same behavior as
with the text-based entity predictions, namely that
entities are more likely to be accurately detected
when the evaluation language is more similar to the
finetuning language.

Model Metric DE ES FR NL

Gold F1 (↑) 77.4 70.1 71.1 79.9
Label-F1 (↑) 89.7 90.3 89.1 94.4

ASR
F1 (↑) 52.4 50.6 44.7 52.7

Label-F1 (↑) 66.2 63.6 59.4 66.1
WER (↓) 12.0 8.6 11.1 13.1

Table 3: Performance of text-based NER model
trained on OntoNotes. Gold corresponds to the
model’s predictions from the gold transcripts and
ASR corresponds to the model’s predictions on the
ASR transcripts.

Model Metric DE ES FR NL

Pipeline
F1 (↑) 30.8 36.3 37.2 36.3

Label-F1 (↑) 42.7 51.6 49.5 45.9
WER (↓) 12.0 8.6 11.1 13.1

End2End
F1 (↑) 38.3 41.3 39.6 31.2

Label-F1 (↑) 76.8 77.1 78.3 78.4
WER (↓) 13.3 10.5 14.5 18.2

Table 4: Provided baselines on the annotated test
sets for a pipeline ASR/NER model and an end-to-
end multitask model. Both models were fine-tuned
on SLUE-VoxPopuli (Shon et al., 2021)

7. Conclusion
In this manuscript, we have presented MSNER,
a new dataset for evaluating multilingual Spoken
NER systems. Although NER is a popular topic
in NLP, this task has remained mostly unexplored
in speech processing and spoken language under-
standing. To address this issue, we have used a
pretrained model to annotate the VoxPopuli training
and validation subsets in Dutch, French, German,
and Spanish. Additionally, to provide researcher
with a gold standard dataset for evaluating their

Spoken NER models, the authors have manually
annotated the test sets for these subsets. By ana-
lyzing the predictions of a text-based NER model,
and comparing them with our annotations, we were
able to identify points of attentions for researchers
who intend to train a model on silver annotations.
For example, in some cases, the model confidence
on the predictions can serve as a basis to estimate
the correctness of the prediction, but this must be
done carefully, since we have seen that transform-
ers can be overconfident. Counter-intuitively, we
have shown that most frequent classes are not al-
ways the ones where the model’s uncertainty is
most reliable. We also looked at the classes that
were often confused with one another, which gave
us some ideas about which errors might be present
in the training and validation sets.
We also provide baselines on the newly annotated
evaluation subsets. We selected a pipeline and an
end-to-end SLU model, both fine-tuned on English
SLUE VoxPopuli (Shon et al., 2021), and we evalu-
ate them on the manually annotated test sets. We
saw that in a low resource scenario, the end-to-end
model seems to benefit from learning simultane-
ously to transcribe and to annotate, which allows
a better generalization across languages than the
pipeline model fine-tuned on the same dataset. Fi-
nally, we found that the performance of text-based
models on unseen languages is correlated with the
similarity of the evaluation language with English.
However, for speech models, this is the multilingual
transcription accuracy that is the main driver for
NER performance. Interestingly, we have seen that
the end-to-end model was able to identify the pres-
ence of entities much better than the pipeline model,
despite a similar overall performance, which illus-
trate the advantage of sharing parameters across
tasks.
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Abstract
This paper presents CoDipA UNSC 1.0, a Corpus of Diplomatic Attitudes of the United Nations Security Council
annotated with the attitude-part of Appraisal theory. The speeches were manually selected according to topic-related
and temporal criteria. The texts were then annotated according to the predefined annotation scenario. The
distinguishing features of the diplomatic texts require a modified approach to attitude evaluation, which was
implemented and presented in the current work. The corpus analysis has proven diplomatic speeches to be
consistently evaluative, offered an overview of the most prominent means of expressing subjectivity in the corpus,
and provided the results of the inter-annotator agreement evaluation.

Keywords: Appraisal theory, diplomatic discourse, corpus linguistics, CoDipA UNSC 1.0

1. Introduction

This paper is aimed at describing the CoDipA
UNSC 1.0, a corpus of the thematically and tem-
porally selected diplomatic speeches of the United
Nations Security Council (Schoenfeld et al., 2019),
annotated with the adaptation of the attitude-part
of Appraisal theory (Martin and White, 2005). It
describes the annotation scenario together with the
annotated data, and offers an overview of the cor-
pus statistics, evaluation of the double annotations,
and the future of the project.

The need for such a corpus derives from the
specific features of multilateral diplomatic commu-
nication, which influence the development of a dis-
tinctive type of subjectivity expression, that is rarely
addressed.1

Diplomatic speeches form a distinctive group of
texts that are different from other types of discourse
in many aspects. These texts are highly formalized
and structured, typically preserving the main outline
components in a set order independent of the topic
of the meeting or the length of a document.

The syntactic complexity of these texts is mainly
dependent on the communicative goal of the
speaker, who may either choose shorter and sim-
pler formulations if they wish to be concise and
clear or opt for complex syntactic structures and
complicated style if their goal is to avoid being spe-
cific (Stanko, 2001).

Other prominent characteristics of these texts are
the understated tone (Stanko, 2001) and indirect-

1The corpus and the guidelines are ready for publica-
tion after the anonymity period.

ness, which result in implicit formulations, complex
syntax, and passivization. These pragmatic fea-
tures prove to be very important to how diplomats
express opinions, which are most frequently not of
their own but of the political body they represent
(Swain, 2017). It is also because of them, that the
diplomatic attitudes require their own approach in
the process of annotation.

The format of multilateral communication set in
the Security Council does not allow for a direct
dialogue between the speakers, causing the argu-
mentation to be rather one-sided and monologic
(Swain, 2017).

In our previous publications (Anisimova and
Zikánová, 2022; Anisimova, 2021) we have dis-
cussed the notion of attitude in diplomatic discourse
and described our view on the most suitable an-
notation schemes for its evaluation, explained the
annotation process and environment, as well as
the criteria for selecting the data for our corpus of
diplomatic speeches. We have then provided the
outcomes of the first annotation experiment, which
was then utilized for redefining the annotation sce-
nario based on problematic and unclear annotation
cases. The described work has led to the creation
of the language resource, presented in this paper.

The structure of the paper includes the two main
sections, namely:

• Approach, which offers an overview of Ap-
praisal theory, our selected approach to it, the
description of the annotation process, and the
basic principles of the annotation scenario;

• and Corpus analysis, which provides infor-
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mation about the corpus statistics, and inter-
annotator reliability.

1.1. Related work
Due to its extensive informativity, Appraisal theory
(as described in subsection 2.1) has long been
applied to various types of discourses. The de-
tailed description of various aspects of emotion-
ality and opinion makes it useful for both qualita-
tive and quantitative analysis. Appraisal theory is
applied in various areas of linguistic research, for
instance for analyzing argumentative essays (Lam
and Crosthwaite, 2018), literary studies (Busetto
and Delmonte, 2019), translation studies (Tajvidi
and Arjani, 2017), political (Zhang and Pei, 2018)
and diplomatic (Lian, 2018) text analysis, as well as
movie, book, and consumer product reviews (Kol-
hatkar et al., 2020). The extensiveness of the list
of possible areas of application corresponds with
the versatility of the approach.

Particular practical aspects of annotating
appraisal-bearing expressions were described by
Read et al. (2007) and Fuoli (2018). In their work,
Read et al. (2007) have offered a view on method-
ology for annotating appraisal, and an overview of
the use of this methodology to annotate the corpus
of book reviews. An inter-annotator agreement
study and the considerations of instances of
systematic disagreement are particularly useful
for developing an appraisal-related annotation
framework.

Another work related to the practical aspects of
annotating appraisal was developed by Fuoli (2018).
This study offers a step-wise method for the man-
ual annotation of appraisal and covers some of the
problematic aspects of this type of annotation, such
as challenges in identifying appraisal, challenges
in classifying appraisal, and questions of reliability,
replicability, and transparency of the annotation pro-
cess. As for practical applications, one of the bigger
available resources is the Simon Fraser University
Review Corpus (Kolhatkar et al., 2020) that offers
150 movies, books, and hotel reviews annotated
with subjectivity types.

2. Approach

Our approach is based on the attitude part of Ap-
praisal theory (Martin and White, 2005). During the
first stage of the corpus creation, we have carried
out the first trial annotations and designed the an-
notation scenario in accordance to the text type and
annotation task. After that, the scenario was edited
according to the annotators’ comments to unify the
possible inconsistencies in the approaches to the
annotation process. This section provides a de-
scription of Appraisal theory, annotation scenario,

and annotation process, as well as the data selec-
tion process.

2.1. Appraisal theory
Appraisal theory is an approach to analyzing ex-
pressions of subjectivity in a written text (Martin and
White, 2005). The theory is located within a frame-
work of Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday,
2004), and aims at providing a piece of extensive
information about the various types of meanings
conveyed by a subjective expression. The three
main subsystems of Appraisal theory are:

• attitude, referring to feelings as they are con-
strued in texts by distinguishing between emo-
tion, ethics, and aesthetics; the values by
which speakers pass judgements and asso-
ciate emotional/affectual responses with par-
ticipants and processes;

• engagement, providing resources for position-
ing the speaker’s/author’s voice with respect
to the various propositions and proposals con-
veyed by a text;

• and graduation, describing the resources that
allow for graduating the interpersonal impact
of an expression (White, 2020).

The framework could be summarized as a com-
parably extensive tree of choices providing infor-
mation on various aspects of subjectivity (Taboada,
2017).

2.1.1. Attitude

For the annotation of our corpus, we have selected
the attitude part of Appraisal theory. The subsys-
tem of attitude according to Appraisal theory (Mar-
tin and White, 2005) provides a framework for the
analysis of evaluative expressions by categorizing
them into three main attitude types, being an affect
(an emotional reaction), a judgement (a reaction
of ethical evaluation), or an appreciation (an eval-
uation of aesthetics), as well as attitude polarity,
attitude force, and explicitness. Each category is
then subdivided into its own tree of choices making
the system a complex and informative structure.

The authors offer a variety of subcategories
within each of the types of attitude, which allows
for detailed expression of subjectivity. In our ap-
proach, we decided to focus on the three main
subcategories, namely affect, judgement, and ap-
preciation and their types, as well as categories
of sentiment polarity, and explicitness. Our ap-
proach to the attitude framework is presented in
Table 1.

In our experience, the range of parts of speech
that the attitudes could be expressed with include
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mainly adjectives (proper), verbs (violate), and ad-
verbs (interestingly), but also other parts of speech,
while the annotated sequence may range from one
token to a whole sentence – especially in case an
attitude was expressed in an implicit way. However,
as per Martin and White (2005) the borders of an
attitude may be spread across a discourse unit,
irrespective of grammatical boundaries.

Resource Type
Affect happiness
expression of one’s security
feelings satisfaction

inclination
Judgement normality
attitude towards behaviour capacity

tenacity
veracity
propriety

Appreciation impact
evaluation of semiotic and natural quality
phenomena balance

complexity
valuation

Polarity positive
negative

Explicitness inscribed
invoked

Table 1: Overview of the selected aspects of the
attitude system based on Martin and White (2005)

2.2. Approach to data selection

The corpus of annotated speeches consists of 100
texts that were manually selected from the UN Se-
curity Council Debates dataset (Schoenfeld et al.,
2019). The language of the data is English, and
the speeches were either originally presented in
English, or included in a form of the official UN
translations. The information about the original
language of the speech, as well as the speaker’s
affiliation and sex, the topic of the session, and its
year are stored in the metadata of each text.

The text selection was based on certain criteria,
to ensure the data represent diplomatic discourse
of the given time period in a balanced way.

The first criterion for the data selection was
the topic of the meeting. We have decided to fo-
cus on international military conflicts at the turn
of the century, and among those that are present
in the dataset the following topics were selected
given their representation within the period of time,
covered in the dataset:

• the Palestinian topic, comprising the Is-
raeli–Palestinian conflict;

• the Yugoslavian topic, comprising the meet-
ings dedicated to the Yugoslav wars;

• the Ukrainian topic, comprising the meetings
dedicated to discussing the Russo-Ukrainian
war;

• the Georgian topic, comprising the War in Abk-
hazia of 1992-1993, as well as the Russo-
Georgian War of 2008;

• and the Iraqi topic, comprising the discussions
of the 9/11 terrorist attack (2001) and the sub-
sequent Iraq War, as well as the Gulf War.

Each topic was devoted an equal proportion of
space within a corpus, which means that we have
selected 20 speeches from the meetings devoted
to discussing each of the topics.

The second criterion is connected to the se-
lection of particular meetings that would be repre-
sentative of the topic. After we have grouped the
available speeches and according to the topic, we
have selected the meetings that would be included
in the corpus. At this stage, our aim was to en-
sure that the corpus is representative of various
stages of each of the included conflicts. Each topic
is therefore represented by four sessions of the
Security Council, spanning within the given conflict
and dataset time frame.

The third criterion in speech selection was the
speaker’s presumed position towards the topic un-
der discussion. We have differentiated between
three types of speakers, namely

• the representatives of the countries that are
directly participating in the conflict;

• their allies (if possible among permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council);

• and a representative of a state, whose inter-
national political interests appear to be further
from the discussed events (typically among
non-permanent UNSC members).

The combination of the three criteria allowed for
the creation of a more balanced corpus contain-
ing various appraisals of the selected topics, and
focused on international armed conflicts of the se-
lected time period.

2.3. Annotation process
1. The first trial annotation was completed by two
non-native English speakers with background in
linguistics, one of whom is among the authors of
the presented paper (annotator A and annotator
C). The annotators were instructed to follow the
description of attitude subtypes and polarity from
Martin and White (2005) and Oteíza (2017). The
annotations were conducted following an xml-like
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scheme that is described in Table 1, except for
the categories of explicitness, which were not yet
added to the framework. The achieved dataset
consisted of ten speeches with double annotations
(around 10000 tokens).

2. This step was followed by calculating the inter-
annotator agreement to assess the reliability of the
first version of the annotation scenario. The as-
sessment was conducted according to the three
levels of depth of the attitude scheme:

• The complete agreement, if the annotators
agree on the presence of the attitude, attitude-
type, subtype, and sentiment polarity on the
exact segment of the text;
the F1 for this category is 0.265.

• the core category refers to the agreement on
levels on annotators agree on the presence of
an attitude, and attitude-type;
The F1 for the core agreement is 0.691.

• and the results for the general category refer
to agreement on the presence of an attitude;
the F1 for the general agreement is 0.713.

Results of this experiment supported the hypoth-
esis that even though subjectivity identification task
is complicated there would be quite high agree-
ment between the annotators, whereas the more
fine-grained categories may need further develop-
ment to be understood uniformly.

3. After analyzing the agreement and comparing
the annotations, we have proceeded with the cre-
ation of the second version of a formal annotation
scenario.

4. 80% of data (60490 tokens) was then anno-
tated again by one annotator (annotator A) in the
selected environment (see Section 2.3.2) according
to the updated annotation guidelines which led to
their further improvement. In addition to the above-
mentioned improvements, it was decided to add
the dichotomous category of explicitness to further
enrich the corpus.

5. After the annotation scenario was updated, we
have proceeded with the annotation of the whole
corpus.

Similar to the very first experiment, the annota-
tions were completed by two annotators with back-
ground in linguistics. Both of the annotators are
non-native English speakers with a high command
of this language.

The main annotator (annotator A) has had the
task of annotating the whole dataset (105592 to-
kens), whereas the annotator B has annotated a
smaller subset of texts (ca. 10000 tokens) with the
aim of the inter-annotator agreement estimation.

2.3.1. Annotation scenario

The annotation scenario was developed for in-
trasentential annotation of the attitudes in the diplo-
matic speeches of the United Nations Security
Council. The document provides an extensive
step-by-step description, which guides an anno-
tator through the following annotation steps:

• Attitude identification: It first provides two ap-
proaches to attitude identification, namely:

1. identifying attitudes by first identifying
all of the available subjectivity mean-
ings, which relies on SentiWordNet (Bac-
cianella et al., 2010) for the identification
of explicit attitudes;

2. and a context-dependent approach, which
requires annotators to first read the whole
contextual unit (a sentence) and decide
on the presence/absence and the borders
of an attitude based on their subjective
perception of a text.
This approach allows capturing various
implicit expressions of subjectivity as for
instance "That evaluation has been trans-
formed into a brutal reality", in example
of Judgement, that would be perceived
as Affect if not analyzed together with the
surrounding context.

• Identification of attitude explicitness

The annotators are asked to distinguish between
the explicit and implicit attitudes, as in the following
examples of text fragments, annotated with the cat-
egory of affect: "We are concerned" as opposed to
"I would like to use this opportunity to express our
serious concern".

• Identification of attitude sentiment polarity

At this stage of annotation, the annotators are
asked to decide if the attitude conveys positive or
negative sentiment, as in the following opposition of
positive and negative appreciation excerpted from
the corpus: "the best" as opposed to "the most
challenging".

• Select the appropriate length of the annotated
fragment

Depending on the context, it may be necessary
to annotate units, which are larger than one token
to capture the appraisal-bearing meanings (Read
et al., 2007). We advise deciding on the appropri-
ate fragment length based on the attitude explic-
itness. In this approach, the annotated fragment
would either include only the tokens that express
the meaning of an attitude in a direct explicit way
(the inscribed tag), or allow for the inclusion of all
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tokens that are required to fully capture the mean-
ing if an attitude is expressed implicitly (the invoked
tag).

Let us take a look at this distinction by the fol-
lowing examples of the fragments annotated as
judgement. The inscribed judgement may take as
little as one token to fully capture the meaning (as
in "tireless") whereas an invoked judgement re-
quires more context (as in "The conflicts that have
raged over the past few days must be completely
stopped").

• Select between the three main categories and
their subtypes

Annotators were to choose between a variety of
categories (first presented in the Table 1). One of
the challenges of this type of annotation is the fact
that the diplomatic attitudes often differ from the
textbook examples (Martin and White, 2005), there-
fore the annotators were provided with detailed de-
scriptions of attitude, judgement, and appreciation
together with their subcategories, as well as the
observed doubtful annotation cases.

2.3.2. Annotation tool

During the corpus design stage, we have con-
sidered various available annotation tools, which
would be compatible with our annotation scenario.

Our initial requirements were:

• support of span annotation, preferably allowing
to annotated fragments to overlap as well as
span over unannotated tokens;

• support of tree-like annotation schemes;

• convenient import and export of documents;

• support of MacOS or Linux;

• convenient format of the exported documents
and annotations, as this would matter at the
stage of annotation analysis.

After considering various annotation tools that
were available at the time and conducting test anno-
tations, it was decided to proceed with the doccano
annotation tool (Nakayama et al., 2018). Doccano
is a web-based open-source annotation tool that
supports sequence labelling and allows the cre-
ation of one’s own annotation scenarios. It also pro-
vides basic statistics and supports auto-labelling.
Another useful feature of this tool is collaborative
annotation.

For our project, we have selected the sequence
labelling annotation type, together with an addi-
tional feature that would allow overlapping entities.

3. Corpus analysis

3.1. Corpus statistics
The corpus consists of one hundred manually an-
notated speeches, namely of 105592 tokens and
7296 types. The total number of sentences in this
corpus is 3296. On average, one text in the corpus
consists of 33 sentences, while the average length
of a sentence is 32 tokens.

The metadata includes:

• the speaker’s name;

• their gender (title-based distinction);

The ratio of female to male speakers in the cor-
pus is 7 to 93. This study does not focus on gender-
specific aspects of the diplomatic discourse, how-
ever, our dataset shows, that diplomacy is still a
mainly male-dominated area, therefore the number
of speeches from women diplomats is much lower.

• the country or institution represented;

The full list of all the affiliations alongside the num-
ber of their texts is available in Table 2. Most of
the speeches belong to permanent UNSC mem-
bers, such as the United Kingdom, the United
States of America, the Russian Federation, France,
and China. The dataset includes speeches affil-
iated with the main countries, connected to the
selected topics: Palestine, Georgia, Ukraine, Iraq,
and Palestine. It was, however, impossible to in-
clude them on the same scale, as none of them
are permanent UNSC members.

Country/Organization Number
of texts

Argentina, Brazil, Czech Republic, 1
Secretary-General or Deputy
Secretary-General, IAEA Director,
Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan,
Lebanon, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Republic of Korea, Romania, Turkey
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iraq, 2
Yugoslavia, Croatia, Jordan,
Syrian Arab Republic
Israel, Palestine 3
Georgia 5
Ukraine 6
France, China 9
United Kingdom 11
United States of America 12
Russian Federation 15

Table 2: The distribution of countries and organiza-
tions within the corpus
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• the topic of the meeting (as per the UNSC
meeting records);

• the conflict the meeting was devoted to;

• the year of the meeting;

The number of selected speeches in relation to
the chronological measures of the UNSC dataset
(Schoenfeld et al., 2019) is represented in Figure
1. The corpus aims at covering the time span of
the conflicts, although the surge in the number of
texts is always connected to real-life events and
their discussions.

Figure 1: Distribution of the texts over the years

• the meeting identifier;

• the speech identifier.

3.2. Annotation statistics and their
interpretation

The following subsection provides information on
annotation statistics of the gold data provided by
the annotator A.

The total number of attitudes in the CoDipA
UNSC 1.0 texts is 1938, with an average of 1.7
attitudes per sentence. The three main categories
are represented in the following way:

• Affect: 422 instances

• Judgement: 980 instances

• Appreciation: 536 instances

The average length of an annotated fragment
varies from 4.3 tokens for affect to 1.8 tokens for
appreciation, and 17.8 tokens for judgement, while
the overall average length of a fragment for the
corpus is 10.5 tokens. The difference in length
corresponds to the preference of either inscribed
or invoked modes of expressing subjectivity, with
inscribed fragments spanning on average over 2.77
tokens, whereas the invoked fragments - over 16.1.

Let us now take a closer look at the distribution
within each of the main categories throughout the
corpus.

The distribution of the subcategories of affect is
shown in the Figure 2. The two most prevalent
categories representing emotional response are
inclination and satisfaction.

Prevalence of the inclination signifies the im-
portance of expressing the diplomats’ preferences
within the discussed context (if they incline and sup-
port the events under discussion or other people
present during a Council Session), while the cat-
egory of satisfaction is commonly utilized in the
first paragraph of a speech to express the diplo-
mats’ emotions towards the other participants of
the meeting (with 76.8% of all instances conveying
positive sentiment).

Figure 2: Distribution of the subcategories of affect

The most prevalent subcategory within the judge-
ment subsystem is propriety (Figure 3), which con-
stitutes more than a half of all annotated occur-
rences. This subcategory is utilized to mark the
ethics of the other’s (or self) behaviour and belongs
to judgement type of social sanction. A curious
distribution of the sentiment polarity within the text
spans that were identified as propriety (62.7% of
tags are positive, and 37.3% are negative) lead us
to conclude that the Council members are more
interested in advising others on the appropriate
course of actions rather than criticize their inten-
tions or behaviour, or praise their and their allies’
decisions and actions.

36% of judgements of propriety are formulated
by using modalities of ability, permission, obligation,
and advice, as in "the war must be stopped", "our
Council should be seized of the matter", "we must
demonstrate that we are capable".

Figure 3: Distribution of the subcategories of judge-
ment

The subcategories of appreciation are repre-
sented in a comparatively more diverse way (Figure
4). Here, the three most frequent subcategories are
valuation (33.6%), complexity (24.8%), and quality
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(20.3%). The entities are being assigned a sub-
jective evaluation based on how valuable they are
(value), how well they are put together or are hard
to follow (complexity), as well as based on personal
preference (quality). In the diplomatic discourse of
the UNSC, a part of these expressions is consti-
tuted by a set of diplomatic cliches, which repeat-
edly occurred throughout the corpus (for instance,
"grave consequences", "clear violation", "compre-
hensive and just solution", etc.) and is constituted
by a sentiment-bearing adjective. 2

The sentiment polarity of the appreciation cate-
gory is rather positive (68.7% of positive entities
and 31.3% of negative entities).

Figure 4: Distribution of the subcategories of ap-
preciation

On a corpus level, the positive evaluations pre-
vail over the negative ones with 64% of all eval-
uations being positive and 36% being negative.
In our opinion, such a sentiment distribution does
not completely go in line with the selected topics
and could be explained by positive sentiment pre-
vailing in the speeches of the diplomats, who do
not represent the countries directly involved in the
selected international military conflicts, as well as
sufficient amount of subjectivity being directed to-
wards praising themselves and their allies (as in
"the Secretary-General and his Special Envoy have
made tremendous efforts".

3.3. Inter-annotator agreement
As our corpus was annotated by two annotators, we
have selected the Cohen’s Kappa as a measure of
inter-annotator agreement. The results of the inter-
annotator agreement evaluation are presented in
the Table 3.

The agreement refers to a sentence-level com-
parison representing the presence or absence of
a designated label in each sentence of a text. The
results of the experiments suggest that the inter-
annotator agreement is:

• Fair for Attitude identification and the subcate-
gory of Affect;

2A diplomatic cliche is an expression that is meant to
support the topic of a speech in a standardized way. Such
expression could constitute a greeting, an expression of
one’s condolences, etc.

• Moderate for the subcategories of Judgement
and Appreciation.3

Cohen‘s kappa
Attitude 0.41
Affect 0.44
Judgement 0.31
Appreciation 0.32

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement

The agreement level reflects the difficulty of the
task as well as the unavoidable subjectivity of atti-
tude evaluation. After a careful manual evaluation
of the double annotations,4 we have concluded that
most cases of disagreement stem from an absence
of annotation, which underlines the problematic
nature of the attitude identification process as men-
tioned by Fuoli (2018). However, when annotators
do agree on the presence of an attitude in a sen-
tence (with possible small variation in a number
of tokens selected) they tend to agree on both on
attitude polarity (94.8%), and on the attitude type
(79.1%).

3.3.1. Exploring confusion matrices and the
main cases of inter-annotator
disagreement

Let us take a look at the confusion matrices to sum-
marize the major cases of inter-annotator agree-
ment and disagreement.

As the Figure 5 shows, the annotators mostly
agree on the sentences, where they both detect
presence of attitudes (93 instances), whereas the
biggest disagreement comes from Annotator A not
detecting attitudes in sentences, where the Anno-
tator B does (53 instances).

Now, let us illustrate the agreement for three main
subcategories of the attitude system with confusion
matrices for affect 6, judgement 7, and appreciation
8.

Within the matrices, it is visible that the annota-
tors generally tend to agree on the absence of a
tag in a sentence.

The best agreement is observed for the category
of affect, while the agreement for the categories of
judgement and appreciation is much lower. The
reason for the relatively low agreement in general,
stems from the subjectivity of the assigned task: it
may often appear doubtful which level of semantic
meaning should be chosen for the annotation.

Another reason for the lower agreement of the
judgement and appreciation is connected to the

3The evaluation of the agreement was derived from
the classification described by Koch and Cruz (2004).

4The detailed results of the manual analysis of the
double annotations will be published separately.
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix for the category of atti-
tude

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for the subcategory of
affect

Figure 7: Confusion matrix for the subcategory of
judgement

fact that these meanings are often less direct in
the diplomatic communication. Affect is still being
represented in a way that is quite close to canonical
representation of this category (Martin and White,
2005), whereas judgement and appreciation are
very often represented in an implicit form, with hid-
den indirect meanings.

Figure 8: Confusion matrix for the subcategory of
appreciation

4. Conclusion

This work has introduced the CoDipA UNSC 1.0,
a new language resource stemming from Schoen-
feld et al. (2019) that provides the data and the
framework for analyzing attitudes in diplomatic
texts based on Appraisal theory (Martin and White,
2005).

Our corpus offers the annotated dataset that not
only proves that the usage of attitudes is consistent
throughout the texts, and suggests that the diplo-
matic texts are highly subjective and evaluative, but
also allows for finer-grained attitude analysis based
on topical, temporal, and functional criteria.

The most quantitatively significant means of ex-
pressing an attitude in the diplomatic speeches of
UNSC is judgement, as this category occurs al-
most two times more often than the other two. The
sentiment polarity of the annotations suggests that
even though the selected meetings were devoted to
discussing the ongoing armed conflicts, diplomats
tend on average to keep the positive appearance.
This may be explained by various reasons, such as
the parties of a conflict being non-prevalent in the
corpus, quite significant amount of self-praise, or
have other, non-linguistic, explanations.

In our future work, we will focus on further anal-
ysis of the obtained language resource from the
point of view of possible typical combinations of
the attitudinal categories in a text, as well as train
a classifier to distinguish between the types of atti-
tudes automatically.
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6. Ethical considerations and
limitations
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Abstract
Existing discourse corpora are annotated based on different frameworks, which show significant dissimilarities in
definitions of arguments and relations and structural constraints. Despite surface differences, these frameworks share
basic understandings of discourse relations. The relationship between these frameworks has been an open research
question, especially the correlation between relation inventories utilized in different frameworks. Better understanding
of this question is helpful for integrating discourse theories and enabling interoperability of discourse corpora annotated
under different frameworks. However, studies that explore correlations between discourse relation inventories are
hindered by different criteria of discourse segmentation, and expert knowledge and manual examination are typically
needed. Some semi-automatic methods have been proposed, but they rely on corpora annotated in multiple frame-
works in parallel. In this paper, we introduce a fully automatic approach to address the challenges. Specifically, we
extend the label-anchored contrastive learning method introduced by Zhang et al. (2022b) to learn label embeddings
during discourse relation classification. These embeddings are then utilized to map discourse relations from dif-
ferent frameworks. We show experimental results on RST-DT (Carlson et al., 2001) and PDTB 3.0 (Prasad et al., 2018).

Keywords: Discourse annotation, representation and processing, Discourse relations

1. Introduction

Discourse relations are an important means for
achieving coherence. Previous studies have shown
the benefits of incorporating discourse relations
in downstream tasks, such as sentiment analy-
sis (Wang et al., 2012), text summarization (Huang
and Kurohashi, 2021) and machine comprehen-
sion (Narasimhan and Barzilay, 2015). Automatic
discourse relation classification is an indispensable
part of discourse parsing, which is performed un-
der some formalisms, the notable examples includ-
ing the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann
and Thompson, 1988), based on which the RST
Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) is created (Marcu,
1996), and a lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar
for discourse (D-LTAG) (Webber, 2004), which
forms the theoretical foundation for the currently
largest human-annotated discourse corpus—the
Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al.,
2006, 2018)1.

As discourse annotation has a high demand on
knowledge about discourse, discourse corpora are
costly to create. However, these discourse for-
malisms typically share similar understanding of
discourse relations and their role in discourse con-
struction. Thus, an option to enlarge discourse

1We focus on RST and PDTB because our method
requires a large amount of data and these two frame-
works have been applied to the annotation of corpora
that overlap in selected texts, thus mitigating the effect of
domain shift in the results. Our method does not require
corpora built on the same texts.

corpora is to align the existing discourse corpora
so that they can be used jointly. This line of work
starts as early as Hovy and Maier (1992), but it
remains challenging to uncover the relationship be-
tween discourse relations used in different annota-
tion frameworks.

Figure 1 shows an example of RST-style anno-
tation. The textual spans in boxes are EDUs and
the arrow-headed lines represent asymmetric dis-
course relations, pointing from satellites to nuclei.
The labels elab(oration) and attribution denote dis-
course relations. As the two spans connected by
the relation same-unit are equally salient, the rela-
tion is represented by undirected parallel lines. The
spans are linked recursively until a full-coverage of
the whole text is formed, as shown by the upper-
most horizontal line. The vertical bars highlight the
nuclei.

As RST-DT and PDTB have an overlapping sec-
tion of annotated texts, the corresponding PDTB-
style annotation on the same text is:

1. the agreement “an important step forward in
the strengthened debt strategy”, that it will
“when implemented, provide significant reduc-
tion in the level of debt and debt service
owed by Costa Rica.” (implicit, given, Contin-
gency.Cause.Reason)

2. that it will provide significant reduction in the
level of debt and debt service owed by Costa
Rica., implemented, (explicit, when, Tempo-
ral.Asynchronous.Succession)

3. that it will provide significant reduction in the
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Treasury 
Secretary Nicholas 
Brady called the 
agreement “an important 
step forward in the 
strengthened debt 
strategy,”

noting

that it 
will

“when 
implemented,  

provide 
significant reduction in the 
level of debt and debt  
service

owed by 
Costa Rica.” 

elabconseq

same-unit

elab

attribution

Figure 1: RST-style annotation (wsj_0624 in RST-DT).

level of debt and debt service owed by Costa
Rica., implemented, (explicit, when, Contin-
gency.Cause.Reason)

where Argument 1 (Arg1) is shown in italics and
Argument 2 (Arg2) is in bold. The annotations in
parentheses represent relation type, which can be
implicit, explicit or others, connective, which is iden-
tified or inferred by annotators to signal the relation,
and sense label, which is delimited with dots, with
the first entry showing the sense label at level 1 (L1
sense), the second entry being the sense label at
level 2 (L2 sense) and so on.

The task presents a challenge owing to a mul-
titude of factors. First, different formalisms have
distinctive assumptions about higher-level struc-
tures and discourse units. PDTB focuses on se-
mantic relations between arguments, and argument
identification is performed following the Minimality
Principle, which means that only those parts that
are necessary and minimally required for under-
standing a relation are annotated (Prasad et al.,
2008). In comparison, elementary discourse units
(EDUs) in RST are typically clauses. It has been
shown repeatedly that segmentation criteria affect
the scope of discourse relations and influence the
type of relations that can be attached (Demberg
et al., 2019; Benamara and Taboada, 2015; Re-
hbein et al., 2016).

In the first annotation of PDTB, Arg1, i.e.,
the agreement “an important step forward in the
strengthened debt strategy”, is taken from the origi-
nal text “Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady called
the agreement “an important step forward in the
strengthened debt strategy”” and the part “Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady called” is not covered be-
cause it does not contribute to the interpretation of
the relation here. In contrast, this part is kept in an
EDU in RST.

Another major difference between the two frame-
works is that RST enforces a tree structure, and
all the EDUs and complex discourse units (CDUs)
(spans formed by adjacent elementary discourse
units and adjacent lower-level spans) should be
connected without crossings, while PDTB only fo-
cuses on local relations without commitment to any
higher-level structure, as exemplified by the three
independent annotations shown above. Previous
studies (Lee et al., 2006, 2008) suggest that edge
crossings and relations with shared arguments are
common for PDTB. This distinction adds to the diffi-
culty of exploring correlations of relations between
the two frameworks, even if the two corpora are
built on the same texts.

In addition, in RST-DT, an inventory of 78 rela-
tions is used, which can be grouped into 16 classes.
These relations can be divided into subject matter
relations (informational relations in Moore and Pol-
lack (1992)), which are relations whose intended
effect is for readers to recognize them, and presen-
tational relations, which are intended to increase
some inclination in readers (Mann and Thompson,
1988) (intentional relations in Moore and Pollack
(1992)). For each relation, only one sense label
can be attached. In contrast, PDTB adopts a three-
level sense hierarchy, and more than one sense
label can be annotated for a pair of arguments. As
shown in the example, annotation 2 and annota-
tion 3 are annotations for the same argument pair,
but different sense labels are assigned. In previ-
ous studies that explore the alignment of RST and
PDTB discourse relations, these cases typically re-
quire manual inspection to determine the closest
matching PDTB relation to RST (Demberg et al.,
2019). Moreover, PDTB does not take intentional
relations into account but focuses on semantic and
pragmatic relations.
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The combination of these factors makes it chal-
lenging to investigate the relationship between dis-
course relations of different annotation frameworks.
Even in empirical studies that make use of cor-
pora annotated in multiple frameworks in paral-
lel, expert knowledge and manual examination are
still required. To tackle the challenge caused by
differences in discourse segmentation, Demberg
et al. (2019) employ the strong nuclearity hypothe-
sis (Marcu, 2000)2 to facilitate the string matching
process of aligning PDTB arguments and RST seg-
ments. While this method alleviates the limitation of
exact string matching of arguments/EDUs, it relies
on a corpus annotated with multiple frameworks in
parallel. Furthermore, it is conceivable that the re-
lations left out in their analysis because of violating
the principle of strong nuclearity hypothesis are not
necessarily irrelevant for the goal of enabling joint
usage of RST and PDTB.

In this study, we propose a fully automatic
method for this task. We take inspiration from ad-
vances in label embedding techniques and an in-
creasing body of research endeavors to harness
label information in representation learning, such
as supervised contrastive learning (Khosla et al.,
2020; Gunel et al., 2021; Suresh and Ong, 2021).
Instead of using string matching to identify the clos-
est PDTB arguments and RST EDUs with the aim
of discovering potentially analogous relations, we
try to learn label embeddings of the relation inven-
tories and compare the label embeddings.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a label embedding based ap-
proach for exploring correlations between re-
lations of different discourse annotation frame-
works. The method is fully automatic and elim-
inates the need of matching arguments of re-
lations.

• We conduct extensive experiments on different
ways of encoding labels on RST-DT and PDTB
3.0.

• We develop a metric for evaluating the learnt
label embeddings intrinsically and perform ex-
periments to evaluate the method extrinsically.

2. Related Work

Mapping discourse relations Existing research
on mapping discourse relations of different frame-
works can be categorized into three types (Fu,
2022): a. identifying a set of commonly used rela-
tions across various frameworks through analysis
of definitions and examples (Hovy and Maier, 1992;
Bunt and Prasad, 2016; Benamara and Taboada,

2A relation that holds between two spans should also
hold between the nuclei of the two spans.

2015); b. introducing a set of fundamental con-
cepts for analyzing relations across different frame-
works (Chiarcos, 2014; Sanders et al., 2018); c.
mapping discourse relations directly based on cor-
pora annotated in multiple frameworks in paral-
lel (Rehbein et al., 2016). The third approach is
closer to our method, and we summarize studies in
this direction here. Rehbein et al. (2016) compare
coherence relations of PDTB and CCR frameworks
on the basis of a spoken corpus annotated in the
two frameworks. They find that differences in anno-
tation operationalisation and granularity of relation
definition lead to many-to-many mappings. Dem-
berg et al. (2019) show similar findings when map-
ping relations of RST-DT and PDTB 2.0. To miti-
gate issues caused by segmentation differences,
they use the strong nuclearity hypothesis (Marcu,
2000) so that relations that have greater scope than
two adjacent EDUs can be covered in their stud-
ies. With this method, Costa et al. (2023) maps
RST with PDTB 3.0. Scheffler and Stede (2016)
propose a method of mapping RST and PDTB re-
lations on a German corpus annotated according
to both frameworks. Explicit connectives in PDTB
are used as anchors of relations, with some excep-
tions. It is found that 84.4% of such PDTB explicit
connectives can be matched to an RST relation.
The results are not surprising, as phrases that be-
gin with a strong discourse marker are specified as
EDUs (Carlson and Marcu, 2001), and a relation
is likely to be attached. Stede et al. (2016) an-
notate a corpus with discourse information in RST
and SDRT and argumentation information. A set
of rules are applied to harmonize the segmenta-
tions, and structural transformation into a common
dependency graph format is performed. Bourgonje
and Zolotarenko (2019) try to induce PDTB implicit
relations from RST annotation. Segmentation dif-
ferences present a challenge, and even if the two
annotations overlap in segmentation in some cases,
different relations are annotated. This observation
is consistent with Demberg et al. (2019).

Label embeddings Label embeddings have
been proven to be useful in CV (Akata et al., 2016;
Palatucci et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2022a) and
NLP taks (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018;
Miyazaki et al., 2019). Conventionally, one-hot en-
coding is used to represent labels, which suffers
from three problems: lack of robustness to noisy
labels (Gunel et al., 2021), higher possibility of over-
fitting (Sun et al., 2017) and failure to capture se-
mantic correlation of labels. Learning meaningful
label representations is helpful for mitigating these
problems and the semantics of labels can be used
as additional information to improve model perfor-
mance. It is shown that label embeddings are ef-
fective in data-imbalanced settings and zero-shot
learning (Zhang et al., 2022b).
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Label embeddings can be representations from
external sources, such as BERT (Xiong et al.,
2021), or can be randomly initialized (Zhang et al.,
2022b). Another approach is to learn label em-
beddings during model training. Akata et al. (2016)
propose a method of learning label embeddings
from label attributes while optimizing for a classifica-
tion task. Wang et al. (2018) introduce an attention
mechanism that measures the compatibility of em-
beddings of input and labels. Additional information
can be incorporated in learning label embeddings,
such as label hierarchy (Chatterjee et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2022a; Miyazaki et al., 2019) and
textual description of labels (Zhang et al., 2023).

3. Method

Problem statement Given a corpus annotated
in one discourse annotation framework D1 =
{Xm, Ym}Mm=1 and another corpus annotated in a
different annotation framework D2 = {Xn, Yn}Nn=1,
where X denotes input sequences formed by pairs
of arguments, Xi =A

(1)
1 ... A

(1)
a , A(2)

1 ... A
(2)
b , and Y

represents relation label sets of the two frameworks,
YD1 = {y1, y2, ..., yk} and YD2 = {y1, y2, ..., yc}. The
task is to learn a correlation matrix R between YD1

and YD2
, which is a 2d matrix of shape k × c. Our

method is to learn embeddings for members of YD1

and YD2
and the widely used cosine similarity can

be used as a measure of distance between the
embedding vectors. The label embedding learning
method is the same for D1 and D2 and we use D1

as an example in the following.
We apply the vanilla version of label-anchored

contrastive learning in Zhang et al. (2022b) as the
backbone. For an input sequence Xi, we use a
pre-trained language model as the input encoder
fInEnc. Without losing generality, we choose the
popular bert-base-uncased model from the Hug-
gingface transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020).
For Xi pre-processed as Xi = [CLS] A

(1)
1 ... A

(1)
a

[SEP ]A
(2)
1 ... A

(2)
b [SEP ], the representation of the

[CLS] token is used as the representation of the
input sequence:

EXi
= fInEnc(Xi) (1)

where the input sequence representation EXi is of
shape (a+b+3)×dim, where dim is the dimension
of the output from the language model and a and b
are the maximum lengths that the arguments are
padded to. We empirically find that removing the
non-linear transformation to EXi in Zhang et al.
(2022b) yields better performance for our task.

We explored different options of label en-
coders, including: adding a BERT model (De-
vlin et al., 2019) (LbEncBert); using a RoBERTa
model (Liu et al., 2020), which is trained with

the next sentence prediction objective removed
(LbEncRoberta); randomly initializing from a uni-
form distribution (LbEncRand); adding text descrip-
tion of the labels (LbEncDesc), where the label
and the description are processed in the form
[CLS]label[SEP ]description[SEP ], and the repre-
sentation of [CLS] is used as the label represen-
tation; and adding sense hierarchy information,
where we use the hierarchical contrastive loss pro-
posed by Zhang et al. (2022a) and apply differ-
ent penalty strengths to losses at different levels
(LbEncHier). As we use language models or train-
able layers as label encoders, the label embed-
dings are learnable.

With a label encoder gLbEnc, for k total relations
in D1, we obtain a table T of shape k×lbDim,
where lbDim is the output dimension of the label
encoder. Thus, for a label ylkl=1

, its label embedding
vector Eyl

is the (l − 1)th row of T.
Instance-centered contrastive loss We apply

the method in Zhang et al. (2022b) to compute the
instance-centered contrastive loss LICL:

LICL = − 1

N

∑

Xi,Yi

log
eΦ(EXi

,EYi
)/τ

∑
1≤l≤K eΦ(EXi

,EYl
)/τ

(2)

where N denotes batch size, Xi is an instance in a
batch, and Yi is its label, Φ represents a distance
metric between the representations of the input and
label embeddings, and cosine similarity is used in
the experiment. τ denotes the temperature hyper-
parameter for scaling, and lower values of τ in-
crease the influence of hard-to-separate examples
in the learning process (Zhang et al., 2021). By
minimizing this loss, the distance between instance
representations and the corresponding class label
embeddings is reduced, resulting in label embed-
dings that are compatible with input representa-
tions.

Label-centered contrastive loss The purpose
of this loss is to reduce the distance between in-
stances that have the same labels. For a batch with
a set of unique classes C, c represents a member,
Pc denotes the set of instances in a batch that have
the label c and Nc represent the set of negative ex-
amples for c. A member in Pc is represented by Xp

and a member in Nc is denoted by Xn. The label-
centered contrastive loss LLCL can be computed
with:

LLCL = − 1

C

∑

c∈C

∑

Xp∈Pc

log
eΦ(EXp ,Ec)/τ

∑
Xn∈Nc

eΦ(EXn ,Ec)/τ

(3)
As indicated in Zhang et al. (2022b), LICL and
LLCL mitigate the small batch size issue encoun-
tered in other types of contrastive learning, which
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makes them suitable for scenarios with limited com-
putational resources.

We add the following two supervised losses in
the training objective, which we find effective em-
pirically.

Label-embedding-based cross-entropy loss
As shown in Equation 4, a softmax function is ap-
plied to the k label embeddings in T, yielding a
probability distribution over the k classes:

p(yl) =
eEyl

∑K
l=1 e

Eyl

(4)

Let tyl
denote the categorical encoding of the

target yl. The cross-entropy loss of classification
based on label embeddings, denoted by LLEC , can
be obtained with Equation 5:

LLEC = −
K∑

l=1

tyl
log p(yl) (5)

The purpose of adding this loss is to make the
label embeddings better separated from each other.

Canonical multi-class cross-entropy loss We
add the canonical cross-entropy loss for multi-class
classification with input representations:

LICE = −
N∑

i=1

K∑

l=1

cil log p(c
i
l) (6)

where N is the batch size, K is the total number
of classes, and p(cil) is the probability predicted for
a class c. With this loss, the input representations
are learnt to be effective for the classification task.

The total loss is the sum of the four losses. Dur-
ing inference, only vector matching between the
representation of an input sequence EXi

and the k
learnt embeddings Eyl

is needed, with the cosine
similarity as a distance metric, for instance.

ŷ = argmax
1≤l≤k

(Φ(EXi ,Eyl
))) (7)

Baseline for relation classification We run
the BertForSequenceClassification model from the
Transformers library as the baseline for discourse
relation classification, which is trained with cross-
entropy loss only, i.e. Equation 6.

Baseline for label embedding learning Label
embeddings are generally used for improving per-
formance in classification tasks in previous stud-
ies (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Xiong
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022b). To compare with
a method targeted at learning good label embed-
dings, we implement a baseline method, which is
a combination of Equation 4 and 5, but a softmax
function is applied over the cosine similarities of
an input EXi

and each label embedding Eyl
in T

here, similar to the approach adopted in Zhang et al.
(2018) and Wang et al. (2018).

Metric After the model training stage, as the
representations of the input sequences have been
learnt for the relation classification task, we can
leverage the average of the representations of input
sequences X that belong to a class yl as a proxy
for the class representation, denoted by Hyl

:

Hyl
=

1

C

C∑

i=1

EXi (8)

where C represents the number of instances in X.
Due to inevitable data variance, the learnt la-

bel embeddings Eyl
for a class yl may not be the

same as Hyl
, but it should have a higher correla-

tion with Hyl
than label embeddings of the other

classes. Hence, we compute the correlation ma-
trix M between the k learnt label embeddings Eyj

and the k class representation proxies Hyi
, where

0 ≤ j, i ≤ k − 1, with cosine similarity as the metric
of correlation:

Mij = Φ(Hyi ,Eyj ) (9)

For each class representation proxy, we normal-
ize its correlation scores with the k learnt label em-
beddings to a range of [0, 1]. The average of values
at the main diagonal of M is adopted as an overall
measure of the quality of the learnt label embed-
dings:

LEQ =
1

K

K−1∑

i=0

M̃ii (10)

Figure 2 shows the method of intrinsic quality
estimation for learnt label emebeddings.

Figure 2: Illustration of the correlation matrix M.
E1...k represents the k learnt label embeddings and
H1...k denotes the k class representation proxies.
After normalization, the average of the values at
the diagonal (colored) is the overall measure of the
quality of the learnt label embeddings.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data Preprocessing
For the purpose of our research, it would be ideal to
learn label embeddings for all the relations. How-
ever, the label embeddings are trained together
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with input representations in a multi-class classifi-
cation task and data imbalance poses a challenge.
Therefore, we focus on 16 relations for RST and
PDTB L2 senses with more than 100 instances,
following Kim et al. (2020).

The RST trees in RST-DT are binarized based on
the procedure in Ji and Eisenstein (2014) and the
spans and relations are extracted. The 78 relations
are mapped to 16 classes based on the processing
step in Braud et al. (2016)3. We take 20% from the
training set of RST-DT for validation purpose.

For PDTB, we take sections 2-20 as the training
set, sections 0-1 as the development set, and sec-
tions 21-22 as the test set, following Ji and Eisen-
stein (2015).

4.2. Hyperparameters and Training
We run each model three times with different ran-
dom seeds and report the mean and standard de-
viation of the results. We use the AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) and clip L2
norm of gradients to 1.0. The learning rate is set
to 1e − 5. The batch size is set to the maximum
that the GPU device can accommodate. The total
training epoch is set to 10 and we adopt early stop
with patience of 6 on validation loss.

The temperature τ for instance-centered con-
trastive loss and label-centered contrastive loss is
set to 0.1. For the experiment with LbEncHier la-
bel encoder, the penalty factor is 21/2 for L1 loss
and 2 for L2 loss.

The learning rate for the baseline BertForSe-
quenceClassification model is set to 5e− 5.

Our implementation is based on the PyTorch
framework (Paszke et al., 2019) and a single 12GB
RTX3060 GPU is used for all the experiments.

4.3. Results
Since we observe minimal discrepancies in data
distributions between the training and test sets, we
opt to utilize the test set for generating the class rep-
resentation proxies necessary for the computation
of the metric.

Table 1 shows the experimental results for PDTB
and RST. Explicit and implicit relations for PDTB
are combined. After the preprocessing step, 16
relations remain for both PDTB and RST.

It can be observed that the performance of label
embedding learning on RST is lower than PDTB.
Moreover, adding label embeddings generally low-
ers F1 compared with training with cross-entropy
loss only. The decrease in F1 might be related to
data sparsity when more learning objectives are

3https://bitbucket.org/chloebt/
discourse/src/master/preprocess_rst/
code/src/relationSet.py

added but the data amount is the same, which
is visible when supplementary information of la-
bels is added, as shown by cases of LbEncDesc
and LbEncHier. This phenomenon is rather pro-
nounced for RST, which has a much smaller data
amount. Additionally, although the label encoder
LbEncRand works best for the classification task,
the learnt label embeddings rank the lowest among
the different options. Through examination, we find
that with this approach, the label embeddings of
different classes are not close to the class repre-
sentation proxies and we conjecture that during
training, the label embeddings are mainly used as
anchors, as in Zhang et al. (2022b), but the input
representations are better learnt, hence the higher
classification accuracy and F1 score. Zhang et al.
(2022b) did not report other options of label en-
coders than random initialization and their focus is
classification accuracy.

4.4. Data Augmentation for RST
To improve the performance on RST, we use back
translation as a means of data augmentation. We
translate all the files containing EDUs in the train-
ing set (only) into French and translate the French
texts back into English, using Google Translate4.
Data augmentation is not performed for Elaboration
and Joint, which are the two largest classes in RST-
DT, to achieve a more balanced data distribution.

Based on the results shown in Table 1, we
choose LbEncRoberta in the following experiments
because of its good performance but results with
LbEncBert are comparable.

Table 2 shows the results. The F1 scores and
label embedding scores are improved to a large
margin. As back translation is performed at the
EDU level, it is unavoidable that errors are intro-
duced, and given that data augmentation is not
performed for the two largest classes, their influ-
ence on the results is reduced, hence the lower
classification accuracy.

Acc. F1 Label emb.
+aug. 62.75(± 0.79) 50.76(± 0.94) 92.96(± 0.90)
-aug. 65.20(± 0.07) 45.39(± 0.60) 76.56(± 0.85)

Table 2: Results for RST with data augmentation
(+aug) and without data augmentation (-aug).

Figure 3 shows the T-SNE visualization plots of
learnt label embeddings together with the class
representation proxies for the test set of RST-DT.
The label embeddings learnt with data augmenta-
tion are shown in Figure 3a in comparison with
Figure 3b, where no data augmentation is per-
formed. It is visible that in Figure 3a, more label

4https://translate.google.com/
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Data Label enc. Acc. F1 Label emb.

PDTB total

LbEncBert 69.45(± 0.18) 57.80(± 0.85) 93.84(± 0.37)
LbEncRoberta 69.34(± 0.46) 58.10(± 0.15) 94.23(± 0.74)
LbEncRand 69.87(± 0.80) 59.00(± 0.62) 89.32(± 0.01)
LbEncDesc 69.16(± 0.26) 57.53(± 0.14) 93.58(± 0.42)
LbEncHier 69.21(± 0.45) 56.70(± 0.14) 93.67(± 0.23)
Baseline 69.42(± 0.46) 58.73(± 0.78) 79.15(± 2.06)

RST

LbEncBert 64.62(± 0.90) 44.86(± 1.85) 78.64(± 1.02)
LbEncRoberta 65.20(± 0.07) 45.39(± 0.60) 76.56(± 0.85)
LbEncRand 65.09(± 0.70) 45.53(± 4.82) 69.98(± 3.10)
LbEncDesc 64.62(± 0.21) 43.69(± 1.20) 74.18(± 0.91)
LbEncHier 63.66(± 0.50) 41.30(± 0.39) 74.54(± 0.77)
Baseline 63.55(± 0.23) 48.57(± 0.73) 48.21(± 1.27)

Table 1: With results over three runs collected, the Pearson correlation coefficient between classification
accuracy and label embedding scores is 0.5814 and it is 0.8187 between f1 and label embedding scores,
both with p < 0.05), which shows that the learnt label embeddings are closely related to F1 scores.

embeddings fit into the class representation prox-
ies while in Figure 3b, label embeddings of only
six classes are close to the class representation
proxies, and the rest form a nebula, which suggests
that the label embeddings cannot be distinguished
clearly from each other. In Figure 3a, label em-
beddings for five relations including Explanation,
Textual-Organization, Topic-Comment, Evaluation
and Topic-Change show such behavior. Textual-
Organization, Topic-Comment, and Topic-Change
are classes with a small amount of data and it is dif-
ficult to obtain good performance on these classes
in a classification task. The reason for Explanation
and Evaluation is not clear, and we leave it to future
work.

4.5. Separate Experiments on PDTB
Explicit and Implicit Relations

Previous studies (Demberg et al., 2019; Sanders
et al., 2018) indicate that it is much easier to ob-
tain consistent results on aligning PDTB explicit
relations with relations from the other frameworks,
while implicit relations are generally ambiguous and
the consistency is much lower. Therefore, we con-
ducted experiments on PDTB explicit and implicit
relations separately. We use LbEncRoberta in the
experiments. After the data preprocessing step
outlined in section 4.1, 12 explicit relations and 14
implicit relations remain in the experiments.

Data Acc. F1 Label emb.
explicit 88.98(± 0.41) 79.19(± 0.64) 99.15(± 0.60)
implicit 56.05(± 0.56) 40.56(± 0.81) 82.21(± 0.85)

Table 3: Results of experiments on PDTB explicit
relations and implicit relations.

The classification results and label embedding
learning results indicate that the learnt label embed-
dings for PDTB explicit relations are representative
of the classes while the performance on implicit
relations is sub-optimal.

4.6. Ablation Study

We choose LbEncRoberta and conduct ablation
studies with PDTB explicit and implicit relations
combined, similar to the experimental settings in
Table 1. The impact of each loss can be seen in
Table 4.

Loss Acc. F1 Label emb.
-LICL 68.22(± 0.44) 53.65(± 1.13) 91.36(± 0.73)
-LLCL 65.02(± 0.47) 51.23(± 1.62) 80.37(± 1.42)
-LLEC 69.32(± 0.30) 57.57(± 0.87) 94.36(± 0.37)
-LICE 69.88(± 0.09) 56.94(± 0.36) 90.79(± 0.76)
Total 69.34(± 0.46) 58.10(± 0.15) 94.23(± 0.74)

Table 4: Effect of each loss on model performance.

As shown, the label-centered contrastive loss
(LLCL) is of paramount importance for the model’s
performance, followed by the instance-centered
contrastive loss (LICL) and canonical cross-
entropy loss (LICE). This differs from the findings
in Zhang et al. (2022b), where LICL is the primary
contributing factor to their results, indicating the
distinct nature of our respective tasks. LLEC has
some effect on F1 score of the classification task.

5. RST-PDTB Relation Mapping

5.1. Mapping Results

Table 5 shows the results of mapping 11 RST rela-
tions, with the five relations discussed in section 4.4
excluded, and 12 PDTB explicit relations discussed
in section 4.5. Two relations with highest values in
cosine similarity (greater than 0.10) are presented.

The table on the left shows the mapping results
from RST’s perspective. For most of the RST rela-
tions, a PDTB relation can be identified as having
a much higher value (≥ 0.40) than the others.

The table on the right shows the mapping results
from PDTB’s perspective. As relation distributions
are different, it is understandable that the two per-
spectives are not symmetric.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Label embeddings learnt with data augmentation. (b) Label embeddings learnt without data
augmentation. For visualization, we choose the label embeddings with the highest score from the three
runs.

RST Relations in PDTB

contrast concession(0.25),
contrast(0.24)

manner-means manner(0.30),
purpose(0.25)

cause cause(0.40),
level-of-detail(0.17)

background synchronous(0.23),
manner(0.16)

condition condition(0.39),
purpose(0.18)

elaboration concession(0.19),
disjunction(0.14)

enablement manner(0.24),
purpose(0.18)

summary contrast(0.35),
level-of-detail(0.23)

joint disjunction(0.25),
synchronous(0.20)

temporal asynchronous(0.24),
purpose(0.20)

comparison purpose(0.17),
level-of-detail(0.16)

PDTB Relations in RST

conjunction contrast(0.22),
elaboration(0.13)

concession contrast(0.25),
elaboration(0.19)

cause cause(0.40),
manner-means(0.20)

level-of-detail manner-means(0.25),
summary(0.23)

synchronous background(0.23),
joint(0.20)

disjunction joint(0.25),
temporal (0.16)

manner manner-means(0.30),
enablement(0.24)

condition condition(0.39),
summary(0.15)

substitution manner-means(0.17),
summary(0.17)

asynchronous temporal(0.24),
joint(0.19)

contrast summary(0.35),
background(0.13)

purpose manner-means(0.25),
temporal(0.20)

Table 5: Mapping between 11 RST relations and
12 PDTB explicit relations. The values in brackets
represent the cosine similarity scores.

5.2. Extrinsic Evaluation
We compare our results with those provided
by Costa et al. (2023), where the approach pro-
posed in Demberg et al. (2019) is adopted but re-

sults are updated to PDTB 3.0. As shown in sec-
tion 4.5, label embeddings learnt for PDTB explicit
relations are more reliable and we choose to focus
on the mapping between PDTB explicit relations
and RST relations. Based on Table 5, we exclude
PDTB’s Substitution relation in the experiments, for
which no RST relations with higher similarity are
observed, and relabel 11 PDTB explicit relations
with RST labels based on Table 6.

While we choose the RST label mostly based on
cosine similarity shown in Table 5, we take distribu-
tion of relations into account. For example, PDTB’s
Conjunction relation is not mapped to RST’s Con-
trast relation but to Elaboration, because Conjunc-
tion is a large class in PDTB, similar to Elaboration
in RST, and relabelling in this way may keep the
label distribution balanced. Meanwhile, in our pre-
liminary experiments, mapping PDTB’s Contrast
relation to RST’s Summary relation yields poor per-
formance. Therefore, we relabel PDTB’s Contrast
as RST’s Contrast relation based on the results
from RST’s perspective.

Similarly, we relabel PDTB explicit relations
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based on the results shown in Costa et al. (2023)5.
As their results are a mapping of 12 fine-grained
RST relations and seven L2 PDTB relations, a direct
mapping comparable to ours is not available. Thus,
for a PDTB relation, if there are multiple mapped
RST relations that fall under a broad class, the cor-
responding RST relation from the 16 categories
is chosen, and the average of the percentages
for the mapped classes is taken as the mapping
strength, similar to cosine similarity in our results.
For instance, PDTB Concession is mapped to Con-
trast (61.0%), Antithesis (84.0%), and Concession
(88.0%), which are fine-grained relations under
RST Contrast, and the mapping strength is the
average of the three percentages, i.e., 0.78.

Original PDTB
—Sense Labels

RST Labels
—Our method

RST Labels
—Costa et al. (2023)

concession contrast (0.25) contrast (0.78)
contrast contrast (0.24) contrast (0.26)
conjunction elaboration (0.13) joint (0.84)
manner manner-means (0.30) —
cause cause (0.40) explanation (0.69)
synchronous background (0.23) temporal (0.98)
condition condition (0.39) condition (0.84)
disjunction joint (0.25) —
asynchronous temporal (0.24) temporal (0.94)
level-of-detail manner-means (0.25) —
purpose manner-means (0.25) —

Table 6: Relabelling of PDTB explicit relations. The
similarity scores are shown in brackets.

Based on our alignment results, 14964 instances
of PDTB explicit relations are relabeled, and with
the result in Costa et al. (2023), 13905 PDTB in-
stances are relabeled. Adding PDTB data to RST
data causes a marked performance drop. The best
result is obtained with an ensemble model, which
is formed by stacking a model trained with a target
of minimizing supervised contrastive loss, a model
trained to minimize a label embedding loss, the
label embeddings being randomly initialized, and
a model that takes the input for relation classifica-
tion. The output distributions of the three models
are averaged and used for model prediction, and a
cross-entropy loss is to be reduced in addition to
the supervised contrastive loss and label embed-
ding loss. As shown in Table 7, the performance
with our method is slightly higher.

Acc. F1
Costa et al. (2023) 62.13 ± 0.34 46.96±0.43
Our method 63.13 ± 1.12 47.95± 1.07
-PDTB aug. 63.82± 1.07 48.72± 0.11

Table 7: Results of extrinsic evaluation.

6. Conclusions

We propose a method of automatically aligning dis-
course relations from different frameworks. By em-

5Table 5 in their paper.

ploying label embeddings that are learned concur-
rently with input representations during a classifica-
tion task, we are able to circumvent the challenges
posed by segmentation differences, a significant
hurdle encountered in prior studies. We perform
intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation of the results of
the method. Similar to other empirical studies, our
method is affected by the amount of data, and we
have to exclude some relations for which there may
be too little training data to learn reliable label em-
beddings. A comparison with a theoretical proposal,
such as ISO 24617-8 (Prasad and Bunt, 2015), mer-
its investigation in future work. The method may
extend beyond labelling of discourse relations to
alignment of any label sets, leaving the possibility
of application to a variety of scenarios.6
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Abstract
FrameNet serves as a comprehensive lexical database intended to represent contemporary language usage.
However, it faces challenges in accurately representing specialized domains. Among these domains, FrameNet
presents difficulties in capturing the specific semantics of human senses. Senses such as smell and taste are in
fact included in more general frames or inadequately represented. Building on a previous resource proposing a
new framework for olfactory events, we propose a similar annotation scheme for gustatory references in English,
enlightening the potential of frames to effectively capture sensory semantics. Having a comprehensive framework to
deal with the annotation of this kind of references in textual data is especially important to develop systems for the
automatic extraction of sensory information. Moreover, our approach incorporates words from specific historical
periods, thereby enriching the framework’s utility for studying language in a diachronic perspective. In this paper, we
introduce the annotation guidelines for taste and a preliminary annotation of culinary documents done using this
approach.

Keywords: Sensory Language, Corpus Annotation, Frame Semantics, FrameNet

1. Introduction

The study of human senses is a fascinating topic
that has always attracted scholars from different
fields, such as philosophy, linguistics, cognitive sci-
ence and neuroscience. Despite their importance,
few works have dealt with the topic in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) or Digital Hu-
manities (DH). Indeed, the development of auto-
matic systems for the extraction of sensory-related
information lacks a comprehensive linguistic frame-
work to capture the semantics of specific senses.
In this paper, we propose annotation guidelines for
the semantics of taste in English, inspired by the
annotation guidelines proposed for smell in Tonelli
and Menini (2021). Our aim is to propose a com-
prehensive framework to capture the semantics of
taste with a twofold purpose. On the one hand,
we want to test whether a FrameNet-like approach,
already proposed for smell, can be applied also to
other senses, leading to the creation of comparable
sensory benchmarks that can be used for different
sensory studies. On the other hand, differently from
FrameNet, we include in the lexical units for taste
also obsolete terms in order to create resources
that can be used for diachronic studies. Further-
more, the annotation guidelines proposed in this
paper are specifically intended as a first step to-
wards the development of an automatic system for
the extraction of gustatory information for linguistic
and historical studies.

Taste, together with smell, is especially inter-
esting for its tendency to appear in emotionally
charged contexts and to present a more evaluative
content in its vocabulary. This tendency has shown
that the most suitable way to study this sense is

by focusing not only on single words but also on
their context (Snefjella and Kuperman, 2016; Win-
ter, 2019), making frame semantics an appropriate
framework for dealing with its study. In paragraph
3, we present the annotation guidelines for taste
based on FrameNet, which entail a detailed exam-
ination of each label. Subsequently, we provide
an overview of the annotation process with a pre-
liminary annotation conducted on household and
cooking recipe manuals, encompassing a temporal
span of five centuries.

2. Related Work

Among the few works that have dealt with the topic
of sensory language in NLP, Tekiroğlu et al. (2014)
introduced Sensicon, a sensorial lexicon aiming to
automatically associate English words with senses.
This resource contained lemma-POS pairs with
associated modality degrees for all five senses.
Additionally, researchers have analyzed special-
ized lexicons used by reviewers to describe whisky
and wine, focusing on taste and smell. Hamilton
and Lahne (2020) developed a flavor wheel for
whisky using a descriptive lexicon, while Lefever
et al. (2018) aimed to predict wine characteristics
from wine review corpora. The goal of these works
is to identify words descriptive of perceptual expe-
riences. Concerning taste specifically, there has
been a growing interest in food representation, par-
ticularly for health-related studies. Some studies
have focused on automatically extracting food en-
tities, developing named-entity recognition (NER)
models to support biomedical research and food
science (Cenikj et al., 2020; Stojanov et al., 2021).
The authors constructed specialized corpora, pri-
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marily emphasizing nutrient descriptions, quanti-
ties and food composition, by annotating recipes
sourced from culinary social networks and websites
(Popovski et al., 2019; Wróblewska et al., 2022).
From a linguistic point of view, it has been recog-
nized that understanding the semantics of human
senses requires considering context, as already
noted in Tonelli and Menini (2021), where the au-
thors proposed an olfactory annotation framework
based on FrameNet. Framing an entire event with
its semantic roles enables a more holistic under-
standing of sensory information beyond isolated
words. Their methodology was then used to cre-
ate a multilingual benchmark (Menini et al., 2022),
intended as a training for a supervised system for
the automatic extraction of olfactory information
which was used to analyse shifts in the perception
of specific smell-related objects over time (Menini
et al., 2023; Paccosi et al., 2023). The use of Frame
Semantics to analyze taste-related language was
successfully proposed in Diederich (2015). The
author analyzed the use of two specific gustatory
adjectives, crispy and crunchy, and the frames
they trigger in both food experts’ and everyday lan-
guage. Through careful collocational analysis, the
author elucidates the methodological strength of
the frame-semantic approach in dealing with con-
text analysis. By examining the evoked frames,
the author demonstrates that even two adjectives
considered synonyms can have different contexts
of use upon thorough analysis. From a diachronic
perspective, Bagli (2021) proposed an investiga-
tion into the vocabulary used to discuss gustatory
experiences in English and the evolution of their
semantic elaboration through the conceptual mech-
anisms of metaphor and metonymy. He argues
that despite the disparagement that taste has un-
dergone over time, it is a sense that has played
an important role in shaping our conceptualization
of emotions, with several metaphors based on its
lexicon.

3. Annotation Guidelines for
Gustatory Events

The present annotation guidelines for taste refer-
ences in texts are inspired by the ones proposed
for smell in Tonelli and Menini (2021). Their work
puts its bases on the linguistic framework of frame
semantics (Fillmore, 1976; Fillmore and Baker,
2001), implemented through the FrameNet annota-
tion project (Ruppenhofer et al., 2006). The goal of
FrameNet is to capture events and situations men-
tioned in texts. Frames represent constructs (i.e.
events or situations) that function as the basis of our
knowledge to understand the meaning of the words.
For example, a word like the verb “talk” evokes
an entire scenario implying at least two people in-

volved in a conversation. The events in FrameNet
are modeled as a set of semantic roles or frame
elements (FEs), which are typically the participants
in the event, all connected to a lexical unit (LU)
(i.e., the textual anchor that triggers the event or
situation). In their work, Tonelli and Menini (2021)
propose an adaptation of FrameNet to the olfactory
domain, where only situations related to smell are
annotated and specific semantic roles connected
to olfactory events are identified. While FrameNet
is a general-purpose framework including several
frames to describe the perceptual experience of
smell, the authors consider only one smell-related
event that they call the Olfactory Frame (or
Olfactory Event). They borrowed some gen-
eral FEs from FrameNet and added some domain-
specific ones that are self-explanatory and not am-
biguous (e.g., Evoked Odorant, Smell Source) to
facilitate a good agreement among annotators. As
was done for smell, we define a single frame for
taste: the Gustatory Frame. By searching for
the lexical unit “taste” (both as a noun and as a
verb) in FrameNet, we found 4 frames containing
it: Perception active, Sensation, Percep-
tion Experience and a more specific one, pre-
senting only two LUs (“taste” and “try”), Tasting.
A part from them, we consider as taste-related
frames also the Ingestion and the Food frames,
from which we borrow some similar frame elements
in our annotation guidelines. In the next sections,
we present in more detail the two main components
of the Gustatory Frame: LUs and FEs.

3.1. Lexical Units

In the choice of LUs for the Gustatory Frame,
we select taste words incorporating lexical terms
from different resources. The selected words have
different part-of-speech including nouns, verbs, ad-
verbs and adjectives, in line with FrameNet practice.
The selection was conducted starting from the men-
tal lexicon of De Deyne et al. (2019) and from Word-
Net (Miller, 1995). For the diachronic insights, we
select lexical terms from the Historical Thesaurus
of English (Kay, 2009) 1 from the “Taste/Flavour”
category considering only those terms that are in-
cluded in our temporal span (1500-2000). This
combination of cognitive, contemporary, and his-
torical lenses ensures that our selected LUs are
both representative of current usage but also of the
linguistic evolution of English, providing a robust
foundation for our frame-based approach also in a
diachronic perspective. A list of the LUs for taste is
provided in Table 1.

1https://ht.ac.uk/
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Lexical Units for Taste
Nouns: acidity, aftertaste, aroma, bitterness, dainty, delicacy, disgust, distaste, flavor, flavour, flavorful, flavourful, flavoring,
flavouring, flavorsome, flavoursome, flavorous, flavourous, gustation, insipidity, mistaste, over-eating, palatableness, piquancy,
pungency, rancidity, relish, rellish (obsolete), saltness, sapidity, sapor, savor, savoriness, savour, season, seasoning, sharpness,
smack, smatch (obsolete), sourness, sowreness (obsolete), sweetness, tang, tarage, tartness, tast (obsolete), taste, tasteless-
ness, tasting, unsavoriness, unsavouriness
Verbs: drink, drink up, eat, eat up, distaste, mistaste, partake, relish, season, smack, smatch (obsolete), sweeten, taste
Adjectives: acid, acidic, appetizing, appetizing, bitter, bitter-sweet, bland, dainty, delectable, delicious, delightsom(e), disgusting,
flavorless, flavorful, flavourful, flavourless, flavoursome, gamy, indigestible, insipid, juicy, mellow, palatable, piquant, pungent,
racy, rancid, rank, salt/salty, sapid, savory, savoury, savourly, seasoned, sharp, sour, soured, sower (archaic form of sour), spicy,
stale, sweet, tangy, tart, tasteless, tasty, toothsome, unpalatable, unsavor, unsavour, unsavoury, unsavory, unseasoned, unsweet,
unsweetened, wearish, wersh (obsolete), yummy
Adverbs: sweetly, sourly, tastefully

Table 1: List of Lexical Units for Taste

3.2. Frame Elements

The selected FEs encompass all potential partic-
ipants contributing to frame activation along with
lexical units. We first outline their differences or sim-
ilarities with FrameNet’s FEs. Subsequently, we
present more in detail each FE, providing some in-
stances extracted from the annotated dataset. The
FE Taste Source is a concept similar to the frame
element Food for Tasting and Ingestible for In-
gestion frames in FrameNet. In the same vein,
Quality is a concept similar to the Descriptor FE in
the context of food, and the semantic role of Taster
aligns with Agent in Tasting and Ingestor in In-
gestion. The Location FE of taste events finds a
counterpart in the Place FE for both Tasting and
Ingestion frames. There are no direct correspon-
dence in FrameNet for several of the FEs contained
in our framework, such as Taste Modifier, Taste
Carrier, Evoked Flavor, Circumstances, and Effect,
which we specifically created as domain-specific
for the Gustatory Frame. Current FrameNet
schema does not fully encapsulate aspects of the
gustatory event that can be relevant for the study
of sensory language. These domain-specific FEs
could be viewed as extensions or specializations of
existing ones, tailored to capture the unique seman-
tic and experiential dimensions of taste. Our pro-
posal aims at showing the relevance of FrameNet
in capturing semantic content but also at underscor-
ing the necessity for its continuous augmentation
to accommodate the richness and specificity of hu-
man experience as captured through language. In
the next sections, we present each FE in detail. In
the example sentences, FEs will be represented
between brackets, while the LUs are underlined.
Taste frame elements have been defined with the
goal to align with those for smell, facilitating compar-
ison while emphasizing unique semantic structures.
While certain elements such as Effect and Loca-
tion remain identical, others such as Evoked Taste
and Taste Carrier are complementary counterparts,
with Taste modifier as the only label exclusive to
gustation.

3.2.1. Taste Source

This FE corresponds to the person, animal or ob-
ject that possesses a specific taste. It can refer
to (non)human/object having a taste/flavor (e.g.,
plant, animal, perfume, human). This FE (between
brackets) is the entity or object that the taster expe-
riences through his or her senses. It is important to
notice that if the taste source presents an adjective
that describes it - see “slimy” in example 1 - this
has to be annotated as part of the taste source. If
the adjective refers instead to the perception of that
specific source - see “unpleasant” in example 1 -
then it has to be annotated as Quality of the LU:

1. [Slimy milk] has an unpleasant taste

2. When [the lettuce] is too young, the flavor is
bitter

3.2.2. Taste Modifier

The object or animal that with its own taste/flavor
can modify, alter or adding something different to
the perception of the taste of a specific taste source.
It is usually represented by ingredients that are
added to a main course/food and often introduced
by the verb “to season” and the preposition “with”
followed by a noun. If there is more than one ele-
ment, they have to be annotated as separate spans
(see example 1):

1. Place two thick chops (of mutton) in a wooden
dish and season lightly [with salt] and [pepper]

2. Factitious Port Wine is flavored [with a tincture
drawn from the seeds of raisins]

3.2.3. Taste Carrier

This FE corresponds to the carrier of a taste, which
can be a liquid such as water, spirits or liquors, or
the container of the taste source (glass, plate, etc.).
Note that the taste carrier has a different role both
from Taste Source and Taste Modifier. The taste
carrier is an object/person/animal which carries the
taste of something else which is usually described
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the INCEpTION tool used for taste annotation

as the object of perception by using the carrier. The
distinction with taste modifier is important because
there are few cases in which liquids/ointments are
not modified by the taste of something but are the
carriers of that taste. In example (1), “a consider-
able portion of essential oil” is the Taste Carrier,
while the Taste Source is represented by “of the
seeds”. Since sometimes this distinction is not
clear, Taste Carrier should be annotated only when
there is a clear distinction with the Taste Source
and the Taste Modifier. This means that when a
taste is described as coming generically from an ob-
ject and it is not specified or clear from the context
whether the object is the source or the container of
the taste, the annotation as Taste Source should
be preferred:

1. Only [a considerable portion of essential oil]
has the flavour and taste of the seeds

2. Mr. Bland went into the hotel and drank [a
glass or two] of wine and water

3.2.4. Quality

This is a quality associated with a taste and used
to describe it. For example, sweet, disgusting, etc.
This is typically expressed by qualitative adjectives.
It is often preceded by an intensifier such as “very”,
“really”. The intensifier has to be annotated with
the related adjective in the same span, a part when
the Quality is also a LU. In that case, the intensi-
fier becomes a Quality of the Taste Word, with a
double annotation which relates to itself (see Fig.
2). Qualities include intensity (weak, strong), dura-
tion (lingering, aftertaste), state (old, deteriorated),

character (quick, fruity), or haedonic characteristics
(disgusting, pleasant, delicious). There are cases
in which the Quality can also be a Taste Word, and
has to be annotated with both the labels with the
Quality FE linked to the Taste Word:

1. Cassia has a [slimy] [mucilaginous] taste

2. A taste which imparts a greater relish to the
food is called [saline]

Figure 2: Double annotation of Taste Word and
Quality

3.2.5. Taster

This FE refers to the human being/animal who per-
ceives a taste with his/her mouth, has a perceptual
experience of the taste. It is usually a personal
pronoun, a possessive pronoun or a noun. The
taster can also be expressed by mentioning the
perceptive organ (e.g., palate, mouth) used in the
gustatory experience (see example 2):

1. [To the foreigners] garlic is as sweet tasting as
the onion

2. [Your palate] will reject them on account of their
bitterness
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Century 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900
Document 3 4 4 4 6

Taste_Word 212 381 169 376 278
Taste_Source 205 323 143 272 216
Taste_Modifier 130 102 60 89 68

Quality 83 204 60 171 128
Taste_Carrier 0 2 0 3 4
Evoked_Taste 1 2 3 12 2

Location 4 4 0 8 2
Taster 0 36 25 30 11

Circumstance 4 40 9 62 43
Effect 0 2 0 4 3

Table 2: Statistics of the Annotated Documents

3.2.6. Location

This FE describes the location/place where the
taste event takes place, or the taste of a taste
source is perceived. Locations can include both
named places (for example names of cities), and
common nouns describing physical locations such
as garden, kitchen, room, etc.:

1. And [a neatly laid table] will stand before you
with the most delicious food on it

2. He ordered the cat to be taken down [into the
kitchen] and given something to eat and drink

3.2.7. Evoked Taste

This FE describes the person, animal, object’s taste
that is evoked/reminded by tasting a specific taste
source, even if it is not visible/present in the scene.
In English, this is often part of a comparison or sim-
ilarity using the verb or noun “taste” and introduced
by “like”, “as” or the verb “to resemble”. It is used
to describe a taste that is perceived, referring to
another:

1. (Jombo) in taste it [is like to an apple]

2. Burgundy pitch has a [terebinthinate] odour
and taste

3.2.8. Circumstances

This FE characterizes the condition or circumstance
in which the taste event occurs. This includes also
temporal expressions, which describe a duration
or a specific moment in which the taste event takes
place. This FE can describe causal implications
that lead to or influence the tasting experience. Cir-
cumstances are used to describe all that conditions
in which the taste of a specific taste source can
be altered or limited to a specific moment/event. It
has to be distinguished by Taste Modifier that only
considers the object/person/animal which modifies
the taste of the Taste Source with its own:

1. If eaten [in excess, especially in an unripe or
overripe state], fruits may occasion a distur-
bance of the stomach and bowels, often of a
severe form

2. Tea and coffee also contain an astringent
called tannin, which gives the peculiar bitter
taste to the infusions [when steeped too long]

3.2.9. Effect

This FE describes an effect or reaction caused by
the taste of a specific Taste Source. This can in-
clude entire sentences or clauses describing an-
other event, that is not necessarily a taste event.
This can include also the description of emotions
triggered in the Taster by the taste event or anything
that can effect him/her in some way:

1. If eaten in excess, especially in an unripe or
overripe state, fruits [may occasion a distur-
bance of the stomach and bowels, often of a
severe form]

2. By the process of cooking, agreeable flavors
are developed [which stimulate the appetite
and the flow of digestive fluids]

4. Annotation Process

4.1. Annotation Workflow
For taste annotation, we use INCEpTION (Klie et al.,
2018), a web-based annotation tool, easily cus-
tomizable both for labels and relations. We provide
a screenshot of the tool in Figure 1. In annotat-
ing taste events we follow FrameNet established
annotation methodology: we start by annotating a
lexical unit in a sentence, and then we identify and
connect the possible FEs participating in the gusta-
tory event. In the provided example sentences for
each label, frame elements can encompass single
words or entire phrases. The annotated spans in-
clude articles for all frame elements, while for the
LUs (Taste Words), only single terms are annotated,
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without considering determiners. In FrameNet only
the relation between lexical units and frame ele-
ments is considered. In our case, we annotate
also the so-called “anaphorical relations”, similar to
the smell annotation process described in Tonelli
and Menini (2021). This integration captures FEs
that link back to previously mentioned concepts
or entities within the text. This is a relation espe-
cially useful at document level, since it allows us
to identify also frame elements expressed with a
pronoun having its antecedent lexically expressed
in a different text passage.

4.2. Dataset
We manually annotated 21 manuals for household
and culinary recipes published between 1575 and
1927 to test the suitability of the annotation frame-
work with texts having a greater density of taste-
related terms. These documents are taken from dif-
ferent publicly available historical and literary repos-
itories:

• Early English Books Online (EEBO),2 a repos-
itory of documents published between 1470
and 1790 in different domains (literature, phi-
losophy, politics, religion, geography, history,
politics);

• Project Gutenberg,3 a digital archive compiled
on a volunteer basis, containing different repos-
itories, mainly in the literary domain;

• medievalcookery.com,4 a list of texts freely
available online relating to medieval food and
ancient cooking recipes;

• foodsofengland.co.uk,5 an online library which
holds the complete texts of several cook books
from 1390 to 1974;

• Wikisource,6 an online digital library of free-
content textual sources managed by the Wiki-
media Foundation.

In Table 2, we show the statistics of the annotated
corpus divided per century. Two expert linguists,
who were trained on the taste guidelines, anno-
tated a total of three documents from different time
periods (1670, 1720, and 1920) to assess Inter
Annotator Agreement (IAA). The computation of
Krippendorff’s alpha at a span-level (Krippendorff,

2https://textcreationpartnership.org/
tcp-texts/eebo-tcp-early-english-books-online/

3https://www.gutenberg.org/
4https://www.medievalcookery.com/

etexts.html?England
5http://www.foodsofengland.co.uk/

references.htm
6https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Main_

Page

2011) resulted in an IAA score of 0.70, indicating a
moderate level of agreement. While this suggests
a reasonable level of consensus, there remains po-
tential for improvement. Upon closer examination
of the discrepancies, it was observed that there is
a general agreement regarding the choice of labels.
However, the disagreement arises from inconsis-
tencies in the selection of spans, particularly in the
exact number of tokens encompassed within those
spans, as seen in the following instance, where the
label Taste_Source is correct but the tokens were
selected in a different way:

1. Boil [your biggest skirrets]Taste_Source and
season them with cinnamon and nutmeg

2. Boil your biggest [skirrets]Taste_Source and
season them with cinnamon and nutmeg

This observation has prompted us to refine our
guidelines, placing more emphasis on defining the
span selection process accurately. We released
the annotated corpus at https://github.com/
dhfbk/Taste-Annotation.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we introduced a comprehensive an-
notation scheme for taste semantics. Our goal was
to propose a framework for capturing taste-related
information in textual data, serving as a bench-
mark for developing automated systems to extract
gustatory-related information, especially intended
for historical and linguistic studies. We tested the
suitability of a previous approach for smell analysis,
expanding the annotation guidelines to a different
sense, and conducted preliminary annotations on
a small set of taste-related documents. In the fu-
ture, we plan to extend the annotation to additional
documents to create a corpus containing sufficient
information for building an automatic classifier for
gustatory information extraction. This annotation
scheme is also capable of capturing obsolete terms,
making it suitable for annotating historical taste-
related documents in English. Such a system can
be used to analyze changes in sensory vocabular-
ies over time, enabling diachronic analysis of the
evolution of sensory semantic fields, a topic that
has been hardly explored thus far.
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Abstract 
In this age of social media, Conspiracy Theories (CTs) have become an issue that can no longer be ignored. After 
providing an overview of CT literature and corpus studies, we describe the creation of a 40,000-token English-Italian 
bilingual corpus of conspiracy-oriented Telegram comments – the Complotto corpus – and the linguistic analysis 
we performed using the Sketch Engine online platform (Kilgarriff et al., 2010) on our annotated data to identify 
statistically relevant linguistic markers of CT discourse. Thanks to the platform’s keywords and key terms extraction 
functions, we were able to assess the statistical significance of the following lexical and semantic phenomena, both 
cross-linguistically and cross-CT, namely: (1) evidentiality and epistemic modality markers; (2) debunking 
vocabulary referring to another version of the truth lying behind the official one; (3) the conceptual metaphor 
INSTITUTIONS ARE ABUSERS. All these features qualify as markers of CT discourse and have the potential to 
be effectively used for future semantic annotation tasks to develop automatic systems for CT identification. 

Keywords: conspiracy theories, corpus annotation, linguistic analysis 

1. Introduction 
Conspiracy Theories (CTs) are “allegation[s] of 
conspiracy that may or may not be true” (Douglas 
et al, 2019, p. 4), but whose proliferation in this 
age of social media poses a threat to society, in 
that they are contributing to distorting our 
perception of reality.  
The goal of this study is to verify whether CTs are 
indeed characterised - as certain studies seem to 
suggest, albeit from a mostly monolingual 
perspective focusing on single CTs - by common 
discourse features (especially lexical and 
semantic), that may be exploited in future 
annotation tasks to develop automatic systems for 
CT detection.  
In this contribution, after an interdisciplinary 
overview of CT literature, we describe the 
collection and annotation of our dataset and the 
creation of the Complotto corpus, an English-
Italian bilingual corpus of conspiracy-oriented 
Telegram comments. The corpus counts 658 
comments (317 Italian and 341 English), for a 
total of 40,045 tokens. For both English and 
Italian, comments were taken from three 
language-specific Telegram channels focusing on 
the same three CTs: Flat Earth, the vaccine 
conspiracy, and the climate change hoax. 
The linguistic analysis we performed using the 
Sketch Engine online platform (Kilgarriff et al., 
2010) on our annotated data allowed us to identify 
statistically relevant linguistic markers of CT 
discourse. In particular, thanks to the platform’s 
keywords and key terms extraction functions, we 
were able to determine the statistical significance 
of the following phenomena, both cross-
linguistically and cross-CT, namely: (1) 
evidentiality and epistemic modality markers; (2) 
debunking vocabulary referring to another version 
of the truth lying behind the official one; (3) the 

conceptual metaphor INSTITUTIONS ARE 
ABUSERS. 

2. Conspiracy Theories 
While the term conspiracy refers to an actual plot 
orchestrated at somebody’s expense, a CT refers 
to “an allegation of conspiracy that may or may 
not be true” (Douglas et al., 2019, p. 4). An 
example of conspiracy gone awry is the infamous 
Gunpowder Plot that took place on the 5th of 
November 1605, when a group of English 
Catholics, amongst which Guy Fawkes, 
attempted to blow up the House of Lords and to 
kill King James I. On the other hand, countless 
individuals and organisations have been accused 
of the assassination of U.S. President J.F. 
Kennedy in 1963, but all these CTs remain 
unproven. 
Depending on the CT, the group of scheming 
individuals allegedly behind the plot might be 
identified with the same “epistemological 
authorities” (Uscinski, 2020) often tasked with 
making hard and unpopular decisions – i.e., 
scientists, governments, and other societal 
institutions. 
As pointed out by Mancosu and Vassallo (2022, 
p. 2), CTs are often linked to a degeneration of 
public debate, especially in these times of social 
media, as in the case of the supposed electoral 
fraud to the detriment of Donald Trump which led 
to the assault on the U.S. Capitol Hill in January 
2020. 
By definition, CTs attempt to provide alternative 
explanations to events, therefore spreading the 
idea that “things are not as they seem, and that 
the truth behind certain events is hidden from 
view” (Demata et al., 2022, p.1) providing false 
evidence to support their claims (Danesi, 2023, p. 
13).  
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As a consequence, CT narratives tend to 
juxtapose an Insider vs. an Outsider group 
(Bodner et al., 2020), where the Insider group 
feels threatened by the Outsider group and has to 
come up with strategies to counter these threats 
(Tangherlini, 2018).  
In terms of the reasons why people believe in 
CTs, studies such as Douglas et al. (2017) have 
shown it satisfies a set of psychological motives, 
such as the desire for certainty, control, and 
security. Among the cognitive processes linked to 
a CT mentality, we find supernatural beliefs, a 
quasi-religious mentality, feelings of 
powerlessness and low control in the socio-
political domain (Douglas, 2019, p. 7-9).  
When it comes to analysing the CT discourse, we 
can expect all these characteristics, traits, and 
recurring motives to have their linguistic 
counterparts. 

3. Related Works 
Prior studies have focused on compiling CT 
corpora using both printed documents and social 
media content, mainly for English. For instance, 
Uscinski et al. (2011) compiled a corpus of 
conspiracy letters to the editor of The New York 
Times published from 1897 to 2010. On the other 
hand, Catenaccio (2022), who also carried out a 
corpus-driven analysis searching for the linguistic 
features of CT discourse, compiled a corpus of 
published books providing alternative accounts of 
the 9/11 events. Miani et al. (2021) released the 
Language of Conspiracy corpus (LOCO), an 88-
million-word corpus of online texts covering a 
wide range of CTs collected automatically using a 
seeding approach. The LOCO corpus was used 
successfully by Mompelat et al. (2022) to design 
an annotation scheme that was used to develop 
CT vs. mainstream automatic document retrieval 
methods. Lastly, Russo et al. (2023) have created 
a dataset of 25.000 Italian posts extracted from 
five conspiracy-oriented Telegram channels, that 
were annotated to perform two computational 
classification shared tasks: a binary task aimed at 
determining whether a post is “conspiratorial” or 
not and a multi-class task aimed at recognizing 
the specific CT talked about in the post (Covid-19, 
QAnon, Flat Earth, Pro-Russia). 
Previous works aimed at characterising the 
language of CTs have identified the following 
indicators: (1) constant reference to insider group 
vs. outsider group (Holur et al., 2022); (2) a non-
standard use of epistemic stance and evidentiality 
markers (Catenaccio, 2022; Scharloth et al., 
2019); (3) a creative debunking vocabulary 
referring to the fact that another version of the 
truth lies behind the official one (Ebling et al., 
2013); (4) an instrumental use of conceptual 
metaphors to convey conspiratorial content 
(Danesi, 2023), since conceptual metaphors 
facilitate processing of non-literal meaning 

 
1 https://www.taguette.org/ 

allowing to view abstract concepts in terms of the 
properties of more concrete ones (Lakoff and 
Johnson, 1980). 
Since no comprehensive cross-linguistic study 
has been conducted yet to define a shared 
annotation scheme for CT language, our work 
wishes to provide its contribution drawing from the 
afore-mentioned literature, as well as from 
existing ISO annotation standards that have not 
been applied to CT discourse yet. 

4. Corpus Design and Annotation 
In light of the relevance of social media in the 
spread of CTs and inspired by Russo et al. (2023), 
for our study, we decided to focus on Telegram 
data. If Twitter comments are indeed often short 
and very contextualised within a thread 
(Mompelat et al., 2022, p. 12), Telegram 
comments are usually quite long and exhaustive 
since they are not posted on a public wall but on 
the community’s channel, which works as a 
chatgroup and mainly includes ingroup users who 
wish to be kept informed. 
We first compiled a dataset of Telegram posts 
from six openly CT-oriented channels fostering 
conversation on three different CTs: Flat Earth, 
the vaccine conspiracy, and the climate change 
hoax.  
For each language, we found a different channel 
dedicated to the above-mentioned CTs, namely: 
The Flat Earth Reality, No Vaccination. My Body 
My Choice and Climate Change HOAX for 
English, and Terra Piatta ‘Flat Earth’, Vax: le cavie 
siamo noi? ‘Vax: are we the guinea pigs?’ and 
Scie chimiche e clima ‘Chemtrails and climate’ for 
Italian. 
4.1 Annotation Tool 
To obtain an actual CT corpus, we decided to trim 
out non conspiratorial comments by performing 
an annotation exercise. Two human annotators 
were asked to classify posts as either 
[Conspiratorial] or [Non-conspiratorial] using the 
Taguette1 tool, a user-friendly and open-source 
online annotation environment. Other annotation 
tools were considered (e.g., INCEpTION, 
MAXQDA), but Taguette was eventually chosen 
because it allows to: import several file formats 
(including HTML); export the whole project, the 
annotated documents or just the performed 
annotation depending on the project’s needs; 
work remotely on the Taguette server; annotate 
by simply selecting the desired span of text and 
highlighting it using the desired labels.  
We decided to import HTML documents in order 
to obtain an annotation-friendly visualisation of 
the Telegram data that preserves much of the 
original layout, thus enabling annotators to 
understand the chat dynamics. The files were first 
extracted from the selected Telegram channels, 
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slightly simplified using a clean-up tool2 and then 
uploaded onto Taguette (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: The Taguette annotation environment 

The menu window on the left allows to access the 
project’s info, the uploaded documents, and the 
existing annotations, called evidenziazioni 
‘highlights’ because they appear as yellow 
highlights. On the right, you can see the beginning 
of the document No vaccination. My Body My 
Choice. Only one comment was annotated, 
namely a conspiratorial one: The fraud of the 
AMA, WHO, CDC, and Vaccine scam of the 
Gates Foundation. listen to how she talks about 
Anthony Fauci. The AMA is Rockefeller medicine. 
The WHO is an arm of the UN and bought. 
4.2 Annotation Scheme and Guidelines 
Dedicated guidelines were created to provide the 
two annotators3 with a general description of what 
CTs are (see § 2) so that they could distinguish 
[Conspiratorial] comments from [Non-
conspiratorial] ones. It was chosen not to provide 
any linguistic or textual cues, in order not to skew 
the annotation results.  
According to our annotation scheme, 
[Conspiratorial] comments are defined as 
“comments in which users (directly or indirectly) 
express themselves in favour of a CT”, whereas 
[Non-conspiratorial] comments are “comments in 
which users (1) talk about CTs without expressing 
their stance or (2) talk about other topics, even 
unrelated ones”. 
The guidelines also specified what not to 
annotate, i.e., usernames, dates, times, Telegram 
channel names in isolation, footprints of 
multimedia files that were not included in the 
download, recurring comments that were not 

 
2 https://www.htmlwasher.com/ 
3 The two annotators are the first author of the paper 
and an archival specialist with prior experience in 
annotation. 

actually written with a communicative aim but 
automatically posted in the chatroom. Moreover, 
what counted as comment was clearly specified. 
For instance, if a user conveyed content over 
several separately sent messages, each 
message was annotated as a separate comment. 
It was also agreed that the whole comment would 
be tagged and not smaller spans of text.  
Figure 2 shows a portion of the chat conversation 
from the Telegram channel The Flat Earth Reality. 

 
Figure 2: Annotating The Flat Earth Reality data  

As you can see, the name of the channel, as well 
as dates, and multimedia files fingerprints were 
not tagged, while two comments were annotated 
as [Conspiratorial] because they both clearly 
show the author’s belief that the Earth is flat and 
that the truth is being covered up (e.g., scientists 
use theoretical physics based on mathematics 
and not the physical evidence, to continue the 
deception of globe earth & heliocentrism). 
4.3 Annotation Results 
After a successful pilot test, the two annotators 
were asked to annotate at least 111 
[Conspiratorial] comments per Telegram channel, 
in order to reach 1000 comments if the corpus 
was expanded to a third language4 following the 
same design, i.e., adding three other Telegram 
channels. By the end of the annotation, 1025 
comments were annotated, of which 658 were 
identified as [Conspiratorial] and 304 as [Non 
conspiratorial] by both annotators. According to 
Landis & Koch’s (1977) interpretation of Cohen’s 
κ, the two annotators reached a perfect level of 
Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA) in all documents, 
as summarised in Table 1 below. 
 
 
 
 

4 The creation of a German Complotto corpus is 
currently underway. 
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Telegram channel   1st comment Cohen’s κ 
Terra Piatta Nov 2016 0.86 
Vax: le cavie siamo noi? July 2017 0.81 
Scie chimiche e clima  Nov 2022 0.86 
The Flat Earth Reality Oct 2020 0.83 
No Vaccination.  May 2020 0.84 
My Body My Choice Aug 2021 0.87 

 
Table 1: IAA when annotating for [Conspiratorial] 

vs. [Non conspiratorial] comments. 
Only the 658 comments that both annotators 
annotated as [Conspiratorial] – 317 Italian and 
341 English – were included in the final corpus, 
which was then uploaded onto the Sketch Engine 
(Kilgarriff et al., 2010) online platform to identify 
relevant indicators of CT discourse. 

5. Corpus Methods and Results 
The Complotto corpus counts 40,045 tokens but 
was uploaded onto the Sketch Engine platform as 
two separate corpora - the Italian Complotto and 
the English Complotto - of three documents each, 
in order to retrieve relevant language-specific and 
CT-specific features.  
The Italian Complotto corpus counts a total of 
22,252 tokens, of which 7,453 tokens in the No-
Vax subcorpus (short for Vax: le cavie siamo 
noi?), 12,331 in the Scie Chimiche subcorpus and 
2,468 in the Terra Piatta subcorpus. On the other 
hand, the English Complotto corpus counts 
17,793 tokens, of which 4,612 in the Climate 
Change subcorpus, 8,434 in the Flat Earth 
subcorpus and 4,747 in the My Body My Choice 
subcorpus. 
The two Sketch Engine functions that were used 
so far for the linguistic analysis are terminology 
extraction-related and are called keywords and 
terms (i.e., key multi-word expressions). They are 
able to extract keywords and terms by comparing 
the observed frequency data of a focus corpus 
and those of a larger reference corpus. Only 
words and multi-word expressions that appear 
with a statistically significant higher frequency in 
the focus corpus than in the reference one obtain 
key status. In our case, the reference corpus used 
for the Italian Complotto corpus was the Italian 
Web 2020, a 12-billion-word corpus made of 
Italian texts collected from the web, while the 
English reference corpus for the English 
Complotto was the English Web 2021, a 52-
billion-word corpus of English web-crawled texts. 
As an advanced setting, we specified that 
keywords and terms should not be either too rare 
or too common and appear at least 4 times in the 
focus corpus to be considered for key status.  
For the purposes of this study, we excluded CT-
specific lexis from the analysis, such as the 
keywords chemtrails for the Climate Change 
subcorpus or Flat Earth for the Flat Earth one, 
because we are looking at common markers of 
CT discourse. 

5.1 Italian Results 
For the Italian Complotto corpus, Sketch Engine’s 
wordlist function was useful to confirm the insider 
vs. outsider group dynamics of the corpus (Holur 
et al. 2022), since the pronouns noi ‘we’ and ci ‘us’ 
appear as the most frequent personal pronouns 
overall. 
Among the top five keywords of the Italian No-Vax 
subcorpus, we unsurprisingly found the lemmas 
vaccino ‘vaccine’, vaccinare ‘to vaccinate’, and 
vaccinazione ‘vaccination’, which were excluded 
from the analysis since they are CT-related. 
However, when looking at their observed 
modifiers, we found the expression vaccinazione 
coercitiva ‘enforced vaccination’, which 
contributes to indirectly conveying an interesting 
and novel conceptual metaphor, i.e., 
INSTITUTIONS ARE ABUSERS (specifically 
governments), which is in line with Lakoff and 
Johnson (1980)’s framework where an abstract 
target domain (as, in our case, INSTITUTIONS) is 
viewed in terms of a more concrete source 
domain (ABUSERS).  
Among the top 50 keywords in the subcorpus we 
found three epistemically charged lemmas – 
naturalmente ‘naturally’, assolutamente 
‘absolutely’ and probabilmente ‘probably’ – and 
seven lemmas clearly linked to the evidential 
necessity of providing a source for one’s claims, 
i.e., filmato ‘video’, news ‘news’, dichiarazione 
‘declaration’, documentazione ‘documentation’, 
notizia ‘piece of news’, indicazione ‘direction’, and 
fonte ‘source’. These findings are in line with 
Scharloth et al. (2019) and Catenaccio (2022) and 
strongly suggest that the lexicon of the semantic 
field of EVIDENCE should be included among 
potential indicators of CT discourse. To introduce 
said evidence, we often find the presentative 
discourse marker ecco ‘here’ (e.g., Ecco qui le 
prove schiaccianti… che non lasciano dubbi ‘Here 
the undeniable proof… which does not leave 
room for doubt’), which is also among the top 50 
keywords of the subcorpus. 
As a presentative discourse marker, ecco ‘here’ 
can be considered an indicator of dialogue acts 
(Bunt et al., 2010) characterised by an 
information-providing communicative function 
(ISO 24617-2), which seem particularly frequent 
in the whole corpus. 
The only key multi-word term found in the 
subcorpus is libertà di scelta ‘freedom of choice’, 
which sums up the stance of chat members on the 
topic of vaccination and helps characterise them 
as the allegedly oppressed and threatened 
ingroup (Holur et al., 2022).  
On the other hand, the most relevant debunking 
lemmas among the top 50 keywords in the Scie 
Chimiche subcorpus are the lemmas mentire, ‘to 
lie’, menzogna ‘lie’, and manipolazione 
‘manipulation’, which all hint at the fact that 
another version of the truth allegedly exists but is 
hidden by official institutions (Ebling et al., 2013), 
in line with the conceptual metaphor 
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INSTITUTIONS ARE ABUSERS, specifically 
LIARS. No interesting key multi-word terms were 
found. 
Finally, also among the top 50 keywords of the 
Italian Terra Piatta subcorpus, we find the lemmas 
foto ‘photo’, test ‘test’, video ‘video’, prova ‘proof’ 
– all belonging to the semantic field of EVIDENCE 
– as well as the lemma fotomontaggio ‘fake photo’ 
(actually among the top five), which implies that 
the evidence provided by scientific institutions 
such as NASA is actually unreliable and that, 
once again, INSTITUTIONS ARE ABUSERS, 
specifically LIARS. 
5.2 English Results 
Among the top 50 keywords of the Climate 
Change subcorpus, we can easily spot debunking 
expressions (Ebling et al., 2013) hinting at 
another version of the truth, such as whistleblower 
and reportedly. The latter is both an evidential and 
an epistemic marker used to signal that who 
writes is not the source of the information and that 
the information itself is not necessarily trustworthy 
(e.g., Watch Argentinian Engineer Juan Baigorri 
Velar Reportedly Invented a Functional 
Rainmaker, But It Is Lost to History). Similarly, the 
presence of the adjective so-called, which is 
always to be found within the key multi-word 
expression so-called expert, is aimed at 
discrediting the scientific community. The 
keyword proof fits among the lemmas making up 
the semantic field of EVIDENCE, together with the 
multi-word expression full interview. The 
presence of poison among the top keywords, and 
of spray pollution among the top terms, are both 
clear indicators of distrust in the institutions. 
As for the Flat Earth subcorpus, the most 
interesting debunking keywords are deception, 
hoax, debunk, scientism, conspiracy and fake, 
which are all hinting at another alleged version of 
the truth (Ebling et al., 2013), as well as at the 
institutional and scientific responsibility behind 
said deception. This supports our proposed 
conceptual metaphor INSTITUTIONS ARE 
ABUSERS, specifically DECEIVERS. Last but not 
least, among the top fifty keywords of the My Body 
My Choice subcorpus, we can find the words 
false, fully, and completely - which are all 
“epistemically charged” expressions, to quote 
Catenaccio (2022, p. 31).  
The next step in our analysis will be focused on 
corpus wordlists. From a first analysis of the 
English Complotto wordlist, we noticed several 
grammatical words that do not appear among the 
top 50 corpus keywords but have a considerably 
high rank in the English Complotto corpus and a 
much lower one in the English Web 2021. This is 
the case, for instance, of here (42nd most 
frequent word in the English Complotto, 132nd in 
the English Web) and how (54th in the English 
Complotto, 91st in the English Web). The 
following examples wish to provide insight on their 
use within the English Complotto corpus: 

(1) Here’s why pilots can’t prove curvature by 
demonstrating any change in level when flying 
between two locations, no matter how far apart. 
(2) How can we be certain?  
(3) Most people do not realise how integral artistic 
rendition is part of NASA's deception. 
Once again, the presentative discourse marker 
here in (1), and the conjunction how in (3) can be 
seen as indicators of information-providing 
communicative functions, while the use of how as 
an interrogative adverb in (2) points towards an 
information-seeking communicative function 
(Bunt et al., 2010). 

6. Conclusion 
According to the relevant literature, Conspiracy 
Theories (CTs) can be defined as “allegation[s] of 
conspiracy that may or may not be true” (Douglas 
et al, 2019, p. 4). However, their proliferation on 
social media is an undeniable threat to democratic 
societies. 
In this study, after offering an interdisciplinary 
review of CT literature (§ 2) and related corpus 
works (§ 3), we have provided a detailed 
description of the design and annotation task that 
led to the creation of the Complotto corpus, a 
40,000-token English-Italian corpus of 
conspiracy-oriented Telegram comments (§ 4). 
The Complotto corpus is a collection of 658 
comments (317 Italian and 341 English) that were 
taken from three English- and three Italian-
speaking Telegram channels focusing on the 
same three CTs: Flat Earth, the vaccine 
conspiracy, and the climate change hoax. In 
section 5, our corpus methods and results are 
explained.  
The linguistic analysis we performed using the 
Sketch Engine online platform (Kilgarriff et al., 
2010) on our annotated data allowed us to assess 
the statistical relevance (both cross-linguistically 
and cross-CT) of the following phenomena thanks 
to the platform’s keywords and key terms 
extraction functions, namely: (1) evidentiality and 
epistemic modality markers; (2) debunking 
vocabulary conveying the idea that another 
version of the truth lies behind the official one; (3) 
the conceptual metaphor INSTITUTIONS ARE 
ABUSERS.  
All these features qualify as markers of CT 
discourse and have the potential to be effectively 
used as tags for future fine-grained semantic 
annotation tasks to develop systems of automatic 
CT identification. On-going work is focused on 
adding a third language to the corpus, namely 
German. 
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Abstract
In this work, we introduce a lightweight discourse connective detection system. Employing gradient boosting trained
on straightforward, low-complexity features, this proposed approach sidesteps the computational demands of the
current approaches that rely on deep neural networks. Considering its simplicity, our approach achieves competitive
results while offering significant gains in terms of time even on CPU. Furthermore, the stable performance across two
unrelated languages suggests the robustness of our system in the multilingual scenario. The model is designed
to support the annotation of discourse relations, particularly in scenarios with limited resources, while minimizing
performance loss.

Keywords: Discourse Connectives, Gradient Boosting, linguistically-informed features

1. Introduction

Recent advancements in deep learning have signif-
icantly improved state-of-the-art performances in
natural language processing (NLP), and discourse
parsing is no exception. Yet, despite these per-
formance gains, these models demand high com-
puting resources, which greatly hinders their us-
ability, as many researchers around the world still
lack access. Moreover, these models often act as
black-box solutions, without providing any linguis-
tic/theoretical insights regarding the task at hand.
In our current submission, we present a lightweight
detection system for connectives, which are consid-
ered as one of the most important building blocks
of discourse structure.

Among various approaches to discourse struc-
ture, such as RST (Mann and Thompson, 1987)
and SDRT (Lascarides and Asher, 2007), PDTB
(Prasad et al., 2014) remains the largest annotated
dataset (Prasad et al., 2014) involving discourse-
level annotations. PDTB adopts a connective-
based approach, where connectives are the an-
chors of discourse relations that hold between two
text spans that have an abstract object interpreta-
tion, such as propositions or eventualities (Prasad
et al., 2014). The challenge lies in distinguishing
between connectives that function as discourse
connectives (DC) and those that do not, known as
non-discourse connective (NDC) usage. Consider
examples (1) and (2):

1. He went to Paris for a vacation and visited the
famous Eiffel Tower.

2. He speaks English and French.
(from (Başıbüyük and Zeyrek, 2023))

PDTB recognizes the and in the first example
as a discourse connective whereas, in the second

example, it does not, as it simply links two noun
phrases. Thus, the first step in the PDTB annota-
tion process is the detection of the connectives with
discourse usage in a given text piece. In the cur-
rent work, we address this issue using a lightweight
model that utilizes linguistic features to efficiently
identify discourse connectives without the need for
specialized hardware, such as GPUs, which are
still not available to most researchers worldwide.
We train and evaluate our model in two languages,
English (PDTB 2.0) and Turkish (Turkish Discourse
Bank (TDB) 1.0 (Zeyrek et al., 2013)). The contri-
butions of our work are:

1. We introduce a fast machine-learning model
that detects connectives.

2. We show that this model achieves results close
to state-of-the-art models.

3. We argue that verb-based features are the
most important aspects of our lightweight con-
nective detection model.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we introduce two lines of research that deal
with connective detection and briefly summarize re-
cently developed discourse parsers that are shown
to work in Turkish as well as English. Section 3
introduces our method, and Section 4 the experi-
mental setting as well as the data and baselines.
In Section 5 we evaluate our model, and finally, in
Section 6 we draw some conclusions.

2. Related Work

Reflecting the overall trend in the field, the litera-
ture on discourse parsing can be roughly divided
into two parts: the body of works before, and after
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the emergence of neural networks (NNs). Before
the solutions based on neural networks became
the default approach, the methods relied more on
traditional approaches such as feature engineering
or annotation projection (Wellner and Pustejovsky,
2007; Pitler and Nenkova, 2009; Versley, 2010).

Following the deep learning revolution, led by
the increase in the available computing power and
the amount of data, NN-based solutions slowly re-
placed linguistic features, and more black-box ap-
proaches have become popular (Hooda and Kos-
seim, 2017; Kurfalı, 2020; Kutlu et al., 2023). Most
prominently, the recent DISRPT 2021 (Zeldes et al.,
2021) and 2023 (Braud et al., 2023) shared tasks
have received only transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017)-based solutions to a range of languages in-
cluding English and Turkish (e.g., Gessler et al.,
2021; Metheniti et al., 2023; Anuranjana, 2023),
with the exception of the TMVM model by Dönicke
(2021), which utilized linguistic features derived
from syntactic trees. Gessler et al. (2021) also
stands out by integrating linguistics features into
transformers.

3. Approach

The proposed connective detection model takes
raw natural language data as input and determines
which tokens are connectives. The task is mod-
eled as a three-way token classification task, where
each token can belong to one of three categories:

• O: The token is not part of a connective span.

• B-Conn: The token marks the beginning of
a connective span. It can represent the en-
tire span of the connective, as in single-word
examples like because, or the first word of a
phrasal connective, such as on in on the other
hand.

• I-Conn: The token is the second or a subse-
quent word in a phrasal connective, e.g., other
in on the other hand.

A computationally cheap and fast explicit con-
nective detection algorithm should use symbolic or
traditional ML-based approaches instead of deep
learning architectures. At the same time, the fea-
tures used by ML-based algorithms should be pro-
duced by algorithms with a time complexity lower
than the inference time complexity of the ML model.
For this purpose, we preferred to use gradient
boosting to train our model. Gradient boosting is
an ensemble method determining the optimal pre-
dictive model to enable us to use the decision trees
more effectively (Friedman, 2001).

This iterative algorithm starts with a naive predic-
tion (mostly an average line) to capture the target

values. In the second iteration, the residual be-
tween this prior prediction and the observed targets
is calculated and a decision branch is adapted to
decrease the sum of residuals. Repeating this pro-
cess until the sum of residuals is minimized gives
us a final decision tree for our classification task.
We use the XGBoost (Chen et al., 2015) library to
implement gradient boosting on our datasets.

We decided to incorporate three groups of fea-
tures to our model. The first group involves verb-
based features. These are the main features for
our model and involve:

• Whether any of the three words before and
three words after a candidate token is verb or
not.

• Whether the current word is verb or not.

• The token-based distance of the current word
to the previous and the following verbs.

The second group of features involves word-
based features consisting of features such as the
capitalization of words, word length, and a unique
ID assigned to each word in the data, all of which
can be produced with O(n) time complexity.

The last group of features includes position-
based features, by which we could produce in O(n)
time complexity, too. These involve the position of
the current word in the sentence, also including the
length of sentences based on words.

We used the XGBoost library to train our model
with gradient boosting. The XGBoost library offers
a wide choice of parameters for gradient boost-
ing. Thus, we performed parameter tuning on
learning_rate (contributions of each tree to the final
model), max_depth (maximum depth of each tree),
n_estimators (number of trees generated by the
model), max_delta_step (a parameter that is useful
for imbalanced datasets by preventing the weights
from updating too much) and min_child_weights (a
parameter to control the overfitting problem) which
we consider to be the most important ones among
these parameters. We used the grid search algo-
rithm (Chicco, 2017) to choose the most effective
tuning among these three parameters. Grid search
systematically runs the different combinations of pa-
rameters and uses cross-validation (Stone, 1974)
to find the best combination based on the perfor-
mance. Recognizing the limited size of our dataset,
we applied 3-fold cross-validation in our experi-
ments to ensure a balance between model training
time and validation robustness.

The dataset suffers from severe imbalance as
discourse connectives do not occur as often. To
deal with this, we also train our models with the
weighted loss. We used inverse frequency weight-
ing to determine the label weights. That is, for each
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Model Learning Rate Max Depth N Estimators Max Delta Step Min Child Weights
PDTB 2.0 0.2 8 500 4 1
PDTB 2.0 (Weighted) 0.30 8 400 4 1
TDB 1.0 0.15 10 500 4 1
TDB 1.0 (Weighted) 0.15 8 400 4 1

Table 1: Best Parameters for PDTB 2.0 and TDB 1.0 Datasets. Weighted refers to the classifiers trained
with the "weighted" loss.

Dataset B-Conn I-Conn O Connective Proportion(%)
TDB

Training 7,044 1,259 385,256 2.11
Development 773 130 45,939 1.93
Test 849 165 45,944 2.16

PTDB
Training 23,848 4,499 1,032,851 2.67
Development 953 159 38,656 2.80
Test 1,245 238 54164 2.67

Table 2: The distribution of labels in the datasets. Refer to Section 3 for the label definitions. The last
column denotes the proportion of all connectives to the total number of tokens.

i in our dataset, we computed wi as

wi =
N

C · ni

where N is the total number of instances, C is
the number of unique classes and ni is the number
of instances belonging to class i.

Weighted loss is a method used in imbalanced
data to ensure that minority class data points con-
tributes more to the model. The idea behind
weighted loss is to assign a higher weight to the mi-
nority class data points while assign a lower weight
to the majority class data points when computing
the loss. Thanks to this approach, mistakes on
the minority class become more "costly" for the
model, causing it to pay more attention to correctly
classifying instances of the minority class.

The best parameters according to the grid search
are provided in Table 1.

4. Experimental setting

4.1. Data

In our experiments, we followed the training, devel-
opment, and test splits proposed in DISRPT 2021
(Zeldes et al., 2021) to facilitate direct compari-
son of our models with the state-of-the-art systems
evaluated there. The Turkish data in DISRPT is
sourced from TDB 1.0 (Zeyrek et al., 2013), while
the English data is based on PDTB 2.0 (Prasad
et al., 2008). The distribution of the labels in the

respective datasets are provided in Table 2. DIS-
RPT data uses these datasets without any pruning.
Thus, our models are trained to explicit discourse
connectives including discontinuous connectives
such as "if .. then", "either .. or", etc. in addition
to continuous or single word connectives. Alterna-
tive Lexicalizations (AltLex) connectives are also
included in these datasets. AltLexes are not con-
nective on their own but can act as connective when
combined as multi word expressions.

4.2. Baseline Models

To put our results into perspective, we compare our
model’s performance against the best-performing
systems in DISPRT 2021 and 2023 shared tasks.
Additionally, we report the performance of a vanilla
BERT model fine-tuned on the training set1 (De-
vlin et al., 2018), to represent the current go-to
approach for performing this task. We follow the
standard token classification procedure using the
default parameters and report the average perfor-
mance across four different runs. The BERT base-
line also provides insights into the time efficiency
of our model, as that information is not available
for the other baselines. It should be noted that all
baselines, except for TMVM, are based on deep
neural networks.

1We used the bert-base-cased for English and the
BERTurk model (Schweter, 2020) for Turkish.
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Model Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

f-score
(%)

Inference
Time (sec)

DisCut2023 (Metheniti et al., 2023) 95.49 91.89 93.66 –
DiscoDisco (Gessler et al., 2021) 92.93 91.15 92.02 –
Segformers (Bakshi and Sharma, 2021) 89.73 92.61 91.15 –
DisCut (Ezzabady et al., 2021) 93.32 88.67 90.94 –
TMVM (Dönicke, 2021) 85.98 65.54 74.38 –
BERT Baseline 92.63 91.88 92.25 3.13
Our Model 89.10 78.71 83.58 0.02 (1.33*)
Our Model (Weighted) 70.00 86.02 77.19 0.02 (2.03*)

Table 3: Comparison of the Baseline Models and Our Model over PDTB 2.0 Using DISRPT Data Splits. *
denotes inference time on CPU for our lightweight model.

Model Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

f-score
(%)

Inference
Time (sec)

DiscoDisco (Gessler et al., 2021) 93.71 94.53 94.11 –
DisCut2023 (Metheniti et al., 2023) 92.34 93.21 92.77 –
Segformers(Bakshi and Sharma, 2021) 90.42 91.17 90.79 –
DisCut (Ezzabady et al., 2021) 90.55 86.93 88.70 –
TMVM (Dönicke, 2021) 80.00 24.14 37.10 –
BERT Baseline 92.36 92.89 92.62 5.09
Our Model 87.41 71.96 78.94 0.01 (1.17*)
Our Model (Weighted) 82.42 82.33 82.38 0.01 (1.55*)

Table 4: Comparison of the Baseline Models and Our Models over TDB 1.0 Using DISRPT Data Splits. *
denotes inference time on CPU for our lightweight model.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Results
We evaluated the performance of our model us-
ing the official evaluation script of DISRPT 2021.2
The evaluation criteria are based on exact span
matching, meaning that partial detection of phrasal
connectives, such as identifying "because" within
"That’s because", does not contribute to the over-
all accuracy. For each language, micro-averaged
precision, recall, and F-scores are reported.

The results of our system for English and Turkish
are provided in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
Despite our model’s simplicity and reduced com-
plexity, it demonstrates competitive performance
when compared against the strong baselines. The
best performances achieved in English and Turk-
ish are very close to each other, suggesting that
the model is robust across languages with differ-
ent linguistic characteristics. Moreover, it must be
highlighted that our submission outperforms the
feature-based baseline, TMVM, in both languages,
with the difference in Turkish being almost three-
fold. We believe that this finding demonstrates the
effectiveness of our set of features and further jus-
tifies their applicability to different languages.

2https://github.com/disrpt/sharedtask2021

Switching to weighted loss led to mixed results.
In Turkish, the weighted loss increased the overall
performance by 3 points; however, in English, it
had a negative effect. Yet, in both cases, weighted
loss significantly increased the recall of our models
as expected. These findings indicate that while the
approach increases the model’s ability to identify
true positive cases, its impact on precision, hence
the overall performance, is language-dependent
and requires further investigation.

On the other hand, our models achieved infer-
ence speeds at least three times faster than the
BERT Baseline, despite being run on a CPU, unlike
the BERT model which was trained and evaluated
on a GPU. When both models are run on a GPU,
the difference becomes nearly 250 times. This con-
firms that our model is indeed computationally less
demanding, making it suitable for scenarios with
limited computational resources.

5.2. Feature Importance

After training our model, we performed a feature
importance test to determine which features made
the highest contribution to the detection of DCs in
TDB 1.0 and PDTB 2.0. The most important fea-
tures detected by our best models in two languages
are listed in Figure 1, Figure 2.
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Connective Number of Correct Predictions Number of Incorrect Predictions Accuracy (%)

True Positive (TP) True Negative (TN) False Positive (FP) False Negative (FN)

and 204 619 21 40 93.10
for 11 403 1 10 97.41
then 11 2 2 3 72.22
Once 0 0 3 1 0

ve (and) 181 477 33 25 91.90
için (for) 90 88 20 2 89.00
Sonra (After) 15 2 4 2 73.92
aksine (contrary to) 0 1 0 2 33.33

Table 5: Error Statistics for Selected Connectives in English (above) and Turkish (below). The top two
connectives are the most frequent ones; the bottom two are the most mispredicted that occur at least
three times.

Figure 1: Feature importance in PDTB 2.0 for our
best model

Figure 2: Feature importance in TDB 1.0 for our
best model

As seen in the figures, word-based features such
as Word ID and Capitalization check are promi-
nent for PDTB. For TDB, the most critical feature
is the information on whether the previous word
is a verb (Previous_Word_Status). Additionally,
while the status of the current word as a verb (Cur-
rent_Word_Status) significantly contributes to the
model for both languages, verb information of the
next word for English and the previous word for Turk-
ish stand out. We believe this may be attributed to
the differences in word order between Turkish and
English.

As shown in (Pitler and Nenkova, 2009), con-
stituent tree-based features such as self category,
parent category, sibling category provide very suc-
cessful results in detecting explicit connectives.
However, since annotated trees aligned with raw
data are needed to derive these features, deriving

these features also has an additional annotation
cost. In fact, since the annotation process of a
dataset with the PDTB formalism is easier than the
constituent tree annotation process, deriving the
features to be used for automatic annotation may
even cause higher costs than handmade annota-
tion. This shows that our system, in addition to
being lightweight compared to deep learning mod-
els, is also lightweight compared to classical ap-
proaches in terms of producing features effectively
and at low cost.

5.3. Error Analysis
In this section, we discuss our model’s performance
through error analysis. We present the error dis-
tribution for selected connectives in Table 5 and
discuss some examples. The table highlights the
first two connectives as those with the highest oc-
currence in our dataset, while the last two are iden-
tified as the most frequently mispredicted connec-
tives above the specific threshold of 3. For Turkish
data, the model tends to over-predict discourse con-
nective (DC) usage over non-discourse connective
(NDC) usage while in the PDTB, it is more cautious,
often missing instances where connectives serve
as DCs.

The examples below are provided to highlight the
mistakes of our model. We show the mispredicted
tokens by underlining, correctly predicted ones in
bold fonts.

Example (4) showcases an unusual case where
our model incorrectly identifies a noun in the Turkish
dataset, aklı (’mind’), as a discourse connective.

4. Laiklik zaten, inançlara saygı duyarak aklı
özgürleştirmektir.(False Positive)
‘Secularism already means liberating the mind
by respecting beliefs.’

This error is noteworthy because the sentence
does indeed contain a connective that expresses
a manner relation, specifically through the (intra-
sentential) suffixal connective -arak attached to the
verb preceding aklı. Yet, such suffixal connectives
are later added to the TDB in its 1.2 version (Zeyrek
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and Er, 2022) and are missing in the DISRPT train-
ing data. We have spotted several more cases
exhibiting the same behavior which suggests that
our model is generalizing to the connectives that
are not seen in its training data.

Examples (5) and (6) illustrate one of the most
common mistakes of our model, both in Turkish and
English datasets. In Turkish, it includes a phrasal
connective zaman da (’when’ used with the focus
particle); yet, our model only identifies the first part,
zaman (’when’), missing the focus particle, da. In
English, the system only recognizes for, missing the
rest of the connective. Due to the strict evaluation
strategy that requires an exact span match, this pre-
diction is classified as misprediction. Overall, the
phrasal connectives are particularly challenging.

5. Uygun düştüğü sanıldığı zaman da hemen bir-
birlerinin üzerinden kayıp gideceklerdi. (False
Negative)
‘When people thought [it] fits, they would im-
mediately slip over each other’.

6. For instance, Gannett Co. posted an 11%
gain in net income, as total ad pages dropped
at USA Today, but advertising revenue rose
because of a higher circulation rate base and
increased rates. (False Negative)

6. Conclusion and Further Studies

In this study, we introduced a lightweight, gradient-
boosting-based system for detecting discourse con-
nectives, achieving competitive performance with
significantly faster inference speeds compared to
deep learning-based alternatives. Our approach
demonstrated robustness across English and Turk-
ish, indicating its utility in multilingual settings and
scenarios with limited computational resources.
Thanks to the speed and accuracy of our system,
our model can be used to mine large amounts of
data that can be used to facilitate the development
of new discourse-annotated corpora or as the train-
ing data of discourse-focused language models.
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Abstract
We present our PDTB-style annotations on conversational Twitter data, which was initially annotated by Scheffler et al.
(2019). We introduced 1,043 new annotations to the dataset, nearly doubling the number of previously annotated
discourse relations. Subsequently, we applied a neural Shallow Discourse Parsing (SDP) model to the resulting
corpus, improving its performance through retraining with in-domain data. The most substantial improvement was
observed in the sense identification task (+19%). Our experiments with diverse training data combinations underline
the potential benefits of exploring various data combinations in domain adaptation efforts for SDP. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first application of Shallow Discourse Parsing on Twitter data.

Keywords: shallow discourse parsing, Twitter, discourse relations, PDTB

1. Introduction

Discourse parsing, the identification of discourse
relations between text spans, has seen substantial
advancements in recent years. However, a signifi-
cant challenge arises when the parsers are tested
on a different domain, as recent research (Schol-
man et al., 2021; Liu and Zeldes, 2023) demon-
strates a notable degradation in their performance.
Consequently, the need for additional resources
for discourse relations in diverse genres becomes
increasingly important.

Penn Discourse Tree Bank (PDTB) refers to both
the largest corpus, composed of news texts, an-
notated for shallow discourse relations and to the
framework describing the annotation of these re-
lations. The dataset (Prasad et al., 2018) is com-
posed of written news texts (from Wall Street Jour-
nal). The main purpose of PDTB-style annotation
is to identify two (mostly consecutive) arguments
Arg1 and Arg2 which are semantically related. This
relation can be constructed via explicitly expressed
discourse connectives (i.e., an explicit relation) or
can be inferred implicitly (i.e., an implicit relation).

There exist studies applying the PDTB frame-
work to a variety of formal and informal spoken
texts (Tonelli et al., 2010; Rehbein et al., 2016; Ric-
cardi et al., 2016; Crible and Cuenca, 2017). These
studies show that the use of discourse connectives
and relations differs significantly between written
and spoken data. Scheffler et al. (2019) conduct
a pilot study on conversational Twitter data, where
they annotated a corpus of Twitter Conversations
(henceforth TwiConv) for explicit intra-tweet rela-
tions (i.e., the connective and arguments are in the
same tweet). Their analysis indicates that Twitter
conversations resemble spoken texts in terms of
discourse relations. Nevertheless, there is still a no-
ticeable gap in research focusing on interaction on

social media, which remains a relatively unexplored
area.

Our primary contribution (Sections 2 and 3) is
tackling this challenge through the expansion of the
initial annotations put forth by Scheffler et al. (2019).
In addition to existing explicit intra-tweet annota-
tions (Example 11), we include in our annotations
[A] explicit inter-tweet relations (i.e., arguments of
the relation are located on different tweets, mostly
posted by different users, as in Example 2), as well
as [B] all implicit (Example 3) and [C] hypophora
relations (i.e., question-answer pairs in the text as
in Example 4).2

(1) Black folks in Alabama organized. And WON!
[Single Tweet]

(2) Tweet1:Like I said, you don’t know the whole
situation to make such a judgement.
Tweet2: And until you have raised one
yourself, sit down and shut up!

(3) Tweet1: [..] Time is short!!!
Tweet2: Not as short as your career
highlights. [..]

(4) Tweet1: Higher than a the office of a
Governor?? Or he’s talking of the offices
when turned upside down?
Tweet2: A speaker is higher than the
governor

Our second contribution (Section 4) is the first,
to the best of our knowledge, application of shal-
low discourse parsing on Twitter data. We apply

1In the examples given in this paper, first argument
(Arg1) in a discourse relation is marked by italics letters,
second argument (Arg2) by bold letters and connectives
by underlining.

2Annotations are available here:
https://github.com/berfingit/TwiConv-discourse-
relations
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domain adaptation by retraining a state-of-the-art
neural shallow discourse parsing model (Knaebel,
2021), using the annotations we generated.

2. Discourse Relations in TwiConv

2.1. Data
The TwiConv corpus contains English language
tweets collected from the Twitter stream on several
(non-adjacent) days in December 2017 and Jan-
uary 2018 without filtering for hashtags or topics.
Conversations are gathered by recursively obtain-
ing parent tweets, whose IDs were derived from the
in_reply_to_id field of the tweet objects returned by
the former Twitter API. For specifics regarding the
data collection, refer to Aktaş and Kohnert (2020).

TwiConv comprises 1756 tweets, posted by 594
distinct users.3 Tweets are organized into 185 con-
versation threads4, with an average tweet length of
153 characters. The threads vary in length from 3
to 78 tweets, with an average length of 10 tweets
and a median of 7. There are 48,172 tokens in
TwiConv.

2.2. Annotation Procedure
Annotations were conducted by a linguistics under-
graduate student. We built upon the guidelines
devised by Scheffler et al. (2019), further extend-
ing them to encompass the additional relations we
annotated. Additionally, we refined the instructions
for selecting argument spans to enhance clarity for
our annotators. Annotations were marked with the
PDTB annotator tool (Lee et al., 2016). We followed
the PDTB-3 scheme for annotations.

The PDTB-3 framework uses a 3-level hierarchy
for the semantic categorization of relations (i.e.,
through sense labels), where at the top level is the
“class” label, distinguishing between EXPANSION,
COMPARISON, CONTINGENCY, and TEMPORAL
relations. Level-2 and level-3 in the sense hierar-
chy represent the fine-grained labels refining the
semantics of the class. There are a total of 36 cat-
egories available for assignment as sense labels.
For more details on the PDTB sense hierarchy, see
Webber et al. (2018).

2.3. Inter-annotator Agreement
We conducted an Inter-annotator Agreement (IAA)
study on a subcorpus of 20 randomly chosen
threads. They comprise 267 tweets with an aver-
age length of 187 characters. A second linguistics

3In the conversations, it is possible for a single user
to respond multiple times.

4A set of tweets consisting of one or more users re-
plying to each other is called a thread in our terminology.

student annotated them for the IAA computation.
Following earlier PDTB studies (e.g., Prasad et al.
(2008); Rehbein et al. (2016)), we report percent
agreement for explicit relations on the sense as-
signments, Arg1 and Arg2 span selection, and for
implicit relations on their senses.

The agreement on argument spans for explicit
relations (Table 1) was notably high, surpassing
those reported by Scheffler et al. (2019). This im-
provement is likely due to our less ambiguous span
selection guidelines for social media symbols such
as hashtags, links, and emoticons.

Type Exact Partial
Connective Detection 71% -
Arg1 Span 79% 93%
Arg2 Span 95% 97%

Table 1: IAA for explicit relation text spans

Only the implicit relations annotated by both
annotators were examined in this IAA study. We
defined an implicit relation as shared between the
two if both annotators identified an implicit relation
with exactly matching argument spans. As a result,
the argument spans (Arg1 and Arg2) for the im-
plicit relations we analyzed always aligned. There-
fore, our agreement analysis focused solely on the
sense assignments for these shared implicit rela-
tions. Specifically, the first annotator identified 169
implicit relations, of which 126 shared argument
spans with those identified by the second annotator.
Hence, our agreement analysis is based on these
126 common implicit relations.

Table 2 presents the sense agreement statis-
tics. IAA for implicit relations is generally lower
compared to explicit relations, as found in existing
literature (Prasad et al., 2008; Zeyrek and Kurfalı,
2017; Zikánová et al., 2019; Hoek et al., 2021).
Our statistics confirm the acknowledged difficulty
in annotating implicit relations. Additionally, we
argue that annotating implicit relations is particu-
larly challenging in Twitter conversations due to
the text ambiguity resulting from Twitter’s character
limit (280 characters during data collection) and the
non-standard items (e.g., hashtags, abbreviations,
and images) in tweets.

Sense Level Explicit Implicit
Level-1 88% 68%
Level-2 82% 45%
Level-3 76% 41%

Table 2: IAA for sense annotations

In Table 3 we present the most common disagree-
ments in implicit relation senses between the anno-
tators. Scholman et al. (2022) allow annotation of
multiple senses and then determine the senses that
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frequently occur together (p. 3287). We observe
that the pair exhibiting the highest co-occurrence
frequency in their study (Conjunction and Result)
is identical to the one found in our disagreement
matrix. Additionally, the pairing of Arg2-as-detail
and Conjunction is another prevalent combination
in both statistics. This suggests that our disagree-
ments might correspond with the observations by
Scholman et al. (2022), highlighting the inherent
ambiguity of implicit relations and the necessity for
implementing multi-sense annotation.

Sense1 Sense2 Percentage
Conjunction Result 9.7%
Belief.Reason Reason 6.9%
Conjunction Arg2-as-detail 5.6%
Contrast Arg2-as-denier 5.6%
Conjunction Reason 4.2%
Conjunction Arg2-as-subst 4.2%

Table 3: Most common disagreements in sense
assignments in implicit relation annotations

2.4. Quantitative Analysis
The annotations comprise a total of 2281 discourse
relations, with 1237 originating from the prior anno-
tations of Scheffler et al. (2019). Within the full set,
1433 are explicit relations, 732 are implicit relations,
and the remaining 116 are hypophora relations.

We observe that explicit discourse relations are
a frequent occurrence in our Twitter data. Out of
1756 tweets, 47% contain at least one discourse
connective, and 22% contain more than one (up to
6). A tweet with 6 connectives is given in Example
5.
(5) Yes, but if it were true and she has decided to

run in 2020, it gives more people something
to rally behind, a reason to get out and vote
this year, a Democratic Congress when she
arrives! I’m all in, and think an Oprah run
would greatly help in 2018 Mid Terms!
#Oprah2020

Table 4 shows the distribution of intra- and inter-
tweet relations. The majority of Explicit and Implicit
relations occur within a single tweet, whereas Hy-
pophora relations are typically inter-tweet relations.
98.5% of the inter-tweet relations span into two
tweets, as illustrated in examples 3 and 4 for an
implicit relation and an hypophora relation, respec-
tively; but there also exist relation instances that
span into three tweets (1.5%). Inter-tweet relations
typically occur between tweets posted by different
users (81%) but they also exist between tweets
posted by the same user (19%).5

5A comparison of relations established by the same
user and by different users is left to future work.

Relation Type intra-tweet inter-tweet
Explicit 90% 10%
Implicit 88% 12%
Hypophora 4% 96%

Table 4: Intra- and inter-tweet relation distributions
(All relations except intra-tweet Explicit relations
have been annotated by our team.)

3. TwiConv vs PDTB 3.0

Table 6 shows the distribution of the level-1 rela-
tion senses in our corpus and in the PDTB corpus
(Prasad et al., 2019). Our Twitter data has sub-
stantially more CONTINGENCY relations than the
PDTB. In line with this observation, connectives
expressing CONTINGENCY relations like if, when,
because and so occur relatively more frequently on
Twitter as shown in Table 5. During our annotation
process, we noticed that longer threads often rep-
resent argumentative discussions, and the preva-
lence of CONTINGENCY connectives can serve as
evidence for this: Users provide substantiation for
their arguments. In contrast, news texts in PDTB
use more narrative (TEMPORAL) and EXPANSION
relations.

Connective TwiConv Connective PDTB
and 27.6% and 26.3%
but 15.9% but 15.2%
if 7.9% also 7.1%
so 6.6% if 4.7%
when 6.2% when 4.3%
because 5.7% while 3.3%
or 2.8% as 3.3%
also 2.8% because 3.1%
as 2.2% after 2.1%
then 1.8% however 2%

Table 5: Top ten connectives in the TwiConv and
PDTB-3 explicit relations

Regarding the implicit/explicit difference, in the
TwiConv corpus, CONTINGENCY relations are
more often realized implicitly, whereas TEMPO-
RAL relations are more often explicit (like in PDTB).
In PDTB, COMPARISON relations are much more
often explicit (25% vs 11%) whereas in the TwiConv
data, both relation types have similar proportion.

Finally, we briefly look at patterns regarding spo-
ken vs. written differences. Crible and Cuenca
(2017) argue that discourse markers in spoken
genres are more multi-functional than in written
genres, which indicates greater diversity within spo-
ken genres, particularly in the sense distributions
of certain connectives. Here, we compared the
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Class Relation TwiConv PDTB
EXPANSION All 32% 44%
EXPANSION Explicit 33% 42%
EXPANSION Implicit 30% 46%
CONTINGENCY All 34% 25%
CONTINGENCY Explicit 29% 16%
CONTINGENCY Implicit 43% 35%
COMPARISON All 24% 18%
COMPARISON Explicit 25% 25%
COMPARISON Implicit 23% 11%
TEMPORAL All 10% 13%
TEMPORAL Explicit 13% 17%
TEMPORAL Implicit 4% 8%

Table 6: Level-1 sense distributions for TwiConv
and PDTB 3.

level-1 sense annotations for “and” which is the
most frequent connective in both corpora. Table
7 reveals that it is used to establish TEMPORAL
relations (as illustrated in Example 6) in 8.2% of
explicit relations in TwiConv, but is not used for that
purpose in PDTB. Tonelli et al. (2010) had observed
a similar pattern in their dialog annotation in Ital-
ian, where the connective “e” (“and”) can express
TEMPORAL as well as EXPANSION relations. Fur-
thermore, in TwiConv, the COMPARISON relations
established by “and” are much more common than
in PDTB (5.7% vs 0.03%). This supports the idea
that TwiConv represents patterns of spoken lan-
guage in terms of connective functionality, which
we plan to study further in future work.

Class TwiConv PDTB
COMPARISON 5.7% 0.3%
CONTINGENCY 4.0% 2.7%
EXPANSION 82.2% 97%
TEMPORAL 8.2% -

Table 7: Level-1 sense distributions for “and” (case
insensitive)

(6) [..] I’m going to create a totally new arbitrary
number and assign meaning to it.

4. Shallow Discourse Parsing (SDP)
on Twitter Conversations

Experiments. Our experiments utilize the neural
shallow discourse parser ”discopy”, which was in-
troduced by Knaebel (2021). The discopy model
achieves state-of-the-art results in connective iden-
tification, and also demonstrates competitive per-
formance in other SDP tasks, notably in Arg1 iden-
tification. The experimental design was the one

proposed at the CoNLL Shared Task 2016 (Xue
et al., 2016), and the reported results conform to
that.

The main goal of our work is to assess whether
incorporation of Twitter Conversation data into the
training data of discopy affects the performance of
the model when tested on TwiConv. To accomplish
this, we segment our TwiConv data into training,
testing, and validation sets with the distribution of
80%, 10%, and 10% of data, respectively.

We then combine the TwiConv training set with
different portions of PDTB data from the CoNLL
2016 Shared Task (Xue et al., 2016), which consists
of 930k tokens and has been employed to train
the original discopy model. These combinations
encompass varied token quantities from the PDTB
data, allowing us to manipulate the proportion of
TwiConv data in the training set. We establish four
distinct setups:

• setup 1 (only PDTB)

• setup 2 (30k tokens PDTB + TwiConv)

• setup 3 (465k tokens PDTB + TwiConv)

• setup 4 (complete PDTB + Twiconv)

We conduct experiments in these setups with both
RoBERTa- and BERT-base embeddings, and we
show the results in Table 8. (We only present the
best scores for the sake of simplicity.)

We also implemented preprocessing steps on
TwiConv, which involve eliminating URLs, poster
handles, mentions, and transforming hashtags into
complete words. For instance, ’#ClintonFounda-
tion’ was changed to ’Clinton Foundation’. The
results for the same setups with the preprocessed
data are also provided in Table 8.

Results. Our baseline consists of parsing our
test set with the discopy model trained solely on
PDTB data (i.e., setup 1). We achieved our best
results with RoBERTa-base for that setting, so we
have adopted it as our baseline. It shows a substan-
tial drop when run on the Twitter data, losing almost
50% of the results reported by Knaebel (2021) for
PDTB parsing.

We obtained the best results for most of the met-
rics with BERT-base with setup 4, which improves
over the baseline in almost all cases, including a
6% increase in connective identification. With the
preprocessed data, we obtained the best results in
setup 4 for most of the metrics with RoBERTa-base.

Discussion. Incorporating Twitter data into the
training set generally proves useful; however, there
is no universal configuration that consistently out-
performs the other setups across all metrics. In
most cases, an increase in the volume of PDTB
training data leads to metric enhancements, al-
though exceptions exist. For instance, the most
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Setup F1conn F1Arg1 F1Arg2 F1Sense
Baseline-rb 0.46 0.25 0.38 0.32
setup 3-rb 0.52 0.24 0.37 0.37
setup 4-rb 0.51 0.25 0.33 0.39
setup 3-bb 0.52 0.28 0.34 0.49
setup 4-bb 0.52 0.27 0.39 0.49
setup 2-rbp 0.52 0.17 0.29 0.33
setup 4-rbp 0.49 0.3 0.37 0.51
setup 3-bbp 0.51 0.29 0.37 0.41
setup 4-bbp 0.51 0.28 0.37 0.38

Table 8: Performance of discopy on the TwiConv
test set, with RoBERTa-base (rb) and BERT-
base (bb). We use strict measuring according
to (Knaebel, 2021), i.e., a 0.9 threshold for over-
lap. The “p” superscript signifies experiments con-
ducted on preprocessed data.

favorable result for connective identification on pre-
processed data (0.52) emerges when TwiConv is
integrated with a relatively small portion (30K) of
PDTB data. This highlights the significance of ex-
perimenting with various data combinations in do-
main adaptation efforts, depending on the SDP
subtask that is most relevant for a downstream pur-
pose.

When evaluating the optimal outcomes, it is ev-
ident that connective (+6%) and Arg1 identifica-
tion (+5%) shows notable improvements through
retraining. Sense identification exhibits improve-
ments across nearly all configurations compared
to the baseline, with a remarkable (19%) improve-
ment when the data is preprocessed. On the other
hand, Arg2 identification shows minimal benefits
and, in most cases, becomes worse, with the best
scenario yielding only a modest (1%) improvement.
The average improvement in preprocessed results
is only marginally superior to the outcomes attained
using BERT-base on non-preprocessed data.

5. Conclusions

We introduced non-explicit (implicit and hypophora)
and inter-tweet explicit relations to the TwiConv
corpus, which was initially annotated by Schef-
fler et al. (2019) for intra-tweet explicit relations,
almost doubling the amount of original annota-
tions. Subsequently, we applied a neural Shal-
low Discourse Parsing model to the dataset, en-
hancing the model’s performance on TwiConv data
through retraining. We conducted experiments
utilizing both BERT and RoBERTa embeddings,
and the best results were obtained using BERT on
the unprocessed data. This resulted in improve-
ments across all tasks, except for Arg2 identifica-

tion, which presents an interesting case requiring
further investigation. Extensive preprocessing of
the Twitter data results in only marginal improve-
ments.
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Abstract
This short demo description paper presents a new tool designed for searching an event-type ontology with rich
information, demonstrated on the SynSemClass (Urešová et al., 2022) ontology resource (version 5.0, (Urešová
et al., 2023)). The tool complements a web browser, created by the authors of the SynSemClass ontology previously.
Due to the complexity of the resource, the search tool offers possibilities both for a linguistically-oriented researcher
as well as teams working with the resource from a technical point of view, such as building role labeling tools,
automatic annotation tools, etc.

Keywords: language resource, lexical semantics, ontology, event types, demonstration, search tools, user
interface

1. Introduction

Attempts aiming at improving formalized knowl-
edge representation have resulted in the devel-
opment of a number of huge lexical databases.
Some of them are being interconnected to facilitate
cross-formalism or cross-language studies. An ex-
emplary project of this kind is a well-known initia-
tive connecting lexical semantic resources called
SemLink (Stowe et al., 2021), which aims to link
together different mostly verb-oriented lexical se-
mantic resources via a set of mappings; specif-
ically, mappings between different word senses
and semantic roles, as well as annotated corpus
data. SemLink uses an online presentation system
called The Unified Verb Index (UVI)1 which merges
those links and web pages from five different NLP
projects.

All ontologies mentioned in SemLink are in one
way or another related to the SynSemClass ontol-
ogy for which the search tool described in this ar-
ticle has been created and on which it has been
tested. However, the character of the search en-
gine described herein allows it to be applied to
other event-type ontologies as well.

Conversely, the search tool has been inspired
in part by the UVI index search and other tools as
available e.g., in BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2010, 2012).

The organization of this paper is as follows:
Sect. 2 introduces the SynSemClass ontology.
Sect. 3 describes the already existing web browser
used for browsing the ontology. Sect. 4 describes
the core of the paper, the search engine, its inter-
face, and examples to demonstrate its capabilities.
We conclude and draw future plans in Sect. 5.

1https://uvi.colorado.edu/

2. The SynSemClass Ontology

For exemplifying the search tool, we have used the
SynSemClass ontology.2 There also exists a web-
based browsing tool.3 SynSemClass can be down-
loaded in full as a set of XML files.4

We present here a short description of the
resource, taken from (Urešová et al., 2020).
SynSemClass is one of the lexical semantic ori-
ented projects dealing with the most common form
of expressing events and states, namely verbs,
and semantic role labeling.

SynSemClass concentrates on the participants
of these events or states and the relations be-
tween them. For these relations the term “se-
mantic roles” is used. Unlike other resources rep-
resenting verb semantics, such as PropBank(s)
(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002), WordNet(s) (Fell-
baum, 1998), FrameNet(s) (Baker et al., 1998), or
VerbNet (Bonial et al., 2012), SynSemClass has
been designed from the start as an “inter-lingual”
resource, representing cross-lingual meaning of
verbs (currently) in English, Czech, German and
Spanish, including links to 18 other external lexical-
semantic resources in these languages. Further-
more, SSC maps the valency behavior of the class
members to the set of semantic roles in each
class (for more details see (Urešová et al., 2020)).
The SynSemClass classes are meant to represent
eventive concepts “universally,” i.e., to multiple, ty-
pologically diverse languages in a single resource.

SynSemClass in its current version 5.0 includes
1,546 classes with 15,790 Class Members (lexical
units). All classes have Czech and English mem-

2https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/synsemclass
3https://lindat.cz/services/SynSemClass50/
4http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-5230
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Figure 1: SSC web browser: (partial) display of results (accumulate class) as selected in the checkboxes

bers, and some of them also German and Span-
ish ones; the authors plan to extend it to more lan-
guages (Urešová et al., 2022).

3. The SynSemClass Web Browser

The existing web browser offers limited options for
finding entries (it is truly just a browser), but it
enables to selectively display all information con-
tained in the ontology. Thus the search tool has
been designed to make use of the browser for a
fully formatted display of the search results based
on user’s post-filtering of the search results.

The web browser interface is divided into two
parts: the contents are displayed on the left while
the languages and entries to select from are on the
right. The default view shows all contents, includ-
ing external links, for all available languages. The
user can select the resources and/or languages
desired for browsing by ticking the box located in
front of each resource label (Figure 1).

The entries to display are selected through the
list(s) under “Show classes with [chosen language]
name starting with…” The user first selects a letter
and then a class by its name starting by that letter.

Additional information can be accessed by hov-
ering over specific items. E.g., definitions of the
class and the roles defined in the Roleset are dis-
played in a pop-up window when the mouse is
over the superscript “def” located to the right of the
Class ID and name of the role, respectively.

4. The Search Tool

4.1. The SSC Search Tool

The search tool5 offers multiple search criteria and
flexible functionality for combining search options
and building complex queries. The server-side de-
velopment of the tool utilizes Express.js, which is
retrieving data from the MongoDB database of the
(converted) ontology data, instead of accessing
the XML files directly. A React application is used
on the client side.

Figure 2 depicts the tool’s overall appearance.

4.2. Search Fields and Logic
The search interface contains the following search
fields and query builders:

• Lemma - a class member’s lemma, e.g.,
“bring”.

• Sense ID - the sense ID of the class member,
e.g., “EngVallex-ID-ev-w122f2”.

• Class ID - common class ID to which the class
members belong, e.g., “vec00107”.

• Filters define the search languages.
SynSemClass 5.0 currently includes En-
glish, Czech, German and Spanish, but
the ontology will be expanded to include
additional languages in the future. By default,
all languages are searched; the user may
select one or more languages to limit the
search to those languages.

5https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/SynSemClassSearch; for the
project description, API description and guidelines and general context
see also https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/synsemclass/synsemclass-search-tool
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Figure 2: Search tool

Figure 3: Sample query: desktop view

• The roles section defines the search based
on the roles of class members. The user can
select a role from a list of available options.
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is used to
perform a more advanced search of multi-
ple role combinations. The user can manip-
ulate the brackets (CNF clauses) by insert-
ing roles between them and by adding addi-
tional clauses. The final query regarding roles
is displayed at the bottom. It is always in
CNF format, such as (Role1 OR Role2) AND
(Role3). The desktop version of the web em-
ploys a drag-and-drop user interface for inter-
active and visual query creation. The mobile
version of the application retains the capabil-
ity to expand the roles query with additional
drop-down options for each added clause.

Regular expressions can be used in any input field
to match any strings. For example, “put.*” will
show class members starting with “put”.

A sample query combining multiple search crite-
ria is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

4.3. Presentation of Results
The summary of the results includes the number of
class members and unique classes found in total,
as well as by language (Figure 5).

The data representation is class-centric. Class
members matching the criteria are grouped into
their common classes, with essential information
condensed at the top level.

The class ID is displayed at the top. The roles

are highlighted in green. Within a given class, only
the top two class members with their respective
sense IDs are displayed showing collapsed state
of the result (Figure 6).

The “Show more” button reveals the complete
list of class members with their sense ID, class
member ID, and mapping (Figure 7).

Finally, expanding each individual class member
with the arrow on the right reveals the member’s
complete JSON content (Figure 8).

Both on the top-level presentation of results and
inside fully expanded JSON content, the data con-
tains links to external sources. For instance, click-
ing on a class ID or class name would highlight
a link pointing to the corresponding class in the
SynSemClass web browser. Similarly, clicking on
the class member’s lemma would lead directly to
a class member in the browser. In addition, in
the fully expanded JSON output, highlighted fields
also contain links to the corresponding entry in the
external lexicon browsers (PDT-Vallex, EngVallex,
etc.). For user convenience, class ID, sense ID
and class member ID fields reveal a copy icon
upon mouseover, allowing for a quick copy of the
contents of these fields (Figure 9).

4.4. Search Tool API
The application was developed according to REST-
ful API specifications. By utilizing API endpoints,
users can send search queries and receive ren-
dered results identical to those obtained through
the UI, or they can directly receive the raw re-
sponse from the server for further processing
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Figure 4: Sample query: mobile view

Figure 5: Search results information summary

Figure 6: Initial presentation of the result

Figure 7: Result showing all class members within
the given language class

Figure 8: Result with JSON content expanded

(a) A copy icon for the Sense ID field

(b) Copied content

Figure 9: Quick copy tool

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a web-based search tool6
for searching an event-type ontology in general,
demonstrated on the linguistically-motivated, richly
cross-linked event-type ontology SynSemClass.
This tool is aimed at researchers who want to
explore the contents of the ontology, make com-
parisons across the linked external resources or
across languages etc. It is linked to a web-based
browser that shows all the contents of the ontology
in detail, with further options to show or hide con-
tents and to select languages, e.g. for comparison
purposes, getting examples and graphical presen-
tation of the results for research papers and other
purposes. We will possibly also explore the cur-
rently available visualization tools for Linked Open
Data, since the ontology could in principle be con-

6https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/SynSemClassSearch
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verted to them, but given the specialized nature
and structured linking, it might not be possible with-
out some loss of functionality.

The tool will be further developed and general-
ized to be able to configure it more easily to other
similar resources or ontologies. Data will be added
as the ontology grows. More complex queries will
be designed and implemented, including one go-
ing across languages, for example. In the future,
once annotated data becomes available, it will be
integrated with corpus search.
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Abstract

In the context of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Semantic Web applications, constructing Knowledge Graphs
(KGs) from unstructured text plays a vital role. Several techniques have been developed for KG construction from text,
but the lack of standardized datasets hinders the evaluation of triple extraction methods. The evaluation of existing
KG construction approaches is based on structured data or manual investigations. To overcome this limitation, this
work introduces a novel dataset specifically designed to evaluate KG construction techniques from unstructured text.
Our dataset consists of a diverse collection of compound and complex sentences meticulously annotated by human
annotators with potential triples (subject, predicate, object). The annotations underwent further scrutiny by expert
ontologists to ensure accuracy and consistency. For evaluation purposes, the proposed F-measure criterion offers a
robust approach to quantify the relatedness and assess the alignment between extracted triples and the ground-truth
triples, providing a valuable tool for evaluating the performance of triple extraction systems. By providing a diverse
collection of high-quality triples, our proposed benchmark dataset offers a comprehensive training and evaluation
set for refining the performance of state-of-the-art language models on a triple extraction task. Furthermore, this
dataset encompasses various KG-related tasks, such as named entity recognition, relation extraction, and entity linking.

Knowledge Graph (KG), Natural Language Processing (NLP), Text Annotation, Triple, Large Language
Models (LLMs)

1. Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have gained significant
importance in a wide range of natural language
processing (NLP) applications (Hogan et al., 2021).
They serve as a valuable tool for organising infor-
mation and extracting structured knowledge from
unstructured data, such as plain text. Information
in KGs is stored in a structured form, i.e., in the
form of triples (subject, predicate, object), and the
main source of information extraction is ‘text’, which
is approximately 80% unstructured (Zong et al.,
2021). Constructing KGs from unstructured text
poses a challenge as KG requires the extraction
of complete and accurate facts (triples) from the
text. Many state-of-the-art KG construction meth-
ods have been developed, but they lack compar-
ative analysis due to the unavailability of a bench-
mark dataset (Ji et al., 2021). To address this, a
high-quality annotated dataset is essential for the
evaluation of a model with competing techniques.

This paper introduces a novel dataset designed
for triple extraction and validation from unstructured
text. The dataset has been annotated by human an-
notators and verified by expert ontologists. It offers
comprehensive coverage across various general
domains and is enriched with high-quality annota-
tions i.e., 96% verified. The dataset and evaluation
criteria are publicly available1 and can be leveraged

1https://w3id.org/salmon/TinyButMighty

by the research community.
To construct our dataset, we used an open-

source dataset (Zhang et al., 2020), which is mainly
based on Wikipedia text and used for Split and
Rephrase benchmarking. The general benchmark
of ’Small But Mighty’ serves our purpose be-
cause it contains compound and complex sen-
tences and covers a wide range of textual domains.
Before the annotation phase, we applied controlled
sentence simplification techniques to the complex
sentences contained within this dataset. This step
ensured that the sentences were easily compre-
hensible for annotators, minimising the chances
of missing any crucial fact during the labelling pro-
cess. In the initial phase, a team of volunteer hu-
man annotators underwent training to label the text
sentences according to our carefully developed an-
notation schema, which adhered to widely accepted
standards in the field (Hogan, 2020). Subsequently,
expert ontologists performed rigorous verification
of the annotations in the second phase to main-
tain high quality and consistency. The workflow is
shown in Figure-1.

Our dataset encompasses various KG construc-
tion tasks, such as entity recognition, relation ex-
traction, and entity linking, all derived from unstruc-
tured text. We have created a valuable resource
for researchers in NLP, information extraction, and
related domains by employing a meticulous annota-
tion process involving human annotators and expert
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Figure 1: Workflow of Annotation Process

ontologists. The availability of this standardized
dataset for KG construction from unstructured text,
annotated and verified by experts, aims to stimu-
late further research and advancements in these
critical areas of NLP. This paper has following con-
tributions:
Web-based Annotation Tool: We have imple-
mented a crowd-sourcing annotation system which
can be used for multiple NLP annotation tasks.
Refinement of Existing Resource: We identified
that the original simplified dataset still contains syn-
tactic complexity and reduced that with OpenAI
Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT), con-
structing a more robust simplified dataset.
Text-2-Triple Dataset: We were involved in a rig-
orous annotation process to create a novel dataset
for triple extraction from unstructured text.
Evaluation Criterion: We have also proposed a
triple-similarity evaluation criteria when the output
triples are from unstructured text and cannot be
identical to ground-truth triples.

2. Background and Related Work

Constructing KGs from unstructured text is a cru-
cial task with wide-ranging applications in infor-
mation retrieval, question answering, and other
domains (Niklaus et al., 2018). KG construction
from unstructured text has been a vibrant area of
research in NLP (Zong et al., 2021; Heist et al.,
2020; Gutiérrez and Sequeda, 2021), with vari-
ous approaches proposed, including rule-based,
machine learning-based, and hybrid methods that
combine both (Hogan et al., 2021; Paulheim, 2017).

These approaches typically involve identifying en-
tities (Delpeuch, 2019) and relations (Sakor et al.,
2020) in the text and constructing a graph that rep-
resents the relationships between the identified
entities (Wang and Yang, 2019). While several
datasets have been utilised in KG construction ap-
proaches (Al-Moslmi et al., 2020), most of them
were manually crafted for specific tasks or curated
and selected from structured data sources such as
Wikipedia or DBpedia (Kertkeidkachorn and Ichise,
2017; Liu et al., 2018). Such datasets pose chal-
lenges in training and evaluating KG construction
models on unstructured text data, which is typically
more diverse and noisy.

In Table 1, we reviewed triple extraction tech-
niques and investigated the evaluation method. It
shows that the developed techniques provide no
state-of-the-art evaluation and rely on their own
investigation. In the task of RDF triple extrac-
tion from structured or semi-structured text, the
WebNLG (Gardent et al., 2017) dataset is being
widely adopted for evaluation. To evaluate an RDF
triple extractor, WebNLG can be used in reverse,
i.e., instead of RDF_Triple-Generated_Text,
Generated_Text can be used as input to iden-
tify the RDF_Triples. For relation extraction,
GraphRel (Fu et al., 2019) applied the WebNLG
and New York Times (NYT) (Riedel et al., 2010)
datasets. The NYT dataset is generated from
news articles and is also a widely adopted dataset
for relation extraction (RE) tasks, but its limited
relations (three entity types and 24 relations) re-
strict it from evaluating the KG construction system
from unstructured text. Recently, REBEL (Cabot
and Navigli, 2021) has been trained on four differ-
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Technique / Dataset Target Text Type Evaluation
SEQ2RDF (Liu et al., 2018) RDF Triple Unstructured ✗

T2KG (Kertkeidkachorn and Ichise, 2017) Triples Natural Language ✗

FRED (Draicchio et al., 2013) RDF, OWL Natural Language ✗

Real Time RDF (Gerber et al., 2013) RDF Triple NEWS, Unstructured ✗

Exner System (Exner and Nugues, 2012) RDF Triple Wikipedia Articles ✗

UT2KB (Salim and Mustafa, 2021) Relations Unstructured ✗

Relation Extraction (Uddin et al., 2014) Relations Ebooks ✗

T2R (Hassanzadeh et al., 2013) RDF Triple Documents ✗

Seq2KG (Stewart and Liu, 2020) RDF Triple Domain Specific ✗

ER Extraction (Prasojo et al., 2016) Entity, relations Wikipedia Articles ✗

WebNLG (Gardent et al., 2017) Text RDF Triple ✗

NYT (Riedel et al., 2010) RDF Triple News ✗

GraphRel (Fu et al., 2019) Relations NEWS, Structured ✗

REBEL (Cabot and Navigli, 2021) Relations Semi-Structured ✗

CaRB (Bhardwaj et al., 2019) Triple Natural Language ✗

Our Benchmark Triples Unstructured Complex ✓

Table 1: State-of-the-Art methods For Triple Extraction and Evaluation Type

ent RE datasets and created a RE and classifica-
tion dataset after fine-tuning and training on the
BART-Large (Lewis et al., 2020) framework. CaRB
(Bhardwaj et al., 2019) is also an addition to the
community, but it seems limited in text domains and
has not been qualitatively analysed.

Despite the success of information extraction ap-
proaches in different domains (Liu et al., 2023),
there is still a need for high-quality annotated bench-
marks for KG construction from unstructured text.
This is particularly important as more complex and
diverse data is becoming available in data lakes.
We present a novel dataset for KG evaluation, pro-
viding a valuable resource for advancing the state-
of-the-art in KG construction from unstructured text.

3. Dataset Creation and Annotation

The dataset creation and annotation workflow is
shown in Figure-1, which involves the following
steps.

3.1. Data Sources

To create our dataset, we started with an exist-
ing benchmark of complex sentences from IBM’s
Split and Rephrase corpus (Zhang et al.,
2020). This benchmark comprises over 720 com-
pound and complex sentences from general text
domains. We selected the general domain dataset
for annotation so that it could best evaluate the
models for unstructured text.

3.2. Data Refinement to Assist Phase-1
Annotators

The authors of the existing benchmark performed
the “split and rephrase” function to transform com-
plex sentences into simple sentences. However,
our investigations noted that the existing simplifi-
cation annotations are not robust enough for our
purposes (shown in Table 2), as they often contain
compound or complex sentences. After reviewing
the potential limitation of the original corpus, we
applied a method (Salman et al., 2023) to identify
the syntactic complexity of the simplified text.

Based on our investigation, we developed a new
“split and rewriting” module using GPT-3.5 (Floridi
and Chiriatti, 2020), which enabled us to generate
more accurate and meaningful simple sentences
from the complex sentences in the dataset. In
assessment, our pre-processed and re-annotated
dataset has a more balanced distribution of com-
plexity, as shown in Table 2. In this work, the
sole purpose of sentence simplification is to as-
sist Phase-1 annotators to get complete number
of triple annotations. The sentence simplification
in not part of Phase-2 and any further evaluation
framework.

Description Value
Complex Sentences 720

Simplified Sentences IBM Corpus 3,565
GPT Annotated 2,277

Simplified / Sentence IBM Corpus 4.95
GPT Annotated 3.16

Performance IBM Corpus 90.15%
GPT Annotated 94.34%

Table 2: Statistics of Complexity Measurement
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Figure 2: Platform Guidelines for Phase 1 Annotators

3.3. Annotation process: Phase 1
We invited participants through flyers in the de-
partment and ensured that no personal informa-
tion was required in this process and that they
could leave anytime. We recruited volunteer users
to participate in the annotation process through
a password-less Website, that does not require
any personal information for sign-up. We enforced
an Exclusion Criteria as well in which par-
ticipants must have a command of the English
language and the sentence structure of the lan-
guage. We also described the annotation task to
give the participants a brief understanding. These
task-oriented briefings trained the participant for the
annotation task. In the first phase of this annotation
process, 127 participants voluntarily contributed to
the task.

To ensure the quality and consistency of an-
notations, we followed a rigorous annotation pro-
cess that involved four rounds of annotation by hu-
man volunteers. Each sentence went through four
rounds of annotations, i.e., the round-1 annotations
were evaluated by three participants in the follow-
ing rounds. The annotators of each round were
provided with clear guidelines and examples to en-
sure consistency in the annotation process and
directed to a web-based system for annotations, as
illustrated in the following section.

Web-based Annotation Tool For this task, we
implemented a web-based tool to receive the an-
notations from participants. Ensuring the con-
sistency of annotations, users are shown unique
sentences in real-time with ’Concurrency Con-
trol’ while multi-user interaction with the platform.
We recorded the elapsed time for each sentence’s
annotation. We deployed our web tool with Ama-
zon Web Services (AWS) to ensure data safety
and service reliability. The users were asked to ac-

cess the annotation tool through a website link and
presented with a simple sentence and the original
complex sentence. We asked users to mark/identify
the maximum possible triples (subject, predicate,
object) in each simple sentence.

During the start of each annotation session, par-
ticipants were briefed about the annotation tool,
and guidelines were supplied to get accurate an-
notations. On the website, we also provided them
with a mock annotation exercise on how to use the
tool’s different features and provide annotations
as shown in Figure-2. Following are some of the
features of the website.
TEXT BOXES: Input for subject, verb, and object is
taken separately in text boxes as shown in Figure-3
MORE TRIPLES: This button will add more text
boxes if there is more than one triple in text.
SKIP SENTENCE: This button allows an annotator
to skip a sentence for which there are no triples, as
per the understanding of the annotator.
Annotation with Multiple Triples: A
sentence is labelled with multiple triples contained
in the sentence. Moreover, we encouraged the
annotator to analyse ‘Original Text’ to replace pro-
nouns (he, she, and it, etc.) with the actual en-
tity/noun label.

3.4. Challenges
During the annotation process, we analysed that
participants were unfamiliar with KG concepts even
though they were briefed, specifically about the no-
tion of triples. To make it simple for the first round,
we asked participants to identify the subject, verb,
and object in the sample sentence. The resultant
triples of the first annotation round were not of high
quality and contained some “nonsensical facts”. In
the annotations, predicates were verbs only instead
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Figure 3: Entity Co-reference Resolution Handling

of proper prepositions, which sometimes drew con-
fusion among the participants, e.g., work instead
of work in, work at, work from, etc. Further-
more, we also identified that the participants were
not incorporating the entity co-reference resolution
in the annotations, i.e., the participants were report-
ing the pronouns (He, She, It, and They,
etc.) from the simple sentence instead of refer-
ring to proper noun (name or tile) from the original
text.

Therefore, we provided some further guidelines
to get an improved version of annotations in the fol-
lowing rounds (the guideline for entity co-reference
is shown in Figure-3). From the third round of an-
notation, we observed consistency in annotations
between participants, which became more promi-
nent in the fourth round.

3.5. Quality Assurance: Phase 2

To ensure the high quality of the annotations, we
had each sentence annotated at least four times
by different users in each round. We also provided
clear guidelines and examples to the users to en-
sure consistency in the annotation process. After
each round of annotation, we reviewed and refined
the annotations to improve their quality and accu-
racy. We then finalised the annotations from the
last round and performed a final entity co-reference
resolution task to ensure consistency in the anno-
tations across multiple sentences.

Finally, we involved expert ontologists in verify-
ing each annotated triple’s correctness and overall
annotations based on the original sentence. This
process ensured that the resulting dataset was ac-
curate, reliable and suitable for training and evaluat-
ing KG construction models from unstructured text.
For each annotated triple in Phase-1, we asked

the participants of Phase-2 to verify the quality of
triples based on the following questions.

1. Is the annotated triple ‘Correct’?

2. Is the annotated triple ‘Partially Incorrect’?

3. Is the annotated triple nonsensical or vague?

Figure 4: Annotation Verification Platform

4. Dataset Characteristics

The dataset comprises a collection of complex sen-
tences, which are rewritten into more straightfor-
ward simplified sentences using OpenAI 2 as men-
tioned in Section 3.2. The original complex sen-
tences were obtained from an already published
benchmark dataset for text simplification (Zhang
et al., 2020). The dataset comprises of 720 com-
plex and 2,277 simple sentences, annotated with
all possible triples (subject, predicate, object) by
human volunteers, as explained previously.

2https://openai.com
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Phase-1
# of Complex Sentences 720
# of Simplified Sentences 2,277
# of Annotators 127
# of Annotation Rounds 4
# of Total Annotated Triples 11,425
# of Triples in Final Round 3,736
Avg. Triples Per Simplified Sentence 1.64
Avg. Triples Per Original Sentence 5.18

Phase-2
Data Sample 10%
# of Triples in Data Sample 317
# of Experts 5
# of Correct Triples 242 (76.34%)
# of Partially Correct Triples 63 (19.87%)
# of Nonsensical Triples 12 (3.78%)
Verified Triples After Phase-2 305
Success Rate of Annotations 96.22%

Table 3: Statistics of Annotated Dataset for Each Phase

Each simple sentence is part of the original com-
plex sentence, and the annotations include all pos-
sible triples that could have been extracted from the
simple sentence. The dataset covers a wide range
of topics, including science, technology, history,
and literature. The complexity of the sentences
varies, ranging from moderately complex to com-
pound and complex sentences, making it suitable
for evaluating KG construction models from unstruc-
tured text.

4.1. Statistics
In this section, we provide the statistics of the an-
notation process and the contribution of volunteer
participants. In phase-1, 127 volunteer annotators
participated in the annotation process. We con-
ducted four rounds of annotations; in each round,
more than 2,200 annotations were recorded. A to-
tal of 11,425 triple annotation hits (add, edit, delete)
were recorded. We observed refinement in the qual-
ity of annotations in each round and got 3,736 triple
annotations for 720 complex sentences from the
final round. The statistical summary of the dataset
is presented in Table 3. We recorded an average
of 5.18 triples per original sentence, depicting the
complex nature of sentences. Moreover, each sim-
plified sentence has an average of 1.64 triples, prov-
ing the meaning-preserving and fair dispersal of
complexity after applying sentence simplification.

To verify the quality of phase-1 annotations, we
invited expert ontologists to mark the sampled data
as discussed in section 3.5. We removed the sim-
plified sentence layer, and the participants were
presented with the original sentence and its anno-
tations only. We chose 80 unique complex sen-
tences in our sample data that were labelled with
317 triple annotations in Phase-1. 76.34% of an-
notated triples are verified as ‘Correct’ while
19.87% were marked as ‘Partially Incor-
rect’ and edited with correct entity/predicate men-
tions. These updated triples were looped in the
verification phase to take the agreement from other
specialists and are marked as ‘Correct’. Com-
bining the verified triples, we have an agreement of
verification on 96.22% by expert ontologists while

3.78% are marked as ‘Incorrect or Nonsen-
sical’. The relative distribution frequency of the
correctness rating by expert ontologists is shown
in Figure-5, and the statistics of Phase-2 sampled
data are shown in Table 3.

Figure 5: Relative Distribution of Correctness from
Expert Ratings

4.2. Inter-Annotation Agreement (IAA)
The calculated Cohen’s Kappa (κ) coefficients for
Phase 1 revealed inter-rater reliability scores of
0.63, 0.78, and 0.84 for the rounds of annotation
R1-R2, R2-R3, and R3-R4, respectively. The initial
lower agreement in the R1-R2 round was attributed
to inconsistencies observed in the use of the "is-a"
relation and challenges in entity co-reference reso-
lution, as analysed from the annotations in Phase
1 (Round #1). In response to these challenges, we
introduced additional guidelines detailed in Section
3.4. The subsequent annotation rounds demon-
strated improved consistency, evident from the en-
hanced κ scores observed between R2-R3 and
R3-R4.

In Phase 2, the κ scores consistently exceeded
0.97, an authentication of the annotators’ expertise
within the research domain. The qualitative analy-
sis phase agreed that an annotation must acquire
at least two agreements to be deemed ‘correct’.
The overall score was thus established on annota-
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Algorithm 1 F-Measure/Similarity of Triple-sets Calculation Criteria
1: Input: Triples T and Ground Truth GT
2: Output: F-Measure
3: Coefficient: Cosine, Jaccard
4: procedure CalculateFMeasure(T, GT)
5: Initialize Relatedness(T ) to 0
6: Initialize Similarity(tij) for each ti in T and gtj in GT to an empty list
7: Initialize Adjustment as max(LEN(T ),LEN(GT ))
8: for all ti in T do
9: Initialize Similarityti as an empty list

10: for all gtj in GT do
11: Similarity(tij)← Coefficient(ti, gtj)
12: Append Similarity(tij) to Similarityti
13: end for
14: Scoreti ← max(Similarityti)
15: Relatedness(T ) += Score(ti)
16: Relatedness(T )← Penalty|Amnesty ▷ Based on Threshold
17: end for
18: F -Measure (T)← Relatedness(T )

Adjustment
19: return F-Measure
20: end procedure

tions that attained consensus among the reviewers.
This rigorous consensus requirement supports the
reliability and validity of the annotation process,
contributing to the exceptionally high agreement
rates observed in Phase 2.

5. Experiments

5.1. Evaluation Criterion
Algorithm 1 calculates the F-Measure based on the
given triples (T) and ground truth (GT) triples. T
and GT sets are comprised of the model’s output
and verified annotations by experts, respectively.
The algorithm iterates over each triple extracted
by the model and calculates the similarity between
each triple (ti) and each ground truth (gtj). The
maximum similarity value is awarded as the score
for a given ti. The similarity of each triple is also
awarded a penalty or amnesty based on thresholds.
F-Measure is computed by taking the average of
total similarity of T w.r.t. the maximum number of
triples in T or GT to penalise the model for less/more
generated triples. Finally, a penalty and amnesty
are awarded again for final computation. In the pe-
nalising scheme, a triple is considered Incorrect
if the relatedness is less than 50% of the ground
truth triple. Conversely, in an amnesty scheme,
an extracted triple is considered Correct if it has
relatedness more than 80% with the ground truth
triple.

In summary, our algorithm iterates over the triples
and ground truths, computes similarity scores, ac-
cumulates the relatedness, and calculates the F-
Measure. By incorporating penalties or amnesty

based on threshold values, the algorithm allows for
flexible adjustment and evaluation of the related-
ness and F-Measure.

SCORE (t) =





1, if Similarityt,gt > 0.80

Simt,gt otherwise
0, if Similarityt,gt < 0.50

5.2. Baseline Methods
We applied some baseline techniques to our newly
annotated dataset for preliminary evaluation. For
this purpose, we selected two well-known language
processing libraries and one generative pre-trained
model (GPT-4).

SpaCy’s SVO Model Textacy is designed on
a high-performance and widely-used NLP library
(SpaCy) for text processing. Specifically, we lever-
age Textacy’s Subject-Verb-Object extraction
feature for preliminary probes of our evaluation cri-
terion and benchmark dataset.

CoreNLP OpenIE Triple Extractor Stanford’s
CoreNLP OpenIE triple extractor model was tuned
to retrieve the maximum triples from a given sen-
tence without any restrictions. While investigat-
ing the resulting triples, the Stanford OpenIE
model generated non-informative triples for some
sentences, such as [Airport, is, Located].
The implementation of Stanford OpenIE is publicly
available3 and can be accessed and used in multi-
ple ways, including as a Python library and wrapper.

3https://github.com/philipperemy/stanford-openie-
python
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Figure 6: Performance of Models on Verified Sampled Data

GPT-4 Through OpenAI API For the purpose
of evaluating triple extraction, we employed a GPT
prompt-based approach. Specifically, we utilized
the GPT-4 model as a triple extraction tool through
OpenAI API that elicits relevant triples from the in-
put text. After trying multiple query prompts, we
settled on the best-resulting prompt for triples iden-
tification.

5.3. Results and Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the performance of
our preliminary baselines w.r.t. evaluation frame-
work illustrated in the prior section. As shown in Fig
6, GPT-4 is leading the baseline methods in both
similarity coefficients. On the other hand, the per-
formance of SpaCy’s SVO model is relatively low
because of its incapability to deal with sentences
of complex structure. CoreNLP OpenIE also per-
formed very well and competed with the GPT-4 in all
measures; however, we investigated that OpenIE
generated 834 triples while the ground truth dataset
contains 326 triples for sampled data. SpaCy and
GPT-4 triple extractor models generated 59 and 261
triples, respectively. In our evaluation framework,
we have taken care of the number of triples identi-
fied by the model and penalised a model’s output
with the normalization of the overall relatedness
score. We have also applied Fuzzy Similar-
ity to evaluate the quality of extracted triples. In
fuzzy ratio along with amnesty and penalty, SpaCy,
OpenIE and GPT achieved 13.9%, 56.68%, and
60.81% respectively in triple qualitative analysis.

GPT-4 outperformed other baselines in all as-
pects of the evaluation. The quality of extracted
triples from GPT-4 is also of high quality because
it generated fewer (261 VS 326) triples than the
ground truth data but still managed to lead the per-
formance table in all measures. Although GPT is

the best-performing model but there is still a huge
margin of improvement. The inclusion of this re-
source in the fine-tuning process can enhance the
large language models’ (LLMs) understanding and
generation capabilities, enabling them to generate
more accurate and contextually appropriate triples
in KG construction tasks. Furthermore, with its
wide range of domain-specific and general knowl-
edge triples, the dataset presents an opportunity
to improve the accuracy, reliability, and contextual
awareness of LLMs, ultimately benefiting a vari-
ety of downstream applications, including question-
answering systems, information retrieval, and KG
construction.

6. Conclusion

This work presents a novel dataset to evaluate the
KG construction tasks from unstructured text. The
dataset comprises a collection of compound and
complex sentences, which have been annotated
with possible triples (subject, verb, object) by hu-
man volunteers. Expert ontologists have verified
the annotations to ensure their correctness and con-
sistency. We have demonstrated the potential of
this dataset by using it to evaluate KG construction
models and tools. We also proposed an algorithm
that offers a robust approach to quantifying the re-
latedness and assessing the alignment between
extracted triples and ground truth data, providing
a valuable tool for evaluating the performance of
triple extraction systems. Similar to the relatedness
score, we subjected the F-Measure to penalty and
amnesty based on threshold values to account for
the quality of the matches. The results show that
our dataset can improve the performance of KG
construction models, especially in terms of extract-
ing complete and accurate triples from unstructured
text.
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Figure 7: Average Performance of Models

The inclusion of this dataset in the fine-tuning
process of an LLM can enhance its understanding
and generation capabilities, enabling it to generate
more accurate and contextually appropriate triples
from unstructured text to construct a KG. Further-
more, the dataset facilitates the evaluation of triple
extraction systems and contributes to advancing
the research and development of NLP tasks related
to knowledge graph construction and information
extraction. With its wide range of domain-specific
and general knowledge triples, the dataset presents
an opportunity to improve the accuracy, reliabil-
ity, and contextual awareness of LLMs, ultimately
benefiting a variety of downstream applications, in-
cluding question-answering systems, information
retrieval, and knowledge graph generation.

Limitations

We acknowledge that there may be a need for larger
datasets; however, as discussed in our evaluation
of state-of-the-art models, the proposed benchmark
dataset is sufficiently large to distinguish signifi-
cant differences in accuracy for benchmark algo-
rithms. The dataset is relatively small as compared
to other text-related corpora and currently stands
at 720 Complex and 2,277 simple sentences with
high-quality annotations. However, this aspect may
affect the dataset generalization, especially when
training KG construction models that require a large
amount of training data. Therefore, researchers
should keep in mind the size of the dataset when
using it and may need to supplement it with addi-
tional data if necessary. To address this limitation,
this dataset will be used to fine-tune LLMs to make
them capable of annotating large amounts of text.

This dataset is purely designed to evaluate the
triple extraction system from unstructured text.
However, it does not deal with RDF triples at this
stage and we intend to transform the predicated
as per RDF standards in our next release. We
also intend to investigate the following research
question while extending our dataset with Wikidata
Mappings.

“Can KG construction from unstructured text data
be improved by incorporating external knowledge
sources such as a domain-specific ontology or

open-domain knowledge bases?"

Ethics Statement

Since this study required human subjects to an-
notate and review the textual data (a "human-in-
the-loop approach"), following a proper procedure
to obtain ethical approval (protocol) was compul-
sory. A total of 127 participants were recruited to
fulfil this purpose in Phase-1. Firstly, we obtained
ethical approval for the annotation protocol from
our University’s research ethics committee. Under
the approved research ethics (ANU Ethics Pro-
tocol 2022/464), we ensured the privacy and
safety of participants. In other aspects of the proto-
col, volunteer participation to annotate the data is
enforced, meaning there is no pressure or workload
assignment from any course or program. Partici-
pants are also provided with the option to withdraw
from the annotation process at any time. We also
conveyed to the participants that the dataset would
be publicly available to the research community.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the efficacy of multilingual models for the task of text-to-AMR parsing, focusing on English,
Spanish, and Dutch. We train and evaluate models under various configurations, including monolingual and
multilingual settings, both in full and reduced data scenarios. Our empirical results reveal that while monolingual
models exhibit superior performance, multilingual models are competitive across all languages, offering a more
resource-efficient alternative for training and deployment. Crucially, our findings demonstrate that AMR parsing
benefits from transfer learning across languages even when having access to significantly smaller datasets. As
a tangible contribution, we provide text-to-AMR parsing models for the aforementioned languages as well as
multilingual variants, and make available the large corpora of translated data for Dutch, Spanish (and Irish) that we
used for training them in order to foster AMR research in non-English languages. Additionally, we open-source the
training code and offer an interactive interface for parsing AMR graphs from text.

Keywords: AMR parsing, abstract meaning representation, semantics, corpora

1. Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR, Sec-
tion 2; Banarescu et al., 2013) is a meta-language
for describing the semantic content of natural lan-
guage sentences. It is agnostic to surface form
(syntactic and lexical) and attempts to capture the
meaning of a sentence in its most abstract form.
While nodes are technically labelled with a linguis-
tic form (typically a lemma optionally with a sense
ID), these may as well be represented as an ar-
bitrary identifier because they refer to a “mean-
ing” rather than a lexical realisation of a mean-
ing. Thanks to its machine-readable data format
(as a directed, rooted graph, or as a sequence of
triples) AMR has been employed for a variety of
natural language processing (NLP) purposes (Sec-
tion 3). However, the application of AMR to lan-
guages other than English has been stymied by
the scarcity of large, annotated datasets that are
suitable in size for training deep learning systems.
AMR corpora exist, notably the English AMR 3.0
corpus (Knight et al., 2020), but manual annota-
tion is costly and time-consuming. This means that
AMR data sources are scarce, particularly for non-
English languages.

The issue of resource scarcity is not only con-
fined to languages that are commonly considered
low-resource. Even languages like Dutch, which
enjoys a relatively higher degree of digital pres-
ence and is spoken by around 24 million people,
face challenges in annotated data for specialised
tasks such as AMR. Even for Spanish, the fourth
most spoken language in the world, there is a lack
of suitable datasets for building deep learning sys-
tems for this task. In terms of task-specific re-

sources, such languages are still less-resourced –
their mid-to-high resource nature in the traditional
sense unfortunately does not transfer to a high
availability of annotated data for all NLP tasks. Ad-
dressing this scarcity in terms of data availability,
models, and research is crucial for the democrati-
sation of NLP technologies and to ensure that the
benefits of automating semantic AMR parsing is
not confined to English.

In this context, to seek alternative approaches
for performant, non-English text-to-AMR systems,
multilingual models offer a promising avenue for
exploration. Not only are these models com-
putationally more efficient (training one multilin-
gual model is more economical than training mul-
tiple monolingual ones); they also offer the ad-
vantage of easier deployment, as a single model
can handle multiple languages. This efficiency
is particularly salient in scenarios where compu-
tational resources are limited, a common situa-
tion in academic research and in deployments in
less-resource environments. Moreover, multilin-
gual models can be less data-hungry when train-
ing for each individual language, thereby partially
mitigating the issue of data scarcity, which is the
main topic of this paper.

This paper aims to investigate the efficacy of
multilingual models in the task of text-to-AMR pars-
ing, focusing particularly on English, Dutch, and
Spanish. English serves as a well-resourced
Germanic language, boasting a large, human-
annotated AMR corpus (around 60,000 entries;
Knight et al., 2020). In contrast, Dutch (also
Germanic) and Spanish (Romance) are “less-
resourced languages” in terms of AMR resources.
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While both languages are widely spoken, they
lack annotated and sizeable AMR corpora suitable
for machine learning. However, their otherwise
higher-resource status does allow for high-quality,
automated machine translation (MT). We therefore
make use of state-of-the-art MT systems to gener-
ate silver datasets for these languages, which we
can then use to train deep learning systems (Sec-
tion 4). We make available these datasets for other
researchers as a tangible contribution.

We empirically and statistically evaluate multilin-
gual (English, Spanish, Dutch) models under vari-
ous configurations and compare them with mono-
lingual counterparts to understand the trade-offs
involved in terms of performance on the one hand
and computational and data efficiency on the other.
Specifically, we gauge how large the performance
gap is between monolingual, full-resource models
compared to artificially limited-resource, multilin-
gual ones that have been trained on a subset of
the data, and other multilingual models that were
trained on the combined, full datasets of all lan-
guages. Our objective therefore is not to set new
state-of-the-art results, although to the best of our
knowledge our Dutch models are the best single-
model text-to-AMR parsers for Dutch. Instead we
offer insights into the advantages and disadvan-
tages of multilingual text-to-AMR parsing and scru-
tinise the impact of data scarcity.

We provide valuable resources for the broader
research community by publishing the models
(monolingual models for English, Spanish and
Dutch, as well as multilingual ones), the translated
datasets for Dutch, Spanish, and Irish Gaelic (the
latter not used in this paper but mentioned be-
cause it is part of our data release), the training
and processing code, and an online interface to
generate graphs from text.1

2. Abstract meaning representation

AMR describes the meaning of a sentence in terms
of “who does what to whom”, in an abstract form
that is not bound by lexical or syntactic overt
realisations. Therefore different sentences with
the same meaning should have the same AMR
realisation. AMR can be written as a directed,
rooted graph (Figure 1a), e.g. the meaning of a
sentence such as “The boy wants to go.” can
be denoted with variables that can be used for
(co)reference, such as w, b and g. Leaves in the
graph are concepts so that the variable g refers
to the concept go-01. These concepts are En-
glish words, special entities, or PropBank frame-
sets (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002), identifiable by

1All resources can be found here:
https://github.com/BramVanroy/
multilingual-text-to-amr

their sense identifiers, such as want-01, which
refers to the first meaning of want in the Prop-
Bank.2 Special entities that are specific to AMR in-
clude concepts such as phone-number-entity
and world-region. For an exhaustive descrip-
tion of AMR, see the annotation guidelines.3

w

want-01
b

g

boy go-01

ins
tan

ce ARG
0

ARG1

ARG0

ins
tan

ce

instance

(a) Graph notation

(w / want-01
:ARG0 (b / boy)
:ARG1 (g / go-01

:ARG0 b))

(b) PENMAN notation

( <P1> want-01 :ARG0 ( <P2> boy )
:ARG1 ( <P3> go-01 :ARG0 <P2> ) )

(c) Depth-first linearisation following Bevilacqua et al.
(2021) (cf. Section 4.1)

Figure 1: AMR notations for the sentence “The
boy wants to go.”. Adapted from Banarescu et al.
(2013)

The edges in an AMR graph are labelled with the
relationships between two nodes, or, rather, the
role of the targeted node. Such relationships can
be frame arguments that follow PropBank (such as
the ARGn roles); general semantic roles such as
:condition or :accompanier; quantities such
as :quant or :unit; date entities like :day or
:decade; and enumerations of different operators
in :op roles.

An AMR graph can be considered as logical
triples of the following types of information: re-
lationships, variables and concepts. Each triple
is of the type role(source, target) (e.g.
instance(w, want-01) or :ARG0(w, b).

While the graph notation (and the underlying log-
ical triples) is intended for computational readabil-
ity, AMR can also be written in PENMAN notation
(Matthiessen and Bateman, 1991), which makes it
easier to read and write (Figure 1b).

3. Related research

3.1. Datasets
The English-oriented AMR 2.0 and 3.0 corpora
(Knight et al., 2017, 2020) have been the corner-
stone of much progress in English AMR genera-
tion and parsing. These datasets have been made

2https://github.com/propbank/
propbank-frames/tree/main/frames

3https://github.com/amrisi/
amr-guidelines/blob/master/amr.md
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available through the Linguistic Data Consortium.4
AMR 2.0 contains 39,260 AMR annotations within
the domain of news and weblog data. AMR 3.0 ex-
pands on that with 59,255 annotations in total, con-
taining broadcasts and weblogs but also literary
translations and Wikipedia articles. For multilin-
gual purposes, the test set of the AMR 2.0 corpus
has been partially translated to Spanish, German,
Italian and Chinese Mandarin (1371 sentences
per language; Damonte and Cohen, 2020), specif-
ically for cross-lingual parsing. In this corpus, de-
scriptively called “AMR 2.0 – Four Translations”,
only the English source sentences were translated
– the AMR structures remained unchanged. While
such resource has been proven useful in multi-
lingual research on AMR, its small size prohibits
larger-scale experimentation and applicable.

In this work, we are interested in generating
AMR for English but also for Dutch and Spanish.
To the best of our knowledge, manually created
or verified AMR corpora do not exist for Dutch.
For Spanish, in addition to the limited translated
AMR 2.0 partition mentioned above, laudable,
manual efforts exist to create language-specific
corpora. For instance, Migueles-Abraira (2017)
annotated 50 sentences from Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry’s novella The Little Prince translated into
Spanish. Wein et al. (2022), on the other hand,
defined annotation guidelines for Spanish and ap-
plied those guidelines to 486 Spanish sentences
from the aforementioned “Four Translations” cor-
pus to create a small but manually annotated gold
corpus of Spanish AMR.

To collect multilingual data for AMR-to-text gen-
eration, Fan and Gardent (2020) were inspired by
the methodology of Damonte and Cohen (2018)
to make use of Europarl to create synthetic multi-
lingual data. Europarl is very domain-specific and
contains sentence-aligned parliamentary debates
for English and many EU languages. The authors
first automatically generate AMR from English sen-
tences in the corpus with an existing text-to-AMR
system for English. Because the corpus is aligned
on the sentence level, this means that the same
AMR of an English sentence, is also compatible
with the same sentence in the other languages.
The resulting, domain-specific, synthetic dataset is
not publicly available.

The annotation efforts above are noteworthy
and have had a positive impact on the field. How-
ever, on the one hand deep learning experiments
often require a significantly larger dataset than the
manual annotations in Spanish have provided so
far, and on the other hand one may prefer general-
domain AMR annotations over domain-specific

4AMR 2.0: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2017T10; AMR 3.0: https://catalog.ldc.
upenn.edu/LDC2020T02

ones for broad applicability. An AMR dataset for
Dutch simply does not exist yet.

3.2. AMR parsing
In research on automated text-to-AMR parsing,
most work has focused on English – which in part
can be attributed to the availability of large corpora,
suitable for machine learning, such as the AMR
2.0 and 3.0 corpora described above (Knight et al.,
2017, 2020). Performance of automated systems
has increased markedly in the last years thanks to
innovations such as the Transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017), transfer learning where a
pretrained language model is finetuned on the task
of AMR parsing, and the use of automatically cre-
ated, synthetic data for training (also called “silver”
data in contrast to manually created “gold” data).

Bevilacqua et al. (2021), for instance, presented
SPRING, a text-to-AMR and AMR-to-text model in
English that was finetuned on a pretrained BART
model (Lewis et al., 2020), outperforming previ-
ous approaches. They also showed that, in their
set up, incorporating silver data did not positively
affect the system’s performance. Following up
on that, Bai et al. (2022) went a step further by
also exploring pretraining a unified model in all
directions: text-to-AMR, AMR-to-text, text-to-text,
and AMR-to-AMR for English. Similarly, Cheng
et al. (2022) proposed to unify AMR-to-text and
text-to-AMR tasks but instead of using silver data
they employed Bayesian multi-task learning. Also
within the Bayesian paradigm, researchers at IBM
(Lee et al., 2022) suggested that relying on self-
supervised training with silver data in itself is not
sufficient to push parsers’ performance higher any-
more. In addition, they suggest the use of ensem-
bling multiple system outputs together in combi-
nation with distillation for improved performance
and efficiency. Noteworthy here is that they also
apply their findings on Chinese, German, Italian
and Spanish models where they set a new state-
of-the-art on the “Four Translation” dataset. Their
work relies heavily on earlier findings of Zhou et al.
(2021), who explicitly integrated structural informa-
tion of the AMR graph into pretrained language
models. In a similar vein, most recently, Vasylenko
et al. (2023) also modify the aforementioned Trans-
former architecture with adapters that are tailored
to contain structural graph information, achieving
state-of-the-art results as a non-ensemble system
through distillation without the use of additional
data.

To the best of our knowledge language-specific
models for general-purpose Dutch-to-AMR pars-
ing do not exist. Prior work has been done on se-
mantic parsing for Dutch, but as noted in Wang and
Bos (2022), no annotated AMR corpora exist for
Dutch, so research for Dutch is focused on other
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semantic paradigms, such as Discourse Repre-
sentation Graphs in multilingual settings (Wang
et al., 2023). As mentioned before, some datasets
have been created for Spanish AMR, but they are
relatively small in size for extensive deep learning
experimentation or they are not publicly available
(Fan and Gardent, 2020), which leads to little re-
search in text-to-AMR for Spanish specifically ex-
cept for the work that was already referred to above
due to their data creation efforts and broader re-
search on multilingual systems.

In the aforementioned work of Lee et al. (2022),
multilinguality is achieved through the use of
machine translation as a data augmentation tech-
nique. This is common practice in other research
as well in an attempt to automatically create siz-
able AMR corpora. Mitreska et al. (2022), for
instance, establish text-to-AMR and AMR-to-text
pipelines for Macedonian, German, Italian, Span-
ish and Bulgarian. The AMR parsing and genera-
tion itself is tailored to English, but they then use
machine translation to translate the input or output
to the relevant language. Using machine transla-
tion to translate English sentences while keeping
the same AMR to create synthetic AMR data for
other languages has been introduced and proved
effective since Damonte and Cohen (2018), who
showed a significant boost of performance in their
multilingual AMR parsing when using machine-
translated data.

While prominent in its descriptive nature for lin-
guistic purposes, AMR’s increase of utility should
also be mentioned. In the past year, AMR has
been applied to NLP tasks ranging from ma-
chine translation (Song et al., 2019; Li and Flani-
gan, 2022) to the realm of multimodal research
on the meaning and representation of gestures
(Brutti et al., 2022) and images (Abdelsalam et al.,
2022). The recent interdisciplinary endeavours un-
derscore the broad exploration of AMR’s applica-
bility. However, the impediments of data scarcity
across various languages and the absence of au-
tomated systems in non-English linguistic domains
pose substantial barriers to the advancement of re-
search in this field.

4. Methodology

4.1. Model

In this work, all our models are finetuned from the
same base model mBART (Liu et al., 2020), specif-
ically its checkpoint mbart-large-cc25, to en-
sure a fair comparison. Note that despite the base
model being multilingual for all our models, in our
methodology we often refer to our “monolingual”
and “multilingual” models to indicate we finetuned
them. This Transformer-based (Vaswani et al.,

2017) encoder-decoder model was pretrained on
the denoising objective of sequences (recovering
an input text that had been scrambled, noised,
deleted or otherwise modified) for 25 languages,
including English, Spanish and Dutch. The data
was resampled so that each language is equally
represented in the training data of mBART. If we
were to use different base models for each model,
e.g. language-specific base models vs. multilin-
gual base models, that would not be a fair compar-
ison and it would not be clear whether the perfor-
mance difference is caused by the amount of data
or the quality of the base model. Therefore, for all
of our models, we start from the same base model.
Although we created Irish-Gaelic translations for
other parts of our research, we did not include it in
our model training. The reason is because mBART
was not pretrained on Irish-Gaelic so the quality
would not be fair compared to the other languages.
We began working on this topic in mid-2022, but
Heinecke and Shimorina (2022) demonstrated that
the mT5 base model (Xue et al., 2021) is a suitable
language model that covers Irish-Gaelic. We were
not able to redo our work given computational and
time constraints but hope that publishing our Irish-
Gaelic data alongside the Spanish and Dutch vari-
ants enables other researchers to use the insights
of Heinecke and Shimorina (2022) together with
our data to create Irish-Gaelic AMR parsers.

Due to computational restrictions and because
the base models are the same for all models
(mBART), we did initial hyperparameter tuning for
one model (en+es+nl-part) and its hyperpa-
rameters were then used to train other models as
well. All models were trained for 25 epochs with
early stopping.5 In the remainder of this paper we
will make use of our translated AMR 3.0 dataset
for training and evaluation.

Because mBART is a sequence-to-sequence
model, our input (text) and output (AMR) data has
to be formatted as a sequence of tokens. The
graphs in the datasets are therefore linearised
and delinearised back into a PENMAN repre-
sentation with a reimplementation of SPRING’s
(de)linearisation methods (Bevilacqua et al., 2021).
They suggest to linearise a graph in a depth-first
manner by slightly modifying the PENMAN repre-
sentation. An example of this process is given
in Figure 1c. As much content as possible is re-
tained, such as opening and closing brackets, re-
lations, and concepts. However, instead of vari-
able names they add special tokens to the vo-
cabulary, called pointer tokens. Instance relation-
ships are made implicit by removing the forward
slash (/). Concepts and relationships are also
added to the vocabulary explicitly instead of rely-

5Exact hyperparameters will be given in an appendix
in the camera-ready version.
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ing on the model’s subword tokenizer to ensure
that the model learns about those tokens explicitly.
When delinearising a model’s prediction back into
a graph, SPRING uses an iterative graph restora-
tion method to fix potential issues if the predicted
tokens could not be readily reconstructed into a
graph, which they show works robustly.

4.2. Data
A valuable contribution of our work is the paral-
lel, multilingual dataset that we provide for Span-
ish, Dutch and Irish Gaelic (Irish not used in this
paper). We base our data collection methodol-
ogy on the premise that “AMR annotations can
be successfully shared across languages” (Da-
monte and Cohen, 2018, p. 1147). Unlike Da-
monte and Cohen (2020), who translated a rela-
tively small portion of the AMR 2.0 corpus, we em-
ploy the more extensive AMR 3.0 corpus (Knight
et al., 2020) and automatically translate all par-
titions (train, development, test) to make it us-
able for deep learning experiments. This corpus
comprises 59,255 parallel AMR structures and En-
glish sentences, partitioned into canonical training
(55,635), development (1,722), and test (1,898)
sets. Unlike the domain-specific Europarl corpus
used by Fan and Gardent (2020), AMR 3.0 spans
a wider array of domains, including discussion fo-
rums, Wikipedia, news broadcasts, and literary
works. For translation, we opted for Google Trans-
late API v3, which was consulted on September
11th, 2023.6 All 59,255 sentences were translated
into Dutch, Spanish, and Irish Gaelic and manu-
ally corrected with regard to formal issues such
as unexpected white-spaces or wrongly encoded
characters. Similar to previous works mentioned
above the AMR side remains unchanged for all lan-
guages - only the English source text was automat-
ically translated. This process yields a large, par-
allel multilingual corpus with aligned AMR annota-
tions that is sufficiently large and diverse in domain
for multilingual machine learning experimentation.
We make this dataset available with the same li-
cense as the original AMR 3.0 corpus on the LDC
website under the name “AMR 3.0 - Dutch, Irish,
and Spanish Machine Translations”.7

As described before, the goal of this study is
to gauge the performance of multilingual systems
compared to their monolingual counter-parts, pay-
ing particular attention to the amount of data per-

6A sample of Dutch translations was manually ver-
ified for quality. For the other languages, we specif-
ically selected Google Translate for its high-quality
translations, corroborated by the report, “The State
of Machine Translation, 2023” (https://inten.to/
machine-translation-report-2023/).

7The data submission is accepted by the LDC and its
release is planned for the second part of 2024.

language that the model is trained on. To do so
we train monolingual models for English, Spanish
and Dutch as the baselines, where each model is
trained on their respective full dataset of 55,635
training instances. We also train multilingual mod-
els, with English, Spanish and Dutch, and with only
Spanish and Dutch. We are mostly interested in
the multilingual models that were trained on a sub-
set of the data so that the multilingual model has
seen the same number of training samples in total
as the monolingual models but distributed across
languages. Furthermore, for reference, we also
train multilingual models that are trained on the full
dataset for each language to see how well mul-
tilingual models fare. This data distribution and
corresponding models has been illustrated in Ta-
ble 1. We thus control our training strictly on data
size: the baseline models are trained on their full,
monolingual dataset (*-only), the partial multilin-
gual models (*-part) are only trained on a sub-
set per language, and the full multilingual mod-
els (*-full) are trained on the full dataset of all
languages combined. The hypothesis is that the
baseline, monolingual models will perform better
than the full multilingual models, which in turn will
perform better than the partial multilingual models.
A small difference would justify the compute effi-
cient (one multilingual model) and data efficient
(multilingual model trained on partial datasets) util-
ity of multilingual AMR parsing.

model
lang. en es nl

en-only 55 635 0 0
es-only 0 55 635 0
nl-only 0 0 55 635
en+es+nl-part 18 545 18 545 18 545
es+nl-part 0 27 818 27 817
en+es+nl-full 55 635 55 635 55 635
es+nl-full 0 55 635 55 635

Table 1: Contents of the training set for each
model. The row sections represent monolin-
gual models (*-only), multilingual models that
have been trained only on part of the data per-
language (*-part), and multilingual models that
were trained on the full dataset for each language
(*-full).

4.3. Evaluation
For text-to-AMR parsing, it is common to use
Smatch scores (Cai and Knight, 2013), which cal-
culate the precision, recall and Smatch F1 scores
on matching the triples of the predicted graph with
the reference graph. We report Smatch F1 scores
as calculated by smatchpp (Opitz, 2023), partic-
ularly its ILP solver rather than the hill climber ap-
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proach for the best result. We report pairwise sig-
nificance levels on the differences between sys-
tems based on this F1 score, by sorting systems
best to worst and bootstrapping (n = 1000).8 For
brevity we show compact tables in the paper that
only contain smatch f1 scores and, for the coarse-
grained results, their significance compared to the
lower performing systems. In addition, we discuss
more fine-grained evaluation scores that are com-
mon in AMR research, following Damonte et al.
(2017). The following categories are reported:

• Unlabeled: Smatch score without consider-
ing the edge labels (the relation between two
items)

• No WSD: Smatch score without word sense
disambiguation (go instead of go-01)

• Concepts: score of correctly predicting con-
cepts

• Named entities: score of correctly predicting
named entities (:name)

• Negations: score of correctly predicting nega-
tions and polarity (:polarity)

• Wiki: score of correctly predicting linked
Wikipedia entries (:wiki)

• Reentrancy: some nodes can be reentering,
for instance due to coreference (so they have
more than one parent; like b in Fig. 1a).

• SRL: Smatch score for semantic role labelling,
i.e., only considering ARGn relations to identify
predicate-argument constructions

5. Results

In Tables 2, 4, and 6, we provide for all systems
their smatch F1, precision and recall scores. All
tables are sorted from worst to best according to
the smatch F1 score. For each system the sig-
nificance compared to only the previous system
above it is given for conciseness reasons; other
important significant differences as well as over-
lapping confidence intervals are described in the
text. Bold fonts indicate best systems for a given
metric. Note that we trained a multilingual model
on Spanish and Dutch only to see whether leaving
out English as a high-resource language would im-
pact the results for the other languages. Therefore,
the English results contain fewer systems than the
other two languages.

Detailed scores on specific categories are given
in Tables 3, 5, and 7, for English, Spanish and
Dutch respectively. Here we report only the F1
scores (multiplied by 100). Digits after the decimal
points are not reported for the fine-grained analy-
sis due to the limited decimal precision in the fine-
grained evaluation framework.

8https://github.com/mdtux89/
amr-evaluation/

smatch f1 smatch p smatch r
en+es+nl-full 79.07 79.92 78.24
en+es+nl-part 80.14** 81.52 78.81
en-only 81.30** 82.34 80.29

Significant differences with the previous row are marked
as ∗∗p < 0.01

Table 2: Smatch F1, precision and recall scores
on the English test set

en+es+nl-full en+es+nl-part en-only
unlabeled_f 82 83 84
no_wsd_f 79 81 82
concepts_f 85 87 88
ner_f 84 85 85
negations_f 63 66 69
wiki_f 74 74 75
reentrancies_f 68 69 71
srl_f 78 79 80

Table 3: Fine-grained evaluation results for the En-
glish test set (F1 score only)

smatch f1 smatch p smatch r
en+es+nl-part 73.04 74.59 71.56
es+nl-part 73.36* 74.76 72.79
es+nl-full 73.99 74.97 73.02
en+es+nl-full 74.10 74.99 73.24
es-only 74.56 75.85 73.30

Significant differences with the previous row are marked
as ∗p < 0.05

Table 4: Smatch F1, precision and recall scores
on the Spanish test set

en+es+nl
part

es+nl
part

es+nl
full

en+es+nl
full

es
only

unlabeled_f 77 78 78 78 78
no_wsd_f 73 74 74 74 75
concepts_f 76 77 77 77 78
ner_f 83 83 83 83 84
negations_f 52 58 55 55 59
wiki_f 71 72 73 73 73
reentrancies_f 62 62 62 62 63
srl_f 70 71 71 71 72

Table 5: Fine-grained evaluation results for the
Spanish test set (F1 score only)

smatch f1 smatch p smatch r
es+nl-part 73.09 74.15 72.07
en+es+nl-part 73.37 74.72 72.07
en+es+nl-full 73.45 74.24 72.66
es+nl-full 74.07 74.92 73.24
nl-only 74.36 75.60 73.15

No significant differences between successive rows

Table 6: Smatch F1, precision and recall scores
on the Dutch test set
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es+nl
part

en+es+nl
part

en+es+nl
full

es+nl
full

nl
only

unlabeled_f 77 77 77 78 78
no_wsd_f 73 73 73 74 74
concepts_f 76 76 76 77 78
ner_f 82 84 84 84 84
negations_f 51 54 52 54 57
wiki_f 72 72 73 73 73
reentrancies_f 60 61 61 62 62
srl_f 69 70 70 71 71

Table 7: Fine-grained evaluation results for the
Dutch test set (F1 score only)

6. Discussion

The central hypothesis of this study posited that
monolingual systems en-only, es-only, and
nl-only would outperform multilingual systems
in terms of F1 Smatch scores. The empirical data
affirm this hypothesis, revealing a consistent pat-
tern where monolingual models surpass their mul-
tilingual counterparts across all three languages
investigated. However, a nuanced interpretation
of the statistical significance tests offers some
promising insights.

English For coarse-grained results on English
(Table 2), the monolingual model was found to be
significantly better than both multilingual models.
In absolute terms, however, this difference is small:
the difference between the multilingual model that
was only trained on part of the dataset for each
language, and the monolingual model is only 1.2
Smatch F1, and on top of that their confidence in-
tervals overlap. Interestingly, training on the full
datasets with all languages combined yields signif-
icantly worse performance. This seems to indicate
that for English, training on more non-English data
deteriorates performance. This is unexpected be-
cause the assumption is that training on more data
as a whole should yield better results, but given the
significant difference between en+es+nl-full
and en+es+nl-part that is not the case for En-
glish, i.e., added languages to an English dataset
make results significantly worse regardless of the
size of the data.

Digging deeper in the English results in Table 3,
we find that there is a relatively small increase
in scores across categories for each model, with
the exception of the “negations” category, where a
larger differences can be noted between all mod-
els. Negation, or rather the “polarity” of an utter-
ance, has been proven difficult for automatic AMR
parsers in earlier work, so much so that it has been
suggested to post-process the AMR graph with a
heuristic algorithms to re-apply negation based on
polarity words in the input (Zhang et al., 2019).
Such methods can positively impact performance;
however, in this study we are interested in the ef-
fect of different data distributions on training re-

sults without any other modifications. In terms of
negation, we see that mixing in other languages
has a strong, negative impact.

Spanish Looking at the main results for Span-
ish (Table 5), the story changes in some respect.
The differences between the monolingual model
on the one hand and the full multilingual model
en+es+nl-full and partial en+es+nl-part on
the other are significant, with a difference in score
of only 0.5 and 1.6 respectively. It is clear that
the difference between the Spanish monolingual
model and the full multilingual model of 0.5 is small
and their confidence intervals overlap greatly. This
is in sharp contrast with English, where – even
though there also was small overlap between con-
fidence intervals – the difference in Smatch score
was larger with 1.2. Unlike English as well we
see that the multilingual model trained on partial
datasets performs significantly worse than all other
models, including the multilingual model trained
on all data. So unlike for English, training on full
datasets with a lot of data from different languages
improves the result, which was expected because
that means the model has “seen” more diverse
Spanish data as a whole. Scrutinising the bilin-
gual models that were trained on only Spanish
and Dutch, we find that the performance between
them does not differ significantly. In fact, neither of
them differ significantly from the second best per-
forming system, the multilingual model trained on
the full datasets en+es+nl-full. This sentiment
is compounded when looking at the monolingual,
best model and the worst bilingual model that was
trained only on part of the data. While these mod-
els differ significantly, the difference is 1.2 Smatch
and their confidence intervals overlap. The bilin-
gual model trained on full datasets does not differ
significantly from the monolingual model. So for
Spanish, multi/bilingual models trained on the full
dataset are viable. Furthermore, while the differ-
ences between the partial models and the mono-
lingual one are significant, their differences are rel-
atively small (1.6 and 1.2), and the confidence in-
terval of the Spanish-Dutch model overlap with the
one of the monolingual model, which indicates that
training on non-English languages together with a
Germanic language (Dutch) in limited data avail-
ability still yields good results that may be sufficient
under data and compute constraints.

In the fine-grained results (Table 5), we see the
same tendencies as for English. For all categories
there is a slight increase in scores across sys-
tems. In many cases scores are even identical
across systems, such as for all but the worst sys-
tem for the unlabeled category, which indicates
that the models are all similarly good at predict-
ing the structure of the AMR graph and that a dif-
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ference in performance is therefore mostly linked
to how well they can predict the relations between
nodes. Noteworthy, again, is the large difference
in how well negations can be predicted. The mono-
lingual model greatly outperforms the multilingual
models in this respect but also the bilingual model
es+nl-part performs well compared to the oth-
ers, indicating that training on balanced, partial
datasets without English seems to work well.

Dutch In Dutch we observe similarities with
Spanish (Table 6). Multi/bilingual models trained
on only a portion of the data perform worse than
the monolingual model but absolute differences
are small as we hypothesised: the gap between
the worst and best model is only 1.3 Smatch.
Whereas for Spanish the monolingual model did
not differ significantly from the full multi/bilingual
models, the monolingual model does differ from
en+es+nl-full significantly, but only with p =
0.046, an absolute difference of 0.9 Smatch F1,
and overlapping confidence intervals. Going back
to the main interest, the models trained on partial
data sets, we find that while the -part models
differ significantly from the monolingual model (as
expected) this is only 1.3 and 1 Smatch F1 respec-
tively and in both cases the confidence intervals
overlap. This indicates that for Dutch, training on
partial datasets, even combined with a Romance
language, yields competitive results compared to
a monolingual model.

Dutch fine-grained results are consistent with
our earlier findings (Table 7). Performance across
categories is similar across all systems with the
exception of negations. There, the monolingual
model is again greatly outperforming the other sys-
tems. However, whereas es+nl-part yielded
good results in the negation category for Spanish,
it performs poorly in this category for Dutch.

7. Conclusion

Our findings suggest that our hypothesis is partially
confirmed. For non-English languages, multilin-
gual and even bilingual models achieve good qual-
ity. The gap between the worst and best model is
2.2 Smatch F1 for English, but only 1.6 for Spanish
and 1.3 for Dutch. If annotated data is scarce for a
language, or computational resources are limited
to train or deploy multiple language-specific mod-
els, it is viable to instead train a single multilingual
model with a small trade-off in performance.

Interestingly and unexpectedly, for English,
adding too much data of other languages deteri-
orates model performance. A potential explana-
tion might be that AMR concepts correspond to an
English lemmas and training on a mix of plenty of

non-English and English data might “confuse” the
model.

For all models and languages we confirm the
findings of other researchers that polarity predic-
tion is a hard task. We note that this category
of errors alone seems to greatly impact perfor-
mance across all models: in most of the fine-
grained categories the performance difference be-
tween models is small but for “negations” it is fairly
large. Therefore, using techniques such as the
post-processing polarity algorithm by Zhang et al.
(2019) could close the gap between multilingual
and monolingual models even further.

By publishing our detailed findings, our models
as baseline references, our multilingual dataset,
and our training code, we hope to catalyse addi-
tional research in multilingual AMR parsing.

8. Limitations

Our work provides tangible language resources in
the form of a multilingual AMR dataset and text-
to-AMR models, and also offers insights into ad-
vantages and disadvantages of less-resource mul-
tilingual models. However, we also acknowledge
limitations of our work.

To create our dataset, we make use of Google
Translate, one of the best commercial MT systems
available. However, we did not post-edit the trans-
lations or verified their translation in detail. Sec-
ondly, in our study we contrasted full monolingual
models with partial and full multilingual models. In
this study we did not include additional configura-
tions, such as monolingual models with a subset
of the dataset, or other data quantity variations.
These were not feasible for us in terms of compute
and time but could provide useful insights. Finally,
we have based our methodology of training models
mostly on the work of Bevilacqua et al. (2021). We
have not made use of more recent work, nor used
techniques such as multi-task learning, Bayesian
learning or distillation. The impact of all those tech-
niques on multilingual AMR parsing with machine-
translated data could be promising.

By providing our models as a baseline alongside
a multilingual dataset and training code, we aim to
engage additional research that addresses these
limitations that were out of scope for the current
paper but that are noteworthy to investigate further.
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Abstract

This paper presents MoCCA, a Model of Comparative Concepts for Aligning Constructicons under development by a
consortium of research groups building Constructicons of different languages including Brazilian Portuguese, English,
German and Swedish. The Constructicons will be aligned by using comparative concepts (CCs) providing
language-neutral definitions of linguistic properties. The CCs are drawn from typological research on grammatical
categories and constructions, and from FrameNet frames, organized in a conceptual network. Language-specific
constructions are linked to the CCs in accordance with general principles. MoCCA is organized into files of two types: a
largely static CC Database file and multiple Linking files containing relations between constructions in a Constructicon and
the CCs. Tools are planned to facilitate visualization of the CC network and linking of constructions to the CCs. All files and
guidelines will be versioned, and a mechanism is set up to report cases where a language-specific construction cannot be
easily linked to existing CCs.
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1. Introduction
Constructicons are digital collections of construction
descriptions, in the sense and spirit of Construction
Grammar. There are now such Constructicons
available or under development for at least half a
dozen languages (Lyngfelt et al., 2018), and more on
the way. Some of them are developed for NLP
purposes and others for language pedagogy – or
both (Borin & Lyngfelt, forthc.; Ziem et al., forthc.).
While these Constructicons are for the most part
designed as monolingual resources, there is also
ongoing work towards cross-linguistic application, or
multilingual constructicography.

Previous efforts in Constructicon alignment have
been designed as bilingual or trilingual comparisons
(Laviola, 2015; Bäckström, Lyngfelt & Sköldberg,
2014; Lyngfelt et al., 2018). By using a constructional
approach with tools from lexicography, the authors
could discern close equivalents for most of the
constructions investigated. However, the results
showed a bias towards the source language, which
was English, regarding both formal and functional
properties. Furthermore, the method turned out to be
far too time consuming to be feasible on a large
scale and for more languages. Hence, the
conclusion of these experiments is that, rather than
construction by construction comparison, multilingual
Constructicon alignment requires a language-neutral
base of comparison.
In parallel, a series of workshops in Düsseldorf,
Germany and Gothenburg, Sweden have been
organized aimed at discussing possible
methodologies for aligning constructions from the
Brazilian Portuguese, English, German and Swedish
Constructicons. The choice of Berkeley FrameNet
frames as a possible comparative variable was
obvious, not least because some Constructicons
already link constructions and frames (Boas, Lyngfelt
& Torrent, 2019). But it is clear that frames only link

the meaning/function of constructions and the form
could therefore not represent a comparative variable.
So the choice also fell on the use of Croft's
comparative concepts (Croft, 2022), even if this
entails a new implementation for almost all
Constructicons. In addition to the selected
methodology, these workshops also focused on
practical implementation; in particular, rules and
processes were developed for aligning different
constructions using comparative concepts and
frames.
In this paper, we present one of the outcomes of
these workshops – the analytical and technical
guidelines for aligning constructions and
Constructicons via MoCCA (Model of Comparative
concepts for Constructicon Alignment). These
guidelines are jointly developed and agreed upon by
Constructicon-building teams (CBTs) henceforth
referred to as the CBT consortium.
The overall idea of this enterprise is to connect
constructions across and within languages using
comparative concepts (CCs) as a shared base of
comparison (Lyngfelt et al., 2022). The CCs provide
language-neutral definitions of linguistic properties,
and language-particular constructions may be linked
to any and all CCs conforming to properties shared
by the construction in question. Thereby the
construction will also be connected to other
constructions linked to the same CC.
The guidelines described here are primarily directed
towards Constructicon-building Teams, but may of
course be employed by any linguist wishing to
connect or compare a particular set of constructions
to other constructions within or across languages via
comparative concepts.

2. Comparative Concepts
Comparative concepts are the linguistic concepts
used as the basis of cross-linguistic comparison in
typology, although they were given this name only
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recently (Haspelmath, 2010). Comparative concepts
have been defined in terms of function (semantics,
pragmatics) since Greenberg (1963) and Keenan &
Comrie (1977). More recently, Haspelmath (2010)
argues that some comparative concepts can be
defined at least partly in terms of cross- linguistically
valid properties of morphosyntactic form. Croft
(2016, 2022) argues that comparative concepts are
either completely functional, or are hybrids
combining properties of function and form.

The CCs used in MoCCA are of five types:
constructions, strategies (see 3.2.1), semantic
content, information packaging and frames. The first
four types, described in Croft (2022), are based on
language typology. MoCCA uses an extension of the
set of CCs presented by Croft (2022). Constructions
and strategies are hybrid CCs, that is, pairings of
form and function (see below). Semantic content and
information packaging are purely functional CCs.
The fifth type consists of the set of semantic frames
defined in the Berkeley FrameNet 1.7 data release,
as described in Ruppenhofer et al. (2016). Names of
particular CCs, of any type, are written in boldface;
when needed the CC type will be indicated within
parentheses after the name.
Note that the language-neutrally defined
constructions employed as CCs, henceforth
CC-constructions, are not to be confused with
language-particular constructions, which will here be
called L-constructions. An L-construction, for
example the English Polarity Question Construction
(Are you coming with us?), is generally defined as
the pairing of a language-specific form with a
particular function.
In cross-linguistic comparison, particular
constructions such as the polarity question
construction (cxn) are compared first based on
function: the set of form-function pairings across
languages that express a function such as polarity
questions (Weissweiler et al. 2024). The polarity
question function is defined as propositional
content (sem) packaged as an interrogative (inf)
to which the interlocutor is expected to confirm,
amend or disconfirm (Bolinger, 1978).
Cross-linguistic comparison starts from function
because languages vary considerably in their
morphosyntactic form in expressing functions such
as the polarity question function. Although forms are
language-specific, certain general properties of form
can be defined cross-linguistically, for example, word
order, prosody, a question particle, a special verb
form, and so on. Thus, the English Polarity Question
L-construction is an instance of the CC-construction
polarity question construction (cxn) and uses the
strategies of word order (str)—specifically,
Subject-Auxiliary inversion—-and prosody (str)—
specifically, final rise intonation.
L-constructions may be linked to one or more CCs,
and related L-constructions may share some CCs
but differ with respect to others. Thus, the CC links
represent partial correspondences and should not be
confused with equivalence. Also note that the CCs
cannot cover all properties of all constructions in all
languages. There will always be language-particular
idiosyncrasies not covered by this alignment model.

In the remainder of this paper we present the
analytical and technical guidelines for using MoCCA,
as well as the methodology for reporting issues with
the system.

3. Analytical Guidelines
The MoCCA analytical guidelines focus on the
procedures and principles for associating
comparative concepts, including frames, with
constructions and, if applicable, construction
elements (CEs). In this section, we present its first
version (1.0).

3.1. The CC Network
The CCs, including frames, are presented as a
database of related concepts. The Croftian CCs can
be related using nine different relations. Subtype,
part, attribute, value and role/filler are used for CCs
of the same type. In addition, for construction CCs,
there is a special part relation, head, for the head of
the construction.
Strategies are related to construction in three
different ways. All strategies are related to the
construction whose form they describe with the
expression-of relation. Two classes of strategies also
make reference to another construction.
One class of strategies, recruitment strategies,
recruit the form of a related construction. For
example, the English Physical Sensation
construction (I have a headache/a cold/etc.) recruits
the form of the Presentational Possession
construction (I have a car). The recruited-from
relation links this strategy to its source construction.
In another class of strategies, the system of
strategies, elements of the form of one construction
are based on corresponding elements in another
construction. For example, in the accusative
alignment strategy, illustrated by transitive She saw
her vs. intransitive She was sleeping, the form of the
A (transitive subject) argument phrase is the same
as the form of the S (intransitive subject) phrase, i.e.
she, while the form of the P (transitive object) phrase
is different, i.e. her. In this case, the intransitive
construction serves as the model for the strategy for
encoding the transitive construction’s arguments
(A=S and P≠S). The accusative alignment strategy
therefore has a modeled-on relation to the
intransitive construction.
Finally, the function relation is used to link semantic
and information packaging CCs to CC-constructions.
Frame CCs can be related via the inheritance,
subframe, perspective-on, precedes, using,
causative-of, inchoative-of, metaphor and see-also
relations (for a more detailed explanation on
FrameNet relations, see Ruppenhofer et al., 2016).
The CC network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
with arcs between CCs of the same type always
having the direction of child to parent, part to whole,
attribute to CC, value to attribute and role/filler to
CC. Relations between different CC types are
always directed to CC-construction. When building
these relations, clusters of the same CC type are
analyzed as taxonomic trees (e.g. the modification
construction tree). When all trees of all five different
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CC types are combined via the expression-of,
recruited-from, modeled-on and function relations,
the network becomes a DAG.
It is also possible that even within a CC cluster, there
may be multiple, alternative taxonomies. This stems
from the fact that language phenomena can be
analyzed in different ways and to represent it, CCs
can have multiple parents. When possible, however,
multiple parents are always avoided as a way to
make the network clearer.
To avoid inconsistencies, a set of constraints were
devised and implemented to validate the state of the
network. These validators, among other things,
check whether the CC type constraints for each
relation are respected and that no CC node is
isolated. A more specific constraint, considered for
CC-sem and CC-inf, would be: if X is a value of Y
and Y is an attribute of Z, then X must be a subtype
of Z.
In its current state, the network consists of 2286 CCs
(of which 1222 are frames) and 3547 relations
between them. The 1672 relations between
non-frame CCs are all new and were manually
created for MoCCA.
Previous experience with the Global FrameNet
Shared Annotation task (Torrent et al., 2018; Giouli
et al., 2020) reveals that users will often find the
need to expand the model by adding new CCs or
revising the existing ones. This is not a choice teams
will be allowed to make on the fly, since it would
compromise the alignment. Nonetheless,
mechanisms are proposed for dealing with cases
where teams cannot find a perfectly matching CC for
the construction or construction element under
analysis (see Section 5).

3.2. Associating CCs with Constructions
Associating CCs with constructions requires
consideration of both function and form of
constructions. This is not a simple task. For
example, English uses a special pronoun for
reflexive meaning for all persons, e.g. I cut myself,
while Brazilian Portuguese and Swedish use the
ordinary transitive object pronouns for 1st and 2nd
person: Swedish Jag skar mig 'I cut myself' (lit. I cut
me).
In contrast, for reciprocal meaning English uses a
special multi-word expression: We saw each other;
but some verbs express reciprocal meaning without
any special form:We met. Brazilian Portuguese uses
the same pronouns that are used for reflexive
meaning: Nos vemos amanhã na cidade 'We'll see
each other downtown tomorrow'; or a special form
um ao outro, with or without the reflexive pronoun.
Swedish uses a special form different from its
reflexive pronoun, not unlike English: Tvillingarna
avskyr varandra 'The twins detest each other'; but in
some cases use a special verb form in -s: De träffas
och talas vid 'They meet (each other) and talk (to
each other)'.
This many-to-many mapping between form and
function across languages requires us to compare
form and function partly independently.

The association between CCs and L-constructions is
guided by the following four principles, which will be
discussed in detail in the subsections below.

1. Application: Link L-constructions to both a
CC-construction and one of the CC-construction's
CC-strategies.

2. Generality: Link an L-construction to the
CC-construction at the lowest relevant level of
generality in the CC-construction taxonomy.

3. Constructional inheritance: If there are multiple
L-constructions in a taxonomic hierarchy, link them
to the CC-constructions in the CC-construction
taxonomic hierarchy that most closely matches the
L-construction hierarchy.

4. Analytical targets: Link L-construction CEs to
corresponding CC-constructions where the latter
exist, and to CC-strategies where the L-construction
CE is introduced by a strategy.

3.2.1. Application
In linguistic typology, function is the primary basis for
cross-linguistic comparison, because function can be
compared directly across languages. A typology of
reciprocal constructions analyzes the variation in
form for the expression of reciprocal meaning. This
is an onomasiological approach to the analysis of
constructions. Hence, “reciprocal construction” in a
cross-linguistic sense is any morphosyntactic form
expressing a particular function in any language.

Morphosyntactic form is language-specific, but some
morphosyntactic properties can be defined in
cross-linguistic terms. Variation in form across
languages can be classified into morphosyntactic
strategies, such as special pronoun form or a special
verb form (Keenan and Comrie, 1977; Croft, 2022).

Thus, an L-construction in a Constructicon for a
specific language includes a specification of a
particular function (in cross-linguistic terms, a
CC-construction) and its language-specific
morphosyntactic form (a CC-strategy). An
L-construction should therefore be linked to both a
CC-construction and a CC-strategy of that
CC-construction in the network.

Construction grammarians often take a
semasiological approach, examining different
functions expressed by a language-specific
morphosyntactic form, such as the special reflexive
pronoun form being used for reciprocal meaning in
Brazilian Portuguese. For cross-lingual constructicon
alignment, these correspond to two distinct
CC-constructions, where one of the constructions
has recruited the form of the other (a recruitment
strategy).
3.2.2. Generality
When choosing the CC to be associated with a
construction or CE, the most specific one that is
applicable should be used.
The CCs in the linking model are organized in a
network. Thus, linking an L-construction to a CC also
connects it to related CCs of different generality and,
indirectly, to associated L-constructions. This feature
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may somewhat compensate for differences in
granularity between L-construction entries in
different Constructicons, through a graph structure
identifying the closest corresponding target
construction. Linking at too high a level of generality,
however, may overgenerate and create less
accurate connections. Therefore, one should try to
find the most specific CC possible for any given
construction or CE.
Sometimes this means that the best solution is to
link to two or more co-hyponym CCs rather than a
single hyperonym. If a supertype CC captures more
subtypes than the ones relevant for characterizing
the construction under analysis, then, the relevant
subtypes should be associated with the construction,
instead of the supertype.
3.2.3. Constructional Inheritance
Language-particular Constructicons may also be
organized in inheritance networks. When looking at
the network of CCs, it is important to consider the
CC-construction's degree of generality/specificity in
relation to that of the L-construction under analysis in
the Constructicon.
For Constructicons that model construction
inheritance, CCs and frames should be associated
only once in an inheritance chain, at the adequate
level of generality. For example, if a Constructicon
has a general construction for relative clauses and
four other constructions for subtypes of relative
clauses, the more general relative clause
construction (cxn) CC should be associated to the
more general L-construction, while the subtypes –
such as anaphoric head (cxn) and free relative
clause constructions (cxn) – should be associated
to the daughter L-constructions.
3.2.4. Analytical Targets
In the proposed linking model, CCs can be
associated with constructions, CEs or both. If the
Constructicon in question models constructional
constituency in a way that allows for direct
association of CEs to CC-constructions in a part
relation to the CC-construction linked to the whole
L-construction, CEs can be manually associated;
they cannot be automatically derived from the part
relation. If not, all applicable CCs should be
associated at the level of the construction.
If the CC-construction already has CCs of its parts,
they can be linked to L-construction CEs. For
example, in linking the English Adjective Modification
Construction, illustrated by very large turkey, the
CCs adjective modification construction (cxn),
adjective attributive phrase (cxn), and referent
expression (cxn) are applicable to the whole
referring phrase, its modifier (very large) and its
head (turkey) respectively.
It is important to distinguish when the CE is
associated with a CC-construction in a part relation,
or a part of the CC-strategy used by the
L-construction. For example, the English Finite
Complement Clause L-construction, as in Sally said
that she ate the leftovers, has four language-specific
CEs: the matrix complement- taking predicate or
CTP (said), the matrix Subject argument phrase
(Sally), the complementizer (that), and the

complement (she ate the leftovers). The matrix CTP
and its dependent arguments and complement are
CEs of the CC-construction complement clause
construction (cxn). The complementizer, on the
other hand, is introduced by the CC-strategy
complementizer (str).

4. Technical Guidelines
This section of the guidelines aims to provide
Constructicon-building teams (CBTs) with
information on the requirements for implementing the
alignment between Constructicons. They cover
issues concerning the database format, tools and
versioning.

4.1. Database format
Considering the need to preserve the autonomy of
different CBTs on how to organize and manipulate
their data, MoCCA is split into a main database file
for CCs and language specific files. These files
follow the “keep it simple” principle, i.e. they are easy
to read, both by humans and computer algorithms,
and contain only information relevant for the
Constructicon alignment.

4.1.1 The CC Database File
The first file, referred to as CC Database File,
comprises the set of comparative concepts agreed
upon and provided by the consortium and their
relations. Since the CCs are the main features used
to align constructions from different projects, this file
should be treated as somewhat static. Changes are
expected, but should not be drastic or as fast as
other data, as they can potentially change the
alignment of all Constructicons. The main content of
the file is its version and the CCs themselves. Each
CC entry must contain an unique, persistent CC ID
and the CC's type, name, definition and relations. To
represent relations, each CC entry must include
attributes for each relation type described in Section
3.1. These attributes must contain a list of CC IDs
with which the CC relates via that type. If that list is
empty, the attribute may be omitted. A YAML-like
schema for this file looks like this (a ? indicates an
optional field):

● CC Database File version
● List of CCs:

○ CC ID
○ CC Type
○ CC Name
○ CC Definition
○ Relation ri: list of CC IDs ?

4.1.2 The Linking Database Files
The second file type in MoCCA stores the linking
between a Constructicon and the comparative
concepts. A Linking Database File uniquely identifies
a Constructicon among all others and for that reason
must contain an alphanumeric identifier for that
Constructicon, its name, version and the ISO 639-3
code of its language. This file must contain an
explicit indication of which CC Database File version
was used for the linking process. Its main content is
a list of L-constructions. Each L-construction entry
must have an ID, name and description and a list of
associated CC IDs. The L-construction ID does not
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need to be universally unique, i.e., it only needs to
be unique for the Constructicon in question. The list
of CC IDs is restricted to IDs from the CC Database
File in its version specified by the linking file.

When applicable, the L-construction entry should
also specify the ID of its parent L-construction and a
list of its CEs in the Constructicon. The required data
for CE entries mirrors that of L-construction entries:
CE ID, name and description, parent CE ID and a list
of CC IDs. Optional data for a Linking File includes
name and descriptions in English and up to 3
example constructs. A representation of this
complete schema in a YAML-like format looks like
this:

● Constructicon ID
● Constructicon Name
● Constructicon Version
● CC Database File Version
● MoCCA Guidelines version
● Language ID (ISO 639-3)
● List of constructions:

○ L-construction ID
○ L-construction Name
○ L-construction Name (en) ?
○ L-construction Description
○ L-construction Description (en) ?
○ Parent L-construction ID ?
○ List of CC IDs (linking to the CC file)
○ List of Examples [0-3] ?
○ List of L-construction CEs:

■ CE ID
■ CE Name
■ CE Name (en) ?
■ CE Description
■ CE Description (en) ?
■ Parent CE ID ?
■ List of CC IDs (linking to the

CC file)

4.2. Tools
Relating constructions to comparative concepts is
the only way in which data from different projects
can be connected. To make this process easier,
faster and inconsistency-free, it is possible to
develop a linking tool. This can be a web interface or
API with which users (i.e. Constructicon developers)
can easily link their constructions and CEs to CCs
from MoCCA.

Another possible useful tool could use the linked
databases from all existing Constructicons to show
how different constructions are related between
different languages. This can be done via different
kinds of visualizations of the underlying CC graphs.

4.3. Versioning
To increase compatibility and preserve the ability of
projects to work at their own pace, all of the files and
guidelines previously discussed need to be
versioned. Every database or tool built based on the
CC or the Linking Databases needs to explicitly
include the version of those files that was used as
part of the metadata. In the case of the Linking
Database Files, the Constructicon projects are
expected to update their version according to the
changes made and also provide the version of the

analytical guidelines that were followed. When
changing the CC Database File version used by a
Linking Database File, documentation will be
provided to guide the automatic or manual update to
a new version, depending on the changes made to
the CCs by the CBT consortium.

5. Reporting Issues
This section presents guidelines for situations where
it is not possible to adhere to the four principles in
Section 3.2 or any other problem arises. In such
cases, teams should report an issue. This reporting
can be done using GitHub's Issues system at the
appropriate repository under our organization1.
A special type of issue are situations where the
L-construction will not appear to fit into the function
defined for any of the CC-constructions in the CC
network, or the strategies defined for the relevant
CC-construction. To fix that, a new CC must be
proposed.
In the case of an apparent missing CC-construction,
the report should include a proposed name and
definition, the semantic content and information
packaging CCs that define the proposed
CC-construction, and taxonomic and/or partonomic
relations between the proposed CC-construction and
existing CC-constructions in the network.
In the case of an apparent missing CC-strategy, the
report should include the name and definition and
the ID of the CC-construction which the CC-strategy
expresses, what type of strategy is involved, and in
the case of a system strategy or a recruitment
strategy, what system the strategy is part of, and
what the source construction for the recruitment
strategy is.
For more general problems or issues with other
principles, the report must describe the situation and
if possible, propose a change. This description
should indicate whether the issue pertains to one of
the four principles in Section 3.2 and where it relates
to, i.e. guidelines or one of the database files. The
solution, if present, must propose a change to that
part of MoCCA.
In all cases, the CBT consortium will analyze the
issue report and implement the solution that best
handles the case while minimizing the impact to the
full alignment.

6. Conclusion
In this contribution, we have introduced a model for
aligning Constructicons based on comparative
concepts (Croft 2016, 2022). More than 2,000 CCs,
including all FrameNet 1.7 frames, have been
collected in the MoCCA database and are made
available to the research community together with a
set of guidelines that define the process of aligning
constructions from different Constructicon projects.
In addition to these analytical and technical
guidelines, a process for reporting issues and
suggesting amendments has been outlined.

1 https://github.com/comparative-concepts
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While the model presented here is aimed at
Constructicon-building teams (CBTs), we encourage
linguists working with other languages and
constructions to also consider linking their resources
to MoCCA as a way to compare their work to
existing Constructicons. By expanding the pool of
languages linked to the comparative concepts, we
can further improve the comparison model.
MoCCA can also form the basis of schemas and
guidelines for other types of annotations, both within
specific languages and across languages. It is also a
useful resource for projects working with interlingua
or other computational methods that could leverage
the network of CCs. Finally, it could also serve in any
type of contrastive work or as a resource for
teaching.
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Abstract
The main objective of this study is to contribute to multilingual discourse research by employing ISO-24617 Part 8
(Semantic Relations in Discourse, Core Annotation Schema – DR-core) for annotating discourse relations. Centering
around a parallel discourse relations corpus that includes English, Polish, and European Portuguese, we initiate one
of the few ISO-based comparative analyses through a multilingual corpus that aligns discourse relations across these
languages. In this paper, we discuss the project’s contributions, including the annotated corpus, research findings,
and statistics related to the use of discourse relations. The paper further discusses the challenges encountered
in complying with the ISO standard, such as defining the scope of arguments and annotating specific relation
types like Expansion. Our findings highlight the necessity for clearer definitions of certain discourse relations and
more precise guidelines for argument spans, especially concerning the inclusion of connectives. Additionally, the
study underscores the importance of ongoing collaborative efforts to broaden the inclusion of languages and more
comprehensive datasets, with the objective of widening the reach of ISO-guided multilingual discourse research.

Keywords: ISO 24617-8, discourse relations, parallel corpora

1. Introduction

Discourse relations are connections linking the
meaning conveyed by two or more situations in dis-
course, articulated either explicitly or implicitly. The
ISO-24617-8 standard provides a structured ap-
proach for annotating these relations in texts across
various languages and genres. It is designed for
use in natural language corpora and serves as a
reference model for automated techniques in ba-
sic discourse parsing, summarization, and other
related applications (ISO, 2020).

Importantly, ISO-24617-8 has the potential to ad-
vance multilingual discourse studies by offering a
universal analytical framework. Despite its utility,
projects utilizing this standard, especially in multi-
lingual contexts, are rare. Our research addresses
this by applying ISO-24617-8 to a corpus compris-
ing Polish, English, and European Portuguese. The
aim is to examine the distribution of discourse rela-
tions in these languages, along with the challenges
of applying the standard to such data.

This study was carried out within the Multilingual
Discourse Annotation Initiative (MDAI), an emerg-
ing collaboration in multilingual discourse analy-
sis between Polish and Portuguese scholars. The
initiative adopts the ISO 24617-8 standard for its
versatility across different languages and genres.

In this paper, we present the inaugural study con-
ducted by our team. Our work encompasses the
development of research materials, pilot annota-

tions on select samples, and a trilingual annotation
approach, offering early insights into the nature
of discourse relations. Moreover, we examine the
challenges we faced, especially in complying with
the ISO standard, which paves the way for further
refinement of the standard and its possible exten-
sion to other languages. The subsequent sections
present our accomplishments, annotation method-
ologies, and initial findings.

Our main contributions are as follows:
• Testing ISO-24617-8 in a trilingual corpus to

enhance comparative analyses and support
multilingual discourse annotation.

• Providing statistics on the use of discourse
relations across the three languages.

• Identifying challenges in adhering to the ISO-
24617-8 standard for discourse annotation.

The paper is organized into six sections. The
first section introduces the subject and outlines the
research rationale. The second section reviews
related work in the field, setting the context for
the research. In the third section, we present ISO
24617-8, discussing its relevance and application
to our study. The fourth section describes the re-
search methodology, including the data collection
process and the methods employed. The fifth sec-
tion discusses the results of the study. The paper
concludes with the sixth section, where we provide
final remarks and propose future work in this area.
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2. Related Work

Discourse relations are meaning relations between
discourse units essential to understanding dis-
course structure and explaining different linguistic
problems. They integrate semantic and pragmatic
theories such as Theory of Discourse Coherence
(Hobbs, 1985), Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
(Mann and Thompson, 1988), Taxonomy of Coher-
ence Relations (Sanders et al., 1992), and Seg-
mented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT)
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003). These theories differ
along several aspects, namely discourse relations’:

• designations – coherence (Hobbs, 1985;
Sanders et al., 1992) or rhetorical relations
(Mann and Thompson, 1988; Asher and Las-
carides, 2003);

• definitions – based on semantic (Hobbs, 1985;
Asher and Lascarides, 2003), pragmatic crite-
ria (Grosz and Sidner, 1986) or a combination
of the two (Mann and Thompson, 1988);

• nature – descriptive and operational constructs
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003) or cognitive en-
tities (Sanders et al., 1992; Mann and Thomp-
son, 1988);

• number – for most proposals, an open list;
• arguments – type: clauses, single sentences,

nominalizations; events, states or entities; sim-
ple or composite; adjacency: adjacent (RST)
or also non-adjacent (SDRT);

• relevance – nucleus/satellite (RST) or subordi-
nating/coordinating relations (SDRT).

Deriving discourse relations has been the subject
of extensive research. One of the most comprehen-
sive and well-founded frameworks for this purpose
is SDRT, which combines a detailed formalization
of the elements involved in discourse interpretation
with semantic and pragmatic constraints to infer dis-
course relations. According to SDRT, there are two
types of information sources responsible for com-
puting a given discourse relation: linguistic sources,
such as the lexicon and compositional semantics,
and non-linguistic sources, such as world knowl-
edge and the cognitive state of the participants.

Discourse relations can either be implicit, not sig-
naled linguistically, or explicit (Taboada and Das,
2013). Explicit discourse relations are identified
through the presence of a linguistic marker, which
could be a word (e.g., ’because’ for Explanation),
a lexical expression (e.g., ’with the purpose of’ for
Result), tense/mood/aspect (e.g., sequence of
Simple Pasts for Narration), or syntactic structure
(e.g., relative clause for Elaboration). These lin-
guistic markers are known as ’discourse relational
devices’, ’connectives’ (van Dijk, 1979), ’discourse
markers’ (Schiffrin, 1987), ’cue-phrases’ (Asher

and Lascarides, 2003), or ’relational signs’ (Das
and Taboada, 2019). Discourse relational devices
play a significant role in triggering discourse rela-
tions and have been extensively studied (Iruskieta
et al., 2014; Das and Taboada, 2019). Different
taxonomies and findings have been reported in the
literature to annotate datasets.

Various annotated datasets, comprising differ-
ent genres and languages (individual or parallel),
have been created for discourse relation identifi-
cation. Some examples of these datasets are the
RST-DT English corpus (Carlson et al., 2003); Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008);
RST Spanish Treebank (RST-ST) (da Cunha et al.,
2011); SDRT Annodis French corpus (Afantenos
et al., 2012); TED multilingual discourse bank (TED-
MDB) (English, German, Polish, Portuguese, Rus-
sian, Turkish) (Zeyrek et al., 2018). Most of these
datasets identify discourse relations through the
presence of a discourse marker, while only a few
rely on other sources of information (Benamara and
Taboada, 2015).

Annotation is mainly done manually, either by
trained linguists or non-experts, with a small
number of instances of assisted automatic/semi-
automatic annotation. (e.g., Gecco (Lapshinova-
Koltunski and Anna Kunz, 2014); French Discourse
Treebank (FDTB1) (Abeillé et al., 2000)).

The abundance of different frameworks makes
it difficult to compare annotated corpora within the
same language or across languages. Proposals
such as ISO (ISO, 2016) (Bunt, 2015; Prasad and
Bunt, 2015; Bunt and Prasad, 2016) aim to cre-
ate interoperable, language-agnostic annotation
schemes to address this issue. These annotated
datasets with discourse relations are vital to Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) applications such
as automatic summarization and translation, infor-
mation retrieval, sentiment analysis, and opinion
mining (Webber et al., 2012).

3. ISO 24617-8

ISO 24617 - Language Resource Management –
Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF) is made
up of various components that tackle distinct facets
of semantic annotation, including referential, tem-
poral, and semantic role labeling. SemAF offers
comprehensive coverage of linguistic phenomena.
Part 8 – Semantic Relations in Discourse, Core
Annotation Schema (DR-core) – ISO 24617-8 (ISO,
2016) deals with the annotation of locally estab-
lished discourse relations.

The primary aim of ISO 24617-8 is to provide
an interoperable approach to local discourse re-
lations annotation, facilitating mapping between
existing frameworks (e.g., RST (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1988), SDRT (Asher and Lascarides, 2003),
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PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008)) while adhering to the
principles of the Linguistic Annotation Framework
(ISO, 2012). It is also designed to be applicable to
any natural language.

The “low-level” discourse relations proposed by
ISO 24617-8 link two arguments, which are defined
based on semantic criteria rather than syntactic.
Thus, an argument of a discourse relation is any
situation (state, event, fact, proposition or dialogue
act), regardless of whether it is expressed syntac-
tically by, for example, a nominalization, a clause,
a sentence, or a discourse segment. Regarding
the extent and adjacency of argument spans, ISO
24617-8 is neutral.

Each argument of a discourse relation is as-
signed an interpretation or role. Some discourse
relations present pairs of arguments with the same
role, so they are symmetric. Other discourse rela-
tions, called “asymmetric”, assign different roles to
each argument. Similarly to other frameworks, in
ISO 24617-8, discourse relations are established
between the two arguments regardless of the exis-
tence or absence of discourse markers.

Figures 9 and 9 in the Appendix present the set
of asymmetric and symmetric discourse relations
put forward by ISO 24617-8.

According to ISO 24617-8, discourse relations
are not a closed set, and many questions still need
further research. For example, more precise dis-
tinctions are necessary for certain discourse rela-
tions, and there is a need for coverage of language-
specific features, especially typologically distinct
ones.

To the best of our knowledge, ISO-24617-8 has
not been widely used to annotate discourse re-
lations. Silvano et al. (2022) and Silvano and
Damova (2023) propose a taxonomy grounded on
ISO 24617-8 with a plug-in to Part 2 about Dia-
logue acts (ISO, 2020). This taxonomy represents
the semantic and pragmatic meaning of discourse
markers across nine different languages in a paral-
lel corpus. Silvano et al. (2023) present an anno-
tated corpus (DRIPPS) with discourse relations. It
contains 993 sentences with adverbial perfect par-
ticipial clauses in four varieties of Portuguese (Eu-
ropean, Brazilian, Mozambican, and Angolan) and
British English. The sentences were extracted from
online newspapers and annotated with discourse
relations following the ISO 24671-8 framework. The
authors also annotated several discourse relational
devices, such as connectors, the tense of the verb
of the main clause, and the aspectual types of both
clauses, to determine which ones contribute to the
discourse relations inference.

Another resource is the Polish Discourse Corpus
(PDC). Originating from a previous project that an-
notated discourse connectives to study their roles in
various relations (Heliasz and Ogrodniczuk, 2019),

it is the first corpus designed for Polish that con-
forms to ISO 24617-8, and is unique in its multi-
genre content. Comprising 1,745 texts from the Pol-
ish Coreference Corpus (Ogrodniczuk et al., 2015),
the PDC reflects the genre distribution of the Na-
tional Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et al., 2012).
An evaluation of the ISO 24617-8 standard’s ap-
plication to Polish data revealed some challenges,
especially with the subjective interpretation and
vague definitions of discourse relations, indicating
a need for clearer guidelines (Żurowski et al., 2023).
The project has achieved several milestones, in-
cluding the identification of over 17,881 discourse
relations. Additionally, an early version of an auto-
matic parsing tool has been developed, adopting
a sequence-tagging approach to provide an initial
assessment of the complexity involved in parsing
discourse relations in Polish texts (Ogrodniczuk
et al., forthcoming).

4. Method and Materials

The subsequent sections detail the objectives and
methodology of this study, including the develop-
ment of research materials, test annotations on
selected samples, and the trilingual annotation of
a complete text.

4.1. Objectives
The research focuses on testing the ISO-24617-8
standard’s application in the context of multilingual
discourse analysis, targeting a corpus of Polish,
English, and European Portuguese. The standard
is recognized for its potential as a comprehensive
framework for analyzing discourse relations across
various languages and genres. However, its prac-
tical deployment has been limited, especially in
multilingual settings. The study seeks to address
this gap by examining how the standard can be
applied to a diverse linguistic dataset, aiming to
uncover the distribution and utilization of discourse
relations within these languages.

Another objective is pinpointing the challenges
encountered in adhering to the ISO-24617-8 frame-
work for discourse annotation. Identifying them is
essential for suggesting potential adjustments or
enhancements to the standard, thereby improving
its applicability and effectiveness in future research.

4.2. Dataset
The Multilingual Discourse Annotation Initiative
(MDAI) dataset currently features 60 TED talks in
English, European Portuguese, and Polish. English
serves as the pivot language. The decision to use
TED talks1 was based on their accessibility, which

1https://www.ted.com/talks
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makes publishing the annotated dataset possible.
Additionally, some other TED texts were annotated
with discourse relations using other frameworks
(Zeyrek et al., 2018), allowing for future annotation
comparisons.

Our TED talks selection process relied on three
key criteria:

1. availability in all three target languages,
2. a narrative nature, and
3. a length of 600 to 800 words.

As part of our pilot study, we chose to transcribe
“The History of the World According to Cats” TED
talk2.

4.3. Annotation methodology
The annotation process engaged a diverse group of
participants, including two early-career researchers
and two scholars with substantial academic back-
grounds, all of whom shared an interest and ex-
pertise in discourse annotation. This collaborative
effort laid the groundwork for examining the ISO
24617-8 standard’s applicability across different
languages.

The initial phase of the study involved selecting
texts for annotation, designing a pilot dataset, and
establishing a shared digital workspace to facilitate
joint annotation and discussions. A sample text
from open-source data was chosen for test anno-
tation, aimed at aligning the annotation methods
with the ISO 24617-8 standard and identifying differ-
ences in annotation strategies, particularly between
the Polish and European Portuguese annotators
with experience from their individual teams.

During the initial (test) annotation phase, the
annotators worked on the sample text to ensure
methodological consistency with the standard and
to uncover any discrepancies in their approaches.
Following this, a meeting was convened to discuss
and resolve differences, especially concerning ar-
gument length and content, definitions and catego-
rizations of relations, and relation hierarchies. Both
teams identified these aspects as challenging.

During the pilot review, minor discrepancies were
addressed, particularly in argument scope and the
distinction between certain relations. After thor-
ough discussion, consensus was reached, with
Expansion maintained as a crucial component of
the ISO standard, despite the omission in the Pol-
ish Discourse Corpus (PDC) annotation (Żurowski
et al., 2023), for instance. Elaboration was de-
fined to include instances where arguments per-
tained to the same event or situation, as stipulated

2The video is available at https://www.ted.com/
talks/eva_maria_geigl_the_history_of_
the_world_according_to_cats/transcript.

by ISO, but we also incorporated insights from
SDRT’s interpretation of Elaboration. For this
reason, cases where the second argument por-
trayed a subevent of an event introduced by the
first argument were also annotated as Elabora-
tion. Additionally, following Prévot et al. ( 2009),
whenever the second argument provided more in-
formation about an entity represented in the first
argument, the selected discourse relation would be
Elaboration as well.

The annotation proper was conducted on an en-
tire transcription of a TED talk titled “The History of
the World According to Cats” in English, European
Portuguese and Polish. We prepared a working
document with the rules of the MDAI Annotation
Scheme, grounded in the ISO 24617-8 standard.
The process included the identification of the text
span, discourse connectives, argument scopes,
determination of arguments’ order, identification of
discourse relations, and arguments’ role. The En-
glish version was annotated by three non-native
annotators, fluent in English, with expertise in dis-
course relations and experience with ISO 24617-8.
The European Portuguese and Polish translations
were each annotated by two native experts.

Following the annotation proper, we have con-
ducted the subsequent parts of the study: (i) as-
sessing inter-annotator agreement, (ii) discussing
the findings, and (iii) challenges.

5. Findings and Discussion

In this section, we describe the results of our study.
We begin by presenting the results regarding the
different tasks, and then we elaborate on one of the
tasks, discourse relations identification, discussing
some of the challenges we faced.

5.1. Results
Text spans Table 1 reveals that while there is a
general consensus among annotators within each
language, there are discrepancies in the number
of text spans identified across languages.

A1 A2 A3 A4
English 72 72 61 -
Polish - - 55 47
Portuguese 74 76 - -

Table 1: The number of text spans identified in the
three texts

Notably, the Polish subcorpus had fewer anno-
tated text spans than the Portuguese dataset. The
English and Portuguese datasets were annotated
by the same individuals (A1 and A2), while A3 was
among the annotators for the Polish subcorpus. It
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is worth noting that all annotators had prior expe-
rience working with ISO 24617-8 in other projects.
For this pilot study, they were provided with the
guidelines presented by ISO 24617-8. The stan-
dard’s impartiality towards text span length may
account for this variance. Moreover, these results
point to some indefiniteness as to what an argu-
ment should be by some annotators, who seem to
have a broader notion and do not conduct a finer-
grained analysis of all possible arguments and the
discourse relations between them.

For the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of the
span texts, we opted to follow a pairwise BLEU-
1 approach due to the difficulties associated with
measuring the traditional Cohen’s kappa in text
span labeling (Deleger et al., 2012; Brandsen et al.,
2020; Miranda, 2023). Some other scores to mea-
sure agreement are also possible. Carlson et al.
(2003) mapped the hierarchical structures of the
discourse into sets of units and then computed the
Cohen’s kappa of the categorical sets, while Zeldes
(2017) employed an automatic tagger to compare
with the human annotations and then obtaining
the accuracy between automatic and manual la-
bels. However, grouping in a set of units makes the
agreement score not intuitive to interpret since it is
necessary to detail which groups exist and their pro-
portions. The exact accuracy of spans can also not
reflect the labeling work done, because to measure
the argument agreements, we allowed some minor
disagreement (up to 20% in the BLEU-1 score) in
the text spans. Hence, the BLEU-1 score seemed
a rational choice in the context of our research.

The BLEU score is a standard metric to evaluate
the results of translation task (Papineni et al., 2002).
The BLEU-1 is a variation of the BLEU score that
considers the tokens in the reference and the target
as one gram and computes the proportion of tokens
from the target that appears in the reference. This
score ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 is no match
between the tokens of two texts, and 1 is the full
match of the tokens of the reference and target
texts. To compute the BLEU-1 of the annotated text
spans, we consider one annotator as the reference,
i.e., the gold standard, and the other annotator as
the target. Then, we calculated the BLEU-1 score
for each text span. If a text span does not present
a match in the reference, then we set the BLEU-1
score of that annotation as 0. Next, we average
the BLUE-1 scores of all text spans. After that,
we switch the reference annotator and the target
and compute the BLEU-1 score again. Finally, we
average these two scores. Table 2 describes the
agreement between annotators in each dataset.

Overall, the results indicate that identifying text
spans, which may not necessarily be limited to mini-
mal chunks, led to a reasonable level of agreement.
However, it is worth noting that there was a different

A1,2 A1,3 A2,3 A3,4

English .63 .65 .48 -
Polish - - - .63
Portuguese .67 - - -

Table 2: The IAA of the text spans as BLEU-1 score
between annotators A1 and A2 (A1,2), A1 and A3
(A1,3), A2 and A3 (A2,3) and A3 and A4 (A3,4).

interpretation of the definition of the relevant text
span for breaking down arguments by A3.

Example 1 illustrates some of the divergences
observed in the annotations.

Example 1
He rode to Gibraltar with the rescued crew and
served as a ship cat on three more vessels – one
of which also sank.

The three annotators agree that the discourse re-
lation Asynchrony should link two situations. The
initial situation, which has the argument role of Be-
fore, is "he rode to Gibraltar with the rescued crew",
while the second situation, which has the role of
After, is "(he) served as a ship cat on three more
vessels". However, the annotators showed some
disagreement regarding the extent of the second ar-
gument. A2 incorporated "one of which also sank"
in the second argument ("and served as a ship cat
on three more vessels – one of which also sank"),
whereas A1 did not include this part ("and served
as a ship cat on three more vessels"). Furthermore,
A3 excluded the conjunction "and".

Arguments Another task we conducted during
our pilot study was identifying the arguments for the
selected text spans. For the IAA, we have only con-
sidered the cases where there was agreement of at
least 0.8 in the BLEU-1 score on the text span. The
agreement of arguments is computed in a similar
way to the text spans agreement. Table 3 describes
the BLEU-1 score for the arguments identified by
the annotators.

The IAA for identifying arguments is higher com-
pared to the IAA for identifying text spans. ISO
24617-8 has established clearer criteria for identify-
ing arguments, which is not the case for identifying
text spans. However, in certain cases, the absence
of specific information can lead to inconsistent an-
notation of arguments. ISO 24617-8 defines an
argument as an event, state, fact, proposition or
dialogue act, but it does not address problematic
cases, like the example 2.

Example 2
A população estava a aprender a dominar a na-
tureza
The population was learning to dominate nature
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A1,2 A1,3 A2,3 A3,4

English .83/.83 .88/.88 .76/.80 -
Polish - - - .89/.82
Portuguese .84/.84 - - -

Table 3: The IAA agreement of the arguments (arg1/arg2) as BLEU-1 score between annotators A1 and
A2 (A1,2), A1 and A3 (A1,3), A2 and A3 (A2,3) and A3 and A4 (A3,4).

One of the annotators identified two sentence
fragments, "The population was learning" and "mas-
tering nature", and connected them using the dis-
course relation Synchrony. However, the other
annotator believed that "to learn" and "to master"
conveyed the same idea, so they only identified
one sentence fragment.

Sometimes, there is disagreement because of
how the connective is included in the sentence
fragment. Various annotator teams have different
practices; for instance, the team of Polish-language
annotators treated connectives as a separate cat-
egory and did not include them within sentence
fragments. On the other hand, annotations from
Portuguese annotators consistently show that con-
nectives are always part of the second sentence
fragment. The following examples demonstrate the
discrepancy in how different annotators interpreted
the same sentence fragment.
Example 3
(Arg 1) For the next several months this cat hunted
rats and raised British morale (Arg 2) until a sudden
torpedo strike shattered the hull and sank the ship.
[Connective marked and included in Argument 2]
(Arg 1) For the next several months this cat hunted
rats and raised British morale until (Arg 2) a sudden
torpedo strike shattered the hull and sank the ship.
[Connective marked and not included in Argument
2]

While this difference may slightly affect the ar-
gument span, it does not clearly lead to divergent
interpretations of discourse relations.

ISO 24617-8 provides a flexible and neutral
(core) framework, accommodating diverse interpre-
tations of i.a., number of events in text spans. Each
annotation project necessitates the development of
tailored guidelines to adapt the ISO framework to its
specific requirements, including addressing unique
cases. Nonetheless, for enhanced interoperability,
it would be better if these were addressed directly
within the ISO standard, ensuring consistency and
ease of application across different projects and
languages.

Discourse relations Following the identification
of the arguments, the annotators identified dis-
course relations. To compute the agreement of the
discourse relations, we employed Cohen’s kappa
metric, which is a traditional way to analyze the

inter-rater reliability of categorical data (McHugh,
2012). Since the discourse relations comprise a
set of classes, i.e. categorical data, we chose this
methodology. Cohen’s kappa values range from -1
to +1, where -1 represents total disagreement and
+1 total agreement. Furthermore, when Cohen’s
kappa results in values around 0, then the amount
of agreement expected is no more than what could
occur by random chance. The IAA regarding the
identification of discourse relations is presented in
Table 4.

A1,2 A1,3 A2,3 A3,4

English .52 .76 .56 -
Polish - - - .73
Portuguese .52 - - -

Table 4: The IAA of discourse relations as Cohen
Kappa score between annotators A1 and A2 (A1,2),
A1 and A3 (A1,3), A2 and A3 (A2,3) and A3 and A4
(A3,4).

Concerning the English text, the measurement
of Cohen’s kappa relative to A1/A2 and A2/A3 is
moderate, while for A1/A3 is substantial. Within
the same language, we observe different results.
Cohen’s kappa is moderate in Portuguese anno-
tators, while it is substantial in the case of Polish
annotators.

The identification of the argument role was the
subsequent task of the annotators. Tables 5 and 6
present the IAA scores for identifying Argument 1
and Argument 2 roles.

A1,2 A1,3 A2,3 A3,4

English .95 1.0 .94 -
Polish - - - 1.0
Portuguese .92 - - -

Table 5: The IAA of Arg1 as Cohen Kappa score
between annotators A1 and A2 (A1,2), A1 and A3
(A1,3), A2 and A3 (A2,3) and A3 and A4 (A3,4).

The identification of the arguments’ role was for
the most part consistent with the IAA scores reach-
ing perfect agreement in the three languages and
between all the annotators.
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A1,2 A1,3 A2,3 A3,4

English .91 .94 1.0 -
Polish - - - 1.0
Portuguese .92 - - -

Table 6: The IAA of Arg2 as Cohen Kappa score
between annotators A1 and A2 (A1,2), A1 and A3
(A1,3), A2 and A3 (A2,3) and A3 and A4 (A3,4).

5.2. Discourse Relations Identification:
Challenges

We can draw some conclusions by zooming in on
the results of the discourse relations’s annotation.
The statistics in the table 7 rank the relations based
on their prevalence across the three languages.

In terms of quantity, the Polish and Portuguese
subcorpora showed little variation in the number of
discourse relations identified (55 and 47 in Polish,
and 76 and 74 in Portuguese), suggesting consis-
tency within individual languages. In the English
corpus, the counts were similar for two annotators
(72 each) with similar annotation experience and
lower for the third (61) from another team.

The analysis indicates that the agreement among
annotators ranged from moderate to substan-
tial, highlighting the variety in their interpretations.
When reviewing the annotations across three lan-
guages, clear patterns emerged, especially in the
frequency of certain discourse relations, suggest-
ing a need for more specific discourse relations.
Notably, the Expansion discourse relation exhibited
significant variability, with counts of 22, 19, and 7
instances by different annotators within the English
corpus. This variation points to different interpreta-
tions of this relation by the annotators, indicating
an area for guideline improvement. In contrast, the
Concession and Elaboration relations showed
more consistency among annotators. For instance,
in the English corpus, Concession was marked 4
times by two annotators and 3 times by another,
while Elaboration was noted 5, 2, and 4 times,
respectively. This suggests that the definitions for
these relations might be clearer or more intuitive
for the annotators. Relations such as Cause, Asyn-
chrony, and Conjunction were annotated more
frequently, possibly indicating clearer definitions or
boundaries for these categories. This higher fre-
quency could be due to the explicit nature of these
relations, which often occur with connectives such
as "and" in the case of Conjunction or "because"
in the case of Cause. Conversely, Functional
Dependence, Manner, and Exception were less
commonly noted, and several discourse relations
like Exemplification, Condition, Negative Con-
dition, Exclusion, Substitution, and Feedback
Dependence were not identified at all. This ob-
servation might relate to the dataset’s nature or

size but also may suggest a need to reassess the
clarity and practicality of the definitions for these
less frequently identified discourse relations. The
initial analysis suggests that disagreements on an-
notated discourse relations often arise when an
example can be interpreted according to the def-
initions of two distinct discourse relations. This
underscores the nuanced nature of discourse re-
lation annotation and highlights the need for more
precise guidelines. Such is the case with example
4 from the Portuguese text:

Example 4
(Arg1) os gatos têm trabalhado lado a lado com
os humanos há milhares de anos (Arg2) ajudando-
nos, assim como nós os ajudamos
(Arg1) cats have worked side by side with humans
for thousands of years (Arg2) helping us, just as
we help them.

In this example, annotators agreed on the spans
of both arguments and decided that Arg1 and Arg2
denoted the same situation. However, A1 identi-
fied Elaboration, considering that Arg2 provides
more detail about this situation than Arg1. A2 iden-
tified Restatement, clearly interpreting Arg2 from
a different perspective.

One of the most significant differences between
annotators concerns Synchrony. In European
Portuguese, A2 identified seven instances of Syn-
chrony, while A1 only identified three. The same
annotators chose the same relations in the English
subcorpus. A3 concurred with A1, identifying the
feature in three instances. In the Polish subcorpus,
each annotator recognized Synchrony five times.
The consistency observed in the Polish-language
examples may stem from the explicit presence of
connectives or cue phrases that indicate events
occurring simultaneously, thereby easing the iden-
tification of this particular relation. The example
presented in 5 illustrates this observation.

Example 5
(Arg 1) Oswojenie kota domowego miało miejsce 10
tysięcy lat temu na terenie starożytnego Bliskiego
Wschodu wraz z (Arg 2) początkiem Neolitu.
(Arg 1) The domestication of the house cat took

place 10 thousand years ago in the territory of the
ancient Near East, together with (Arg 2) the begin-
ning of the Neolithic period.

A different case may be observed in European
Portuguese, illustrated by example 6.

Example 6
(Arg1) um gato preto e branco agarrado a uma
tábua (Arg2) que flutuava
(Arg1) a black and white cat clinging to (Arg2) a
floating board
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Table 7: Comparative Annotation Frequencies Across Annotators for discourse relations.
English Portuguese Polish

Discourse Relation A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 A4
Expansion 7 22 19 23 22 3 3
Asynchrony 9 12 13 16 15 7 6
Conjunction 11 8 7 7 7 13 11
Cause 9 8 12 11 8 9 8
Elaboration 5 2 4 3 2 3 2
Concession 4 3 4 4 4 4 4
Synchrony 3 7 3 3 7 5 5
Contrast 2 4 1 2 4 2 1
Similarity 3 1 2 2 1 0 0
Restatement 2 1 3 3 1 2 1
Manner 2 0 0 0 0 1 1
Purpose 2 1 1 0 1 2 2
Exception 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Functional Dependence 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
Disjunction 0 0 0 0 0 3 2

In this case, A2 considered that Arg2 ex-
panded on the setting relevant for interpreting Arg1
(Expansion), while A1 annotated Synchrony. It
is worth noting that temporal overlapping charac-
terizes both Synchrony and Expansion. A similar
distinction in assigning temporal and non-temporal
relations can be observed for Polish. One of the
annotators uses Conjunction for the discourse
relation in example 7 whereas the other uses Asyn-
chrony for a similar instance with "oraz" (and),
indicating a temporal sequence rather than a sim-
ple conjunction.
Example 7
(Arg 1) Został ochrzczony Niezatapialnym Samem,
popłynął na Gibraltar z ocalałymi członkami załogi
oraz (Arg 2) pełnił służbę jako kot pokładowy na
trzech innych okrętach
(Arg 1) He was named Unsinkable Sam, sailed
to Gibraltar with the surviving crew members, and
(Arg 2) served as a ship’s cat on three other ships.

In another example, one of the annotators inter-
prets the use of czy (whether/or/ and) in the phrase
nie były chętne do kontaktu z innymi kotami czy
ludźmi (were not keen on contact with other cats
or people) as indicating a Disjunction, assigning
the roles of "disjunction 1" and "disjunction 2". Con-
versely, another annotator views a similar usage of
czy as an indicator for Conjunction, thus labeling
it with the roles "conjunction 1" and "conjunction
2", illustrating the variability in understanding the
connective’s function in discourse.

The following example is evidence of the com-
plexity of the annotation and of how disagreement
can occur. In Portuguese, as in other languages,
the same verb can occur as main or auxiliary with-
out morphological differences. The example 8 illus-
trates this feature.

Example 8
um contratorpedeiro inglês veio recolher os pri-
sioneiros
an English destroyer came to collect the prisoners

In this case, A2 interpreted the sequence as
denoting two distinct situations represented by
two main verbs, Arg1 being "an English destroyer
came" and Arg2 "to collect the prisoners", linked
by the discourse relation Purpose. A1 annotated
this text span as representing one situation, assign-
ing to the verb "came" an auxiliary role, and for
that reason, the discourse relation Purpose was
not identified. Once again, although the guidelines
established for each project can specify how to
proceed in ambiguous cases, we argue that such
instructions could be given by the ISO to allow for
a more standardized approach.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This study applied the ISO 24617-8 standard to a
parallel corpus in English, Polish, and European
Portuguese, aiming to explore the potential and
challenges of using this framework for multilingual
discourse analysis. The primary contribution is the
annotated corpus, which offers insights into the use
of discourse relations and connectives across the
three languages.

During the initiative, we have encountered the
challenge of operating without specific ISO-based
guidelines for individual languages, prompting us
to discuss and converge on collective interpreta-
tions. The DR-core, while foundational, presents
moments of neutrality and ambiguity that required
careful consideration. The annotation process
was inherently time-consuming. Additionally, the
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scarcity of existing multilingual discourse annota-
tions emphasized the innovative aspect of our work,
though it also meant we had no direct benchmarks
for comparison.

Our analysis revealed varying interpretations and
applications of the ISO standard, highlighting the
need for more explicit guidelines, especially in defin-
ing the scope of arguments and categorizing spe-
cific types of relations. Transitioning from the chal-
lenges encountered, the outcomes of the project
have so far been promising. The findings offer ini-
tial insights into the use and nature of discourse
relations in the three languages, along with an anal-
ysis of the challenges encountered in adhering to
the standard.

Future efforts will focus on expanding the corpus
to include a broader range of languages and gen-
res, which could help in understanding the univer-
sality and flexibility of the ISO standard in diverse
linguistic contexts. Refining the annotation guide-
lines based on the experiences and challenges
encountered in this study will be a priority, with an
aim to improve the clarity and applicability of the
ISO framework for discourse analysis as well as
inter-annotator agreement.
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9. Appendix

Asymmetric discourse relations (ISO, 2016; Bunt and Prasad, 2016).

Symmetric discourse relations (ISO, 2016; Bunt and Prasad, 2016).
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Abstract
This paper explores the possibilities of using combinations of different semantic annotation schemes. This is
particularly interesting for annotation schemes developed under the umbrella of the ISO Semantic Annotation
Framework (ISO 24617), since these schemes were intended to be complementary, providing ways of indicating
different semantic information about the same entities. However, there are certain overlaps between the schemes
of SemAF parts, due to overlaps of their semantic domains, which are a potential source of inconsistencies. The
paper shows how issues relating to inconsistencies can be addressed at the levels of concrete representation,
abstract syntax, and semantic interpretation.

Keywords: semantic annotation, ISO standards, combination of annotation schemes, interlinking

1. Introduction

Existing semantic annotation schemes are nearly
always focussed on a specific type of semantic
information, such as TimeML (Pustejovsky, 2003)
on time and events, SpatialML (Mani et al., 2010)
on spatial information, DAMSL (Allen & Core,
1997) on dialogue acts, PDTB (Prasad et al, 2008;
2019) on discourse relations, and RAF (Reference
Annotation Framework, Salmon-Alt & Romary,
2005) on coreference. In a similar vein, the ISO
Semantic Annotation Framework (ISO 24617,
’SemAF’) was set up as a multi-part standard,
with different parts focussing on different semantic
domains. Table 1 lists the SemAF parts that have
defined an annotation schema, with an indication
of their semantic domain in the leftmost column.
The second column specifies the SemAF part
number, so for example the part that focuses on
the annotation of time and events has defined the
standard schema ISO 24617-1, the part for anno-
tating dialogue acts the standard ISO 24617-2,
and so on. The third column contains an unofficial
name of the standard, which is often used for
being mnemonically easier than the official ISO
number. The rightmost column indicates some
of the most important sources of each SemAF part.

Developing the SemAF standard as a set of
separate sub-standards has proved useful, as it is
more feasible to develop an annotation schema for
a well-delineated semantic domain, and can benefit
from the participation of different groups of ex-
perts for different domains. The first two parts of
SemAF, informally known as ‘ISO-TimeML’ and
‘DiAML’, respectively, are successful examples of
the application of this approach, as the annotation
of time and events is clearly separable from the
annotation of dialogue acts. However, some of
the semantic domains are not entirely disjoint.

The annotation schemes of the various SemAF
parts are therefore not entirely complementary,
and some semantic phenomena are covered in
more than one sub-standard. More specifically,
semantic phenomena that play central stage in
one domain may play a peripheral role in another
domain. For example, the temporal expression
“every Monday” quantifies over mondays. Being
a temporal expression, ISO-TimeML provides an
annotation of this expression, including an indi-
cation of its quantifying character. ISO-TimeML
has only a rudimentary treatment of quan-
tification, however (Bunt & Pustejovsky, 2016),
while it is the focus of SemAF part 12, QuantML.1

The marginal treatment of temporal quantification
can be seen as a limitation of ISO-TimeML; on
the other hand, ISO-TimeML offers a more de-
tailed treatment of events and temporal entities
than QuantML, which can be seen as a limitation
of QuantML. Limitations of this kind are no prob-
lem when annotating language data with (a) infor-
mation about events and time, or (b) about quan-
tifications, but they present a problem for annotat-
ing data about both quantifications and time and
events. In the latter case, one would like to com-
bine the possibilities offered by the two annotation
schemes. One way to do this is to define a new an-
notation schema that makes use of elements from
the two schemes. In this paper we explore another
idea: the combination of annotations provided by
two (or more) annotation schemes without modi-
fying them, but adding links between elements of
the annotations in order to express that the two
schemes annotate the same primary data with a
different focus.

1At the time of writing, QuantML was the subject
of a ballot for obtaining the status of an international
ISO standard. See also Bunt (2024).
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Semantic domain # Name Source
Time and Events 1 ISO-TimeML TimeML (Pustejovsky, 2003)
Dialogue acts 2 DiAML DIT++ (Bunt, 2007)
Semantic roles 4 ISO-SR LIRICS and VerbNet,

(Palmer & Bunt 2013, Bonial et al. 2011)
Spatial information 7 SpaceML SpatialML (Mani et al., 2010; Pustejovsky & Lee, 2015)
Dscourse relations 8 DR-Core PDTB (Prasad et al, 2008, 2019)
Coreference 9 ISO-RAF RAF, Reference Annotation Framework

(Salmon-Alt & Romary, 2005)
Measurable Quantitative 11 MQI (Hao et al., 2019)
Information
Quantification 12: QuantML (Bunt, 2019a) (under review)

Table 1: SemAF parts that have defined an annotation schema

The idea of this technique, ‘interlinking’, is very
simple: given two annotation schemes A and B
which represent different information about the
same event or other kind of entity, interlinking
adds to the A- and B-annotations an identity
relation between the corresponding elements. This
is illustrated in Figure 2, where a mini-discourse
is annotated with TimeML, QuantML, and DR-
Core, which all use XML-based representations,
with <idLink>s indicating that the same three
events are annotated in each of the three schemes.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 summarises the ISO
Semantic Annotation Framework as far as relevant
for the present study, and explores overlaps and
inconsistencies between SemAF parts. Section 4
specifies the mechanism of interlinking, with de-
tailed examples. Section 5 summarises the present
study, including its limitations, and an outlook of
future work.

2. Related Work
The interest in combining annotation schemes has
three main reasons.
First, specialised annotation schemes restricted to
a specific semantic domain, like those of the Se-
mAF parts, has the danger of designing schemes
that have certain gaps, which may limit the cover-
age of individual annotation schemes in unwelcome
ways for corpus annotation. Examples of such gaps
are:

(1) anaphorically expressed participants in events
cannot be annotated in QuantML, ISO-
TimeML, and SpaceML (other than by simply
assuming anaphora to have been resolved);

(2) temporal and spatial quantification have
no adequate treatment in ISO-TimeML and
SpaceML (Bunt & Pustejovsky, 2016);

(3) although semantic roles play a central role
in QuantML annotations, they are undefined
there - that is the subject matter of ISO-SR.

Some of these gaps could be resolved by com-
bining SemAF annotation schemes, such as ISO-
TimeML and QuantML, or SpaceML and ISO-
RAF, or QuantML and ISO-SR.

Second, semantic annotation may play an impor-
tant role in applications which require not just
the annotation of one semantic domain, such as
time and events, but also of other domains, such
as coreference and discourse relations. This is for
example the case in an application discussed by
Silvano (2021) and Leal (2022), who used concepts
from different SemAF annotation schemes to de-
sign a new, integrated schema to meet the require-
ments of the application. The design of integrated
annotation schemes is also addressed in Malchanau
et al. (2024).

Third, the markup language of an annotation
schema may be used not only for the annotation
of corpus data, but also as an internal interface
language in an NLP system. For example, the
dialogue act markup language DiAML has been
used as an internal language in which the modules
of an interactive language-based system commu-
nicate, in particular as an interface language for
dialogue management (Malchanau, 2019). When
used for this purpose, a notable limitation of Di-
aML is that, while it supports a rich annotation of
dialogue acts, their communicative functions, and
relations between them, it does not provide a way
to indicate their semantic content. This limitation
has been addressed by Bunt (2019), who proposed
the use of annotating schema plug-ins for adding
descriptive (and semantic) power to a host anno-
tation schema.

Besides the definition of integrated schemes that
combine elements from different schemes, which
and the addition of plug-ins to a host annotation
schema, another option is explored in this paper,
in which existing annotation schemes are used in
combination without altering them,.
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3. The Semantic Annotation
Framework

3.1. Architecture of SemAF Parts

All parts of SemAF follow the same architecture,
described in ISO 24617-6: Principles of semantic
annotation see also Bunt (2015) and Pustejovsky
et al. 2017). QuantML thus has a triple-layered
definition consisting of:

1. An abstract syntax, which specifies the
class of well-defined annotation structures as
pairs, triples, and other set-theoretical con-
structs containing quantification-related con-
cepts. Annotation structures consist of entity
structures, which contain information about a
stretch of primary data, and link structures,
which contain information relating two (or
more) entity structures. The role of the ab-
stract syntax is visualized in Figure 1.

2. A semantics, which specifies the mean-
ing of the annotation structures defined
by the abstract syntax. QuantML has
an interpretation-by-translation semantics,
which translates annotation structures to
discourse representation structures (DRSs,
Kamp & Reyle, 1993). The use of DRSs is
mainly motivated by the fact that this formal-
ism is also used in other SemAF parts.

3. A concrete syntax, that specifies a represen-
tation format for annotation structures The
QuantML definition includes an XML-based
reference format, again mainly motivated by
the use of XML in other standards.

The three levels are interrelated by encoding (Fac),
decoding (FCA), and interpretation functions; see
Figure 1. Since the semantics is defined at the
level of the abstract syntax, alternative represen-
tation formats may be used that share the same
abstract syntax, as indicated in Figure 1 and are
thus semantically equivalent. This adds to the in-
teroperability of the schema.

3.2. Complementarity of SemAF parts

The various parts of SemAF are intended to be
complementary, dealing with different semantic do-
mains. However, as noted above, these domains
often have overlaps, which is a potential source of
inconsistencies. In particular, because of the com-
mon event-based semantic approach, events and
their participants and the relations between them
play a role in several SemAF parts. The following
example highlights some of these overlaps, show-
ing the information that six SemAF parts would
annotate for the mini-discourse of (1a).

(1) a. After moving the pianos to the stage, the
men had a beer. They were thirsty.

b. ISO-TimeML: a move event oc-
curred, followed by a beer-drinking
event which occurred in the past.
A be-thirsty event occurred in the
past.

ISO-SR: a move event occurred with
pianos as Themes and a stage as
Final Location. A drinking event
occurred with some men as Agent(s)
and some beer as Patient. A be-
thirsty event occurred, with certain
individuals as Experiencers.

SpaceML: a move event occurred with
a stage as end point.

DR-Core: a move event occurred which
caused a be-thirsty event, which
explains the occurrence of a beer-
drinking event.

ISO-RAF: the set of discourse entities
that “they” refers to is the same as
the it set referred to by “the men”.

QuantML: some move events
occurred in which certain
contextually determined men partici-
pated collectively as an Agent. The
men acted individually as the Agent
in drinking events with some beer
as Patient. A be-thirsty event
occurred, with �certain individuals as
Experiencers.

This example clearly shows that each of the an-
notation schemes focuses on different information,
but information concerning events with their par-
ticipants and relations plays a role in nearly all of
them. In the next subsection we consider the con-
sequences of these overlapps.

3.3. Overlaps of SemAF parts

3.3.1. Events
Events play central stage in ISO-TimeML, in which
they have articulate annotations as illustrated in
example (3). Events that involve motion are
equally important in SpaceML, and have a similar
articulate annotation there. For annotating events
expressed by verbs, ISO-SR makes use of ’even-
tuality frames’, borrowed from VerbNet, which al-
lows distinctions to be made between different verb
senses. ISO-TimeML proposes articulate annota-
tions both for events described by verbs and for
events described by nouns. QuantML and DR-
Core treat events, regardless of their lexical de-
scription, as predicate constants (in the spirit of
DRT and other formal semantic approaches).
Example (2) shows annotations of a call event in
the sentence Peter called this morning represented
in each of these annotation schemes. The value
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(2) a. Peter called this morning.

b. Representation of events in various SemAF parts:

ISO-TimeML: <event xml:id="e1" target="#w2" pred="call" class="occurrence"

type="transition" pos="verb" tense="present" aspect="perfective" mood="none"

polarity="positive" modality="certain"/>

SpaceML: <event> as in ISO-TimeML, with additional attributes (@latLong,

@elevation,...)

ISO-SR: <eventuality xml:id="e1" target="#m2" eventFrame="#call.03"/>

DR-Core, MQI: <event xml:id="e1" target="#m2" type="call"/>

QuantML: <event xml:id="e1" target="#m2" pred="call" repetitiveness="1"/>

’call.03’ of the @eventFrame attribute in the
ISO-SR annotation is assumed to identify the
event frame for the intended sense of call, i.e.
referring to an event that could also be described
by the verb to phone.

To what extent are these alternative representa-
tions consistent? An important point to note is
that all 6 annotations represent the same event,
expressed in the primary data by the markable
‘m2’. The ISO-TimeML representation just adds
more information about the type of event and
the way it is described in the primary data. A
semantic difference between the ISO-TimeML and
QuantML representations might seem to be that
the latter is interpreted as a set of one or more
events, whereas the ISO-TimeML representation
refers to a single event. This is not quite the case,
however, since the semantics of ISO-TimeML
is defined by means of an existential quantifier,
saying that there has been a call-event such that...,
without ruling out that more than one event of
the same type occurred. In this respect the two
representations are therefore semantically equiv-
alent. The additional @repetitiveness attribute
in QuantML is used to accommodate expressions
like called twice, indicating the cardinality of a
set of events. If an annotation is intended to
indicate the occurrence of a single event, this can

be expressed in QuantML by the @repetitiveness
attribute having the value ‘1’.

The fact that the various annotations represent the
same concept, though possibly with more or less
detail, will be essential for the interlinking mecha-
nism described in the next section.

3.3.2. Participants
The entities that participate in events can be
divided into (1) temporal and spatial entities,
(2) events, (3) (measurable) quantities, and (4)
objects of any other kind. Events participating
in other events have the same articulate repre-
sentation as the events in which they participate.
Non-eventive entities have an articulate anno-
tation in ISO-RAF, as shown in example (3).
Entities of any kind (temporal, spatial, eventive,
quantitative, other) occurring as participants
in events all have articulate representations in
QuantML; see example (3).

QuantML annotates the distinction between
collective and individual (or ‘distributive’) quan-
tification which is illustrated in example (1) if
we assume that the men collectively moved the
pianos and individually had a beer; therefore,
participants in QuantML are represented by
<entity> elements interpreted as sets.
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(3) a. Peter called this morning.

b. Representation of entities as participants in events or inter-entity relations:

ISO-TimeML :
<timex3 xml:id="x1" target="#m3" pred="morning"... />

ISO-RAF :
<discourseEntity xml:id="e1" target="#m1" abstractness="concrete"

referentialStatus-"discourseNew" animacy="animate" ... />
<discourseEntity xml:id="e1" target="#m3" animacy="inanimate" ... />

QuantML :
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#m1" involvement="all"

individuation="count" size="1"/>
<refDomain xml:id="x2" target="#m1" pred="peter" determinacy="det"/>

<entity xml:id="x3 target="#m3" involvement="all"

individuation="count" size="1"/>
<refDomain xml:id="x4" target="#m3" pred="morning"

determinacy="det"/>

c. Representation of relations between events, participants, and time, as annnotated above
and in (2):

ISO-TimeML :
<tLink eventID="#e1" relatedToTime="#x3" relType="isIncluded"/>

QuantML :
<participation event="#e1" participant="#x1" semRole="avent"/>
<participation event="#e1" participant="#x3" semRole="time"/>

Example (3) shows annotations of the participants
in example (1). ISO-TimeML only provides a
representation for the temporal expression this
morning; ISO-RAF and QuantML provide a
representation for both Peter and this morning.
The QuantMbL representation indicates that both
NPs are countable (as opposed to the mass NP
some beer in example (1)), that both NPs quantify
over a definite domain, consisting of only one
individual in the case of the NP Peter, and that
all the members of both domains participate in
the event(s) under discussion.

3.3.3. Relations

The following SemAF parts annotate relations
among events, participants, time and place:

ISO-TimeML represents (1) information about
the time of occurrence of events; (2) temporal
relations between events, as expressed by con-
junctions of clauses or by a main clause and
a subordinate clause; (3) temporal relations
between temporal objects. All these relations
are represented using <tLink> elements.

SpaceML represents (1) spatial information
about the occurrence of events, including loca-
tions of begin and end points, trajectories and
paths of movements, (2) spatial relations be-
tween spatial objects, using a variety of links.

ISO-SR represents relations between events and
participants in terms of semantic roles.

QuantML uses the semantic roles defined in ISO-
SR as attribute values in <participation>
links, and moreover represents (1) non-
temporal semantic relations between events,
as expressed by a main clause and a subor-
dinate clause; (2) relations between any two
kinds of entities as expressed by noun-noun
modifiers, possessives, prepositional phrases,
or relative clauses, using various links, such as
<nnMod>, <ppMod>, and <possMod>.

DR-Core represents semantic relations such as
Cause, Contrast, Concession, Elaboration be-
tween events as expressed in a discourse by
clauses either within the same sentence or in
different sentences.

Inspecting the information represented in these an-
notation schemes, we can again see a great deal
of complementarity, but also some overlaps, and
hence a danger of inconsistencies. We discuss these
in the next subsection.

3.4. Levels of inconsistency

The various SemAF parts display inconsistencies
in representing the same information in different
ways, or as representing more detailed and differ-
ent information about the same events, entities, or
relations. To what extent do the inconsistencies
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“After moving the pianos to the stage, the men had a beer. They were thirsty.”

Markables: m1 = “After”, m2 = “moving”, m3 = “the piano”, m4 = “to”, m5 = “the stage”,
m6 = “the men”, m7 = “had” m8 = “a beer”, m9 = “They”, m10 = “were”,
m11 = ‘”were thirsty” m12 = ”thirsty”

QuantML:
<entity xml:id="xQ1" target="#m3" refDomain="#xQ2" individuation="count"

involvement="all"/>
<refDomain xml:id="xQ2" target="#m3" pred="piano" determinacy="det"/>
<entity xml:id="xQ3" target="#m5" refDomain="#xQ4" individuation="count" size="1"

involvement="all"/>
<refDomain xml:id="xQ4" target="#m5" pred="stage" determinacy="det"/>
<event xml:id="eQ1" target="#m2" pred="move"/>
<participation event="#eQ1" participant="#xQ1" semRole="theme"/>
<participation event="#eQ1" participant="#xQ3" semRole="finalLocation/>
<entity xml:id="xQ5" target="#m6 refDomain="#xQ6" individuation="count" .../>
<refDomain target="#m6" pred="man" determinacy="det"/ ... />
<participation event="#eQ2" participant="#xQ5" semRole="agent"/>

<event xml:id="eQ2" target="#m7" pred="drink"/>
<entity xml:id="xQ7" target="#m8 refDomain="#xQ8" individuation="count"

involvement="some"/>
<refDomain target="#m8" pred="beer" determinacy="indet"/>
<participation event="#eQ2" participant="#xQ5" semRole="patient"/>
<event xml:id="eQ3" target="#m10" pred="be"/>
<predication event="#eQ3" participant="#xQ1" predicate="thirsty" distr="individual"/>

ISO-TimetML:
<event xml:id="eT1" target="#m2" pred="move" .../>
<event xml:id="eT2" ptarget="#m7" pred="drink" ... tense="past" />
<event xml:id="eT3" ptarget="#m10"red="be-thirsty" .../>
<signal xml:id="s1" target="#m1" pred="after"/>
<tLink arg1="#eT1" arg2="#eT1" relType="after"/>

DR-Core:
<event xml:id="eD1" target="#m2" pred="move" .../>
<event xml:id="eD2" target="#m7" pred="drink" ... tense="past" ... />
<event xml:id="eD3" target="#m10" pred="be-thirsty" ... tense="past" ... />
<drLink arg1="#eD2" arg2="#eD1" relType="succession"/>
<drLink arg1="#eD3" arg2="#eD2" relType="cause"/>

Interlinking ISO-TimeML to QuantML:
<idLink arg1="#eQ1" arg2="#eT1"/>
<idLink arg1="#eQ2 arg2="#eT2"/>
<idLink arg1="#eQ3" arg2="#eT3"/>

Interlinking DR-Core to ISO-TimeML:
<idLink arg1="#eD1" arg2="#eT1"/>
<idLink arg1="#eD2 arg2="#eT2"/>
<idLink arg1="#eD3" arg2="#eT3"/>

Figure 2: Example of interlinking at the level of concrete syntax.

noted above actually present a problem? So far,
we discussed inconsistencies at the level of con-
crete (XML-based) representation; the addition
of interlinking <idLink> elements (or a similar
device in other representation formats) seems rel-
atively straightforward, and the intuitive meaning
of the interlinks is simple and clear, but they
might cause inconsistencies at the deeper levels of
abstract syntax and semantics. To remain in line
with the ISO principles of semantic annotation

(ISO 24617-6), the entire structure formed by the
concatenation of the representations of interlinked
schemes and the links between them should have
a well-defined abstract syntax with a semantic
interpretation.

The inconsistencies between SemAF parts, due to
overlapping semantic domains, can be divided into
three categories:
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1. Different terms used for the same concept, e.g.
the attribute @pred in some of the schemes is
called @type in others.

2. Different sets of attributes and values used to
describe the same events or other entities, re-
flecting the focus of different schemes.

3. Different views on how events and other enti-
ties are conceptually related.

Inconsistencies of type (1) arise purely at the level
of concrete syntax, have no semantic consequences,
and may be considered trivial. The decoding
function that computes the abstract syntax of in-
terlinked annotations can simply map equivalent
terms to the same concepts in the abstract syntax.
Inconsistencies of type (2) are potentially more se-
rious, but not necessarily so. They are not prob-
lematic if the differences in sets of attributes cor-
respond to semantically complementary informa-
tion, or if one set of attributes and values is se-
mantically more specific than another. An inter-
esting case is the difference between ISO-TimeML
and SpaceML on the one hand, and ISO-SR and
QuantML on the other, regarding the annota-
tion of relations between events and their time
and place of occurrence. ISO-SR includes 4 tem-
poral relations: Time, Initial-Time, Final-Time,
and Duration and 5 spatial relations: Location,
Initial-Location, Final-Location, Distance, Path,
ISO-TimeML, by contrast, makes use of 7 rela-
tions: Simultaneous, Includes, IsIncluded, Before,
I-Before, After, I-After (where I-Before and I-After
mean immediately before and immediately after,
respectively, and SpaceML has a large set of spa-
tial relations. These differences reflect that ISO-
TimeML and SpaceML have the domains of time
and space as their respective focus, and these are
semantically not problematic, since the relations
of ISO-SR are less specific than those of ISO-
TimeML and SpaceML, so the former entail the
latter. This makes the ‘inconsistency’ semantically
harmless (although somewhat redundant).
Inconsistencies of type (3) are the most fundamen-
tal, and are often the cause of a type (2) inconsis-
tency. This is for example the case for temporal
relations among events and for relations between
events and time of occurrence. These cases, and
all other cases in SemAF that we have examined,
can all be treated in the same way as type (2) in-
consistencies. Example (7) shows that interlinking
can be used to accommodate different conceptual
views at the level of concrete representations while
providing a consistent semantic interpretation.

4. Interlinking
4.1. Concrete syntax

The example in Figure 3.3.3. illustrates the use of
interlinking for the annotation structure that com-

bines elements from ISO-TimeML and QuantML,
where a mini-discourse is annotated with TimeML,
QuantML, and DR-Core, with <idLink>s indicat-
ing that the same events are annotated in all three
schemes.

4.2. Abstract Syntax

The decoding function of an annotation schema,
which computes the abstract syntax of the concrete
representation (see Fig. 2) uses the interlinking
specifications to merge the semantic information
about the same events and the same entities that
occur in the respective annotations.
In QuantML, the unit of annotation is a clause.
At the abstract syntax level, a clause annotation
structure is a quadruple of the form (4), consisting
of specifications of (1) an event; (2) a set of n par-
ticipants (n > 0) (3) a set of n participation links;
and (4) a set of n− 1 scope links.

(4) AQ = 〈εe, {ε1, ...εn}, {L1, ...Ln}, {s1, ...sn−1}〉.

The abstract syntax of the annotations of other
SemAF-parts that annotate events and participat-
ing entities are the same as (4) for a simple clause,
except that the set of scope links is empty, as
they do not annotate scope relations. Moreover,
ISO-TimeML and SpaceML consider only tem-
poral and spatial entities, and hence use specific
time-and space-related relations rather than
general participation relations. The interlinking of
two or more of these annotation schemes has the
effect of creating another annotation structure in
the general quadruple form of (4), as follows.

Let XA and XB be the XML-representations of
a clause, annotated according to the annotation
schemes A and B, and XIL the set of statements
that interlink XA and XB . Application of the de-
coding functions FA

ca and FB
ca can be represented

schematically as follows:

(5) FA
ca(XA) = 〈εA, EA, LA, scA〉,
FB
ca(XB) = 〈εB , EB , LB , scB〉

Let RIL be the function that replaces in a given
set of expression sll occurrences of an identifier xi
which occurs either as first or as second item in the
set of pairs FAB

ca (XIL) by the corresponding pair
〈εxAi, εxBj〉 (where εxAi ∈ EA and εxBj ∈ EB).
The decoding function FAB

ca of the interlinked
schemes constructs pairs of elements that corre-
spond to the arguments of an <idLink> in the
concrete syntax applied to the set XIL of inter-
links, a set of corresponding pairs 〈εxAi, εxBj〉 is
constructed, where εxAi ∈ EA and εxBj ∈ EB .
Using ‘+’ to indicate concatenation, the decoding
function applied to the entire XML representation
XA + XB + XIL, is defined as:
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(6) FAB
ca (XA + XB + XIL) =

〈εAB , EAB , LAB , scAB〉, with

a. εAB = 〈εA, εB〉,
b. EAB = RIL(EA) ∪RIL(EB),

c. LAB = RIL(LA) ∪RIL(LB),

d. scAB = RIL(scA) ∪RIL(scB)

The set LAB of event - entity links and the set
of scope links scAB are computed in the same
way as the set of entities EAB , by merging the
corresponding components of the linked schemes
after replacing single entities by pairs in case they
are interlinked.

4.3. Semantics

The semantic interpretation of interlinked A- and
B-annotations is computed by the interpretation
function IAB , defined in terms of the interpretation
functions IA and IB . Central in the definition of
IAB is the interpretation of pairs of events or pairs
of participants which were linked by <idLink>s in
the XML representation and which occur as par-
ticipant pairs in the abstract syntax, simply as the
merge of the two interpretations.2

(8) IAB(εA, εB) = IA(εA) ∪ IB(εB)

The semantic interpretation of a fully connected
annotation schema, in which the relative scopes of
all participants are specified, can be computed by
combining the interpretations of all the event - en-
tity link structures, since these structures embed
the event structures and entity structures that de-
scribe the events and participants. This can be
done in a compositional manner, using the seman-
tics of scope links to determine how the interpreta-
tions of event and entity structures are combined;
this has been worked out in detail for the semantics
of QuantML (Bunt, 2023). The upshot of this is
expressed in (9), where the set LAB of link struc-
tures is ordered by their relative scopes; σij is the
composition function that is computed by apply-
ing IAB to the corresponding scope relation in the
abstract syntax.

(9) IAB(εAB , EAB , LAB , scAB) = IAB(LAB) =
= IAB(L1, L2, ...Ln)
= σ12(IAB(L1, σ23(IAB(L2, ...

IAB(σn−!,n(IAB(LN )...)

Example (7) shows in detail how this works out
for the sentence Ninety-five students graduated
on a Friday, instantiating the ‘A’ and ‘B’ in

2This notation assumes interpretations to have the
form of DRSs. ISO-TimeML has a semantics defined
in different terms, which is however readily converted
to DRS form.

(5), (8), and (9) by ‘Q’ (for QuantML) and ‘T’
(for ISO-TimeML). The abstract syntax of the
XML representation, computed by the decoding
function FQT

ca , is shown in (7b); its semantics as
calculated by the interpretation function IQT is
shown in (7c) (where ∪∗ is a scope-preserving
merge operation oon DRSs; see Bunt, 2023). The
XML representations, are slightly simplified to
save space.

The final semantic interpretation, formulated as
the DRS in (10), effectively says that there is a
set (‘X’) of 95 students for whom there is a set of 1
friday, for which the description “XXXX-WXX-5”
applies, which have graduation events as their time
of occurrence, and include the time of occurrence.
This combines the information in the QuantML
and ISO-TimeML annotations. There is some re-
dundancy in the final result, but such semantic re-
dundancy is perhaps not very elegant, but formally
harmless.

(10) [X | |X|=95, x ∈ X → [student(x),
[Y | |Y|=1, y ∈ Y → [friday(y),

value(y)=“XXXX-WXX-5”,
[E | e ∈ E → [ graduate(e),

class(e)=occurrence, type(e)=transition,
agent(e,x), time(e,y), is included(e,y)]]]]]]

5. Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we have presented an exploration of
the possibilities of using combinations of semantic
annotation schemes. This seems particularly
interesting for the use of annotation schemes
developed under the umbrella of the ISO Semantic
Annotation Framework, since these schemes were
intended to be complementary, serving to express
information in different semantic domains. The
schemes developed as SemAF parts have certain
unavoidable overlaps, however, due to unavoidable
overlaps of semantic domains, which are a source
of potentially problematic inconsistencies and
which may be harmful for their interoperability.

For truly complementary schemes, like DiAML,
QuantML, and DR-Core, the interlinking tech-
nique seems perfectly suitable. For interlinking
annotations of overlapping schemes, such as ISO-
TimeML and QuantML, we have shown promising
possibilities for constructing semantically consis-
tent interlinked annotations, but a more elaborate
exploration of all the overlaps in SemAF parts is
needed to fully evaluate this proposal.
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(7) “Ninety-five students graduated on a Friday”

Markables: m1 = “Ninety-five”, m2 = “Ninety-five students”, m3= “students”, m4= “graduated ”,
m5 = “on”, m6 = “on a Friday”, m7 = “a Friday”, m8 = “Frday”

a. XML REPRESENTATION:

X QuantML
<entity xml:id=”xQ1” target=”#m2” refDomain=””#x1” involvement=”95”

individuation=”count”/>
<refDomain xml:id=”x1” target=”#m3” pred=”student” determinacy=”indet”/>

<event xml:id=”eQ1” target=”#m3” pred=”graduate”...>
<participation event=”#eQ1” participant=”#xQ1” semRole=”agent” >
<entity xml:id=”xQ2” target=”#m7” refDomain=””#x2” individuation=”count”

involvement=”some”/>
<refDomain xml:id=”x2” target=”#m3” pred=”friday” determinacy=”indet”/>

<participation event=”#eQ1” participant=”#xQ2” semRole=”time”/>
<scoping arg1=”#xQ1” arg2=”#xQ2” scopeRel=”wider”/>

X ISO-TimetML
<event xml:id=”eT1” target=”#m23 .... pred=”graduate” ...>
<signal xml:id=”s1” target=”#m5” pred=”on”/>
<timex3 xml:id=”xT1” target=”#m8” pred=”friday” type=”date” value=”XXXX-WXX-5”/>
<tLink signalID=”#s1” eventID=”#eT1” relatedToTime=”#xT1” relType=”isIncluded”/>

X Interlinking:
<idLink arg1=”#eQ1” arg2=”#eT1”/>
<idLink arg1=”#xQ2” arg2=”#eT1”/>

b. ABSTRACT SYNTAX:

QuantML:
AQ = 〈eQ1, {xQ1, xQ2}, {pL1, pL2}, {pL1, pL2,wider〉}〉

ISO-TimetML:
AT = 〈eT1, {xT1}, {tL1}, {}〉

Interlinked structure :
AQT = 〈〈eQ1, eT1〉, {xQ1, 〈xQ2, xT1〉}, {pL1, pL2, tL1}, {〈pL1, pL2,wider〉}}〉

c. SEMANTICS:

QuantML:
IQ(AQ) = IQ(〈eQ1, 〈xQ1, xQ2〉, 〈pL1, pL2〉, 〈pL1, pL2,wider〉〉

∪∗(IQ(xQ1), IQ(eQ1), 〈IQ(agent, individual〉)
∪∗([X ⊆ student | X|=95 ], IQ( [Y ⊆ friday| |Y|=1), IQ(agent, individual〉)

= [ X⊆ student | |X|=95, x ∈ X →
[Y ⊆ friday| |Y|=1, y ∈ Y →

[ E ⊆ graduate | e ∈ E → [ agent(e,x), time(e,y)]]]]

ISO-TimetML:
IT (AT ) = [ Y⊆ friday | y ∈ Y → [ value(y)=”XXXX-WXX-5”,

E ⊆ graduate | e ∈ E → [ class(e)=occurrence,
type(e)=transition, is included(e,y)]]]

Interlinked interpretation:
I(AQT ) = IQT (〈〈pL1, pL2,wider〉, 〈pL2, tL1, equal〉〉)

= ∪∗(IQT (pL1), IQT (pL2, tL1, equal)
= ∪∗(IQT (pL1), (IQT (pL2) ∪ IQT (tL1)))
= ∪∗(IQ(pL1), (IQ(pL2) ∪ IT (tL1)))
= [X | |X|=95, x ∈ X→ [student(x), [Y | |Y|=1, y ∈ Y→ [friday(y), y)=”XXXX-WXX-5”,

[E | e ∈ E → [ graduate(e), class(e)=occurrence, type(e)=transition,
agent(e,x), time(e,y), is included(e,y)]]]]]]
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Abstract
Accurately annotated data determines whether a modern high-performing AI/ML model will present a suitable
solution to a complex dialogue application challenge, without wasting time and resources. The more adequate the
structure of incoming data is specified, the more efficient the data can be interpreted and used by the application.
This paper presents an approach to an application-specific dialogue semantics design which integrates the
dialogue act annotation standard ISO 24617-2 and various domain-specific semantic annotations. The proposed
multi-scheme design offers a plausible and a rather powerful strategy to integrate, validate, extend and reuse
existing annotations, and automatically generate code for dialogue system modules. Advantages and possible
trade-offs are discussed.

Keywords: interoperable annotations, dialogue acts, application semantics

1. Introduction

In context-update approaches to dialogue mod-
elling, a dialogue act has two components: a se-
mantic content, which describes the objects, prop-
erties, relations, or actions that the dialogue act is
about, and a communicative function, which speci-
fies how an addressee should update their informa-
tion state with the semantic content. From 1980s,
a number of dialogue act annotation schemes has
been developed, ranging from simple lists of mu-
tually exclusive tags to complex multi-layered tax-
onomies. Either used for the analysis of dialogue
phenomena or to design dialogue systems, dia-
logue act annotation has for the most part been
limited to marking up communicative functions.

In 2012, the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act an-
notation standard has been released, which
presents a comprehensive multidimensional anno-
tation scheme. The standard was also focused
mostly on annotation of communicative functions,
however, introduced the notion of type of seman-
tic content - dimension - as a shallow characterisa-
tion of semantic content of the performed act, i.e.
particular type of information state that is updated
(ISO, 2012a). The annotation of semantic content
is optional, since only task-related acts have full-
fledged domain-specific semantic content, while
dialogue acts performed for the purpose of dia-
logue control have marginal semantic content; the
meaning of such a dialogue act is concentrated in
its communicative function and dimension. In ISO
24617-2 2nd Edition (2019), a protocol is proposed
to specify and integrate annotations of semantic
content into dialogue act annotations as a ‘plug-in’,

linking structures of the host annotation scheme to
those of the plug-in scheme, see (Bunt, 2019).

Since a single annotation scheme that fully spec-
ifies the meaning of natural language dialogue con-
tributions and has sufficient expressive capabilities
to build efficient applications is challenging and
maybe even not desirable for practical reasons, we
deal in practice with multiple existing and newly
defined annotation schemes that address different
aspects of utterance meaning. Aiming to achieve
an adequate coverage of the application-specific
semantic content of dialogue acts, in this paper
we present an approach that combines a general
domain-independent scheme to represent anno-
tations of functional aspects of dialogue contribu-
tions (viz. the ISO 24617-2 Dialogue Act Markup
Language, DiAML) with multiple possible annota-
tion schemes for representing application-specific
semantic content.

Annotation efforts are labour intensive, there-
fore practical considerations along with theoreti-
cal clarity and soundness are important. Multiple
schemes can be imported and included, and trans-
formed to be re-usable for certain classes of appli-
cations. The schemes need to be explicitly defined
and decisions concerning their fusion should be
made prior to their use for annotation. The more
explicitly dialogue act components are defined, the
higher the interoperability level can be achieved
and the more robust dialogue applications can be
developed. The ISO 24617-2 standard does not
prescribe content annotation schemes to be de-
fined directly within a specific annotation design
effort. In the following sections we consider the
design of annotation schemes for applications of
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various semantic complexity, discussing three use
cases, and introduce the methodology for their in-
tegration with DiAML.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses the DiAML annotation scheme and its
XSD-based architecture. Section 3 discusses se-
mantic content specifications for scenarios of var-
ious complexity, representing (1) intent and slot-
filling; (2) term-based information retrieval; and
(3) elaborate situation and experience modelling.
Section 4 deliberates on the value of the proposed
design for real-world applications, discussing ad-
vantages and possible trade-offs for system de-
sign and annotation work, its costs and its quality.
Section 5 concludes the paper with observations
on the experiences reported in preceding sections,
and outlines directions for future development.

2. DiAML
The ISO 25617-2 dialogue annotation scheme has
been designed according to the ISO principles of
semantic annotation (Bunt, 2015) and has a three-
part definition consisting of (1) an abstract syntax
specifying the possible annotation structures as
set-theoretical constructs; (2) a semantics speci-
fying the meaning of the annotation structures de-
fined by the abstract syntax; (3) a concrete syntax
which specifies a representation format for annota-
tion structures.

2.1. Abstract Syntax
The abstract syntax specifies a store of basic con-
cepts, called the ‘conceptual inventory’. The Di-
AML conceptual inventory consists of:

• a set of dimensions;
• a set of communicative functions;
• a set of qualifiers;
• a set of semantic and pragmatic relations for

relating dialogue acts within a dialogue:
• a set of dialogue participants;
• primary data, segmented into markables.

Given a conceptual inventory, the abstract syn-
tax specifies certain pairs, triples, and more com-
plex nested structures made up from the elements
of the inventory. Two types of structure are dis-
tinguished: entity structures and link structures.
An entity structure contains semantic information
about a segment of primary data, and is formally
a pair ⟨m, s⟩ consisting of a markable and certain
semantic information. A link structure contains in-
formation about the way segments of primary data
are semantically related.

Formally, an entity structure in DiAML is a pair
⟨m, ⟨S, A, H, D, F, E, Q⟩⟩ consisting of a markable
and a functional dialogue act structure, which is
made up by seven components: (1) a sender (S),

(2) one or more addressees (A), (3) zero or more
other participants (H), (4) a dimension (D), (5) a
communicative function (F), (6) zero or more de-
pendence relations to a set (E) of other dialogue
acts, and (7) zero or more qualifiers (Q), where
the components H, E, and Q are not necessarily
present.

A link structure in DiAML is a triple ⟨e,E,R⟩ con-
sisting of an entity structure e, a set of entity struc-
tures E, and a relation R.

A full-blown annotation structure for a dialogue
in DiAML is a set of entity (ϵi) structures and (link
(Lj)) structures {e1, ..., en, L1, ..., Lk}.

2.2. Semantics
The DiAML semantics consists of the specification
of a recursive interpretation function IDA which,
applied to a semantic content, forms an informa-
tion state update operation. The DiAML semantics
is compositional in the sense that the interpretation
of an annotation structure is obtained by combin-
ing the interpretations of its component entity and
link structures, see (Bunt, 2014) for details.

Semantic issues in using annotations from mul-
tiple schemes are addressed in (Bunt, 2024).

2.3. Concrete Syntax
The annotation structures defined by the DiAML
abstract syntax can be represented in a variety of
semantically equivalent ways, which can encode
the structures of the abstract syntax. The official
DiAML specification as part of the ISO 24617-2
standard includes a a reference representation for-
mat based on XML.

For the representation of entity structures
an XML element <dialogueAct> is defined,
with an attribute @xml:id whose value is a
unique identifier; an attribute @target, whose
value anchors the annotation in the primary
data; and the following attributes: @sender,
@addressees, @other participants
(optional), @dimension, @communicative
function, @dependences (optional), and
@qualifiers (optional).

The XML elements <rhetoricalLink> and is de-
fined for expressing representing rhetorical (‘prag-
matic’) relations between dialogue acts, with
the attributes @dact, @rhetorelatum, and
@relType.

2.4. XSD Definition and Use
DiAML definitions are specified in the form of
XSD schema files. XSD schemes provide ‘names-
paces’ as a scoping mechanism for XML across
multiple schemes and support their integration, in-
clusion and transformation. Unfortunately, neither
homogeneous, nor heterogeneous nor chameleon
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design patterns (Costello, 2006; Ko and Yang,
2017) can fulfill the requirements of complex in-
teroperable semantic annotation design. We pro-
pose a mixed-patterns approach that steers devel-
opers towards a clear data organization and the in-
teroperability of annotations; in addition it enables
formal validation of XML documents and automatic
code generation to represent and use data from
those XML documents inside an application. Code
generation is important from a practical point of
view; it supports the design of applications that are
based on standard interoperable annotations.

The main definitions of the DiAML standard
are stated in DiAML_Types.xsd and defined
within diaml namespace. Auxiliary definitions
are namespace-less concepts and are defined
in DiAML_Containers.xsd. The main element
<DialogueAct> is defined as follows1:

(1) <xs:schema
targetNamespace=

"http://www.iso.org/diaml"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/

XMLSchema"
xmlns:diaml="http://www.iso.org/

diaml">
...
<xs:complexType name="DialogueAct">
<xs:attribute ref="xml:id"

use="required"/>
...
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

The semantic content of a dialogue act is de-
fined at application level. For this purpose
the <dialogueAct> element is re-defined in the
application-specific scheme, e.g. for the DBOX
project2:

(2) <xs:schema
targetNamespace=

"http://www.dbox.eu/content_spec"
xmlns:xs=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:diaml="http://www.iso.org/diaml"
xmlns:dbox=

"http://www.dbox.eu/content_spec"
>
...
<xs:element name="dialogueAct">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension

1Note that here and elsewhere in the text XSD and
XML examples are excerpts from complete schemes
and documents, for reasons of space.

2https://www.lsv.uni-saarland.de/
past-projects/d-box/

base="diaml:DialogueAct">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element
ref="dbox:semanticContent"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
...
</xs:schema>

For convenience, DiAML_Containers.xsd
scheme is included without a namespace:

(3) <xs:include
schemaLocation="DiAML_Containers.xsd"/>

The scheme contains definitions of elements such
as <diaml> which in turn contain sequences of di-
alogue acts and possibly some other elements:

(4) <xs:element name="diaml">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="dialogueAct"
minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Note that DiAML_Containers.xsd refers
to <dialogueAct> elements defined in the
application-specific scheme and not to the
<DialogueAct> type in DiAML_Types.xsd.
Since Containers have no namespace they
are placed into the application namespace,
e.g. dbox, following the chameleon namespace
design.

The proposed architecture allows to by-
pass forward-referencing from Containers
to application-specific <dialogueActs> with
application-specific semantic content, while
maintaining XML document verification and XML
bindings code generation. The semantic content
of a dialogue act is defined outside diaml and
is represented as <SemanticContent> ele-
ments in the corresponding application-specific
XSD, see examples in Section 3. Similar to
DiAML_Types.xsd, further relevant schemes
specifying semantic content can be included,
for example, those developed with the ISO Se-
mantic Annotation Framework (SemAF), see
(Pustejovsky and Ide, 2017). This follows the
heterogeneous design pattern.

Dialogue acts are included into
DiAML_Containers.xsd in: (1) dialogue
annotations defining participants, tokens, sounds
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and functional segments; (2) a corpus which
consists of (3) dialogue sessions with reference
to segmented primary data; and (4) messages
exchanged between dialogue system modules.

Containers are supporting types and are not
obligatory to use. However, they help maintain an-
notation consistency, and serve as examples to de-
sign one’s own Containers, for instance, when
different primary data representation formats are
desired or other types of annotations need to be
performed.

The architecture enables formal validation with
standard tools like Oxygen3 and automatic code
generation with, for example, Java XML bindings
(JAXB). Consider examples in (5) for automatically
generated Java code for dialogue act and in (6) for
a <diaml> element:

(5) @XmlRootElement(name =
"dialogueAct")
public class DialogueAct
extends org.iso.diaml.DialogueAct
{
protected DboxSemanticContent

DboxSemanticContent;
/* Gets the value of the
* DboxSemanticContent property.
* @return possible object is
* @link DboxSemanticContent
*/

public DboxSemanticContent
getDboxSemanticContent() {

return DboxSemanticContent;
}

/* Sets the value of the
* DboxSemanticContent property.
* @param value allowed object is
* {@link DboxSemanticContent }
*/

public void setDboxSemanticContent(
DboxSemanticContent value)
{
this.DboxSemanticContent = value;

}
}

(6) @XmlRootElement(name = "diaml")
public class Diaml {

@XmlElement(required = true)
protected List<DialogueAct>
dialogueAct;

/**
* Gets the value of the
* dialogueAct property.
* This accessor method
* a reference to the live

3https://www.oxygenxml.com/xml_editor.
html

* list, not a snapshot. Therefore
* any modification you make to the
* returned list will be present
* inside the JAXB object.
*/

public List<DialogueAct>
getDialogueAct() {
if (dialogueAct == null) {
dialogueAct = new
ArrayList<DialogueAct>();
}
return this.dialogueAct;
}

}

It may be observed that the automatically
generated code in (5) and (6) strictly fol-
lows XML element definition patterns from
the specified XSD schemes. More specifi-
cally, dbox DialogueAct class extends
diaml DialogueAct class by adding
the dbox semanticContent field. dbox
Diaml class contains a field of type
List<DialogueAct>, where <DialogueAct>
refers to dbox <DialogueAct> and not diaml
<DialogueAct>, i.e. Diaml is the list of
application-specific (dbox) dialogue act types,
rather than generic diaml dialogue acts.

3. Application Schemes: use cases
This Section presents XML Schemes which cap-
ture semantics of the problem domain (Application
Semantics) at conceptual level and represent it in
XML schema definition language (XSD). We pro-
ceed from simple to more complex schemes fea-
turing real use case scenarios.

3.1. Intents and Slot Filling
In the past few years, conversational AI agents
have become extremely popular. Traditional con-
versational agents are often modeled based on
intents,4, which refers to the primary goal of a
dialogue utterance. Intents are typically identi-
fied by analyzing the words and phrases in an
utterance and mapping them to predefined cat-
egories or concepts. For example, an utter-
ance like “What time are there trains from Nor-
wich to York?” might be mapped to an in-
tent like request_depatureTime where the first
part corresponds to the communicative function
of an utterance and the second part specifies
a high-level semantic content, e.g. ‘topic’. Ad-
ditional entities are extracted to refine, modify
and provide more context to the intent. For
example, ‘Norwich’ and ‘York’, and specified

4Currently, intentless agents are claim-
ing the ground, see https://rasa.com/blog/
breaking-free-from-intents-a-new-dialogue-model.
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as slot types of departure_location and
destination_location respectively. Many
task-oriented information-seeking dialogues are
modelled this way (Larson and Leach, 2022).

Contrary to the traditional two-component in-
tent definition, we break up intent specifications
into two schemes: (1) a DiAML representation
for a functional component; and (2) an Applica-
tion Scheme for a semantic content for a partic-
ular domain. For example, the DBOX dialogues
collected to design Question Answering Dialogue
System (QADS) are modelled using this approach.
Players ask questions about biographical facts of
an unknown person in order to guess their iden-
tity. Questions are classified with their communica-
tive function (e.g. Propositional, Check, Set and
Choice Questions) and semantic content based on
the Expected Answer Type (EAT). For the latter, 59
semantic relations between entities (e.g. between
participants or between an event and participants)
have been defined extending the Knowledge Base
Population Slot Filling Task (TAC KPB, Min and Gr-
ishman (2012)). Each relation has two arguments
and is one of the following types:

• RELATION(Z,?X), where Z is the person in
question and X the entity slot to be filled, e.g.
CHILD OF(einstein,?X);

• RELATION(E1, ?E2) where E1 is the event in
question and E2 is the event slot to be filled,
e.g. REASON(death,?E2); and

• RELATION(E,?X) where E is the event in
question and X the entity slot to be filled, e.g.
DURATION(study,?X).

The slots are categorized by the content and quan-
tity of their fillers. Slots are labelled as name (per-
son, organization, or geo-political entity), value (a
numerical value or a date), or string. Slots can be
as single-value (e.g. date of birth) or list-value (e.g.
employers) based on the number of fillers they can
take (Petukhova et al., 2018). Consider an excerpt
from the DBOX XSD scheme:

<xs:schema
xmlns:xsd=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace=

"http://www.dbox.eu"
xmlns="http://www.dbox.eu"
elementFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace=

"http://www.iso.org/diaml"
schemaLocation="DiAML_Types.xsd"/>
<xs:include schemaLocation=

"DiAML_Containers.xsd"/>
<xs:simpleType name="eatRelation">

<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:enumeration value="origin"/>

...
<xs:enumeration value="locBirth"/>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

...
<xs:simpleType name="SlotFiller">

<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:enumeration value="name"/>
...
</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>
...
<xs:simpleType name="GPE">

...
</xs:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>

A simple representation of semantic content can
be defined as a list of attribute-value pairs as in 7.
(7) Player (P1): What country are you from?

System (P2): US
<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK0"

sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="setQuestion"
target="#fsp1TSKCV0"

<dbox:semanticContent>
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#ne1"

type="name" value="person"
quantity="single"/>
<entity xml:id="x2" target="#ne2"
type="name" value="GPE"
quantity="single"/>
<eatRelation source="#x1"
slotFiller="#x2" type="origin"/>

</dbox:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap2TSK1"
sender="#p2" addressee="#p1"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="answer"
target="#fsp2TSKCV1"
functionalDependence="#dap1TSK0"

<dbox:semanticContent>
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#ne1"
type="name" value="person"
quantity="single"/>
<entity xml:id="x2" target="#ne2"
type="name" value="US"
quantity="single"/>
<eatRelation source="#x1"
slotFiller="#x2" type="origin"/>

</dbox:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>

Player asks the question concerning the country
(markable x2, named entity ne2) of origin of the
person in question(markable x1 assigned to you,
named entity ne1). We expect an answer of rela-
tion type ORIGIN(x1,?x2) where x1 is the per-
son whose identity need to be guessed and x1 the
entity slot to be filled. A single slot filler is expected
of type GPE, filled in answer with ‘US’.
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3.2. Term-based Information Retrieval
The specification of semantic content may include
elements from external knowledge bases or on-
tologies. For example, as a use case, we simu-
lated pre-operative question answering sessions
between doctors and patients. As a core part
of these medical encounters, Patient Education
Forms (PEFs) have to be filled in, and the patient’s
informed consent form signed. It is of chief impor-
tance that the forms are properly understood, and
that medical procedures and risks are explained.
PEFs contain many medical terms including some
in Latin and some as abbreviations. These terms
have to be detected and corresponding definitions
retrieved from available medical documents. Thus,
our approach was to detect medical terms, map
them to entries of existing databases and ontolo-
gies, and retrieve definitions. For more information
concerning the term extraction and application de-
tails see (Wolf et al., 2019; Bhatt, 2022).

There is a range of medical knowledge bases,
ontologies, standard terminologies, and lexicons.
One of the most widely used repositories of
biomedical terms is the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS5, Bodenreider (2004)), which in-
tegrates over 2 million names for 900 000 con-
cepts from more than 60 families of biomedi-
cal vocabularies, as well as 12 million relations
among these concepts. We used MetaMap6 to
find UMLS Metathesaurus concepts and to gener-
ate lexical variants of concept names. MetaMap
gives a relevance score to each concept. In
UMLS, similar terms (biomedicalTerm) from dif-
ferent vocabularies are grouped into the same
concept (umlsConcept) and receive a Concept
Unique Identifier (umlsCUI). Terms are grouped
into semantic groups (umlsSG) and semantic
types (umlsST) through which synonyms and re-
lated terms can be accessed. One of the vocab-
ularies integrated into UMLS, which is frequently
used for text simplification, is the Consumer Health
Vocabulary (CHV, Zeng et al. (2007)), which com-
prises terms (chvTerm) for many common words
and phrases used by health care professionals.
Another frequently used vocabulary is SNOMED
CT, Benson (2012) which consists of a large num-
ber of concepts (snomedctConcept) from clini-
cal reports. We identified terms related to PEFs in
SNOMED CT (84.9% - 95.9%) and in CHV (73.5%
- 80.0%). Definitions were mostly retrieved from
MedlinePlus7, an online public health information
resource (Schnall and Fowler, 2013).

UMLS concepts, matching CHV and SNOMED
CT terms, are integrated with retrieved Med-

5https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/
umls/

6https://www.metamap.com.
7https://medlineplus.gov/

linePlus definitions as part of semantic content
of the BRENNDA (Business pRocess modEls
iNtegration iNto Dialogue mAnagement) system
(Tarakameh, 2019)):

<xs:schema
xmlns:xsd=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.brennda.org"
xmlns="http://www.brennda.org"
elementFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import

namespace="http://www.iso.org/diaml"
schemaLocation="DiAML_Types.xsd"/>

<xs:include
schemaLocation="DiAML_Containers.xsd"/>

<xsd:complexType
name="semanticContent">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="umlsConcept"
<xs:attribute umlsCUI="xml:id"
use="required"/>

<xsd:element name="snomedctConcept"
<xs:attribute SCTID="xml:id"
use="optional"/>

<xsd:element name="chvTerm"
<xs:attribute SCUI="xml:id"
use="optional"/>

<xsd:element
name="medlineplusDefinition"
<xs:attribute
health-topicID="xml:id"
use="required"/>

</xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>

The application of this approach gives rise to the
following dialogue fragment:
(8) Patient (P1): What is sleep apnea?

System (P2): It is a sleep-disordered breathing

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK13"
sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="setQuestion"
target="#fsp1TSKCV13"

<brennda:semanticContent>
<biomedicalTerm xml:id="biot21"
target="#ne21"
umlsConcept="sleepApnea"/>

</brennda:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap2TSK27"
sender="#p2" addressee="#p1"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="answer"
target="#fsp2TSKCV27"
functionalDependence="#dap1TSK13"

<brennda:semanticContent>
<biomedicalTerm xml:id="biot21"
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target="#ne21"
umlsConcept="sleepApnea"
umlsCUI="C0018787"
umlsSG="disorder"
umlsST="diseaseOrSyndrom"
chvTerm="sleep

-disordered breathing"
snomedctConcept="sleepApnea

disorder"
medlineplusDefinition="sleep

-disordered breathing"/>
</brennda:semanticContent>

</dialogueAct>

In (8), patient (P1) filling in the PEF has difficulty
to understand what ‘sleep apnea’ is. The sys-
tem extracts the term from the patient’s question
(ne21) and queries the UMLS ontology for CHV
and SNOMED CT concepts (synonyms) and the
MedlinePlus definition. If a term was found in CHV,
it was considered unnecessary to provide other
synonyms in a generated answer.

3.3. From Situations to Experiences
Other applications may require richer semantic
content to be incorporated in a dialogue se-
mantics than illustrated above. This is, for ex-
ample, the case of situated (or context-aware)
human-computer interactions involving multiple
human and artificial participants with certain
properties performing various roles, deal-
ing with, referring to, and reasoning about the
world within a certain environment/context
engaged in various events that take place in a
certain time and space. The more complex the
situation, the richer the content specification is re-
quired to describe it.

There have been numerous attempts to define
context-aware interactions, most of which are
very specific and provide too limited support for
situation abstraction. Fully specified semantic
representation is hardly possible, and sometimes
not even desirable and feasible for maintaining
experimental control. One of the most recently
undertaken attempts to design annotations which
support whole-sentence semantic representation
is the Abstract Meaning Representation initiative
(AMR, Banarescu et al. (2013)), with an extension
for dialogue semantics (Dialogue-AMR, Bonial
et al. (2020)). Within this framework, human-
robot dialogues are annotated with a speech
act8, tense (before, now, after), aspect
(stable, ongoing, complete, habitual,
completable) and semantic role information
(PropBank, Palmer et al. (2005)); see example (9)
adopted from (Bonial et al., 2020).

8The designed tagset to model human-robot interac-
tions comprises a list of 14 mutually exclusive tags.

(9) Commander (C2): Drive to the door

(c / command-SA
:ARG0 (c2 / commander)
:ARG2 (r / robot)
:ARG1 (g / go-02 :completable +
:ARG0 r
:ARG3 (h / here)
:ARG4 (d/ door)
:time (a2 / after
:op1 (n / now))))

To parse and generate DialAMRs, AMR parsers
and resources are used, which are steadily grow-
ing in number and scope (Zhou et al., 2021; Cheng
et al., 2022; Vasylenko et al., 2023).

In the past few years, a number of ISO SemAF
annotation schemes have been developed, be-
sides DiAML: Time and Events (ISO, 2012b), Se-
mantic Roles (ISO, 2014), Semantic Relations in
Discourse (ISO, 2016), Coreference (ISO, 2019b),
Spatial Information (ISO, 2019a) and Quantifica-
tion (ISO, 2019c). It would be very attractive to in-
clude these schemes for modeling situated interac-
tions. An elegant way to incorporate SemAF anno-
tations into dialogue act annotations has been pro-
posed by Bunt (2019), using annotation schema
plug-ins which make use of a variety of content link
structures, e.g. contentLink and emoLink, for
importing elements of one annotation schema into
another. Multiple SemAF schemes can be used
for content representation by means of the inter-
linking technique (Bunt, 2024).

Dialogue participation involves a range of social
and emotional experiences. Human interactions
are more than the exchange of information, deci-
sion making, or problem-solving; they involve a
wide variety of aspects related to feelings, emo-
tions, social status and interpersonal relations.

For developing socially embedded dialogue sys-
tems, it has been proposed to model interactive be-
haviour in terms of experiences, i.e. instances of
mental states or dialogue context/states (Stevens
et al., 2016; Malchanau et al., 2018). Dialogue par-
ticipants collect interactive experiences and learn
from them. An instance may encode all informa-
tion that influences the interpretation and genera-
tion of dialogue contributions, and thus the deci-
sion making process: knowledge about domain
and partners, participants’ preferences and atti-
tudes, emotional state and social status, and this
list is far from exhaustive. Although there are no
theoretical limitations on instance size, the appli-
cation efficiency is the highest when the state rep-
resentation is relatively compact. A very complex
state representation may make state tracking and
instance retrieval very costly. There should be no
problem with using incomplete instances, since hu-
mans also have to deal with partially available, am-
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Holder: slot type Possible Values

doctor: strategy competence | warmth
doctor: expertise low | moderate | high
doctor: importance low | moderate | high
doctor: framing-effect threat | risk | benefit
doctor: preference (im)possible | (un)desired | (in)abile

mandatory | urgent

patient: strategy avoiding | hesitant | submissive | biased |
cooperative | aggressive | resistant

patient: expertise low | moderate | high
patient: importance low | moderate | high
patient: framing-effect threat | risk | benefit
patient: preference (im)possible | (un)desired | (in)abile

mandatory | urgent
patient: readiness low | moderate | high

Table 1: Instance contents concerning partici-
pants’ strategies and preferences.

biguous and/or vague information, imperfect un-
derstanding and limitations of working memory.

We designed instance-based LICA9 agents that
are involved in doctor-patient interactions, where
an imbalance is observed in the knowledge and
relationship between interlocutors, due to social,
professional and personal factors. Agents simu-
late patients of different personalities, motivational
and emotional dispositions. Interacting with LICA
agents, doctors are trained to identify strategies
that are optimal for specific patients, i.e. positively
affect patient’s preferences for a certain treatment.

Some important strategies concern pragmatic
aspects such as use of indirect speech acts for
politeness or to express interest, respect, support
and empathy; or qualified functional aspects con-
cerning affected behaviour in order to build a trust-
ful relationship through the development of rap-
port and responsiveness to a patient’s emotions
(‘Appeal to Warmth’, (Fiske, 2018). Other strate-
gies concern the quality of arguments presented in
health intervention utterances (‘Appeal to Compe-
tence’): (1) information provided, e.g. expert lan-
guage use and appeal to authority; (2) attitudes
towards proposed interventions and its outcomes:
costs, appeal to importance and call for readiness;
and (3) targeted framing effects, e.g. presentation
of options in positive or negative terms (survival
rates or mortality rates for a treatment).

Both relevant functional aspects and semantic
content are encoded in an instance represented as
a set of slot-value pairs. Table 1 presents a tem-
plate encoding beliefs concerning domain knowl-
edge, the participants’ preferences, and the per-
suasion strategy being pursued.

The domain selected for our use case con-
cerns the treatment of diabetes. To generate
health interventions of various types, medical
claims and evidence were collected from PubMed
abstracts10, viz. 32 claims and 64 supporting
and attacking evidence statements. Keywords

9Learning Intelligent Conversational Agents.
10https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

and phrases were extracted using the KeyBERT
model, (Grootendorst, 2020) and the term banks
UMLS and CHV were queried to compute the
level of expertise, the framing effects, and the
applied strategy. Importance, readiness, prefer-
ence and framing effects were modulated. On
the basis of previous research (Guenoun and
Zlatev, 2023; Lapina and Petukhova, 2017), fea-
tures were selected for linguistic modulations.
These concern appeal (competence/warmth), text
length (long/short), framing (risk/benefit), lexical
complexity (complex/simple), concreteness (num-
bers/textual delivery) and grammatical voice (pas-
sive/active) (Wan Ching Ho and Petukhova, 2024).

Below is an excerpt from the XSD scheme spec-
ifying LICA semantic content; a dialogue fragment
example which makes use of LICA content specifi-
cations is presented in (10) of Appendix 7:

<xs:schema
xmlns:xsd=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.lica.org"
xmlns="http://www.lica.org"
elementFormDefault="unqualified">

<xs:import
namespace="http://www.iso.org/diaml"
schemaLocation="DiAML_Types.xsd"/>

<xs:include schemaLocation=
"DiAML_Containers.xsd"/>

<xs:simpleType name="Holder">
<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:enumeration value="doctor"/>
<xs:enumeration value="patient"/>
</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

<xs:simpleType name="Strategy">
<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:enumeration value="competence"/>
...
<xs:enumeration value="hesitant"/>
</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>
...
<xs:simpleType name="Readiness">

<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:enumeration value="low"/>
<xs:enumeration value="moderate"/>
<xs:enumeration value="high"/>
</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType> </xsd:schema>

4. Value for Real-World Applications

The multi-scheme design presented in this paper
has a number of advantages, as well as limita-
tions. One of the advantages is that such a de-
sign splits up large annotation efforts into small(-
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er) tasks that are more manageable for human
annotators and automatic labeling systems. This
positively affects annotation quality and costs: it
increases annotation consistency and accuracy,
it improves scheme usability in terms of inter-
annotator agreement, and it potentially decreases
annotation time11.

Another advantage is that task-specific anno-
tations can be straightforwardly reused by other
applications. For instance, labeled data can be
used for adaptation or knowledge distillation of pre-
trained large models, which significantly improves
their performance on a variety of up-/downstream
tasks. Applications based on clear use-case se-
mantics are easier to evaluate and their perfor-
mance can be directly compared to other existing
systems or models.

A limitation of this approach is that semantic in-
formation that is not captured in annotations needs
to be modelled inside an application and often re-
mains somewhat hidden. This is for instance the
case of hidden layers as used in modern neural
systems that are responsible for learning intricate
structures in data which are not explicitly anno-
tated. This makes neural networks a powerful but
black-boxed tool with limited explainability and in-
terpretability of the system’s behaviour. Another
limitation is that the collection of semantic infor-
mation from multiple annotation projects runs into
danger to be less interoperable and challenging to
fuse.

Advantages and limitations put the designer in a
position to carefully weight pros and cons for their
design scenarios, with trade offs between seman-
tic expressiveness and precision on the one hand
and simplicity of its application on the other.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper explores dialogue use cases of varied
semantic complexity: slot-filling supporting ques-
tion answering, term-based information retrieval,
and complex situation and experience specifica-
tions. Functional aspects of dialogue contributions
are modelled using the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act
annotation standard and specified in DiAML. Se-
mantic content is represented in an appropriate
way for a specific dialogue application.

Applications require an interpretation frame-
work, either utilising explicit knowledge represen-
tation techniques or relying on an intuitive interpre-
tation scattered implicitly across application code.
Specifying annotation schemes for semantic con-
tent in a formal way, e.g. in XSD format, opens

11For example, the Real Time Factor (RTF) can be
estimated - amount of time spent on annotations given
the amount of dialogue data. RTF 10 means that an
annotator spent 100 minutes annotating 10 minutes of
real dialogue, e.g. speech and video.

opportunities to share annotations among different
applications and tools.

In this paper we have proposed a way to inte-
grate a wide range of domain/application-specific
annotations with the domain-independent ISO
24617-2 scheme specified in DiAML. The ISO an-
notation standards developed within SemAF can
be integrated in a similar manner. For all com-
ponents, XML schema definitions (XSD) refer to
external XML schemes. More than one XML
schema can be included or imported within an
XML schema, as we showed using ‘namespaces’.
XSD has the important advantage that it can be
used to validate the contents of an XML document,
as well as to generate code within an application
design.

We will distribute the designed XSD domain-
independent DiAML and Application Schemes on
the DialogBank12, a collection of dialogues anno-
tated according to ISO 24617-2 standard. A full
package of gold standard dialogue act annota-
tions, XSD schemes, primary data, and documen-
tation is available for the Metalogue Multi-Issue
Bargaining Corpus in the LDC catalogue.13
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Appendix: LICA dialogue fragment

(10) Doctor (P1): You should minimise alcohol intake
Doctor (P1.1): Alcohol intake may place people
with diabetes at increased risk for delayed hypo-
glycemia
Doctor (P1.2): Persons using insulin or insulin
secretagogues can experience delayed nocturnal
or fasting hypoglycemia after alcohol consumption.
Doctor (P1.3): Moderate alcohol consumption has
minimal acute and/or long-term detrimental effects
on glycemia with type 1 or type 2 diabetes.

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK1"
sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="inform"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1"

<lica:semanticContent>
<claim xml:id="claim1"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1"
topic="alcohol intake"
preference="mandatory"

</lica:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK1.1"
sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="inform"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.1"

<lica:semanticContent>

<evidence xml:id="evidence1.1"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.1"
relation="#claim1"
stance="support"
topic="alcohol intake"
expertise="moderate"
importance="high"
preference="mandatory"
framing="risk"
strategy="competence"

</lica:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>
<rhetoricalLink dact="#dap1TSK1.1"
rhetoRelatum="#dap1TSK1"
relType="justification"/>

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK1.2"
sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="inform"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.2"

<lica:semanticContent>
<evidence xml:id="evidence1.2"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.2"
relation="#claim1"
stance="support"
topic="alcohol intake"
expertise="high"
preference="mandatory"
importance="high"
framing="risk"
expertise="high"
strategy="competence"

</lica:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>
<rhetoricalLink dact="#dap1TSK1.2"
rhetoRelatum="#dap1TSK1"
relType="justification"/>

<dialogueAct xml:id="dap1TSK1.3"
sender="#p1" addressee="#p2"
dimension="task"
communicativeFunction="inform"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.3"

<lica:semanticContent>
<evidence xml:id="evidence1.3"
target="#fsp1TSKCV1.3"
relation="#claim1"
stance="support"
topic="alcohol intake"
expertise="high"
preference="mandatory"
importance="moderate"
framing="risk"
expertise="high"
strategy="competence"

</lica:semanticContent>
</dialogueAct>
<rhetoricalLink dact="#dap1TSK1.3"
rhetoRelatum="#dap1TSK1"
relType="justification"/>
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Abstract

This paper aims at enriching Annotation-Based Semantics (ABS) with the notion of small visual worlds, called the
Vox worlds, to interpret dialogues in natural language. It attempts to implement classical set-theoretic models with
these Vox worlds that serve as interpretation models. These worlds describe dialogue situations while providing
background for the visualization of those situations in which these described dialogues take place interactively among
dialogue participants, often triggering actions and emotions. The enriched ABS is linked to VoxML, a modeling
language for visual object conceptual structures (vocs or vox) that constitute the conceptual basis of visual worlds.
Each Vox world is characterized by a set of visualized situation types, possibly depicted by static pictures or dynamic
videos, to interpret dialogues. This paper focuses on annotating and interpreting a few illustrative dialogues for such
a small visual world.

Keywords: annotation-based semantics (ABS), partial information, situation types, small visual world, vi-
sual object concept structure (vocs, or vox), Vox world,

1. Introduction

1.1. Aim and Overview
This paper aims to enrich Annotation-Based Se-
mantics (ABS), proposed by Lee (2020, 2023), with
the notion of small visual worlds to annotate and
interpret dialogues in natural language. Small vi-
sual worlds form the Vox world, consisting of visual
conceptual object structures (vocs or vox) in the
modeling language VoxML (Pustejovsky and Krish-
naswamy, 2014). These small visual worlds may
be forming scenes or "visually perceived situations"
(Barwise, 1989) with formal constructions involving
human perceptions of the surroundings in interac-
tive communications or dialogues.

ABS makes two but related uses of a set of small
visual worlds. One use is to describe a dialogue
situation in which the dialogue participants inter-
act with each other linguistically through verbal ex-
changes. The other use is to form a background
situation à la Barwise and Perry (1983) or bring
in the linguistic or world knowledge for interpreting
communicative exchanges and the things involved
in them. In annotating dialogues for their act types
and content, ABS refers to these two situation types,
one for describing situations and another for pro-
viding background for interpreting them.

For example, part of a dialogue transcript "Hus-
band to Wife: Take this." describes a situation in
which the husband says to his wife: "Take this."
Suppose the wife responded with a smile to her
husband by saying "Thanks. Delicious." Then, this
response provides a contextual background for in-
ferring that the deictic expression "this" must refer
to something edible or potable for tasting while
showing the wife’s satisfaction with gratitude. Fur-
thermore, a picture or scene showing how such a

dialogue was enacted provides a background situ-
ation for interpreting more vividly what is meant by
the husband’s utterance "Take this." Such a picture
depicts a small visual world or part of it.

1.2. Scope, Focus, and Motivation

The scope of the paper is very much restricted in its
form for presentation and data for analysis. This is
not a formal paper that formulates the key notions
rigidly in logico-mathematical terms. It illustrates
how a few short dialogues are annotated and inter-
preted for such a visually perceptible world, the Vox
world or part of it. The data for analysis is also very
restricted to the extent that no statistical justification
is presented for the claims made in the paper.

The paper focuses on the complementary roles
of dialogue scripts and related images or pictures
that I claim depict a small world providing back-
ground for the interpretation. It treats very simple
dialogues, having only a few words in the utter-
ances, for illustrations while avoiding the treatment
of various dialogue act types and dimensions (e.g.,
task-oriented vs. expressive (of emotions)) (Bunt,
2022).

Dialogues are chosen as specific data for anal-
ysis in this paper because they present the most
challenging task for natural language processing in
at least three respects. First, annotation may work
while syntax fails to process because dialogues
have many deictic expressions (e.g., "this" as in
"Husband to Wife: Try this.") or ellipses (e.g., "Wife
to Husband: Thanks. Delicious.") with syntactic
variations and aberrations from regular grammar,
unlike written text. Second, dialogue acts often trig-
ger the actions of dialogue participants as agents
or objects with some other semantic roles and emo-
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tions (e.g.: emotive and evaluative as in "Wife to
Husband: Thanks. Delicious.") lie involved in the
content of the dialogue conveyed. Annotation can
easily mark up such actions enacted and emotions
expressed by dialogue participants. Third, the inter-
pretation of dialogue contents requires background
information, especially in the applicational context
of Human-Computer Interactions (hci) or Human-
Object Interactions (hoi) (e.g.: "Husband to Wife:
Try this." requires a variety of actions as responses,
depending on its context of use). For these rea-
sons, the treatment of dialogue acts and content is
well-motivated, challenging, and most interesting
as a linguistic task, especially for computational
applications. Computers or robots may participate
in a dialogue as artificial agents in a computational
application.

1.3. Claim, Proposal, and Basic
Assumptions

This paper claims that the set-theoretic model struc-
tures for interpreting natural language or its logi-
cal forms, as in Montague Semantics (Montague,
1974b; Dowty et al., 1981) should be re-envisioned
and re-designed. This must be implemented with
visualized small worlds or situation types delim-
ited by the visual object conceptual structures that
are well-defined, for instance, by the modeling lan-
guage VoxML.

In VoxML, in contrast, each object, action, or re-
lation is a first-class citizen in a small world, as
proposed in Situation Semantics (Barwise, 1989),
that forms a visual object conceptual structure.
These structures are then represented by a com-
plex attribute-value matrix (avm) structure with em-
bedded avm’s that carry a variety of relevant infor-
mation. Likewise, various types of relations in an
interpretation model are defined similarly.

Figure 1 shows how the Annotation-Based Se-
mantics (ABS) is linked to VoxML, [i] linguistically
supporting it. ABS annotates communicative lan-
guage segments including dialogues, [ii] generat-
ing annotation structures a while referring to the
voxicon V of VoxML. It then translates annotation
structures to logical forms σ(a) in typed first-order
logic [iii]. These logical forms are then interpreted
with respect to the minimal models constrained by
the habitats, affordances, and embodiments of de-
notative elements. For such processes, VoxML
as a modeling language introduces Voxicon to list
the voxemes that augment the Generative Lexicon
(Pustejovsky and Batiukova, 2019) with the notions
of Habitat theory (Pustejovsky, 2013) and Gibso-
nian affordance structures (Gibson, 1977, 1979).
These voxemes are represented in complex fea-
ture structures, in which some features (attributes)
have feature structures as values, as illustrated in

Figure 1: VoxML-linked ABS

Section 5.
This paper claims that the ABS thus designed

is linked to VoxML, which constitutes the structural
basis of visual worlds. Its sub-module, the Voxicon,
which comprises voxemes, characterizes various
visual object concept structures in specific forms.
Each Vox world, composed of these structures, is
represented by a set of visualized situation types,
possibly accompanied by static images or dynamic
videos (motion pictures) to interpret dialogues.

As in the Situation Semantics of Barwise and
Perry (1983) and Barwise (1989), the partiality of
information is a foundational notion for ABS. An-
notation targets the particular points of information
and focuses on them. The basic assumption of
ABS is that rational agents with a limited percep-
tion act on partial information and concentrate on a
task thereby. The information provided by static or
dynamic pictures and enriched linguistic and world
knowledge with voxemes is too much for these
agents to act properly. The annotation focuses on
particular viewpoints on objects or aspects of infor-
mation conveyed by language. Pictures carry too
much information, while the annotated language,
for instance in dialogues, focuses on a small part
of it with perspectives. With this annotated partial
information with particular views, the agents focus
on their task and act intelligently. This paper claims
such a focused interaction between the small re-
stricted environment and the task is a fact.

2. Background study

Here are two views of dialogue. I use these views
as a background study when analyzing and inter-
preting dialogues.
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2.1. Classical Common Views of
Dialogues

Dialogues are interactive linguistic exchanges
among at least two participants, conveying or re-
ceiving information for actions or emotive reactions.
The participants are message senders, recipients,
and others directly or indirectly involved with spe-
cific intentions or forced responses, differentiating
the various types of dialogue acts (Bunt, 2019; ISO,
2020). These participants can be either human
agents or artificial rational agents like robots.

Question-answering is a typical type of dialogue.
One party raises a question, while the other re-
sponds if a dialogue succeeds. Negotiations con-
stitute another type of dialogue: one party proposes
by requesting, while the other party accepts, modi-
fies, or rejects the proposal by taking linguistic or
non-linguistic actions. There may be mediators.

Dialogues are heavily grounded in various types
of participant attitudes, background situations, and
affordances. They thus license qualifications, re-
strictions, redundancies, or utterance omissions,
much depending on their described situations, as
spelled out by Barwise and Perry (1983) and with
their later work on situation theory and semantics.

2.2. Dialogues in the Vox World

Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy (2014, 2016) in-
troduces a modeling language VoxML for visual
object conceptual structures in language actions.
As stated in Section 1, one of the key notions in
VoxML is the Vox World. Pustejovsky and Krish-
naswamy define this notion more formally with rich
implications as a multimodal simulation framework
for modeling embodied human-computer interac-
tions and communication between agents engaged
in a shared goal or task.

In the Vox World, dialogues are modeled as
part of HOI (human-object interactions) or HCI
(human-computer interaction) through language.
Dialogue participants can be humans (H) or com-
puters (C), all as rational agents that may include
artificial agents like computers, while some other
objects also participate or get involved indirectly
in dialogues. Task-oriented dialogues are embod-
ied interactions between agents, where language,
gesture, gaze, and actions are situated within a
common ground shared by all agents in the com-
munication. Situated semantic grounding assumes
a shared perception of agents with co-attention over
objects in a situated context, with co-intention to-
wards a common goal. Dialogues are thus viewed
as complex linguistic phenomena in the Vox World.

3. Issues in Interpreting Dialogues

In this section, some dialogues are presented to
focus on the issues of interpreting them with illus-
trations.

3.1. Interpreting Dialogue 1
Dialogue 1 illustrates the complexity of actions even
in a short dialogue. It shows how a husband and
his wife interact with each other in a shared task of
making a cocktail punch and tasting it. The spoken
part of the dialogue itself is simple, consisting of
three words: "try," "it," and "delicious."

(1) Dialogue 1
Husband: Try it.
Wife: Delicious!

The script alone cannot be understood unless a
situation, depicted visually like Figure 2, is given
as a background. The script, as it is, only tells
that it is a dialogue between two participants (a
husband and his wife) and that the pronoun "it"
refers to something edible or potable with a taste.
The verb "try" means "try to eat or sip and see how it
tastes." It is a task-oriented dialogue through which
the couple tries to work together on some common
goal, namely to make a good cocktail punch.

Figure 2: Dialogue Situation Visualized

Figure 2 supports the situation in which the dia-
logue has developed.1 Two dialogue participants,
the husband and his wife, are holding a glass to-
gether. The glass looks like containing a cocktail
punch. The couple may have been preparing a
good punch, possibly for a party. The husband

1This picture is provided by Ghang Lee (2023), who
worked on it through Dalle3+ChatGpt.
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Figure 3: Empty Glass to be Washed

made a cocktail punch in a punch bowl, poured part
into a small container from which one can drink, and
handed over the glass to his wife to taste by saying,
"Try it." See the difference between a punch bowl
and a punch glass: you won’t lift the bowl and try
the punch from it. Here, the pronoun "it" refers to
the punch the husband prepared, but it could have
referred to anything edible or that can be tasted.
What was presented to the wife was the glass con-
taining the punch. So the wife took the glass of
cocktail punch in her hand, raised it to her mouth,
sipped the punch, and said "Delicious!". The ut-
terance of the single word "Delicious" followed a
series of actions with satisfaction on her facial ex-
pression. The wife tasted the punch the husband
prepared, and approved the husband for it, making
him feel good.

All these actions are not shown in Figure 2. The
dialogue implies them only when the picture is
looked at. Both the dialogue and the picture are
interpreted coherently. An adequate interpretation
model should be constructed to interpret the cooper-
ative roles of the two dialogue participants, the wife
and the husband, who made a punch and tasted it,
and the two objects, the glass and the punch con-
tained in it. The punch bowl and other material not
shown in the picture may have been somewhere in
the kitchen.

3.2. Interpreting Dialogue 2

Dialogue 2 is even shorter than Dialogue 1. It is
a short script with two words, supposedly for a

dialogue between a couple, Husband and Wife.

(2) Dialogue 2
Husband: Take this.
Wife: [says nothing.]

Dialogue 2 records the husband uttering the two
words "Take this.", asking the wife to take some-
thing that is referred to by the demonstrative pro-
noun "this" and should be located near the speaker
himself, but the wife says nothing. There were two
dialogue participants, and the husband’s act was
task-oriented, telling or ordering his wife to take
something near him. This is all that a dialogue act
annotation can capture.

A visualized situation, depicted with Figure 3,2
for the dialogue provides detailed information on
the interactions between the husband and the wife.
The wife didn’t say a word, but one should see
her face in the picture, Figure 3. It says a lot. A
husband, sitting on a couch in the living room, told
his wife, standing by the dishwasher, to take the
glass in his hand, expecting her to put it in the
dishwasher. The wife was angry at her husband,
who played the king. A situation like this may be
considered disgusting in some cultures.

3.3. Dialogue 3 in Contrast to Dialogue 2
A dialogue almost the same as Dialogue 2 has a
totally different interpretation. In Dialogue 3, the
wife expresses her appreciation.

2Ghang Lee also provided this image.
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(3) Dialogue 3 with Appreciation
Husband: Take this!
Wife: Thanks. Looks delicious.

The husband mixed a cocktail punch and offered it
to his wife. The wife says "Thanks" in an apprecia-
tive way by saying a little more, "Looks delicious."
The following picture3 depicts a delightful scene
that says more than words.

Figure 4: Punch offered to the Wife

I have presented the two pictures that visualized
dialogue situations. They show how much visual in-
formation contributes to the rich interpretation of di-
alogues or interactive communications. The same
imperative "Take this!" is interpreted differently, one
as an order and the other as an offer.

3.4. Dialogue 2 Extended
Dialogue 4 illustrates with Script 4 how Dialogue 2
is extended with another round of exchanging the
turns.

(4) Dialogue 4 Extending Dialogue 2
Husband: Take this.
Wife: [Got angry, saying nothing.]
Husband: Sorry. I’ll do it.
Wife: [Facial expression changed to exasper-
ation. She is still silent.]

Looking at his wife’s angry face, the husband real-
ized he had mistakenly asked her to take the glass
to the dishwasher. He thus apologized and took
the glass himself to the washer.

The dialogue has four turns, although the wife
does not respond verbally. Such a situation can
easily be imagined and turned into a short video.

3Ghang Lee also provides this image.

However, the current technology has not fully de-
veloped to convert text to videos.4

As one of the reviewers pointed out, it must be
emphasized that it is not so much the picture itself
providing the background context of the dialogue
but rather the situation type we construct based
on the picture. We imagine or visualize appropri-
ate situations or create such scenes to interpret
dialogues. Dialogues, on the other hand, help in-
terpret visually perceptible scenes by helping us
focus on some specific parts of them.

4. Annotating Dialogues

4.1. Basic Annotation Structure of
Dialogues

The annotation of dialogues follows Bunt (2019)
and ISO (2020). The basic structure of a dialogue
consists of two parts, the dialogue act and the se-
mantic content. In the simplest case, the dialogue
structure is a quadruple <<s,A, fd>, c>, where
the triple represents the simplest dialogue act struc-
ture consisting of a sender s, addresses A, and a
dimension-specific function fd while the last com-
ponent c represents the dialogue content. For gen-
eral purposes, this list can be extended to the most
complex case with a 7-tuple (ISO, 2020) plus the
content c, where the three bracketed components
need not be specified:

(5) <<s, a, [h], f , d, [q], [e]>, c> of attributes,
where s is a sender (speaker),
a addresses,
h other participants,
f a general-purpose communicative function,
d a dimension,
q qualifiers,
e dialogue units that the act depends on, and
c the semantic content of the dialogue.

The first seven components specify the act type of
dialogues while the last component c refers to the
dialogue content. The content c directly plugs in
the semantic content, which carries the information
of a dialogue associated with a dialogue act. The
7-tuple plus the content c forms a complex feature
structure such that the value of c is directly linked
to another annotation scheme. No link like con-
tentLink needs to be introduced, although it is a
preference recommended in Bunt (2019) and pro-
posed in ISO (2020).

4.2. VoxML-linked Annotation
The VoxML-linked annotation (Lee et al., 2023)
refers to the Voxicon, a component of VoxML, con-
sisting of complex feature structures, called vox-

4The Open AI just announced Sora for such a task.
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emes. These voxemes represent the visual object
conceptual structures of VoxML basic categories
such as object, program (event, motion, or action),
and relation that includes property and function).
Each voxeme is associated with a linguistic expres-
sion (e.g., "glass"), its morpho-syntactic or lexical
information, and semantico-pragmatic or physical
information associated with it such as information
about its habitat, affordance structures, and embod-
ied interactions (Pustejovsky, 1995; Gibson, 1977;
Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2016, 2021). The
reference to these structures is expected to free the
VoxML-oriented ABS from its reliance on syntactic
or pragmatic analysis.

For illustration, consider the annotation of Dia-
logue 3. The annotation takes two steps: Step
1 focuses on the dialect act, while Step 2 on its
content.

4.2.1. Step 1: Annotating Dialogue Act

The first part of the whole script, which includes the
information about the speaker and the addressee,
is annotated as in (6).

(6) Annotating the Dialogue Act of Dialogue 3
a. Segmented Dialogue Script (id="d3S"):

Husbandw1 to Wifew3: Takew4 thisw5.
b. Dialogue Act Annotation:

<dialogue id="#d3", target="#d3S">
<dAct id="d3A", sender="#w1",
addressee="#w3", dimension="task",
cFunction="offer", content ="#d3C"/>

</dialogue>

The dialogue act annotation marks up not just what
has been uttered by the speaker, but the whole
dialogue script that describes all the components
that constitute the act of a given dialogue.

4.2.2. Step 2: Annotating the Content

The proposed VoxML-linked ABS annotates the
content c of a dialogue by referring to the dialogue
utterance and the background situation, possibly
depicted by an associated picture. The content of
Dialogue 3 is annotated as in (7):

(7) Annotating the Content of Dialogue 3
<dialogue id="#d3", target="#d3S">

<dContent id="d3C", linkedTo="#d3A">
<object id="o1", target="#w1"

type="human", pred="husband",
relatedTo="#w3"/>

<object id="o2", target="#w3"
type="human", pred="wife",
relatedTo="#w1"/>

<action id="a3", target="#w4"
type="transition",

pred="take:consume5",
agent="#o2", theme="#o6:punch"/>

<object id="o3", target=" ",
type="physicalObj:artifact",
pred="glass", definite="yes",
grabbedBy="#o4:hand",
comment="See Figure 4"/>

<object id="o4", target="",
type="physicalObj", pred="hand",
definite="yes", partOf="#o1:husband",
comment="See Figure 4"/>

<object id="o5", target="",
type="physicalObj:liquid:beverage",
pred="punch", definite="yes",
containedIn="#o3:glass",
comment="See Figure 4" />

</dContent>
</dialogue>

With the comment "See Figure 4", the demonstra-
tive pronoun "this" is annotated as referring to the
punch in the glass held by the husband in his hand.
It does not refer to the glass, for it is already in the
wife’s hand. The verb "take" is thus understood as
meaning to consume the punch, instead of mean-
ing to grab the glass with a hand. The dialogue
does not mention "glass," "punch," or "hand" but the
annotation introduces them all as non-consuming
tags. Figure 4 shows that the glass is in the hus-
band’s hand and also in the wife’s hand.

4.3. Abstract Syntax and the Metamodel
The annotation of the content structure in the Vox
World as presented in (7) requires the specifica-
tion of an annotation scheme. Such a specifica-
tion is done partially with the formulation of an ab-
stract syntax. For this, the abstract syntax, named
ASynvox, is minimally formulated for the annotation
in the Vox World, as in (8):

(8) ASynvox is defined as a tuple <M,B,@>,
such that, given a language L,
a. M is a nonempty subset, called markables,

of L, delimited by B;
b. B is a set {o, a, r} of base categories:

o stands for category object;
a, category action, a subcategory of

eventuality;
r, category relation that includes the

subcategories function and property;
c. @ is a set of assignment functions from

features (attributes) to values associated
with each category in B.

Note that this syntax has no links. Instead, some
attributes are plugged into other annotation struc-
tures. See Annotation Structure (9).

5See WordNet-3 for the sense of "take."
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(9) Semantic Roles:
<action id="a3" type="transition", pred="take",
agent="#o2", theme="#o3"/>

The semantic roles for the action take are directly
annotated into its base annotation structure by refer-
ring to the semantic role frames in a lexicon. There
is no repeated application of a link like srLink for
semantic role labeling.

The minimal abstract syntax ASynvox specified
in (8) conforms to the metamodel for the Vox World
as a markup language (Lee et al., 2023).

Figure 5: Metamodel of the Abstract Syntax

Here, the Vox World consists of anything percepti-
ble in communicative situations including dialogues.
Visual object concept structures (vocs or vox), ei-
ther elementary or their relational compositions,
are then anchored to the Vox World. The vox
are categorized into three major categories with
subcategories eventuality (program):action, ob-
ject:rational agent, and relation:property, func-
tion. Actions are triggered by rational agents in-
tentionally, while rational agents, either humans or
robots, interact with one another or other objects.
Properties (attributes) modify objects, while func-
tions and relations operate or range over visual
object conceptual structures.

5. Interpretation

5.1. Overview
ABS (Lee, 2023) interprets annotation structures
for a model constrained by relevant parts of the Vox
World. Implementing classical set-theoretic models
as in Montague semantics (Montague, 1974b), or
the Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) (Kamp
and Reyle, 1993; Parson, 1990), these parts of the
Vox world supplement those models <D,R, [[ ]]>

of denotational semantics, especially by formally
delimiting the domain D of a model, which normally
consists of individual entities, and the set of n-ary
relations R over D or its Cartesian products with
a small world in which some relevant visual object
concept structures reside.

In the Vox World, everything in its small world is
a first-class citizen, including properties and rela-
tions, as in Situation Semantics (Barwise, 1989),
or else the notion of functional types is introduced
to allow such objects as event descriptors of type
e→ t (Kracht, 2002; Pustejovsky et al., 2019) or as
in Davidsonian Semantics (Davidson, 1967, 2001;
Parson, 1990). ABS then interprets annotation
structures in two steps. First, annotation structures
a are translated to semantic forms σ(a) in typed
first-order logic. Second, these logical forms are
interpreted for a well-defined model M constrained
by the Vox World v: [[σ(a)]]M,v.

5.2. Translating Annotation Structures to
Logical Forms

To interpret annotation structures, ABS translates
them into semantic forms directly. ABS does not
require syntactic analysis to derive semantic forms
because the annotation already contains the nec-
essary information for adequate translation. In
contrast, Montague Semantics (Montague, 1974b)
uses Categorial Grammar for analyzing input data
to trees, for instance, to capture scope ambiguity,
before translating the analyzed trees to semantic
forms in Higher-order Intensional Logic.

Translation (10) shows how the annotation struc-
tures of category object are translated.

(10) a. <object id="o1", target="#w1"
type="human", pred="husband",
relatedTo="#w3"/>
σ(o1) := [human(x1), husband(x1, x2)]

b. <object id="o2", target="#w3"
type="human", pred="wife",
relatedTo="#w1"/>
σ(o2) := [human(x2), wife(x2, x1)]

The attribute @relatedTo in the annotation struc-
tures treats the predicates husband and wife as
binary relations in the semantic forms.

The transitive verb "take" denotes an action of
type transition with two required arguments. Trans-
lating the annotation structure that marks up its se-
mantic content is straightforward. The two seman-
tic roles associated with the two verb arguments
are marked up.

(11) <action id="a3", target="#w4",
type="transition", pred="take",
agent="#o2", theme="#o3"/>
σ(a3):=
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[transition(e3), take(e3), agent(e3, x2),
theme(e3, x3)]

The semantic form σ(a3) here does not add new
information to the annotation. The predicate take is
a transition, thus involving a series of sub-actions:
the wife, who was told to take something, referred
to with the demonstrative pronoun "it", must reach
a reachable position to grab the object and take it
out, intending to move it to somewhere for some
purpose. The annotation does not capture such in-
formation but must be captured at the interpretation
stage, given an appropriate background.

5.3. Direct Interpretation vs. Enriched
Logical Forms

Intuitively speaking, annotation structures should
be interpretable without being translated into logi-
cal forms, as in Montague (1974a)’s English as a
Formal Language. Translation carries no additional
meaning except that it shows that the translated
logical forms are expressed in lower-order logic.
However, it is possible to generate enriched anno-
tation structures by referring to the Voxicon.

VoxML contains the Voxicon that lists voxemes
enriching annotation structures of those categories,
object, event: action, and relation: property,
function in the metamodel. For illustration, con-
sider the annotation structure of category object:
<object id="o3", target="#o4 (glass)"/> to enrich it
with the voxeme of glass listed in the Voxicon.

Figure 6: Voxeme of a Glass

The voxeme of glass in Figure 6 represents five
sorts of information: [i] lex, [ii] type, [iii] habitat, [iv]

afford_str, [v] embodiment.6 Annotation (12b)
represents part of the lexical information (lex) and
the affordance structure (afford_str) information
about its being a container (A2). The embodiment
says that the object’s size is smaller than the agent
who carries or grabs it and can be moved by the
agent. For illustration, consider annotating the
noun "glass" in Dialogue 3. Its annotation struc-
ture can be enriched with contextual information by
referring to the voxeme as in Figure 6.

(12) a. Basic Annotation, copied from 7:
<object id="o3", target=" ",
type="physicalObj:artifact",
pred="glass", definite="yes",
grabbedBy="{#o1,#o4:hand}",
refersTo="Figure 4"/>

b. Annotation Enriched with Voxeme 6:
<object id="o3", target=" ",
type="physObj:artifact",
pred="glass", definite="yes",
grabbedBy="{#o1,#o4:hand}",
form="cylindroid", shape="concave",
use="container", contains="o5:punch",
smallerThan="{#o1,#o4}",
refersTo="Figure 4, Figure 6"/>

c. Logical Form σ(x3) :=
[physobj(x3), artifact(x3),
glass(x3), definite(x3),
grab(e1), agent(e1, x1), theme(e1, x3),
instrument(e1, x4 : husband′sHand),
cylindroid(x3), concave(x3),
container(x3), contains(e2),
theme(e2, x6 : punch)]

Annotation (12b) shows the enrichment of Anno-
tation with some pieces of information obtained
from the voxeme of "glass" presented in Figure 6.
The logical form based on the enriched annotation
states that the glass, which is small enough to be
grabbed by the husband, contains punch.

5.4. Interpretation
The Vox World provides visual information for in-
terpreting actions and interactive communications.
Specifically, it controls the three processes of an-
notating, translating, and interpreting dialogue acts
and contents interchanged among the participants.
The utterance "Take this.", which is made by the
husband in the two different dialogues, for instance,
is annotated differently: in Dialogue 2, it is anno-
tated as an order, whereas it is annotated as an
offers in Dialogue 3. In Dialogue 2, the demonstra-
tive pronoun "this" refers to the empty glass. In

6For the detailed explanation of the voxeme of glass,
see Lee et al. (2023).
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Dialogue 3, in contrast, the same pronoun refers
to either the glass with a punch in it or the punch
in the glass, for the wife says, "Looks delicious,"
referring to the punch, not the glass.

Annotation and the Vox World complement each
other. Voxemes enrich annotation structures. Anno-
tation can capture all these differences and refer to
the appropriate figures for appropriate information,
but the voxemes alone cannot.

Annotation structures and semantic forms are
inadequate to capture finer-grained information as-
sociated with all aspects of dialogues. This es-
pecially concerns the interpretation of actions, for
actions of type transition particularly involve a dy-
namic sequence of sub-events or sub-actions. The
husband’s order in Dialogue 2 is not a simple act,
but a complex sequence of sub-situations and sub-
actions.

(13) Sub-situations and sub-actions in Figure 2:
a. The wife was standing near the washing

machine.
b. The husband was sitting on a sofa not far

from the kitchen.
c. The husband asked the wife to take the

glass,
d. and expecting
e. her to come to him easily
f. to pick it up from his hand and
g. put it in the dishwasher.
h. Her emotional reaction, displayed on her

face with silence,
i. indicated that his expectation was wrong.
j. She rather expected
k. him to come and
l. put the glass in the dishwasher himself.

All this information cannot be captured in the
annotation or represented in simple logical forms.
It can only be abduced7 by learning relevant per-
spectives on the informational content and the in-
tention of dialogue or discourse participants, as
mentioned by Hobbs (1996). In addition, such
an abduction becomes possible by constructing
appropriate background scenes with visual object
conceptual structures (vox). The construction of
such scenes is systematically constrained in the
Vox World that characterizes not only the lexical
features of the language used in human communi-
cations, but also the habitat, affordance structures,
and embodiment of objects and actions, and their
interactions mentioned in that language with per-
ceptual (visual) conditions.

7I have intentionally used the term abduce to focus on
the experiential and perceptual aspects of Peirce (1931–
1958); Hobbs et al. (1993); Hobbs (1996, 2006) for un-
derstanding language and logic.

6. Concluding Remarks

The partiality of information is a basic motivation
for annotation, for annotation marks up only some
parts of a language. This paper has shown how
this notion of partiality works in annotating and inter-
preting dialogues. Annotation also explicitly uses
language such as dialogues by annotating the type
of dialogue acts and content and interpreting them
against a small visual world called the Vox World.

The paper treated the tripartite understanding of
dialogues: annotation, visualization, and interpre-
tation. Annotation focuses on some basic linguistic
elements in described situations in which dialogue
participants interact with relevant objects or each
other. At the same time, visualization provides de-
tails of fine-grained perspectives with background
information. Interpretation with logical forms vali-
dates such details of information with consistency.

The paper proposes using visual information in
general and the Vox World in particular, to annotate
and interpret dialogues or other interactive com-
munications among rational agents or relevant ob-
jects. It even suggested that a set-theoretic se-
mantics should be redesigned by restructuring its
basic model structure <D,R, [[ ]]>. For instance,
the domain D and the set R of n-ary relations can
be modified with a small set of visual object con-
cept structures. Or else, such a model is minimally
implemented but constrained by something like the
Vox World. However, the formal specification of
such a task is left for the future.

The paper intentionally focused on simple dia-
logues to highlight the complementary roles of di-
alogue scripts and related images and on the role
of VoxML-linked annotation that links them for co-
herent interpretation. Complex dialogues, such as
those involving misunderstandings and subsequent
repair strategies, require complex images, such as
motion pictures, for their interpretation.

Pictures are extensively used to show how di-
alogues are annotated and interpreted. For this
reason, the proposed VoxML-linked ABS may be
understood mistakenly as a picture-based seman-
tics that requires the generation of static or dynamic
pictures as an essential process. It is a total misun-
derstanding. Pictures help visualize the situations
in which dialogues are possibly enacted. Humans
can easily visualize such situations through the
power of imagination. It is, however, a different
question of how artificial agents learn to visualize
dialogue situations and interpret them or even to
participate in a dialogue by understanding the flow
of dialogues. Such a question is left for future work.
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Abstract 
This article describes a corpus-based experiment to identify the challenges and solutions in the annotation of 
evaluative language according to the scheme defined in Appraisal Theory (Martin and White, 2005). Originating 
from systemic functional linguistics, Appraisal Theory provides a robust framework for the analysis of linguistic 
expressions of evaluation, stance, and interpersonal relationships. Despite its theoretical richness, the practical 
application of Appraisal Theory in text annotation presents significant challenges, chiefly due to the intricacies of 
identifying and classifying evaluative expressions within its sub-system of Attitude, which comprises Affect, 
Judgement, and Appreciation. This study examines these challenges through the annotation of a corpus of editorials 
related to the Russian-Ukraine conflict and aims to offer practical solutions to enhance the transparency and 
consistency of the annotation. By refining the annotation process and addressing the subjective nature in the 
identification and classification of evaluative language, this work represents some timely effort in the annotation of 
pragmatic knowledge in language resources. 

Keywords: Appraisal Theory, Attitude, evaluative language, pragmatic annotation 

1. Introduction 
Appraisal Theory (Martin and White, 2005) 
describes a taxonomy of semantic resources that 
allow for the expression of emotions, judgements, 
and valuations as well as the means to enhance 
and engage with these evaluations (Martin 2000, 
p.145). It has attracted an increasing academic 
interest evidenced by a growing volume of 
publications in the Web of Science (Figure 1), 
indicating the urgent need for the pragmatic 
analysis of evaluative language. 

Figure 1: Annual count of academic publications 
on Appraisal Theory from 2003 to 2023 

Considered as a systematic, detailed and 
elaborate framework for the analysis of evaluative 
language (Bednarek, 2006, p. 32), Appraisal 
Theory has demonstrated a great expanding 
relevance across various fields including, among 
many others, the examination of academic 
discourse (e.g. Swain, 2010; Hood, 2010; Geng 
and Wharton, 2016), political language (e.g. Mayo 
and Taboada 2017), news narratives (e.g. 

Bednarek and Caple, 2010; Huan, 2016), 
business discourse (e.g. Pounds, 2011; Fuoli and 
Hommerberg, 2015), wine tasting sheets (Breit, 
2014), movie reviews (Taboada et al., 2014), and 
public statements (Meadows and Sayer, 2013). 

However, as a sophisticated analytical framework 
involving semantic and pragmatic interpretations, 
the theory is not without its challenges, 
particularly when applied to the annotation of 
large corpora of natural texts. A major challenge 
lies in the dual tasks of annotation practices: 
identifying textual elements of appraisal and 
classifying them according to the theory’s 
component categories of Attitude, Engagement, 
and Graduation and their respective sub-
categories (Fuoli, 2018). This complexity is 
compounded by the inherent subjectivity and 
variability of linguistic expressions. 

Fuoli (2018) suggests a step-wise method as a 
general solution. Our work to be reported next 
aims to provide more detailed solutions by 
targeting the Attitude category and addressing 
specific problems and issues, thereby exploring 
the issue of operationality through clear, operable 
strategies. In particular, we constructed a corpus 
of editorials from news media, performed the 
annotation of this material according to the 
Attitude system, and reviewed the various 
problematic issues before the formulation of 
solutions. We aim to offer additional insight about 
the aspects of applying a theoretically rich but 
operationally challenging framework through 
practical annotation of a sound level of 
transparency and consistency. We also hope that 
efforts such as ours will help to harness the full 
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potential of Appraisal Theory for the analysis and 
understanding of evaluative language. 

2. Methodological Issues 
This section provides a comprehensive outline of 
the methodological framework applied in the 
appraisal annotation of editorial content. We will 
first explain the rationale behind the selection of 
editorials as the primary material and introduce 
the composition of the annotator team. Following 
this, an in-depth examination of the chosen 
annotation framework, the tool utilized, and the 
procedural steps undertaken will be presented. 
These elements collectively form the foundation 
of our systematic approach. 
2.1 Corpus Data 
A corpus was constructed comprising editorials, 
selected for their inherent nature of presenting 
opinions, making them an ideal subject for this 
study. Four diverse newspapers were selected as 
the primary sources of data, including China Daily 
(CD), New York Times (NYT), South China 
Morning Post (SCMP), and The Guardian (TG). 
Thirty editorials were selected from each 
newspaper, all of which were published between 
January 2022 and May 2023 and centred on the 
Russian-Ukraine conflict, amounting to a total of 
120 articles. The corpus of editorials is 
summarized in Table 1. This time frame and 
subject matter were set up to capture a wide 
range of evaluative perspectives during a period 
of significant geopolitical tension. 

 CD NYT SCMP TG Total 
Text 30 30 30 30 120 
Token 14,073 15,170 20,975 18,551 68,769 
Type 2,982 3,368 4,255 4,035 8,678 

Table 1: Summary of the corpus of editorials 

2.2 Annotation Framework 
Appraisal System is defined as the linguistic 
mechanisms through which authors or speakers 
express their positive or negative assessments 
regarding the subjects, events, and situations 
discussed in their texts (Martin and White, 2005, 
p. 2). It is divided into three primary systems: 
Attitude, Engagement, and Graduation, each with 
its own sub-systems or categories. Our 
annotation experiment focused on the Attitude 
system, which comprises Affect (emotional 
responses), Judgement (evaluations of human 
behaviour and character), and Appreciation 
(assessments of objects, texts, events, and 
processes). Each dimension features a polarity 
aspect, allowing classifications as either positive 
or negative. 

Affect is the core sub-system of Attitude and is 
subdivided into four categories: Dis/inclination, 
Un/happiness, In/security, and Dis/satisfaction. 
Judgement is divided into two sub-systems 
including social esteem and social sanction. 

Social esteem relates to the evaluation of 
someone’s abilities (Capacity), their adherence to 
norms (Normality), and their persistence or 
determination (Tenacity). Social sanction focuses 
on truthfulness (Veracity) and appropriateness or 
morality (Propriety). Appreciation evaluates 
reactions to, compositions of, and valuations of 
objects or phenomena. 

2.3 Annotators and Annotation Tool 
The annotation of the corpus was performed by 
six MA students in linguistics, divided into three 
annotation groups with two annotators each. UAM 
Corpus Tool (O’Donnell, 2008) was chosen as the 
annotation tool for the experiment. It has a user-
friendly interface and provides modules for 
statistical analysis of the annotated data. This 
feature was useful for the presentation and 
interpretation of our annotation results.  

2.4 Annotation Process 
The annotation process involved the initial training 
of the annotators to ensure a sound level of 
consistency measured in terms of inter-annotator 
agreement before the full-scale annotation of the 
corpus was rolled out. The process involved the 
following specific steps:  

Step 1: Each group were first of all required to 
familiarize themselves with Martin and White 
(2005) in general and Attitude in particular during 
the first stage. 

Step 2: A tutorial session was given to all the 
annotators, key concepts summarized and major 
principles outlined. An annotation guide was 
drawn up. 

Step 3: A first trial annotation was performed 
simultaneously by the three pairs of annotators on 
one text (Editorial CD 232323), which consists of 
472 tokens. The initial inter-annotator agreement 
score was extremely low for this task at only 0.267, 
revealing a broad gap in agreement among the 
annotators, evidencing the high level of diversity 
that is expected for the pragmatic annotation of 
evaluative language. 

Step 4: A second training session was carried out. 
The three annotation groups reviewed relevant 
aspects of Attitude and discussed the dis-
agreements and problematic issues encountered 
during the annotation process. This training 
process eventually resulted in the formulation of a 
refined set of annotation guidelines. 

Step 5: A second trial annotation was conducted 
on another text of 586 words (Editorial TG 
20230223). The annotation this time resulted in a 
Fleiss kappa score of 0.812, demonstrating a 
significantly improved and satisfactory level of 
agreement. 
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Step 6: The groups proceeded to annotate the 
remaining corpus independently. The corpus was 
imported into the UAM Corpus Tool. Although the 
UAM Corpus Tool comes with some built-in layers 
for Appraisal Theory, we found it necessary to 
modify these layers to align with our specific 
annotation requirements. The resulting layers of 
the annotation scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Text segments expressing emotional attitudes 
were manually identified and marked up through 
the selection of an appropriate tag. 

Figure 2: Refined annotation scheme of Attitude 

3. Principles of Annotation 
In what follows, we detail some of the major 
principles of annotation based on the two tests 
and outline the specific areas of disagreement 
encountered during the annotation process. We 
focus on the identification and categorization of 
evaluative language in a particular stretch of 
discourse, aiming to illustrate our practical 
methodological strategy to capture and classify 
evaluative expressions within texts with a good 
level of transparency and consistency. 

3.1 Identifying What Needs to Be 
Annotated 

The fundamental step in annotating evaluative 
language involves discerning which segments of 
text require annotation. Our principle is to identify 
and mark the smallest text segment that conveys 
the overall attitude or evaluative stance, which 
ensures precision and relevance in our 
annotations while capturing the attitude 
embedded within the text. Efforts were made to 
maintain a full phrase structure. Consider 

(1-1) Wang Huiyao says Beijing is best 
(+Valuation) placed to help negotiate an 
end to Russia’s war in Ukraine. 

(1-2) Wang Huiyao says Beijing is best placed 
(+Capacity) to help negotiate an end to 
Russia’s war in Ukraine. 

In (1-1) and (1-2), we encounter possible 
annotation segments of “best” and “is best placed”. 
While “best” alone might suggest a positive 
Valuation, annotating the broader phrase is best 

placed captures a more specific and contextually 
rich expression of positive Capacity. 

3.2 Contextual Considerations in 
Annotation 

The second principle extends beyond the 
identification of the smallest meaningful unit to 
encompass the contextual considerations of 
nouns that inherently express attitudes. Nouns 
such as “sanction”, “conflict”, and “invasion”, while 
potentially evaluative, are approached with 
caution in specific contexts where they often 
serve a descriptive role, reflecting the factual 
dimensions of the situation rather than an 
evaluative stance. This principle acknowledges 
the importance of context in determining the 
evaluative nature of nouns. 

3.3 Determining the Specific Category 
for Annotation 

In categorizing annotated items, our approach is 
informed by principles outlined by Martin and 
White (2005) and further emphasized by 
Bednarek (2009). We aimed to differentiate 
between types of attitudinal lexis and evaluated 
targets or types of assessment. In practice, this 
means categorizing expressions related to 
emotions or feelings of people as Affect, 
evaluations of behaviour as Judgement, and 
assessments of objects or phenomena as 
Appreciation. This classification is instrumental in 
aligning evaluative expressions with the 
appropriate domain of appraisal, ensuring that our 
analysis is both systematic and aligned with the 
theoretical underpinnings of Appraisal Theory. 

Once the primary category is determined, the next 
step involves specifying the subcategory based 
on the meaning. This process requires a careful 
analysis of the text to discern the specific nature 
of the evaluative stance being expressed. Our 
principle here emphasizes the importance of a 
detailed and context-sensitive approach to 
annotation. Bednarek’s (2009) emphasis on the 
distinction between types of attitudinal lexis and 
evaluation targets serves as a crucial reminder of 
the depth and specificity required in annotating 
evaluative language, thereby enhancing the 
analytical precision. 

In short, to ensure clarity and consistency, the 
following principles were applied: identifying the 
minimal meaningful textual segments for 
annotation, considering the context to accurately 
capture evaluative meanings, and categorizing 
annotations based on types of attitudinal lexis and 
evaluation targets. 

4. Problems and Solutions for 
Annotating Appraisal 

In the actual process of annotating evaluative 
language, despite having established a set of 
guiding principles, we still encountered several 

attitude

ATTITUDE-
TYPE

affect AFFECT-TYPE

un/happiness
dis/satisfaction
in/security
dis/inclination

judgement JUDGEMENT-TYPE

normality
capacity
tenacity
propriety
veracity

appreciation APPRECIATION-
TYPE

reaction
composition
valuation

ATTITUDE-
POLARITY

positive-attitude
negative-attitude
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problems related to identifying and classifying 
evaluative expressions. This situation under-
scores the gap between theories and practice, 
revealing areas that demand refinement, hence 
suggesting the importance of putting semantic 
annotation schemes to tests with authentic texts. 
This section outlines these problems and 
describes solutions. 

4.1 Challenges in Identifying Appraisal 
and Possible Solutions 

In (2) below, the phrase seeks to could be 
interpreted as expressing an inclination, a positive 
evaluative stance towards the action that follows. 

(2-1) This targeting of civilians reveals that Putin 
seeks not only to win. He seeks to (+ 
Inclination) demoralize (-Propriety). 

(2-2) This targeting of civilians reveals that Putin 
seeks not only to win. He seeks to 
demoralize (-Propriety). 

However, the verb demoralize, which carries a 
negative connotation (negative Propriety), is the 
focal point of the evaluative stance in this context. 
The challenge here concerns whether to annotate 
seeks to for its positive inclination towards an 
action or to focus solely on the negative 
evaluative stance conveyed by demoralize. To 
address this issue, we opted not to annotate 
seeks to based on the principle that we should 
focus on primary evaluative meaning and avoid 
polarity conflicts. By prioritizing the annotation of 
“demoralize” for its negative Propriety, we ensure 
that the primary evaluative stance of the sentence 
is captured. This approach aligns with our 
principle of marking the smallest unit that conveys 
the overall attitude, emphasizing the importance 
of clarity in expressing evaluative meanings. Not 
annotating seeks to helps to avoid potential 
conflicts in evaluative polarity (positive vs. 
negative) that could arise from annotating both 
expressions. This decision ensures that our 
annotations remain coherent and focused on the 
most salient evaluative aspects of the text. 

A second challenge encountered during the 
annotation process concerned the decision on 
how many segments should be annotated within 
a single sentence. This challenge is exemplified 
by (3) below. 

(3-1) No country has as much diplomatic 
clout with Russia (+Capacity) while also 
having equally good ties with Ukraine as 
China (+Capacity). 

(3-2) No country has as much diplomatic 
clout with Russia while also having 
equally good ties with Ukraine as China 
(+Capacity). 

The example presents a comparative assessment 
of China’s diplomatic ties with Russia and Ukraine, 

leading to a question: Should this be annotated as 
exhibiting one instance of Capacity that covers 
the entire comparative structure, or as two 
separate instances of Capacity for each of the 
diplomatic relationships mentioned? We 
eventually decided on a single annotation for the 
unified concept approach. The decision to 
annotate sentence (3-2) as one instance stems 
from the recognition that the sentence articulates 
a singular, overarching evaluative stance 
regarding China’s diplomatic capabilities. The 
comparative structure of the sentence suggests a 
holistic evaluative judgement rather than two 
distinct evaluations. It reflects the integrated 
nature of the evaluative statement, where the two 
aspects of China’s diplomatic relations are not 
isolated evaluations but interconnected to 
produce a singular assessment. 

A further challenge concerns the appropriate 
scope for annotating evaluative meanings, 
especially when a single term might embody the 
evaluation, but its full implication becomes 
apparent only in a broader context. This challenge 
is illustrated by example (4). 

(4-1) Over the past decade, Russia had 
gradually transformed (+Capacity) itself 
from a marginal player in Asian affairs into 
a potential “third force” amid rising Sino-US 
rivalry. 

(4-2) Over the past decade, Russia had 
gradually transformed itself from a 
marginal player in Asian affairs into a 
potential “third force” amid rising Sino-
US rivalry (+Capacity). 

Here, transformed implies a significant and 
beneficial change, potentially warranting an 
annotation as Capacity on its own. However, the 
broader context provided by the complete phrase 
offers a more comprehensive understanding of 
Russia’s change in status. To address this, we 
decided to annotate the entire phrase transformed 
itself from a marginal player in Asian affairs into a 
potential “third force” amid rising Sino-US rivalry 
as Capacity in (4-2). This decision is based on the 
understanding that the full evaluative impact of 
Russia’s transformation is most accurately 
captured when considering the entire phrase. This 
approach allows for a more precise capture of the 
evaluative meaning, acknowledging that the 
significance of the transformation encompasses 
not just the act of change (transformed) but its 
direction and outcome (from a marginal player to 
a potential “third force”). 

4.2 Challenges in Classifying Appraisal 
and Possible Solutions 

We encountered significant challenges during the 
practical implementation of classification. These 
challenges primarily stem from the inherent 
subjectivity in distinguishing attitudes and the 
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vague boundaries between different evaluative 
categories. These factors frequently led to 
discrepancies among annotators, underscoring 
the need for a refined approach to ensure 
consistency and transparency in the annotation.  

A major challenge is found in distinguishing 
between Affect and Appreciation, which is 
particularly pertinent when considering categories 
such as Security (a subcategory of Affect) versus 
Reaction (a subcategory of Appreciation). 
Consider 

(5-1) Putin’s position, and perhaps his life, is at 
risk (-Security) if there is another big 
Ukrainian victory. 

(5-2) Putin’s position, and perhaps his life, is at 
risk (-Reaction) if there is another big 
Ukrainian victory. 

It could be argued that the phrase at risk should 
be classified under Affect, focusing on Security as 
it highlights concerns for Putin’s personal safety 
and political stability. This interpretation 
emphasizes the emotional impact and the sense 
of threat to well-being, suggesting Affect as the 
fitting category. Alternatively, the same phrase 
could be analyzed as Appreciation with an 
emphasis on Reaction. This analysis assesses 
the sentence as evaluating the consequences or 
outcomes of a potential event on Putin’s position, 
considering it an evaluation of situational change 
rather than an emotional response. The choice 
between Affect and Appreciation thus hinges on 
the interpretation of the sentence’s core focus. If 
viewed primarily as eliciting an emotional 
response regarding Putin’s precarious situation, 
Affect is deemed appropriate. However, if the 
sentence is interpreted as assessing the impact of 
potential events on Putin’s status, Appreciation 
would be chosen. 

The differentiation between Affect and Judgement 
presents another layer of complexity in the 
annotation process, especially when sentences 
can potentially align with either category based on 
their evaluative focus. This challenge is 
illuminated in (6). 

(6-1) Ukrainians have needlessly suffered a 
terrible toll (-Happiness) and the impact is 
rippling around the world, with disruptions 
to food supplies and higher energy and 
grain costs bringing hunger and poverty to 
tens of millions of vulnerable people. 

(6-2) Ukrainians have needlessly suffered a 
terrible toll (-Propriety) and the impact is 
rippling around the world, with disruptions 
to food supplies and higher energy and 
grain costs bringing hunger and poverty to 
tens of millions of vulnerable people. 

Opting to annotate as “-Happiness” suggests an 
interpretation focused on the emotional response 
elicited by the Ukrainians’ suffering, reflecting the 
emotional distress and negative states, hence 
fitting the Affect category. Alternatively, a 
perspective on Propriety shifts the perspective 
towards a moral or ethical Judgement. This view 
interprets it as a violation of moral standards, 
emphasizing the situation’s ethical implications 
over its emotional impact. 

The ambiguities between Affect vs. Judgement 
and Affect vs. Appreciation are a notable 
challenge that has been identified in the literature. 
Thompson (2014) has referred to this as the 
“Russian doll effect”, where evaluative meanings 
are nested within one another, potentially 
qualifying for multiple categories of appraisal. 
Double annotation has been advocated to capture 
the layered nuances of evaluative language 
(Macken-Horarik and Isaac, 2014). However, for 
the sake of consistency and simplicity in the 
annotation process, we decided to adhere to a 
single annotation and to categorize based on the 
most prominent aspects: Affect for evaluations 
relating to emotions or feelings of people, 
Judgement for behaviours or actions, and 
Appreciation for objects or phenomena. 

A single annotation approach simplifies the 
process, making it more accessible and 
manageable for annotators. Double annotation, 
while potentially offering a richer analysis, 
introduces complexity that could hinder the 
efficiency and consistency of the annotation 
process. The single annotation can be 
supplemented by a comprehensive textual 
analysis at a later stage, which will allow for a 
deeper exploration of the texts, where the 
nuances that might have been simplified during 
the annotation can be revisited and analyzed in 
greater depth. This strategy does not overlook the 
complexity of evaluative language but rather 
postpones a more granular analysis to the post-
annotation stage. Here, the annotations serve as 
a foundation for further reflection and 
investigation, allowing researchers to explore the 
“Russian doll effect” with the full context of the text 
in view. This reflective analysis enables us to 
understand how evaluative meanings are 
interwoven and how they contribute to the overall 
discourse. 

We have discussed the primary distinctions 
among Affect, Judgement and Appreciation. 
These distinctions are critical for identifying the 
broad categories in which language can express 
evaluations and attitudes. Finer distinctions need 
to be investigated, especially in Judgement. 
Consider 

(7-1) The cold shoulder: Richard Heydarian says 
the Ukraine invasion has soured Russia’s 
ties across Southeast Asia (-Normality). 
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(7-2) The cold shoulder: Richard Heydarian says 
the Ukraine invasion has soured Russia’s 
ties across Southeast Asia (-Propriety). 

(7-1) is labelled as -Normality, suggesting that the 
Ukraine invasion is being evaluated in terms of its 
deviation from expected or conventional 
diplomatic behaviour, thus affecting Russia’s 
international relationships. The focus is on the 
abnormality of the situation, implying that such 
actions are not in line with what is typically 
expected in international relations, leading to a 
deterioration in ties. Alternatively, it can also be 
annotated as negative Propriety in (7-2), shifting 
the emphasis to the appropriateness of the 
invasion and its consequences. This perspective 
assesses the invasion’s impact on diplomatic 
relationships as a matter of ethical judgement, 
suggesting that the action is morally wrong or 
unacceptable, hence the negative repercussions 
on Russia’s relations. Given the nuanced 
differences between Normality and Propriety 
within the Judgement category, where Normality 
is associated with social esteem and Propriety 
with social sanction, the challenge arises in 
ensuring accurate and consistent annotation. 

To address this challenge and enhance both inter-
rater agreement and consistency, we decided to 
prioritize Propriety when overlapping occurs. 
When an evaluative statement could potentially 
be annotated as both Propriety and Normality, the 
guidelines should advise annotators to prioritize 
Propriety. The prioritization is grounded in the 
intrinsic relationship and hierarchy between these 
concepts. Propriety encompasses appropriate-
ness, which inherently requires actions or 
behaviour to align with societal norms and 
expectations, thus implying Normality. However, 
Normality focuses solely on the conformity of 
actions with norms and standards without 
necessarily engaging with their moral or ethical 
dimensions. Propriety assessments include a 
judgement of Normality but also extend beyond to 
consider legal appropriateness. By adopting 
Propriety as the default category in cases of 
overlap, annotators are likely to achieve higher 
consistency in their evaluations. 

Distinguishing between Capacity and Tenacity 
within the Judgement category presents another 
layer of complexity. Both subcategories pertain to 
evaluations of behavior, but they focus on 
different aspects. Capacity refers to the ability or 
power to do something, often related to skill or 
competence. Tenacity, on the other hand, 
emphasizes persistence or determination in 
pursuing goals, especially in the face of obstacles. 

(8-1) Through its permanent seat on the United 
Nations Security Council, it also has the 
means to ensure that countries adhere to 
global standards (+Capacity). 

(8-2) Through its permanent seat on the United 
Nations Security Council, it also has the 
means to ensure that countries adhere to 
global standards (+Tenacity). 

To navigate the distinction between Capacity and 
Tenacity more effectively in (8), we have to 
carefully examine the context to identify whether 
the emphasis is on the inherent ability (Capacity) 
or on the persistence and determination 
(Tenacity). Tenacity often implies a sustained 
effort in the face of challenges or obstacles. If the 
text highlights overcoming difficulties or persistent 
effort, Tenacity might be the more appropriate 
category. In contrast, Capacity focuses on the 
ability or competence without necessarily implying 
effort against resistance. 

An additional issue is the disproportionate 
representation of the Valuation subcategory 
within Appreciation compared to Reaction and 
Composition. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 
instances of Valuation across the four 
newspapers significantly outnumber those of the 
other two subcategories within Appreciation. It 
emerged during the annotation that when 
segments did not clearly align with Reaction or 
Composition, there was a tendency to categorize 
them as Valuation. 

Figure 3: Distribution of subcategories under 
Appreciation for different newspapers 

The use of Valuation as a catch-all category, while 
streamlining the annotation process, introduced 
challenges in analysis. The over-representation of 
Valuation could dilute the specificity of our 
findings, making it harder to discern distinct 
patterns or nuances in evaluative expressions. 
Such a broad categorization risks oversimplifying 
the rich evaluative landscape present in discourse, 
potentially masking the intricate ways in which 
objects or phenomena are appraised. To address 
this issue, it is crucial to refine the criteria for 
categorizing evaluative expressions under 
Valuation. This refinement process may involve 
expanding the Appreciation dimension to include 
additional, more specific categories tailored to the 
texts being analyzed. By doing so, we can 
accommodate a broader range of evaluative 
expressions, ensuring a more granular and 
accurate classification. Thus, while annotating, 
there is an opportunity to extend the Appreciation 
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categories as needed, ensuring that the 
framework remains flexible and responsive to the 
complexities of the texts under examination.  

5. Conclusion 
Throughout this project, we explored the practical 
application of Appraisal Theory in the task of 
corpus annotation with a particular focus on the 
Attitude system. The endeavour was driven by the 
aim to illuminate the complexities and challenges 
inherent in the annotation process and to come up 
with effective strategies for overcoming these 
obstacles. Central to our project was the 
formulation and implementation of a set of 
annotation guidelines to ensure accuracy and 
consistency. These principles guided our 
approach to identifying evaluative expressions, 
considering their contextual implications and 
categorizing them accordingly. Through this 
practical methodology, we aimed to refine the 
process of corpus annotation, making it a more 
effective tool for semantic annotation in general 
and pragmatic annotation of stance in particular. 

Our annotation experiment revealed significant 
issues, particularly in the dual tasks of identifying 
and classifying evaluative expressions within the 
texts, highlighting the complexity of Appraisal 
Theory and the inherent subjectivity in interpreting 
expressions of Attitude. Our corpus-informed 
solutions involved a detailed examination of the 
Attitude category in authentic texts, leading to the 
formulation of strategies to resolve specific 
confusable annotations. This approach facilitated 
a more structured annotation process contributing 
to the broader issue of semantic and pragmatic 
annotation of corpus data involving subjective 
judgements. Moreover, this study identified a 
need for flexibility within the annotation framework, 
especially in addressing the disproportionate use 
of the valuation subcategory within Appreciation. 
This observation prompted a critical re-evaluation 
of our classification strategy, allowing for a more 
granular analysis of evaluative language. 

During the refinement of our annotation guidelines 
within the Appraisal Theory framework, we 
realized that incorporating parts of speech (POS) 
and phrasal structures into our definitions of 
annotation units had not been explicitly stated. 
Addressing this could substantially enhance the 
degree of transparency and consistency in the 
identification of evaluative segments. Insights 
from Caro (2014) and Hunston and Su (2019), 
who emphasize the evaluative potential of 
adjectives, nouns and verbs, suggest that future 
efforts could adopt a hierarchical approach to 
annotation. Such an approach would give 
precedence to adjective phrases due to their 
prominent role in conveying evaluative meaning 
while still recognizing the contributions of nouns 
and verbs. Additionally, it was decided that nouns 
derived from adjectives and verbs should be 

annotated accordingly. Our updated strategy for 
selecting the smallest text segment for annotation 
advocates a flexible method: starting with single 
lexical items, then expanding to phrases, and 
eventually to clauses if necessary. Future 
enhancements to our annotation guidelines might 
also benefit from including phrasal and syntactic 
structures. Acknowledging the syntactic roles of 
adjectives, nouns, and verbs within their 
respective phrases could help more precisely to 
identify the scope of evaluative expressions. It 
should be noted that while the discussions so far 
have centred on grammatical aspect, semantic 
factors are fundamentally important and form a 
major basis of annotation judgements. 

In conclusion, our experiment reported and 
addressed the practical task of annotating 
pragmatic information within the framework of 
Attitude in Appraisal Theory. It has detailed the 
process of identifying and classifying evaluative 
expressions, thereby enhancing both trans-
parency and consistency in the annotation 
practices. By proposing specific solutions to the 
intricacies involved in the annotation of evaluative 
language, this work contributed towards the 
methodological foundations for future research. 
Our future work will incorporate parts of speech 
and phrasal structures into annotation guidelines 
and adopt a hierarchical approach to better 
capture evaluative text segments. We plan to 
integrate parts of speech and phrasal structures 
into our annotation guidelines, employing a 
hierarchical approach to identify evaluative text 
segments more consistently in conjunction with 
semantic considerations. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a corpus study that extends and generalises an existing annotation model which integrates
functional content descriptions delivered via text, pictures and interactive components. The model is used to describe
a new corpus with 20 online vegan recipe blogs in terms of their Attractiveness for at least two types of readers:
vegan readers and readers interested in a vegan lifestyle. Arguably, these readers value a blog that shows that the
target dish is Easy to Make which can be inferred from the number of ingredients, procedural steps and visualised
actions, according to an Easy to Read cooking instruction that displays a coherent use of verbal and visual modalities
presenting processes and results of the cooking actions involved. Moreover, added value may be attributed to
invitations to Engage with the blog content and functionality through which information about the recipe, the author,
diet and nutrition can be accessed. Thus, the corpus study merges generalisable annotations of verbal, visual and
interaction phenomena to capture the Attractiveness of online vegan recipe blogs to inform reader and user studies
and ultimately offer guidelines for authoring effective online multimodal instructions.

Keywords: multimodal instruction, document design, corpus analysis, vegan recipe blogs

1. Introduction

1.1. Multimodal Recipe Blogs

Recipes have been a source of inspiration
for structured text analysis for some time now
(Bień et al., 2020; DiMeo and Pennell, 2018;
Floyd and Forster, 2017; Mori et al., 2012; Gör-
lach, 1992). In addition, recipes are often com-
posed of verbal and visual modes and thus
allow for the evaluation of the effectiveness
of multimodal presentations for a variety of
readers as well as users in multiple respects
(e.g., attractiveness, comprehension, perfor-
mance). Recipe blogs are a specific type of
online documents that share recipes, cooking
tips and food-related content. A recipe blog
presents a procedural instruction that guides
users through the steps involved to prepare a
dish (Van der Sluis and Mellema, Submitted).
Figure 1 illustrates that recipe blogs present
the instruction in two formats (Bowker, 2021;
Domingo et al., 2014). The blog as a whole
presents an Instruction with Pictures (IWP), a

(a) IWP of MI 3. (b) RC of MI 3.

Figure 1: Source: https://www.wellplated.com/
vegan-protein-bars/.
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multimodal step-by-step instruction combining
text and pictures, and allows for additional dy-
namic content (e.g., adds, videos). At the end
of the blog a Recipe Card (RC) is offered, which
presents all the necessary steps and ingredi-
ents to prepare the dish in text.

With the growing popularity of mindful di-
eting, a large body of blogs offer recipes for
crafting nutritious and healthy dishes at home
(Guha and Gupta, 2020), but what makes a
blog attractive? The study presented in this pa-
per examines the means that authors of online
content use to attract their public. Retrieval and
analysis of blogs are interesting because au-
thors simultaneously employ a range of semi-
otic elements (e.g., text, pictures, videos, inter-
active features). To explore the blog authors’
use of available modes and functions to at-
tract potential online readers and users, we
conducted a small and focused corpus study.
Based on existing approaches and findings in
multimodal and online content analysis, the cor-
pus study is offered as a starting point to con-
duct future reader and user evaluations and to
support the further development and automa-
tion of our preliminary notion of Attractiveness.

The corpus solely contains recipes for vegan
nutrition bars ie. compact and portable snacks
typically crafted from plant-based ingredients
like nuts, seeds, fruits, and grains that serve
as a source of essential nutrients catering to
health-conscious and environmentally-aware
consumers. Studying vegan blogs is timely
because the past decade displays a notica-
ble shift and steady increase in the adoption
of an exclusively plant-based lifestyle (Kustar
and Patino-Echeverri, 2021; Kamiński et al.,
2020; Schösler et al., 2012). In the cooking do-
main, this trend is mirrored in recipe blogs that
support a vegan diet (Asano and Biermann,
2019). Given the abundance of recipe blogs
and the variation in which the food preparation
procedures in them are presented it is of inter-
est to identify the characteristics that make a
blog attractive to both vegans as well as those
that are merely interested in a vegan lifestyle.
Recipes for vegan nutrition bars in particular of-
fer potential to convince blog users due to their
convenience and popularity as a healthy and

nutritious snack or meal replacement option
that can contribute to supporting a healthier
diet in a relatively quick and easy way (Bansal
et al., 2022; Jovanov et al., 2021).

The corpus study was set up to answer the
following research question: Which means do
authors of step-by-step recipe blogs for vegan
nutrition bars use to attract potential users?
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 introduce the background
for a notion of Attractiveness which is opera-
tionalised using three aspects: Easy to Make,
Easy to Read and Engagement.

1.2. Attractive Vegan Recipe Blogs

Arguably, recipes are Easy to Make dependent
on the number of ingredients involved, the num-
ber of procedural steps described and the avail-
ability of visual presentations of those steps.
The recipe becomes Easy to Read when the in-
structional parts of the blog display coherence
and consistency in terms of their text content
(RC vs. IWP) and coherence in the text-picture
combinations within the IWP (cf. Bowker, 2021;
Li and Xie 2020; Kang, 2010). Engagement
requires alignment of the author’s values with
the needs and preferences of the blog users
(Cooper et al., 2022; Machnee, 2019) as well
as useful and playful content (Mainolfi et al.,
2022; Liao et al., 2013). Given the wealth of on-
line food recipes, blog authors are compelled
to grab the attention of blog users. Indepen-
dent of the intrinsic qualities of a recipe, the
presence and professionalism of the blog pic-
tures is crucial in influencing readers to choose
a recipe (Starke et al., 2021), although effects
of visual content, colourfulness, appearance
of human faces and text-picture relations de-
pend on the social medium platform (Li and
Xie, 2020). Apart from quality pictures, the
presence and credibility of the blog author is
important. Bloggers should be knowledgeable,
influential, passionate, transparent and reliable
(Kang, 2010; Rubin and Liddy, 2006). A blog-
ger’s appearance hinges on a learned, positive
writing style while credibility, trust and authen-
ticity are gained through sharing personal sto-
ries (Machnee, 2019). At last, users increas-
ingly consider nutritional characteristics when
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selecting recipes to support informed decisions
that align with their health and dietary needs
(Cooper et al., 2022; Cheng et al., 2021; Ro-
kicki et al., 2018; Trattner et al., 2018; Elsweiler
et al., 2017; Van Pinxteren et al., 2011; Freyne
and Berkovsky, 2010). Accordingly, in a recipe
blog the information about nutrition and diet
should be present and easy to find.

1.3. Annotating Multimodal
Instructions

Multimodality requires interdisciplinary re-
search because multiple modes cohere and
make meaning together (Bateman et al., 2017;
Jewitt, 2009). Multimodal recipes rely on a
combination of textual directions and visual
cues (Ganier, 2012, 2000; Mayer, 2005). An
instructive text assists people in executing a
task through a step-by-step description of pro-
cedural information, usually presented in a
numbered list of actions (Karreman and Loor-
bach, 2013). Alongside the procedural infor-
mation instructions also contain control infor-
mation (Van der Sluis et al., 2022; Karreman
et al., 2005), encompasses non-procedural
supplementary details relevant to the described
process such as warnings, explanations, con-
ditions etc. In instructions these two types
of information work in tandem to ensure that
users have the necessary knowledge and un-
derstanding to complete a task successfully
(Ummelen, 1997).

Bateman (2014) describes coherence rela-
tions between text and pictures in terms of how
one mode expands the meaning of the other
(cf. Van der Sluis and Mellema, Submitted;
Halliday and Matthiessen, 2013; Kress and
Van Leeuwen, 2001; Barthes, 1977). Elabo-
ration occurs when information is restated in
another mode at a similar level of generality.
For instance, an action is described in the text
as a process (e.g., mix ingredients) and the
related picture presents the result of that ac-
tion (e.g., the dough as a result from mixing
the ingredients). Enhancement on the other
hand involves providing qualifying information
related to aspects such as time, place, man-
ner, reason, purpose, and other circumstantial

restrictions. For instance, the text describes
an action (e.g., stir a substance) and the pic-
ture shows that the action is performed using
a particular utensil (e.g., a whisk is used to stir
a substance).

In multimodal instructions procedures can be
described in terms of the actions involved. Re-
cently, human action annotation and retrieval
gained interest in multiple domains, media and
applications (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy,
2022; Alikhani et al., 2019; Pustejovsky, 2018;
Van der Sluis et al., 2018; Pustejovsky et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2016; Lev et al., 2016;
Laptev et al., 2008). The annotation model pro-
posed to the describe the vegan nutrition bar
recipe blog corpus employs and extends the
action-based PAT annotation model (Van der
Sluis et al., 2022, 2017, 2016b)1. The PAT
model has been used to describe (parts of)
multimodal instructions according to the follow-
ing steps:

1. The instructional text is split into clauses;

2. The clauses are identified as either Action
clauses or Control Information clauses;

3. The text clauses and the accompanying in-
structional pictures are described using func-
tional attributes (e.g., Action Type, Action Sta-
tus, Action Aspect, Control Information, Speci-
fication);

4. Coherence relations are described as compo-
sitions of text and picture annotations.

The generalisability of the PAT model is shown
by annotating multimodal instructions in dif-
ferent domains, such as first-aid instructions
(Van der Sluis et al., 2017) and cooking in-
structions (Van der Sluis and Mellema, Sub-
mitted; Van der Sluis et al., 2016b), through
the annotation of multiple document types e.g.,
illustrated texts; instructional videos (Vijfvinkel
et al., 2018) and instructional comics (Wild-
feuer et al., 2022). The current corpus study
presents a further development which merges

1In the Pictures And Text or PAT project
(https://www.rug.nl/let/pat), the PAT workbench
(Van der Sluis and Redeker, 2019; Van der Sluis
et al., 2016a) was built as an online tool designed
to systematically describe multimodal documents.
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annotation of different phenomena i.e. text,
pictures, text-picture relations and interaction
components to achieve a description of a con-
text dependent notion of Attractiveness while
further exploring the model’s generalisability
by describing online multimodal instructions.

2. Method

2.1. Corpus
The online recipe blogs for vegan nutrition bars
were collected according to the following selec-
tion criteria:

• the blog includes an IWP and a RC;
• the IWP text describes the cooking procedure

in at least three steps;
• the IWP includes at least three pictures visual-

ising different stages in the cooking procedure;
• the RC has at least three procedural steps.

The vegan nutrition bar corpus contains 20
online recipes that were derived from eight dis-
tinct sources to allow a comparison between
recipes from the same website while also en-
suring a diverse representation across multi-
ple sources. The corpus consists of four dis-
tinct parts with 5 recipes each: Part 1 contains
5 blogs from 5 different websites: Eat with
Clarity2, Vegan Huggs3, Well Plated4, Hum-
musapien5, and Minimalist Baker6. Part 2, 3
and 4 contain 5 recipes respectively from Veg-
gie World 7, All-Purpose Veggies!8, Eating Bird
Food!9.

2.2. Annotation Model
The corpus study was set up to answer the
following research question: Which means do
authors of step-by-step recipe blogs for vegan

2https://eatwithclarity.com/
3https://veganhuggs.com/
4https://www.wellplated.com/
5https://www.hummusapien.com/
6https://minimalistbaker.com/
7https://veggieworldrecipes.com/
8https://allpurposeveggies.com/
9https://www.eatingbirdfood.com/

nutrition bars use to attract potential users?
Attractiveness is operationalised using three
aspects: Easy to Make, Easy to Read and En-
gagement, where the description of the notions
Easy to Make and Easy to Read applies to par-
ticular parts of the blog namely the Instruction
with Pictures and the Recipe Card, while the
description of Engagement applies to the blog
as a whole. The annotation model was largely
based on the findings discussed in Section 1 of
this paper. The annotation model was crafted
and applied by two annotators that improved
their work through multiple rounds of discus-
sions until they agreed on the resulting model
and the corpus description.

2.2.1. Easy to Make and Easy to Read

Conceivably, food preparation becomes or ap-
pears easier when a recipe includes only a few
ingredients, when the procedure includes only
a few steps and when the steps are visualised
(cf. Yajima and Kobayashi, 2009). The blogs
are described accordingly, using a notion Easy
to Make that includes: (1) the number of nec-
essary ingredients; (2) the number of steps in
which the procedure is presented in the IWP;
and (3) the number of visualisations of the pro-
cedural steps presented in the text.

A recipe becomes Easier to Read when the
presentation in the instructional parts of the
recipe blog displays coherence in terms their
text content as well as coherence in combining
text and pictorial information (cf. Kang, 2010).
An action-based approach was taken to de-
scribe the coherence of the Instruction with
Pictures and the Recipe Card for each blog in
the corpus. The models described by (Van der
Sluis and Mellema, Submitted; Van der Sluis
et al., 2016b) were used as a starting point.
Table 1 presents the text, pictures, and text-
picture relation categories. The text clauses
are annotated as Action or Control Information
(Van der Sluis et al., 2022) Action clauses and
visualised actions in pictures are annotated in
terms of Status (i.e. Obligatory, Alternative,
Conditional) and Aspect (i.e. Process, Result),
where the Aspect value in the pictures is de-
pendent on whether any utensils are included
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in the visualisation. The Control Information
clauses include Warning, Condition, Manner,
Advice, Explanation, Motivation, Purpose and
Situation Sketch. The text-picture relations are
described in terms of Layout (i.e. Index, Prox-
imity) and Content (i.e. Enhancement, Elabo-
ration). The content relations are described in
terms of meaning expansions, given a partic-
ular action that is presented in the two modes
(Bateman, 2014).

2.2.2. Engagement

Engagement is described in terms of the pres-
ence of the following Text, Picture and Interac-
tion attributes in the blog as a whole.
The following Text attributes are described:

• Attention Grabber - introduction text that reels
in the audience such as “These vegan protein
bars are a cookie dough flavored treat you’re
going to love’ (MI R1).

• Author Welcome - explicit greeting from the
authors e.g., “Hey there! We’re jasmine and
chris” (MI R2).

• Diet Legend - keys that specify the diets for
which the recipe is suitable (e.g., VG, V, DF for
respectively Vegan, Vegetarian, Gluten free).

• Location Diet Legend - place in the blog where
the Diet Legend is offered (Top, Bottom, NA).

• Nutrition Facts - alimentary types and quanti-
ties included in the recipe (i.e. fat, carbs, sug-
ars, protein, vitamins and minerals).

• Location Nutrition Facts - place in the blog
where the Nutrition Facts are offered (i.e. Top,
Bottom).

Pictures are described as follows:

• Author Portrait - picture of the blogger.
• Teaser - picture of the end result.
• Ingredients - picture of prepped but uncooked

ingredients.
• Recommendation - picture of other recipes.

Included Interaction aspects are:

• Jump to Recipe - button to go to the RC.
• Link to Author - pointer to blogger details.
• Social Handles - pointers to the blogger’s social

media.

• Rate Option - evaluate the recipe on a scale.
• Comment Option - write recipe evaluation.
• Tick-off function - boxes to indicate that ingre-

dients are handy.

3. Analysis

3.1. Easy to Make and Easy to Read
Table 2 presents an overall description of the
four parts of the Vegan Nutrition Bar Corpus
that indicate in how far the recipes are Easy to
Make. The 5 recipes from Veggie World con-
tain the most ingredients, steps and pictures
compared to the other subsets in the corpus.
The average number of steps and pictures are
balanced within each of the corpus parts. The
number of ingredients and the number of steps
seem unrelated e.g., Part 1 and Part 4 include
more ingredients than steps.

In terms of Easy to Read, Table 3 presents
the frequencies and percentages of Action Sta-
tus and Control Information in the IWPs and
RCs. The corpus has 1020 clauses: 654 Ac-
tion and 375 Control Information clauses. The
RCs contain more clauses (N = 580) than the
IWPs (N = 440), with similar distributions of Ac-
tions and Control Information within the IWPs
and RCs (IWP≈ 63% versus RC≈ 37%). Most
Action clauses (IWP = 221; RC = 299) present
Obligatory Actions. The most frequent Con-
trol Information clauses present the Manner in
which to perform an action (N = 78) and the
Purpose for carrying out an action (N = 76).

Table 4 presents the frequencies and per-
centages of Action and Control Information
clauses in the four corpus parts. The number
of Actions varies between the subsets with a
maximum of 202 actions in Veggie World and a
minimum of 105 in All-Purpose Veggies!. The
sets do not vary much in the number of Control
Information clauses (N ≈ 94).

Table 5 presents the text-picture relations in
the IWPs in terms of Action Status and Action
Aspect per corpus part. The IWPs contain 147
visualised actions and 279 verbalised actions.
All pictures present Obligatory Actions, while
the texts also contain Alternative (N = 27) and
Conditional Actions (N = 31). The actions in
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Text Attribute Value Description Example (Source)
Obligatory An action that must be executed to perform the task successfully. “Melt the dark chocolate chips in a tall glass.” (MI 10)

Action Status Alternative An action that can be executed as a replacement of another action. “(add more milk)...or water” (MI 14)
Conditional An action that can or must be executed under particular circumstances. “then coat in melted chocolate.” (MI 11)

Action Aspect Process The action is described as a process/in progress. “Sprinkle with some flaky salt” (MI 18)
Warning The presentation addresses a possible danger. “Be careful to avoid burning the coconut” (MI 20)

Control Condition The presentation specifies a condition or circumstance for an action “Once your coconut has cooled, ” (MI 20)
Information to be performed.

Manner The presentation addresses the way in which an action must be executed. “until everything is evenly coated” (MI 19)
Advice The content of the presentation gives a recommendation on how “I suggest storing these vegan protein bars in the fridge”

to execute the action (not mandatory). (MI 18)
Explanation The presentation offers more information on how to execute the action. “Each will give it a slightly different hue of green.” (MI 6)
Motivation The presentation addresses a positive feeling or action. “and enjoy!” (MI 6)
Purpose The presentation addresses the goal of executing the action. “to encourage it to melt.” (MI 5)
Situation Sketch The content of the presentation displays a state in the procedure. “Now it’s time to make your filling.” (MI 8)

Picture Attribute Value Description Example (Source)

Action Status Obligatory An action that must be executed to perform the task successfully. (MI R9)

Action Aspect Process The action is visualised with utensils and/or human hands. (MI R5)

Result The situation after completing an action, shown without utensils or hands. (MI R9)

Relation Attribute Value Description Example (Source)

Layout Index
Picture and text are related via the use of numbers, letters or titles. “4. Now add the mixture to the dates...” (MI R2)

Proximity Picture and text are related because they are positioned near to
each other and integrated in the text. Reading direction is more
important than physical distance on the page. (MI R1)

Content Enhancement
“Whisk together the oat flour, protein powder and salt.”

Shows tools/hands to illustrate how the textualized action is performed. (MI R1)

Elaboration Provides additional information, in terms of, provisions of a result state
in specific details without tools/hands present. “Add on top of the bars”(MI R1)

Table 1: Easy to Read attributes to describe Text, Pictures and Text-Picture relations.

the IWP text are always verbalised as a Pro-
cess. Visialised actions appear as a Process
showing utensils (N = 86) or as a Result (N =
61), showing the derived end state of an ac-
tion. The differences between the corpus parts
are substantial; Veggie World employs mostly

Process visualisations, while the other subsets
display more variation in Action Aspect.

Table 6 presents the Layout and Content re-
lations between the IWP text and pictures. In-
dices are not used much in the corpus, only the
Vegan Huggs recipe in Part 1 includes enumer-
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P Source Ingredients Steps Pics
1 5 8.2 5.4 4.2
2 1 11.2 11.4 11.6
3 1 5.4 6.4 6.0
4 1 7.6 6.2 6.6
All 1 8.7 7.9 6.8

Table 2: Easy to Make - Number of Sources and
averages for Ingredients, instructional Steps and
instructional Pictures per corpus Part and in the
whole corpus.

ation to relate the text and pictures. Elaboration
relations between text and pictures (N = 90),
where the pictures present the result of a par-
ticular action are most frequent. Enhancement
relations appear in 55 cases and mostly in the
Veggy World blogs (N = 29). Two pictures are
not related to a clause, 15 clauses are related
to more than one picture (N = 35) and 899
clauses have no relation to any picture.

3.2. Engagement

Table 7 presents the frequencies and percent-
ages for the Text, Picture and Interaction at-
tributes to describe how authors invite user
Engagement. In Text all blogs include Atten-
tion Grabbers and Nutrition Facts. In 2 of 20
blogs authors do not include an explicit wel-
come greeting. In 9 of 20 blogs the Diet Leg-
end is omitted, which means that there is no
indication about the suitability of the recipe for
consumers with particular dietary constraints.
The 9 Diet Legends that are included are al-
ways offered at the Top of the blog, while the
Nutrition Facts are always offered at the bottom
of the blog close to or as part of the RC.

The Picture attributes display that all blogs
show a Teaser at the top of the blog that exem-
plifies the envisioned vegan nutrition bars. All
blogs except one include a picture of the blog
author. All blogs except one include Recom-
mendations to other vegan recipes. Only 9 of
20 blogs include an image of the ingredients
necessary to prepare vegan nutrition bars.

The Interaction attributes display that links
to the Recipe card at the Bottom of the blog
are included in all blogs. Also links to more

information about the author and the social
media pages of the author are usually present.
The means for a scaled or written evaluation
of the recipes are also always included. The
Tick-off function appears only in 9 of 20 blogs.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The corpus study outlined in this paper offers a
starting point to integrate different phenomena
in online content with which the Attractiveness
of online multimodal instructions that employ
multiple modes (i.e. text, pictures, interaction
components) can be described. The descrip-
tion provides a context dependent view on 20
vegan nutrition bar recipes from 8 sources con-
stituted in three notions that offer insight in
whether the blogs are Easy to Make, Easy to
Read and Engagingly presented. In this case
study the Attractiveness aspects were opera-
tionalised on the basis of existing findings from
studies on multimodal communication, online
content and the food domain, the newly devel-
oped categories may be complemented and
improved in future work. For instance, in terms
of Easy to make aspects such as preparation
and cooking times or the availability of ingredi-
ents are likely of importance. In terms of En-
gagement, currently not all the attributes have
equivalents in the described modalities. For
example, the list of ingredients that is usually
offered in the RC text was not included in the
annotation model, while a picture of the ingre-
dients was. Similarly, the nutritional facts are
solely described as Text, while conceivably nu-
tritional facts may also be visualised (cf. pack-
aging of food products). Further grounding of
the categories in terms of cultural and soci-
etal preferences are in order. For instance, the
effectiveness of Process and/or Result visuali-
sations in combination with verbalised Process
actions needs further evaluation in a context
of use, perhaps differentiating between novice
and expert cooks. In the blog domain evalu-
ation of the merit and/or annoyance of adds,
videos and other dynamic content and of func-
tions such as ticking off ingredients seems valu-
able. Finally, an extended description of author
presence and credibility could be informed by
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Attribute Value IWP RC Total
N % N % N %

Action Obligatory 221 79.2% 299 51.6% 520 51.0%
Clauses Alternative 27 9.7% 33 5.7% 60 5.9%

Conditional 31 11.1% 34 5.9% 65 6.4%
Total 279 63.4% 366 63.1% 654 63.2%
CI Manner 29 6.6% 49 8.4% 78 7.6%
Clauses Purpose 35 8.0% 41 7.6% 76 7.5%

Condition 25 5.7% 32 5.5% 57 5.6%
Advice 24 5.5% 33 5.7% 57 5.6%
Warning 18 4.1% 20 3.4% 38 3.7%
Motivation 15 3.4% 17 2.9% 32 3.1%
Explanation 12 2.7% 17 2.9% 29 2.8%
Situation Sketch 3 0.7% 5 0.9% 8 0.8%

CI Total 161 36.6% 214 36.9% 375 36.8%
Clause Total 440 100% 580 100% 1020 100%

Table 3: Easy to Read - Frequencies and percentages of Action and Control Information clauses in IWPs
and RCs.

Part IWP RC Total
N % N % N %

Action 1 46 10.5% 117 20.2% 163 16.0%
Clauses 2 91 20.7% 111 19.1% 202 19.8%

3 52 11.8% 53 9.1% 105 10.3%
4 90 20.5% 85 14.7% 175 17.2%
All 279 63.4% 366 63.1% 645 63.2%

CI 1 30 6.8% 72 12.4% 102 10.0%
Clauses 2 39 8.9% 56 9.7% 95 9.3%

3 46 10.5% 39 6.7% 85 8.3%
4 46 10.5% 47 8.1% 93 9.1%
All 161 36.6% 214 36.9% 375 36.8%

440 100% 580 100% 1020 100%

Table 4: Easy to Read - Frequencies and percentages of Action and Control Information clauses in IWPs
and RCs per corpus Part.

profile factors like expertise, identity disclosure,
trustworthiness, content quality and personal
appeals (Rubin and Liddy, 2006).

Although the two annotators that conducted
the study used various rounds in which the
annotation model and the corpus description
was discussed and improved, the effort needs
further evaluation in terms of inter-annotator
agreement to obtain an indication of the diffi-
culty of the annotation task and to examine in
which ways the model can be improved, com-
plemented and made generalisable as to apply
to other online instructive blog content. In ad-
dition, prompting large language models on

the classification and generation of attractive
instructions could further strengthen the ex-
ploratory results offered in this paper. Large
databases containing cooking instructions, as
well as videos of people executing them (e.g.,
Yagcioglu et al., 2018; Carvalho et al., 2018;
Salvador et al., 2017; Regneri et al., 2013;
Rohrbach et al., 2012a; Rohrbach et al., 2012b)
demonstrate that a combination of text-based
models with visual information can significantly
improve the understanding and assessment of
action descriptions. Recent initiatives in nat-
ural language processing and generation are
promising (e.g., Tu et al., 2022; Pustejovsky
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Attribute Value Part IWP Text IWP Pictures
N % N %

Action Obligatory 221 79.2% 147 100%
Status Alternative 27 9.7% 0 0%

Conditional 31 11.1% 0 0%
AS Total 279 100% 147 100%
Action Process 1 46 100% 12 46.2%
Aspect 2 91 100% 55 94.8%

3 52 100% 6 20.0%
4 90 100% 13 39.4%
All 279 100% 86 58.5%

Result 1 0 0.0% 14 53.8%
2 0 0.0% 3 5.2%
3 0 0.0% 24 80.0%
4 0 0.0% 20 60.6%
All 0 0.0% 61 41.5%

AA Total 279 100% 147 100%

Table 5: Easy to Read - Frequencies and percentages of Action Status and Aspect in IWP Text and Pictures.

Part Layout Content
Index Proximity Enhancement Elaboration

N % N % N % N %
1 7 4.8% 19 13.1% 11 7.6% 15 10.3%
2 0 0% 58 40.0% 29 20.0% 29 20.0%
3 0 0% 28 19.3% 6 4.1% 22 15.2%
4 0 0% 33 22.8% 9 6.2% 24 16.6%
All 7 4.8% 138 95.2% 55 37.9% 90 62.1%

Table 6: Easy to Read - Frequencies and percentages of Layout and Content relations per corpus part.

Category Attribute N %
Text Attention Grabber 20 100%

Author Welcome 18 90%
Diet Legend 11 55%
Nutrition Facts 20 100%

Picture Author Portrait 19 95%
Teaser 20 100%
Ingredients Pic 9 45%
Recommendation 19 95%

Interaction Jump to Recipe 20 100%
Link to Author 19 95%
Social Handles 20 100%
Rate Option 20 100%
Comment Option 20 100%
Tick-off Function 9 45%

Table 7: Engagement - Frequencies and percent-
ages for Text, Picture and Interaction attributes for
the whole corpus.

et al., 2021). Thus, annotation of cooking in-
structions serves to build systems that under-
stand and extract practical knowledge from
written instructions, enabling them to offer guid-
ance or to perform procedural tasks. However
limitations of computational tools for automat-
ically identifying and categorising actions in
instructions (Van der Sluis et al., 2018, Zhang
et al., 2012) still require human intervention
as an essential guiding factor. We advocate
reader and user studies to explore the rele-
vance of annotation models, to inform further
annotation efforts and to inform guidelines for
authoring multimodal instructions.
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